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PREFACE
This document is the Final issue -,-f the MIL-STD-1760 Application Guidelines (CDRL iO.m BOXC).
This work has been undertaken as part of Phase II -fazk 8 !3f the Aircraft Armament Interoperable
Interface (A2 12 ) contract (contract number N60530-82-R-0012).
The contract monitor is
Mr Carl Stoddard of Naval Weapons Center (NWC), China Lake, CA and the technical monitor was
Mr John Slivinski, and then Lt Paul Ivone and Mr Richard Lewandowski, ASD/ENASF, Wrigth:
Patterson Air Force Base, OH.
Principal contributors to this document are:
Computing Devices

-

Victo-! Fuller
David -ough
Steve Knowles

Rob Hill
Peter Hunt
Peter Mackean

Hugh Perry

Sue Spice

Rick Wiles
Brian Winn

John Wilhelm

WINTEC Frank Woodall
The Computing Devices task manager is Hugh Perry.
The development of MIL-STD-1760 has been undertaken with the objective of reducing
significantly the proliferation of different types of aircraft/store electrical interfaces, thereby
improving aircraft/slore interoperability and reducing store integration problems.
This document addresses those issues which are associated with the practical implementation of
MIL-STD-1760 in a real aircraft and store environment. It contains the results implementation
experience gained as the result of comprehensive studies and the full implementation and
evaluation of the standard. This experience is generalized into Application Guidance that is
considered useful for assisting future implementors of the standard.
This document is divided into three parts:
( 1 ) The first part is the Application Guidelines Report (AGR) and includes program
background and a implementation case study.
( 2 ) The second part (Appendix A) is an issue and guidance document. It includes a
summary of the projected benefits of the standard, a brief description of it and a discussion
of the MIL-STD-1760 Application Process. The main portion of this second part contains a
list of implementation issues and application guidance associated with each issue.
(3)

The third part (Appendix B) contains the rationale for the conclusions contained in the

second part.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 S
OF THE APPUCATIO
f L IDUNME. The Application Guidelines records experience
gained and lessons learned from the sudies, designs and evaiuuatlons undertaken during the A11
Program, and provides practical guidance and associated rationale for lmnplefentors, of
MIL-STD-1760 in future applications.
1 2 PURPOSE OF THE APPLICATION GUlDFLINES The purpose of the MIL-STD-1760 Appilication
Guidelines is to provide practical guidance for imPrementors of MIL-STD-1760 in future store
and aircraft applications, as ilustrated in Figure 1.1. The standard has a significant impact on
the system design of related avionics systems, such as the Stores Management System (SMS).
analog data transfer equipment. the Po',er Distribution System (POS) and Data Transfer
Equprnent (DTE). It also impacts the design of the stores themselves. It is anticipated that the
document will provide useful information to: System Program Offices (SPOs), Aircraft Prime
Contractors, Avionics and Store System Designers, System Integrators, and Equipment Users.
The document has been developed with four key objecties:
a

To identify key Implementation Issues relevant to the MIL-STD-1760 Application

process and provide recommended implementation approaches for each issue.
b. To describe the practical basis and rationale for recommendations made.
c. To provide visibility into on-going MIL-STD-1760 applications.
d

To allow the reacer to obtain the specific information he needs easily and rapidly.

Provide Practical Guidance
to Implementors
of Future MIL-STD-1760
Applications
MIL-STD-1760

FOR

APPLICATIONGUIDELINES
CONTROL DATA

•
•
*
•
•

SPOs
Aircraft Primes
System Designers
System Integrators
Users

FIGURE 1.1 Purpose and Readership of the Application Guidelines

13 STRUCTURE OF DOUME
The document is divided into three parts, tie Application
Guide~nes Report (AGR). Appendix A entitled OA Guide to MIL-STD-1760 Applications., and
Appendix B. The AGR summarizes the AAJI lmplementation Examples in two main sections:
a. The AEIS Validation System (AVS) and AVS Test System
b. The F-16 C/O Aircraft Implementation Case Study
The principal content of Appendix A Is a description of MIL-STD-1760 Implementation Issues,
and recommended guidance for the implementation of each one. Appendix B includes the detailed
rationale for the implementation guidance Included In Appendix A.
1.4 APPLICATION GUI INFR DEVLOPMNT PROCESS AND OFRMU CONTENT The appadlor
guidance contained in Appendix A has been derived from a wide experience base of
MIL-STD-1760 Implementations. Figure 1.2 illustrates the process that has been undertaken
to develop the issues and guidance relevant to MIL-STD-1760 implementation. The list of issues
has been derived from:
a. System studies undertaken in Phase I of the AAII Program (Described In Section 4).
b. Detailed system, hardware and software experience gained through the design, test and
evaluation of a system which fully implements MIL-STD-1760 - namely the AVS (This system
is described in Section 5).
c. The F-16 C/D Case Study, which considered design issues associated with
implementing the full MIL-STD-1760 on a tactical aircraft utilizing existing avionics
equipment to the maximum degree practicable. The study is described In section 6.
d. A survey of Air Force planned implementations of MIL-STD-1760 in aircraft and
store programs.
Through the experience gained through the four activities described above, rinplementation
guidance for each issue has been derived. Where issues have been considered from more thOw one
of these activities, the guidance provided is an amalgamation of the results of each activity. This
approach has enabled a wide spectrum of experience to be gakied within the constraints of tha
program schedule. Figure 1.2 also stunmarizes the main sections contained in the AGR and
Appendix A. Careful consideration has been given to the format of the presentation of the
Implementation Guioance in Appendix A. Depending upon the particular interest of the reader, he
may wish to reference a particular topic in terms of the relevant MIL-STD-1760 paragraph,
the relevant phase of the Application Process, or a specific implementation issue. Appendix A
has been structured to simprify the reader's aocess to his relevant data.
1.5 CONEN OF APPLICATION GI•lINIRSIt must be noted that material was not gathered after
June 1986 for the AGR. Consequently, some of the data and information may have become
outdated
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FIGURE 1.2 Guidelines Development Process and Overall Document Content
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SECTION 2
REFERENCED DOCUMRENTS
2.1 GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS Unless otherwise specified in paragraph 2.3, the following
specifications, standards, and handbooks form a part of this document to the extent specified
herein.
2.1.1 Milot

.( S,

rc:e

MIL-STD-454

Standard General Requirements for Electronic
Equipment

MIL- ST D-461

Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics
Requirements for Equipment

MI L- ST D-462

Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics,
Measurement of

MIL-STD-704D

Aircraft Electrical Power Characteristics

MIL-STr. , .2A

Safety Program for System and Subsystems and
Equipment, Requirements for

"M1

Aircraft Internal Time Division Command Response
:.Iultiplex Data Bus

-.

vL15531

MIL-STD-1760

Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System

MIL-STD-1815A

Ada Programming Language

2.1.2 Military Specifications
MIL-E-5400

General Equipmen' ;r-u:ru, .,aent

MIL-C-38999

Connectcr, ' -- :l.al, Circular, Miniature, High
Density, QuicK Disconnect (Bayonet, Threaded, and
Breech Coupling), Environment Resistant, Removable
Crimp and Hermetic Solder Contacts, General
Specification for

2.1.3 Handbooks
MIL-HDBK-244

Aircraft--

re Integration

2.1.4 NATO Standardization Aarf .".n
STANAG 3350 AVS

Monochrome Video Standard for Aircraft
System Applications

4

2.1.5 Other Documents
DRAFT
MIL-STD-1760A

Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection
System (Draft for Comment, April 1985)

DRAFT Notice 1 to
MIL-STD-1760A

Logical Requirements (June 1985)

J22

22 CON3TRACTORt DOCtJMENTS
CDRL: COOK - Type A System Specification (for an AEIS Implementation System). July
1983 (Reference CDC 182-02-01).
CDRL: COOL - Generic SMS System Design B1 Specification (Reference CDC
182-04-02).
182.51-02
182-60-05
182-60-06
182-60-07
182-60-08
182-60-09
182-60-10
182-60-11
182-60-12
182-60-21
182-70-07
182-70-06
182-70-13
182-60-22

AIM-9L Parameters
PCE 82 Specifications (CDC)
SSE B2 Specifications (CDC)
SNE B2 Specifications (CDC)
APS B2 Specifications (CDC)
CSE B2 Specifications (CDC)
DC B2 Specifications (CDC)
MFD 82 Specifications (CDC)
SU B2 Specifications (CDC)
Aircraft Wiring (CDC)
MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Plan (CDC)
AVS Evaluation Plan (CDC)
LDD Evaluation Plan (CDC)
MIL-STD-1760 Impact of Changes

2.3 MIL-.Z7
For the purposes of this document, MIL-STD-1760 shall be defined as
April 1985 draft MIL-STD-1760A, as amended by June 1985 DRAFT Notice 1 as limited by
document 182-60-22.
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SECTI(.N 3
DEFINITION OF TERMS
3.1 DEFINITION AND USE OF TERMS Terms whien used within this document are as defined in the
referenced documents, MIL-HDBK-244, the NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions for
Military Use, and as follows:
3.1.1 AVS - This is the AEIS Validation System, as described in section 5 of this document.
3.1.2 AVS Rig- This is the AVS and the avionics simulator described in section 5 of this
document.
3.1.3 AS RgSstm- This is the total evaluation system described in section 5 of this
document. NOTE: The AVS Rig System is a generic SMS simulator and it contains store
simulation systems. Because of this, stores are not actually released or jettisoned. However, for
consistency with the generic SMS requirements the terms are used as if real stores were
managed. In this context the terms should be taken to mean "functions performed as if the AVS
were contained within an In-Service Aircraft."
3.1.4 Store - A store is any device intended for internal or external carriage and mounted on an
aircraft, whether or not the item is intended to be separated in flight. There are two categories
of stores:
a Cariage stores are suspension and release equipment that are mounted on a nonpermanent basis, and may be fitted to more than one aircraft type or one aircraft station. Pylons
and primary racks (such as MAU-12) are not carriage stores.
b. M*sgion store are all stores, excluding ca'riage stores and include, but are not
limited to. the following:
Missiles
Bombs
Nuclear weapons
Rocket pods, dispensers capable of ejecting multiple
submunitions, guns and gun pods
Torpedoes
Pyrotechnic devices
Sonobuoys
Flares, chaff dispensers
Drones
Pods (laser designator, electronic countermeasures, store
control, data link, reconnaissance)
Fuel and spray tanks
Target and cargo drop containers.
Note that pods directly associated with aircraft flight control functions are not considered to be
stores. Also, note that Individual rockets, gun rounds and submunitions are not considered to be
stores. In general, mission stores directly support a specific mission of an aircraft.
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3.1.5 Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System (AEIS) - The AEIS is a system composed
of electrical (and fiber optic) interfaces on aircraft and stores through which aircraft energize,
control, and employ stores. The AEIS consists of electrical interfaces necessary for the transfer
of electrical power and data between aircraft and stores from one store to another store via the
aircraft. It is defined in MIL-STD-1760.
3.1.6 Electrical Interface Tyoes - The AEIS consists of four electrical interface types as follows:
a Aircraft Station Interface (ASI - The Aircraft Station interface is on the aircraft
structure where the mission or carriage is electrically connected. This interface is usually on
the aircraft side of an aircraft-to-store umbilical cable (Some carriage configurations may not
use an "umbilical cable," for example rail launchers). The Aircraft Station Interface locations
include pylons, conformal and fuselage hard points, internal weapon bays, and wing tips.
b. Carriage Store Interface (CSI) The Carriage Store Interface is on the carriage store
structure to which the aircraft is electrically connected. This interface is on the store side of an
aircraft-to-store umbilical cable.
c. Carriage Store Station Interface (CSSh - The Carriage Store Station Interface is on
the carriage store structure to which Mhe mission store is electrically connected. This interface
is usually on the carriage store side of the carriage store-to-mission store umbilical cable
(Some carriage stores, such as rail launchers. may not use an umbilical cable but use some
other cable/connector mechanism).
d. Mission Store Interface (MSI) - The Mission Store Interface is on the mission store
structure to which the aircraft or carriage store is electrically connected. This interface is on
the mission store side of an aircraft-to-store umbilical cable, a carriage store-to-mission
store umbilical cable, or a rail launcher cable/connector mechanism.
3.1.7 Standard Store Interface (SSIB - The term "standard store interface" is used to describe
any electrical aircraft/store interface which complies with MIL-STD-1760.
3.1.8 Non-Standard Store Interface (NSSI) - The term *non-standard store interface" is used to
describe any electrical aircraft/store interface which does not comply with MIL-STD-1760.
3.1.9 Interoperable Store - Any store with an SSI that is intended for use on two or more
aircraft types (excludes special carriage trays).
3.1.10 AircatSttion - The term "aircraft station" is used to describe a primary hard-point
fixture or fixtures on the aircraft structure at which a number of primary store stations and/or
MIL-STD-1760 aircraft station interfaces (ASI) may be simultaneously located.
3.1.11 Hierarchical Bus Network - Is used to describe a network of two or more MIL-STD1553 buses where one or more buses has a command response protocol independent of one or
more of the buses, and which have data passing relationships.
3.1.12 rming - The term "arming" is used - describe the process of preparing a store for
employment from a safe condition. Arming Is only initiated as a result of positive request from
the aircrew to the aircraft. Arming does not include the transition to an irreversible state.
3.1.13 Irreversible Commit - This term is used to describe any processes which result in
irreversible changes in the emplnyrment states of stores and which excludes the store separation
7

process. Subsequent to irreversible commit, either a clean release or a hang-fire will be
achieved.
3.1.14 Store ,Searation - The term 'store separation' is used to describe any process which
results in the intended separation of stores from the aircraft while in flight, The process
intlides bomb release, missile launch, rocket fire and jettison activities.
3.1.15 Store Employment - The term *store employment" is used to describe the process which
allows a store to fulfill its intended operation requirement.
3.1.16 Ei[Jjg - This term is used to describe the process of causing a projectile to be separated
from the aircraft through a tube (It is usually applied to firing guns, rockets and dispenser type
munitions).
3.1.17 Release - The term *release* is used to describe the separation of stores from the
aircraft in flight, usually in a vertical direction, for the purposes of employing the store. This
would include 'Eject Launch.'
3.1.18 Launch. The term "launch' is used to describe the process of separating self-propelled
stores, such as missiles, from the aircraft In flight for the purposes of employing the store.
3.1.19 Multi-function controls and displays (MFCD) - The term "MFCD" is used to describe
those cockpit control and display facilities which could be used to effect store control.
3.1.20 Jettison - This term is used to describe the process by which stores are Intentionally
separated from the aircraft in a safe and unarmed condition. Jettison is normally performed
following a system or store failure or when the safety of the aircraft may be in jeopardy. Stores
may be selectively jettisoned individually or in groups. Emergency jettison separates all
appropriate stores from the aircraft in a minimum period of time.
3.1.21 Reversionary activity - The term 'reversionary activity' is used to describe the
process which may occur following a detected system or store failure, which attempts to allow
system availability to be maintained.
3.1.22 StoeI Jsin
- A store is defined as having been selected when any function or signal
(other than store communications or store interruptive BIT) has been activated or applied to
that store.
3.1.23 Store communication - The term "store communication* Is used to describe transmission
to/from a store via the multiplex data bus.
3.1.24 AEIS Imnlementation System (AIS1 . The term 'AIS" is used to describe those aircraft
avionics subsystems which are directly involved in the implementation of the AEiS. The
functional boundary of the ASI Is not necessarily that defined by the physical boundary of the
avionics subsystems involved. The principal subsystem associated with the AIS is the SMS.
3.2 ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS These are defined In Appendix A.
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SECTION 4
OVERVIEW OF THE CDC AAII PROGRAM
AAI program
4.1 THE ARCRAFT ARMAMEN INTEROPERABLE INTERFACE (MI) PROGRAM
of the
aspects
all
to
develop
tasked
been
has
which
program
Navy
and
Force
US
Air
is a joint
Aircraft Electrical Interface System (AEIS), as defined by MIL-STD-1760. The program is
divided into a number of elemeits, as shown in figure 4.1. One key element is the concept
development and documentation of the avionics systems which will implement the standard,
together with the design of the logical, or protocol, aspects of the standard itself.
4.2 THE CDC AA11 PROGRM
4.2.1 erogram Obiectives. The following discussion describes the program undertaken by
Control Data Corporation (CDC) and its then subsidiary, Computing Devices, UK. The work was
also supported by WINTEC Inc. In Valparaiso, Florida, and, In phase I, the Boeing Airplane
Company, Seattle. Throughout the program, which covered the 1982 to 1987 timeframe, a
number of changes and redirections were implemented to reflect the developing status of the
MIL-STD-1760. After the first one year phase of the program, the CDC contract was extended to
accommodate the MIL-STD-1760 program requirements of both the Air Force and Navy.
The major objectives of the program were:
a. To determine the requirements of the avionics systems which will be required to
implement MIL-STD-1760 on future USAF aircraft [The principal system affected is the Stores
Management System (SMS)].
b. To develop an optimum generic system architectural design which
would implement these requirements.
c. To develop a Logical Design Definition (LDD) for the standard.
d. To test and evaluate MIL-STD-1 760 within a fully representative system
environment.
e. To perform a MIL-ZTD-1760 Implementation case study on an in-service aircraft,
for which the F-16 was selected and to survey the current Implementation status of the standard
in Air Force aircraft and stores (These studies provide real-world implementation experience).
f. To document all the MIL-STD-1760 implementation experience gained within a fully
representative system environment, in an Application Guidelines Report to assist future
implementors of the standard.
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4.2.2 erincipal Proorarn Tasks. An overview of the tasks undertaken is shown in figure 4.2,
together with their interrelationships. The program was divided into two principal phases, and
consisted of the following tasks:
PHASE I
( 1 ) Develop AEIS Implementation System (AIS) Requirements
(2) Design anAEIS LDD
(3) Develop a Generic AIS Design
PHASE II
( 4 ) Design, Fabricate and Test an AEIS Validation System (AVS) and its test
environment.

( 5) Test and Evaluate MIL-STD-1760 and the AVS, and then deliver it to the
Navy 1760 Test Facility.
(6)

Perform a MIL-STD-1760 Implementation Case Study (on the F-16 CID).

(7)

Survey the planned Air Force MIL-STD-1760 aircraft and store

implementations.
(8) Develop MIL-STD-1760 Application Guidelines to assist future
implementors of the standard.
These tasks are shown highlighted in figure 4.1 (where relevant), to indicate how th. CDC
contract forms part of the overall MIL-STD-1760 development program.
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4.2.3 Program Schedule The AAII program schedule (figure 4.3) shows the duration and
completion dates of each of the principal tasks defined in paragraph 4.2.2.
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FIGURE 4.3 CDC AAII Program Schedule
4.3 TASK DESCRIPTIONS The following discussion briefly descrbes the principal tasks
undertaken during the AAII program.
4.3.1 Develo, AIS Reauirements A MIL-STD-490 Type A system requirement specification was
dev9loped to define the system functions and characteristics of the AEIS Implementaticn System.
This system is required to control both existing and new (MIL.STD-1760) weapons on existing
and future aircraft. The specification was developed from the future Air Force and Navy aircraft
mission requirements, as well as a large number of previous related studies, relevant standards
and specifications. The specification was used to define the requirements for the subsequent
detailed system design activities, as well as providing an input to defining the general SMS
requirements for the Pave Pillar program. Figure 4.4 shows the types and quantities of weapons
that will be carried on each type of aircraft; these will fulfill the foreseen tactical and strategic
missions of Air Force Aircraft. The figure also shows the quantities of MIL-STD-1760
interfaces that w;Il be needed in the future, and as such, forms a prime AIS system design driver.
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FIGURE 4.4 MIL-STD-1760 Weapon Requirements of USAF Aircraft Types
4.3.2 DesignIA.IS Logical Design Definilion (LDD) Figure 4.5 shows the three elements of
MIL.-STD-1760, the Physical. Electrical and Logical definitions. The development of the LDD by
CDC was undertaken to comply with an LDD Type A specification, and the system requirements
defined in the AIS Type A specification. The draft LDD comprised of the major elements shown in
figure 4.6. (The LDD. together with its rationale consisted of 391 pages.) It has subsequently
undergone revision as the result of Government and Industry review; this process has included
the review by the SAE AE-9A Task Group.
4.3.3 Develop Generic AIS Dosian The task of developing a generic AIS design consisted of
studying alternative system architectures which would implement all the system requirements,
and then performing trade-off studies to determine the optimum implementation approach.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the key factors that influenced the system dPsign, and which resulted in a
Type B1 specification defining the central, or generic, functions of an AIS.
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4.3.4 Design Fabricate and Test an AEISVaridatiar System (AVS) and itsTest Environmeni
The
AVS and its tes1 environment were developed to provide a fuUl MIL-STD-1760 Implementation
environment which is fully representative of the functional LRU partitioning of an
system. An overall system diagram is shown in figure 4.8. a detailed description of aircraft
the system is
given in section 5.
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4.3.5 Test and Evaluate MIL-STD-1760 and the AVS The first part of this activity was
concerned with testing the AVS and the tes, system to ensure that the AVS is a valid
implementation of all three elements of the standard. It also verified that the standard is
implementable in its entirety, and that it contains no inconsistencies. Issues and lessons learned
from this process are included in Appendix A. The second part of the task evaluated the standard
and the way in which the AVS implemented it. This test and evaluation (T&E) process produced a
large number of 1760 implementation issues, and many lessons were learned from the process.
The process is described in section 5 and relevant implementation guidance is contained in
Appendix A.
4.3.6 Perform F-16 Case Study An implementation case study was conducted on an aircraft
representative of a current MIL-STD-1553 avionics architecture. The F-16 C/D was selected
as being a stressing case in terms of its physical and performance requirements, and the wide
range of new weapons It will carry In the future. The main purpose of the study was to
determine implementation issues and guidance relating to incorporating the standard on an
existing aircraft, while making the maximum use of the existing weapon management system.
The study is described in detail in section 6.
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4.3.7 Survey of MIL-STD-l_760 Implementatins This survey identified the imoplementation
status and associated issues of each Air Force aircraft and store program cunfenry planning to

implement the standard. The purpose of the study was to determine the hylmntto faclors
which these programs have already determined through their experience, and to enable this
experience to be incoqxated into Appendix A.

4.3.8 DevekW .pAjm•4ijln

Guidelines= As has already been described In section 1, the

MiL-STD-IT60 Applic.ation Guidelines documents the 1760 implemenitaion experience gained
as the result of the program. While describing the particular activities undeortaken (in ,the
Application Guidelines Report). Appendix A Is structured to present general 1760
implementation issues and recommended guidanice for the Implementation of MIL-STO-1760 In
future aircra~ft and store programs. The applic~ation guidance con•tained in Apeni A eiddrese al

co)mprehensive range of specific implementation "mue. These have been determined as the
result of the wide spectrum of design experience gained duin this program.
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SECTION 5
DESCRIPTION OF THE AEIS VALIDATION SYSTEM AND THE AVS TEST SYSTEM
5.1 A•IS VAUDATION SYSTEM (AVS) This section provides an understanding of the
requirements and design of the AEIS Validation System (AVS) and its use. Design
guidance gained from the AVS forms a substantial portion of the guidelines of this
document, and an understanding of the AVS is important in using the guidance presented.
Sections 5.1 through 5.3 address those three subject areas, namely the:

a. AN,
b. AVS Test System
c. MIL-STD-1760 Test and Evaluation
The AVS equipment is shown in figure 5.1, and in system diagram form In figure 5.2. The
overall objective of the AVS was to ensure that a valid AEIS standard is produced. The
development of the AVS to support that objective is described below for the following phases:
a
b.
c.
d
e.

Objectives (Para 5.1.1)
Definition (Para 5.1.2)
Performance (Para 5.1 .3)
Interfaces (Pira 5.1.4)
Design (Para 5.1.5)

] i

1760 Interface

S~System
Existing Store Interface
4

DA Bas (1553)
AVS Processing EqUIpx' t

., '4

,.,'4.,

l
FIUR

5.

___ + 711c
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bSVldtinSse and

Eaute-

MI-ST16

FIGURE 5.1 AEIS Validation System (AVS) being used to Test and Evaluate MIL.STD-1 760
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5.1.1 AVS Objc•tfiv
The overall objective for the AVS as stated above was to ensure that a valid
AEIS standard is produced. In translating this objective into more tangible objectives, it was
defined that the AEIS standard would have two main components:
a. MIL-STD-1760:
A military standard which, with notices, defines physical,
electrical and logicai interface characteristics, (refer to Appendix A sections 4 and 5).
b.
Application Guidelines: Providing further interface and implementation details
which can be used or mandated on specific contracts.
In ensuring a valid standard the AVS. by implementing MIL-STD-1760, would support both
these components. MIL-STD-1760 evaluation of a realistic implementation would enable
avoidance of incorrect provisions being included in the military standard. Application Guidelines
result from the detailed analysis of the design and iniplemenlation features of the AVS. The AVS
therefore had specific objectives of:
a Enabling the demonstration and evaluation of the complete MIL-STD-1760 including
the logical element
b. Enabling the demonstration of a MIL-STD-1760 test plan
c. Enabling the preparation of Application Guidelines
d Implementing MIL-STD-1760 in a realistic system environment
5.1.2 AV5 Defiition The AVS can be defined principally by the functions it executes. The main
function of the AVS is to implement MIL-STD-1760, and it is therefore an AEIS Implementation
System (AIS). However, as with all AIS, there are other functions that the implementation will
implement. In determining the functions that the AVS would implement, consideration has to be
given to three main factors:
a Costs and Timescales
b. AVS objectives
c. Realistic implementE.tion
The functions of the AVS Pra, therefore, to provide:
a

MIL-STD-1760 AIS Interfaces:
Physical
Electrical
Logical

b. Existing Store Interfaces
c. Stores Management for:
MIL-STD-1760 Air-to-Air Missile
MIL-STD-1760 Air-to-Ground Missile
MIL-STD-1760 Bomb
MIL-STD-1760 Carriage Store
AMRAAM
AIM.9L Sidewinder
MK 82 Bomb
Suspension and Release Equipment
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FIGURE 5.2 AVS System Diagram
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d. Data Management:
To/from stores
Date Formatting
Data Computation to Store Axes
Interfaces to Stores and Aircraft
a. Stores Management Functions:
Selection
Stores State Control and Monitor
Targeting Control
Arming
Release Management
Selective Jettison
Emergency Management
Inventory
Weapon BIT
f.

Crew Interfaces:
Displays
Critical Controls
Non-Critical Controls

g. Miscellaneous:
Aircraft Wiring
Pylon Wiring
Carriage Wiring
Full details of the AVS functions are contained in the references defined in paragraph 2.2, and
particularly in the AVS Critical Item Development Specification 182/51/01.
5.1.3 AVS Performance A full definition in this report of the AVS performance would be
inappropriate. The AVS specification (reference above) contains all the details. The most
relevant areas of the specified AVS performance are listed below.
a. Lgadmity The loadouts for the AVS are shown figuratively in figures 5.3 and 5.4. The
AVS implements five pylon stations and up to two carriage store stations. Each station has a
MIL-STD-1760 interface, a MK 82 Bomb interface and an S&RE interface. The two outboard
stations have Sidewinder interfaces capable of full SEAM mode. The MIL-STD-1760 interface
classes Implemented are:
( 1 ) Class 1A ASI for three central pylons
( 2 ) Class 1 ASI for outboard pylons
( 3 ) Class 2 CSSI for two carriage stations
b. Functional Dependencies The input-output dependencies for all of the AVS functions
are specified as for a real AEIS Implementation.
c. Q= A stressing data transfer and processing performance Is specified for the AVS.
Processing tasks include conversion between MIL-STD-1760 and non-standard formats,
computation of release points, and conversion of target data between aircraft and store axes
systems. A full and realistic range ok data types is transferred at rates and precisions of
typically 25 Hz and 16 or 32 bits, respectively.
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CARRIAGE
17"S MULTIPLE

(MIL-STD-1760 Stores)

d Release/Jettion
Key points include:

A realistic performance is specified for both release and jettison.

( 1 ) Design representative of single fault immune and
10- 7 /hour hazard rates.
( 2 ) Release packages Jefinable.
(3) Multiple release modes with release spacings selectable to 10 meters
minimum spacing at variable attack velocities.
( 4 ) Separele Selective and Emergency Jettison functions. Both are sequenced and
Emergency Jettison is single fault immune.
e. C
A multidunction flexible color control and display interface is
specified for the majority of all functions. Critical control is specified by inoividual controls
which include Master Arm, Trigger. Ground Test. Selective and Emergency Jettison demands.
I.
nia.rX A stressirpg self-determination of inventory system is speclfied. The AVS
does not have an inventory panel, thereby reducing the represented crew loading.
g. Intac
All key AVS interfaces are realistic in connector, signal and data terms.
(Refer to 5.1.9 below.)
h. Built In Test (BIT) A multimode BIT implementation is specified. BIT coverage is a
minimum of 95%. and diagnosis of faults to individual replaceable units is implemented.
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FIGURE 5.4 AVS stores loadouts (existing stores)
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i.

EnvironmeJn

A ground based laboratory environment is specified to reduce cost.

j. VIum tMns To reduce cost and provide increased user flexibility, the volume and
mass of the AVS are not constrained to flight equipment limits.
5.1.4 V.•,•_ntsfaeas The AVS implements interfaces with stores, suspension equipment the
aircraft and the crew. Key points are listed below.
5.1.4.1

Stores Interfaces
MIL-C-38999
MIL-STD-1760
AIM-9L interface

Connectors:
Signals:
5.1.4.2 Susoension Eguigment Interfaces
Connectors:
Signals:

Multiple, Circular
As MAU-12, Modular Rail Launcher (MRL)

5.1.4.3 Aircraft Interfaces
MIL-C-38999
Triaxial data bus connectors
SMA RF connectors
115 Volt 3 phase power
28 Volt DC power (redundant supply)
MIL-STD-1553 Avionics Data Bus
9 Analog bidirectional paths

Connectors:
Signals:

5.1.4.4CrwntrM
Multifunction Display:

Critical Controls:
Joystick:

Multicolor
Touch Sensitive
Multipaged
Mixed Store Video/Symbol displays
Discrete Switches
Momentary Action (Release, Jettison)
Two state (Master Arm, Ground Test)
4 way control

5.1.5 AVS fian Three areas of the AVS design are of interest: Functional Partitioning
(Philosophy and Implementation), Internal Interfaces, and Key Design Features.
5.1.5.1 AVS Functional Partitionino Philosophy The approaches to partitioning in the AVS are
listed below for the main external and internal AVS functions. External functions are concerned
with Implementing the interfaces which are external to the AVS. Internal finctions are those
which do not normally directly Impact external interfaces.
a

External Functions

( 1 ) Power Switching Medium Power (primary Interface) switching up to 10
Amps is distributed to remote units near to the store interfaces to minimize aircraft wiring and
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improve EMC. High power (auxiliary interface) switching up to 30 Amps is centralized due to
the high volume and excessive power dissipation associated with switching these currents.
(2) Cdrical Swithino Critical Switching is Oistributed to remote units near to
the store interfaces and suspension equipment. This is principally to reduce the EMC hazards
associated with long wiring lengths of critical signals. A reduction in aircraft wiring also
results.
( 3 ) AnaW Network The Acalog Network is centralized. This results from the
need to keep remote units small, the cost of Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) systems, the
ability to use high bandwidth wires for existing store signals, and the reduction in aircraft
wiring that centralized networks provide for most airframes. Figure 5.5 illustrates this
comparison. The analog networking is located separately from the main AVS decision processing
to allow evaluation of an AIS architecture, with processing integrated into a mission processing
system.
( 4 ) AEIS Bus Control Centralized and located with AVS decision processing to
reduce delays *n sta;e changes and data transfer.
(5) Data Formaaft Centralized to reduce the size of remote units.
( 6 ) Exisina Store Intedaces Complex signals are centralized to redu-e the size
of remote units, but are located in a separate unit to the decision processing and data formatting.
This enables evaluation of an AIS architecture with processing integrated into a mission
processing system. Non-complex generic discrete signals are distributed to remote units to
reduce aircraft wiring.
( 7) Avionics Interface Centralized to reduce data paths. Data bus interface and
analog interlaces are located with the AVS processing and analog networks respectively, for
similar reasons.
(8) DiLplays/Controls Distributed to units representative of cockpit locatable
equipments and panels.
b. Internal Functions
( 1 ) Decision Processing A centralized method reduces the data paths and
internal bus loadings during time-critical functions, such as multi-store targeting or release.
( 2) Built in Test
LBITl BIT mode management and activation are centralized to
ensure efficient result collation and overall coordination with AVS functions. The BIT
functioning within the remote units and weapons is managed by remote BIT controllers to reduce
the central processing load and enhance BIT execution times.
( 3 ) Datakage Centralized for efficient access by the AVS decision processing and
data formatting.
( 4 ) Internal Interlace Management Centralized and located with the AVS decision
processing to provide rapid control and monitor of AVS state.
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( 5) Power Regulation Distributed to units where regulated power is consumed.
This results in lower aircraft wiring than would centralized or part centralized power
regulation.
( 6) Power Distribution Centralized, but distributed away from the AVS decision
processing. This results in lower aircraft wiring than with a totally distributed system, and
also allows evaluation of an AIS architecture where decision processing is integrated into a
mission processing system.
5.1.5.2 AVS functional art tioning implementation The AVS is shown as a system diagram in
figure 5.2. The AVS compises the following functional components:

a. Process Control Equipment (POE)
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Stores Station Equipments (SSE)
Signal Network Equipment (SNE)
Auxiliary Power Equipment (APS)
Carriage Store Equipment (CSE)
Display Controller
(DC)
Multi Function Display
(MFD)
Stubbing Units
(SU)
i.
Dedicated AVS Cockpit Switches (EJ, PSJ, TRIGGER, MAS, TEST Joystick)
j. Armament Bus
k. Aircraft Wiring

The functions of these components are described below.
a PEF Qezcipto The Process Control Equipment (PCE) is the main system controller
of the AVS. The PCE is defined in specification 182-60-05. It executes the following functions:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Avionics bus interface
Interfacing with critical switches
Armament Bus control (MIL-STD-1553 bus)
Armament bus discrete control with single fault immune EJ function
Store state control and monitor
Store data supply and monitor
AVS LRU state control and monitor
AVS LRU data supply and monitor

b. S
Each Store Station Equipment (SSE) Implements the discrete and
power interfaces for one pylon. The SSE is defined in specification 182-60-06. It executes the
following functions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Provide the armament bus interface
115 VAC & 28V DC power for single primary ASI
Release consent generation
MAU-12 S&RE control and monitor
Fuzing signals generation
LAU-127 S&RE control and monitor
Generic discrete input/output
Single fault immune EJ function
Provide fault isolation for overcurrent conditions
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The Signal Network Equipment (SNE) Irnplwmts the high
c. S
bandwidth, low bandwidth and existing store interfaces for the AVS. The SNE is defined in
specification 182-60-07. It executes the following functions:
(1) Armament bus interface
(2) Interface to HB1, H82, HB3, HB4 and LB for five ASIs.
(3) Interface to AIM-9L guidance and audio signals multiplexed onto the high
bandwidth signals defined above for two ASIs.
(4) Provide avionics analog interface for:
(a) 1 x 2 GHz bidirectional interface
(b) 4 x 20 MHz at 50 Ohm bidirectional Interface
(c) 3 x 20 MHz at 75 Ohm bidirectional interface
(d) 1 x Low Bandwidth bidirectional interface
( 5 ) Provide analog network of (ASI nodes: Aircraft nodes:
ASI-ASI paths):
(a) 5:1:0 2 GHz network
(b) 20:7.9 20 MHz network
(c) 5:1:1 Low Bandwidth network
(6) Provide AIM-9L scan function
( 7 ) Provide data conversion between MIL-STD-1 760 target data formats and
AIM-9L guidance formats.
d. APS Desrioln The Auxiliary Power Switch (APS) implements the power
distribution and auxiliary power switching of the AVS. The APS is defined in specification 18260-08. It executes the following functions:
(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Armament Bus Interface
Distribute 115 VAC to PCE, SNE, DC, Pylons 1-5
Distribute 28 VDC A & B to PCE and Pylons I - 5
Provide switched MIL-STD-1760 Auxiliary Power to ASI 2.3 & 4
Monitor Power
Provide fault isolation for overcurrent conditions.

e.
De•E ig
The Carriage Store Equipment (CSE) is the simulated
implementation of the electronics of a MIL-STD-1760 twin store carrier (or multiple ejector
rack). The CSE is defined in specification 182-60-09. It executes the following functions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(14)
(5)
(6)
(7)

CSI Interface to MIL-STD-1760 ASI (Primary and Auxiliary)
Provide two MIL-STD-1760 Class II CSSI interfaces
Control and monitor for two MAU 12 S&RE
Fuzing signals generation
MIL-STD-1553 routing between CSI and CSSI
High bandwidth and Low bandwidth networking between CSI and CSSI
Power switching and fault Isolation to CSSI

f. D
The Display Controller (DC) Implements the Interface between the
cockpit mounted multifunction display (MFD) and the avionics bus. The DC is defined In
specification 182-60-10. It executes the following functions.
(1)
(2)
(3)

Avionics Bus Interface
MFD interface
Joystick interface
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(4)
approximately 500
(5)
(6)

Three channel (RGB) video to STANAG 3350 Class II to MFD with
x 240 cell resolution
MFD touch sensitive data Interface
Power to MFD

(7) Symbol generation
(8)
(9)

Control demand formatting
Video input (of AGM video)

g. MED DeaGtion The Multifunction Display (MFD) implements the maki control and
monitor Interface of the AVS. The MFD Is defined in specification 182-60-11. It provides the
following functions.
(1 ) RGB driven multicolor display surface with STANAG 3350 Class B video
(2) 20 x 24 cell touch sensitive surface using infrared tight beams
(3) Interface to Display Controller (DC)
h. Stubbino Units Definition Two types of stubbing units are used in the AVS: Avionics
Stubbing Units (AvSU) and Armament Bus Stubbing Units (SU). They implement the stubbing
functions required on each bus to reduce the aircraft wiring. The stubbing units are defined in
specification 182-60-12. The AvSU is required to implement a transformer coupled single bus
stub to MIL-STD-1553. The SU provides the following functions:
( 1 ) Two transformer coupled single bus stubs
( 2 ) Single stubbing of EJ, EJ and SMS Select Signals
(3 ) Structure Ground Signals
i. Co•t Switches The AVS implements interfaces to five external switches simulating
cockpit switch functions. These switches are defined as:
( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Trigger
Pilot Selective Jettison
Emergency Jettison
Master Arm
Ground Test
Joystick

(TRIG)
(SJ)
(EJ)
(MAS)
(GND TST)

All switches, except the joystick, are designated as critical switches, and they interface to the
PCE. They are, except the joystick, two pole double throw with six contacts. The joystk* is a
single pole four way switch to enable movement of a parameter In one of four directions.
5.1.5.3 AVS Internal Interfaces The key details of AVS Internal Interfaces relate to the areas of
connectors, power interfaces, digital interfaces, discrete signals and analog signals.
a. Coo1QLI In accordance with USAF policy, good design and high EMC/EMP
performance, MIL-C-38999 connectors are used for al AVS unit Interface with 3 exceptions:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Triaxial connectors for data buses.
SMA connectors for 2 GHz signal paths.
High Power input connectors to Auxiliary Power Switch (APS).

b. Power Interfaces Power Interfaces between AVS units are 28 Volt and 115 Volt 3
phase to MIL-STD-704 voltages.
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c. Dinital IntadaW MIL-STD-1553 Is used as the transfer mechanism for most AVS
internal data. Other candidate systems such as non-standard serial data bus, High Speed Data Bus
(HSDB) or Pi Bus were rejected on the basis of either lack of applicability to future
implementations, or lack of current support equipment.
Communication between the PCE and the Display System is consolidated with the avionics data
bus, and all other Inter-unit communication is consolidated with the armament data bus. This
reduces hardware, software and aircraft wiring.
Data Bus protocols are determined by the other users of the buses (that is the Avionics and the
Armaments systems).
Data transferred internally includes control, monitor, target position, system time and BIT
information.
d. Qi•,,,
Signals The use of discrete signals internal to the AVS is minimized to
reduce aircraft wiring and to support the use of standard data bus interfaces. Some data elements
are selected to be transferred as discrete signals for reasons of either reduced complexity or
safety. Examples include:
( 1 ) SMS selects (Safety-Critical Enable)
( 2 ) Emergency jettison demand
e.
S
No analog signals are transferred between AVS units in normal use.
Analog signals are transferred between the external interfaces and the analog network. The AVS
can be configured to display weapon targeting video on to the display system.
5.1.5.4 AVS Key Design Fealures Full detail of key AVS design features is included in Appendix A
with its supporting rationale. The key features of the AVS design (as opposed to specification),
not described above are:
a
Software designed and written in Ada (MIL-STD-1815).
b. Highly generic software architecture with reusable packages, automatic loadout
identification and configuration of data processing.
c. Back-up hardware guard systems to prevent critical hazards due to software
failures.
d. Mixed technology safety-critical switching.
e. MIL-STD-1760 signal lines utilized for existing store interfaces.
f. MIL-STD-1760 protocols and formats used for internal control and monitor.
g. MIL-STD-1553 interface designs optimized for MIL-STD-1760 protocols.
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5.1.5.5 PCE Functional Design Refer to figure 5.6 PCE Block Diagram, while reading this
paragraph. The Avionics RT board provides a dedicated MIL-STD-1553-to-shared memory and
shared memory-to-MIL-STD-1553 interface to the aircraft Avionics bus. The Avionics
processor provides the interpretation and reformatting of the avionics data which is
communicated via shared memory to and from the SMS processor. The avionics data includes
targeting information and MFD selection data. The SMS processor provides the formatting of
stores management data into LDD format for 1760 store control and appropriate formats for
existing stores control. The MIL-STD-1553 message data is passed via shared memory to the
Armaments Bus Bus Controller. This contains a 68000 microprocessor which ensures correct
sequencing of message transfers on the armaments bus. For safety critical message transfers the
appropriate safety critical codes are accessed from the EJ controller board. The safety critical
codes are hardware interlocked to the appropriate cockpit switches to enhance system safety.
The EJ controller board provides single fault immune Emergency Jettison function. SMS relay
drives and the cockpit switches interface. The 128Kx16 battery backed up RAM is provided for
program and data memory use by the SMS processor, the Avionics processor and the Bus
Controller processor. The VME Arbiter is the VME bus management controller which prioritizes
VME bus accesses for the three processors in the PCE.
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Figure 5.6 PCE Block Diagram
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5.1.5.6 SSE Functional Design Refer to figure 5.7, SSE Block Diagram, while reading this
paragraph. The General Purpose RT PCB provides the MIL-STD-1553 armaments bus interface
to the dedicated hardware latches and monitors of the SSE circuitry. A modulo 2 with shift left,
checksum check is carried out on all incoming messages and coded up on all outgoing messages.
The safety critical output information contained in subaddress 11 messages. words 3 and 4 is
passed to the Safety Critical Checker PCB, where code, sequence and parity checks are
performed. If the checks are successful the 1760 store state descriptors are latched into the
Safety Critical Driver POB. The Safety Critical Checker PCB also provides the 28V discrete
input interface from the S & RE connectors. The Safety Critical Driver PCB provides dual
channel drives for the safety critical outputs, as well as single channel arives for the power
output switches. Single fault immune EJ is ensured by the use of discrete EJ inputs as well as
MIL-STD-1553 initiated EJ. A Ov discrete input monitor interface is provided from the S & RE
connectors. The Relay and FET modules contain the output switches for the safety critical and
power outputs. The Switch Monitor PCB provides passive monitors for all stages ot the safety
critical output ,path to ensjre maximum fault isclation. The interpretation of the r"'nitors is
carried out by the SSE Processor PCB which is outside the safety critical path for isons of
safety, but which does have a veto to disable all safety critical outputs in the event of an unsafe
condition occurring. EJ is still pos, 1le via the discrete EJ inputs however ana cannot be
disabled by the processor. The procAssor has the ability to fully exercise the safety critical path
during IBIT, but hardware interlots are provided to ensure that unsafe condltions cannot occur.
The processor PCB also provides the 28v and Ov discrete output drives. The PSU module
provides dual channel supplies for the EJ function to ensure single fault immunity to a single
supply loss.
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5.1.5.7 SNE Functional Design Refer to figure 5.8 SNE BLO$K DIAGRAM, while reading this
paragraph. The Remote Terminal PCB provides a dedicated MIL-STD-1553 to shared memory
and shared memory to MIL-STD-1553 interface to the aircraft armaments bus. The SNE
processor provides the interpretation and reformatting of the data including system time,
targeting data and network control. Sidewinder control, including full SEAM mode
implementation is provided by the Sidewinder PCB controlled via the processor for ASIs 1 and 5.
The four Network PCBs and RF module provide for full Class 1 1760 networking on all ASIs and
the Aircraft Interface. Networking of sidewinder signals fcr ASis 1 and 5 is handled using HB1.
HB2, HB4 and LB signals.
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5.1.5.8 APS Functional Desion Refer to figure 5.9 APS BLOCK DIAGRAM, while reading this
paragraph. The APS RT provides a dedicated interface to the MIL-STD-1553 armament bus.
Each incoming message is verified using a modulo 2 with shift left checksum check, before being
latched into dedicated circuitry on the Driver Monitor PCBs. All outgoing monitor messages have
a modulo 2 with shift left checksum coded into them before transmission. The Civor Mor..or
PCBs provide relay drives for the Auxiliary output power relays for ASIs 2. 3 and 4 as w'!l as
monitors of APS supplies for fault determination. This information is inte., r, t
the PCE
since no processing intelligence exists within the APS. Circuit breakers arý pro Imued on the
Auxiliary outputs to provide overcurrent protection under fault conditions at the ASI. The APS
provides power distribution to other AVS units, which is separately fused, to enable degraded
system performance in the case of one or more units developing an overcurrent fault.
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5.1.5.9 CSE Functional Design Refer to figure 5.10 CSE BLOCK DIAGRAM, while reading this
paragraph. The CSE contains the following boards which perform identical functions to those in
the SSE except that they control two CSSIs. (Further information in 5.1.5.6). RT PCB, Safety
Critical Checker, Safety Critical Driver, Relay and FET Modules and Switch Monitor PCBs.
Additionally they perform Auxiliary Power switching. The Dual Port Ram PCB is the 1553
me.sage store into which all MIL-STD-1553 messages received are placed. The Processor PCB
reformats the appropriate messages to the CSSIs and receives messages from the CSSIs to be
passed back to the Armaments bus RT via the Dual Port Ram. The Processor PCB also carries out
BIT checks on the majority of the hardware to provide maximum fault isolation capability. The
Bus Controller PCB controls transactions on the CSSI MIL-STD-1553 bus under the control of
the Processor as described above. The CSSI, Bus and Misc. PCB contains the CSSI bus and stub
components including MIL-STD-1553 drivers and transformers. It also provides switching for
a Class 11 1760 Analog interlace to the two CSSIs X and Y.
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5.1.5.10 DC Functional Design Refer to figure 5.11 DC Block Diagram, while reading this
paragraph. The MIL-STD-1553 RT PCB provides the interface to the aircraft avionics ous.
Screen display information and handshaking is provided via the MIL-STD.1553 avionics bus and
passed to the Control Processor. The Control Processor interprets the information and formats
appropriate graphics commands which are passed to the ANGUS PCB. The Control Processor also
interprets the touch sensitive infrared switch presses for transmission via the avionics bus to
the PCE. The ANGUS PCB is a high level graphics control processor which interfaces to the 48K
byte Video Store Controller, which contains the pixel display information. The Address Output
Generator PCB controls the outputting of video information from the video ram to the Video
Output PCB. The Video Output PCB contains the color patette, gray scale generator, RGB output
DACs and external video input mixing circuitry. The RGB output is used to drive the MFD
directly.
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5.1.5.11 MFD Functional Design Refer to figure 5.12 MFD Block Diagram, while reading this
paragraph. The MFD provides the appropriate circuit,'y required to take an external RGB input
with sync on green and provide all drive signals to control the color CRT. Tho Infrared Overlay
and Control Electronics are self strobing but interrogation control and response is provided via
the Display Controller.
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Figure 5.12 MFD Block Diagram
5.1.5.12 SU Functional Design There are two types of Stubbing Units, the Avionics SU and the
Armaments SU. The Avionics SU provides for a continuation of the avionics bus with a single,
transformer roupled stub being provided to the equipment In question. The Armaments SU
provides for a ccitinuation of the armaments bus with two, transformer coupled stubs being
provided to the equipments in question. The Armaments SU also provides for the busing of the
discrete signais EJ, J. and SMS SELECT, with a single stub-off of each of these signals to the
equipment concerned. In each case two stubbing units are required at each RT station to provide
A and B channel MIL-STD-1553 buses.

5.2 AVE TetSystem
5.2.1 General The AVS Tust System is shown in figure 5.13. The Test System supports
achievement of the overall AVS objectives by enabling the AVS to be used. This requires
simulation of all the equipments and functions that are external to the AVS and which are
interactively managed by the AVS.
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5.2.1.1 AVS Test System Overview The AVS Test System (AVSTS) comprises of an Avionic
Simulator and Control Unit (ASCU) and a Store Simulator and Monitor Unit (SSMU). The AVSTS
interfaces to the AVS as shown in figure 5.1, and has the functions as shown in figure 5.13
(AVSTS Bkock Diagram). The ASCU consists of two processors, which have the following
functions:
a

Processor A - provides the avionics simulation, target simulation and interface to the

operamor.
b. Processor B - provides the communications between processors A and the SSMU.
Avionics and targeting information is provided via the Bus Controller Unit, which acts as the Bus
Controller on the MIL-STD-1553 Avionics Bus, interfacing to the AVS. EJ and SMS Select
discretes are also provided by the AVS to the ASCU. Processor A interfaces also via an RS232
link, to a control and monitor VDU. which enables the operator to control set up of the AVS and
monitor the state of the AVS during operation. Information is passed between processors in the
ASCU via common RAM and an inter processor link. This information is targeting information
for communicating to the SSMU. Both processors are able to interface to displays which show the
states of system time, discretes and Store (SSMU). The SSMU interfaces to the ASCU via an
RS232 interface, and the information passed over this link is targeting and SSMU status
(control/monitor). The SSMU communicates with the AVS via the MIL-STD-1553 Armament
Bus. To enable this the SSMU has a remote terminal unit which provides dedicated links between
1553 and shared memory and between shared men.ory and 1553. Also interfaced between the
SSMU and the AVS are She following 1760 signals; 1760 Discretes, 1760 LBW. and 1760 HBW,
which are used to set the state of the stores. There is also an S & RE interface between the SSMU
and the AVS for provision of the necessary signals for jettisoning or firing of stores.
5.2.2 AVS Test System Functions The AVS Test System provides both simulation and monitor
functions. The AVS Test System does not provide worst case signal loads or full signal monitoring
capability, where these can be provided by simple external loads. Functions of the Test System
are detailed below:

a. Simulation Functions
Avionics Bus Control
Avionics Data Source (MIL-STD-1553)
Weapons State Simulation
Weapons Data Source
Suspension Equipment Simulation
Fault Simulation
b. Monitor Functions
AVS State of Health
Avionics Data Values
Weapons Data Values
AVS Error D.'ection
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5.2.3 AVS Test System Design As shown In figure 5.6, the AVS Test System has two unit types.
These are an Avionics Simulator and Control Unit (ASCU) and a Stores Simulator and Monitor
Unit (SSMU). Although only one ASCU and one SSMU are deliveiable Items, up to two SSMU were
used in the test and evaluation of the AVS. Functions of the ASCU and SSMU are detailed below:

a.
Avionics Bus Control
Avionics Data Source and Monitor
AVS Test System Controller and Display (via additional VDU)
Armament Bus Monitor (with additional equipment)
AVS State of Health Monitor

b. S5MU.Func•o•s=
Weapons Simulation:
MIL-STD-1760 Air-to-Air Missile
MIL-STD-1760 Air-to-Ground Missile
MIL-STD-1760 Bomb
AMRAAM
Sidewinder AIM-9L
Weapon Data Source:
MIL-STD-1553
Video (STANAG 3350 Class B)
Low Bandwidth
Interlock Signals
AIM-9L Audio
AIM-9L Guidance Signals
Suspension Equipment Simulation:
MAU-12
Modular Rail Launcher
Store on Station signals
Rack Unlock and BIT signals
Data Monitor and Display:
Weapon State
Target Data
Errors Detected
System Time
Signal Monitor and Display:
Release Sigrials
Arming Signals
Power SuppIies
Interlock Signals
5.3 MIL-STD-1760 Test and Evaluation The overall objective of the AVS was to ensure a valid
AEIS standard. To achieve that objective Test and Evaluation processes have been executed using
the AVS and the Test System. The key results of the Test and Evaluation process are:
a. MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Report (to enable the AEIS to be correctly specified).
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b. MIL-STD-1760 Test Plan (to enable MIL-STD-1760 implementations to be
validated).
The test and evaluation process involves the following tasks to achieve these results:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

MIL-STD-1760 Test Plan generation
MIL-STD-1760 Test Plan execution
AVS Evaluation
MIL-STD-1760A Evaluation
MIL-STD-1760 Logical Design Definition (LDD) Evaluation

These are described in sections 5.3.1 through 5.3.5 below, and are shown in figure 5.14.
5.3.1 MIL-STD-1760 Test Plan Generation This plan identifies each individual requirement of
MIL-STD-1760 and describes how to test that each of these requirements are being met. The
document identifies four main categories of testing which are:
a Inspection - Concerned with visual verification (non-operating) of equipment or
related documentation.
b. Analysis - Process by which the design is examined and computation based on this is
performed.
c. Demonstration - process of verification of a qualitative requirement by observing
correct operation.
d Measurement - Process of verification by exercising applicable elements and
collecting, reducing and analyzing data.
The MIL-STD-1760 test plan includes a test matrix which for each of the requirements
identifies which category of testing is required and the approach that may be taken to perform
those particular tests.
5.3.2 MIL-STD-1760 Test P'•n Execution The test requirements identified in 5.3.1 above
were used as the basis for ensuring the AVS correctly implements MIL-STD-1760. Firstly
those tests relevant to the AVS were identified. Then a detail•d procedure was generated for those
tests requiring demonstrations or measurements of the AVS. This procedure was then performed
to obtain the necessary data to be analyzed. Reports were then generated against each of the
relevant requirements and these individual reports collected together and summarized to
produce the MIL-STD.1760 Test Report.
5.3.3 AV
aluato An evaluation of the AVS design is required to ensure that thA
MIL-STD-1760 Test and evaluation processes take place in a realistic context; that 's, a design
representative of an on-aircraft AEIS. This evaluation is achieved by first producing an AVS
Evaluation plan which identifies the major evaluation topics to be considered and then for each of
these topics identifies the detailed issues to be addressed. The plan also indicated for each issue
the approach to be adopted for the evaluation in terms of three main evaluation methods:
a.
b.
analyzing
c.

Analysis - process of examining the AVS design
Measurement - process of exercising applicable elements, collecting data and
the results obtained
Inspection - process of viewing applicable elements
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5.3.4 MIL-STD-1760A Evaluation This evaluation process is performed in order to determine
the impact that the electrical aspects of MIL-STD-1760A has on the design of the AVS. The
evaluation was performed by first producing a MIL-STD-1760A Evaluation plan which
identifies the major Topics to be considered and, for each Topic identifies the detailed issues to be
addressed. The plan indicates the approach to be adopted for the evaluation in terms of the three
main methods, Analysis, measurement and inspection as defined in 5.3.3 above. A detailed
procedure was then generated for those evaluation issues requiring measurements. These
procedures were then performed to obtain the necessary data to be analyzed. Reports were
generated against each issue and these individual reports collected together and summarized to
produce the MIL-STD-1760A Evaluation report.
5.3.5 MIL-STD-1760 Logical Design Definition (LDD) Evaluation This evaluation process is
performed in order to determine the impact that the Logical aspects of MIL-STD-1760 has on
the design of the AVS. The evaluation is performed by first producing an LDD evaluation plan
which identifies the requirements of the MIL-STD-1760 Logical Design Definition and then
defines specific issues associated with these requirements. An LDD Evaluation procedure was
then generated which defines the approach to be adopted for evaluating those issues relevant to
the AVS. These procedures were then performed and a report generated for each issue. These
individual reports were then collected together and summarized to produce the LDD Evaluation
repori.
5.4 Summary of Results of Test and Evaluation The detailed results of the Test and Evaluation
process are embedded in the Application Guidance of this document and in the reports referenced.
A summary of the results is given below for the following areas; MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation,
MIL-STD-1760 Test Plan, and AVS Evaluation.
5.4.1 MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation The evaluation of MIL-STD-1760 based on the experience of
designing and building the AVS has shown that an AEIS can be built for an on-aircraft situation
which implements the requirements of MIL-STD-11760. The evaluation did show some areas of
concern and these are highlighted in the following paragraphs.
5.4.1.1 Evaluation of Electrical Definition Generally the electrical requirements specified in
MIL-STD-1760 can readily be incorporated in the design of a stores management system, the
actual interface being simpler than some existing stores. There are two areas in particular
which require further consideration: fault isolation requirements on power signals, and
provision of RF network for High Bandwidth 1 signals. These are discussed below:
a E.FaUl Iation- The particular requirements of MIL-STD-1760 impose the use of
circuit breakers in series with each of the power signals at the ASI. No other suitable devices
have been found which maet the current-time profile specified in the standard. Circuit breakers
are relatively large devices and could present difficulties if available space is limited.
b. RF Network - The requirements of High Bandwidth 1 include the provision of a
network to transfer signals up to 1.6 GHz. To ensure that all the requirements of this network
are met then the use of specialized RF relays is required. These devices are relatively large and
result in the volume of circuitry required to Implement this network becoming quite significant.
One possible solution would be to make the use of this network optional and so allow the aircraft
to only provide this RF capability at selected stations.
5.4.1.2 Evaluation of Logicai Design Definition (LDD=
Evaluation of the LDD based upon the
experiences of the AVS implementation has shown that the predicted benefits in the ares of
interoperability, reduction of software and integration cost have become a reality. The AVS SMS
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implementation has proved that an aircraft system can be developed with a generic LDD handling
software module that can control and release intelligent mission stores using with typical data
flow structure in LDD formats and transmitted within the LDD protocols that would be expected
in controlling modem missiles. The evaluation result clearly showed that the following areas
yielded the expected benefits:
Standard coordinate systems, formats and scalings of entities
Standard Messages for Safety critical control
Specified use of MIL-STD-1553 Status word bits
Store Description Page A
Safety critical states allowing finite state control software
The following aspects require attention to Improve the useability of the LDD:
Store Description
Service Request
Standard Control Words
Safety critical Control
Busy
These are discussed in the paragraphs below:
a. Stos Dssrigtion - It was possible to develop generic software modules for message
processing using the uploaded descriptions. However, the context of each user defined message;
that is, at which point during the release sequence the message is required and the rate that the
message is to be transmitted, is not supplied by the mission store in its store description. The
lack of this !nformation compromises the interoperability advantages provided by store
descriplions, to the extent that store-specific software still has to be developed in the aircraft
system.
- The provision of queuing up to 4 events at the mission store and the
b. S
resultant protocol to support this proved to be cumbersome and over complicated the software
design. The Standard vector word created problems within the aircraft software solutions in
recovery actions. The reporting of checksum failure through service request over complicated
buffering of messages to allow recovery action to be taken.
c. Standard Control Data Words - The use of standard data words for control of mission
stores, as demonstrated by the Discrete Control Word 1, can result in increased integration
times unless the precise use of the control bits is specified. It also proved difficult to map
mission store functions onto available control bits.
d. Safaey CriticAl Control Word. Imposing a strict state change sequence upon mission
stores can decrease store run up times and increase store design complexity. A better solution
would be to make provision for full sequence to be implemented by the mission store ;f the store
requires it.
,LayTimas - The benefits in increasing data throughputs by utilizing the p4oaded
e.
busy times cannot easily be realized. An aircraft implementation capable of handling
simultaneous busy RTs with different busy times increases the complexity of the BC firmware to
such an extent that the resultant overhead outweighs the possible throughput bonefits.
5.4.2 MIL.STD0-1760 Test Plan The execution of the Test Plan on the AVS showed that the
system complied with all the requirements for an AEIS as defined in Draft MIL-STD-1760A,
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dated April 1985; and Draft MIL-STD-176CA Notice 1, dated 3 June 1985- as limited by CDC
document 182-60-22.
5.4.3 , -Evauaton. The Evaluation process showed, that the system was representative of an
on aircraft AEIS implementation in all issues that were considered and were relevant to
evaluating M!L-STD-1760. AVS LRU shape, size and weight were not always representative of
aircraft equipment, but this did not invalidate the evaluation of MIL-STD-1760.
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SECTION 6
MIL-STD-1760

IMPLEMENTATION CASE STUDY

6.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE CASE STUDY MIL-STD-1760, the Aircraft/Store Electrical
Interconnection System (AEIS), is be,.irmning to significantly affect the aircraft and store
development communities as pressure is increased to provide more interoperable stores. The
standard requires that new sto;res be controllable via a subset of the MIL-STD-1760 signal set,
and that aircraft be capable of pruviding the MIL-STD-1760 Signal Set. No aircraft or stores
currently fully conform to 1760, aitt'ough some feature partial implementations. These subsets
are varied and are sometimes arbitrarily implemented in the absence of sufficient management
directior.
6.1.1 P
The purpose of this case study effort is tc identify and address issues which will
be faced when implementing MIL-STD-1760 in a current U.S. lighter aircraft, this objective
being achievte through the practical study of an exist;ng aircraft. The information produced by
this study should provide a baseline from which an advanced system design satisfying 1760
requirements can be developed. It will certainly identify typical 1760 implementation issues
and how they were resolved in this case.
6.1.2 B
The scope of the study was limited to the system components currently aboard the
aircraft which would be affected by the implementation of MIL-STD.1760. These comoonerits
generally -eside in the aircraft Stores Management System; however, some avionics subsystems
are also affected by 1760, and these are also addressed in the study.
6.1.3 Aggroac The overall approach taken in the study was constrained by the requirement to
retain as many of the existing aircraft hardware and software capabilities as reasonably
possible, and accommodate both existing and projected stores in the baseline for the advanced
design. Tne approach consisted of four task areas: MIL-STD.1760 tarnilwaization, aircraft data
collection, determination of implementation impact on ihe aircraft through analysis and tradeoffs
of alterna, /es, and the implementation of MIL-STD-1760. Thp case study has been separated
into two parts:
a. those aspects of the aircraft wiring, power and video distribution subsystem, and the
Remote Interface Units (RIU) which are impacted bi implemented MIL-STD-1760.
b. the design impdct on the Advanced Central Interface Unit (ACIU) of implementing all

Sthree elements of MIL-STD-1760.

6.2 CASE STUDY AIRCR.AFT F-16C/DL T he F-16 CID was the logical choice for the case study
as it is tha most modern U.S. fighter aircraft with the potential for being in active service for
many years to come. It is a certainty that 1760 stores will eventually be carried by th3 F-16
and the aircraft will have to be modified accordingly. Further, the F-16 has a mcdern digital
avionics suite which should be capable of supporting 1760 interfaces with minimal change.
These features were considered advantageous since it was expected that full 1760
implementation on the aircraft also would eventually be required for a number of reasons.
Therefo.'e, the study would provide an independent baseline for future decisions on
implementation costs and technical matters. While the study has reviewed current plans to
implement 1760 on the F-16, it must be ..tressed that if any conc!usions reached as a result of
this study differ from those solutions actually being implemented; it ;s not a critique of the
planned approach by the aircraft prime contractor. This study has not taken into account cost
and tirnescale implementation issues. We would wish to thank the prime contractor for their
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support during this study. The following paragraphs address those F-16 CfD systems which
were determinea to be affected by implementation of a 1760 system. A general description of the
F-16 C/D operational characteristics, along with a brief discussion of its current and projected
stores management capabilities is presented initially. This is followed by a description of the
current and projected stores for the aircraft with illustrations of loadotits and identifications of
control requirements. Next, the 1arial 1760 provisions which are currently featured in this
aircraft are discussed. Finally, detailed descriptions of the system components and their
functions, which would be effected by full implementation of 1760, are provided.
6.2.1 General The F-16 (C and D models) aircraft are single-engine, multi-role tactical
fighters with full a!r-to-air and air-to-ground combat capabilities. The F-16D has the same
characteristics as the F-16C except that it is a tandem two-place aircraft. The aircraft is
powered by a turbo fan engine which is in the 25,000-pound thrust class. A tricycle landing
gear is used. All flight control surfaces are actuated hydraulically by two independent hydraulic
systems that are directed by signals through a fly-by-wire system. The cockpit is enclosed by
an electrically positioned clamshell canopy. The key capabilities required for the dual roles of
all weather air-to-ground strike and air-to-air superiority include the following: precise fire
control, upfront accessible controls, multifunction displays, accurate navigation, efficient data
processing and transfer, and most important, a highly capable Stores Management System for
aircrew management of both simple and complex stores. This involves the following functions
associated with the management of the stores:
identification, inventory and status
activation and control
release, launch and jettison
sequencing and delivery rate
verification of stores and system integrity
video switching
power control
coordinated communications between the cockpit displays.
delivery avionics, and suspension and release equipment
In addition, advanced capabilities envisioned for the future imply that accommodations may have
to be implemented to improve the ratio between target destruction and the attrition costs of
expensive aicraft for items such as:
a Automatic interrogation by Forward Air Control (FAC) elements and automatic
transfer of ordnance status to FAC aircraft
b. In-flight sight depression angle calculations involving calculation of depression angle
for weapon release based on new delivery tactics dictated at time of weapon delivery
c. Safe separation/dudding check, including checking of arming/fusing conditions to
ensure safe separation and avoid dudding
d. Bias error compensation for ordnance bias errors such as ejection velocity and
position on aircraft
e. In-flight fuze settings whereby the fuze setting that will optimize weapon
effectiveness is calculated based on release conditions and target kill parameters
f. Aided weapon selection whereby a computer calculates which weapon will be most
effective against a particular target and within various release conditions
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6.2.2 Current and Proiected Stores Figure 6-1 shows the typical store station arrangements
for all classes of stores projected for deployment on the F-16 C/D. Figure 6-2 shows the
station loading authorizations for the individual stores with aircraft electrical interface
requirements which are currently certified for the aircraft, and those projected for
certification. The various quantities authorized for each store station and the mixes between
stations can be found in the station loading sheets contained in Technical Order 1 F-16C-1 for all
currently certified stores. The entries for the projected stores are based on analogies with
current stores or best qualified judgments.
6.2.2.1 Constraints - The carriage and release limitations of interest which have been
published on the currently certified stores are as follows:
a Mirror images of all authorized store loadings are authorized unless specifically
restricted.
b. ECM pods, travel pods, AIM-9 missiles and ACMI pods are non-jettisonable.
c. AN/ALQ-119/15, AN/ALQ-119/17, and AN/ALQ-131 mixes not authorized.
d

Any combination of AIM-9 missile configurations may be mixed.

e. ACMI pod may be substituted for any AIM-9 missile in the authorized air-to-air
loadings.
f. Launch sequence of AIM-9 missiles is from inboard to outboard. Only one step-over
per wing is authorized.
g. Empty AIM-9 launchers at stations 2 and 8 not authorized for carriage when nuclear
weapons are carried.
h.

Air-to-surface stores of same type must be separated outboard to inboard.

i. Air-to-surface stores in mixed loads may be separate inboard to outboard; however,
all stores of one type must be deployed before initiating deployment of another type.
j. When 300 and 370/600 gallon fuel tanks are carried simultaneously, the 300 gallon
tank must be separated prior to separation of 370/600 gallon tanks.
k.

Minimum release Interval for unretarded stores is 60ms for ripple pairs from TERs.

I. For single stores of the same kind on stations 3, 4, 6 and 7, the minimum release
Wn'arvals are 200ms for pairs and 100ms for singles.
m. Minimum release intervals for retarded stores is 150ms for pairs and 75ms for
singles from TERs.
n. For single mixed stores on stations 3, 4, 6 and 7, the minimum release intervals are
250ms for pairs and 125ms for singles.
o. Selective and emergency jettison for nuclear stores can be accomplished only be using
normal SMS release procedures.
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6.2.2.2 Store Control Requiremepts - The stores listed in figure 6.3 have/will have control
requirements which must be a,.commodated by the F-16 C/D Stores Management System (SMS).
These requirements are well ur derstood fcr stores which are documented in publications such as:
Weapon Interface Data Summaries (WIDS); AAAS Contractor Stores Data (ACSD); AAAS Stores
Digital Interface Data (ASDID); and, the Aircraft Stores Interface Manual (ASIM). The
documents which describe the requirements for a given store are identified in the remarks
column for the store listing. The following information is provided for stores listed in figure
6.3 which are not included in the aforementioned information sources (WIDS, ACSD, ASDID,
ASIM) and for wiir.h little definitive store control information was available.
Store

Remarks

ACMI

A-A Combat scaring pd
pAGTS*
mounts to AIM-9 launcher

AGM-65

WIDs-2i,

AGM-130"

Powered GBU-15

AIM-7

ASOID-1,

AIM-9

Store

21-A,

ASDIO-1,4

Improved A-A 37u-33
Aerial Target
LANTIRN"

1 Targ.!ing pod,
1 Navigational pod

LAU-3

FFAR (19) launcher

LAU-88

3 rail Maverick
launcher WIDS-20

LAU-116"

AMRAAM Launcher
ASDIO.1, 10

LAU-117

s*,igle rail Maverick
launcher WIDS-20,
ASDID-4

LAU-5003

CRV7 (19) leucher

Missile

LRSOM"

next generation stand-off
missile

NUKE Sysiom 1 Interface
with NRIU

MAU-12

NUKE System I Interace
with NIRU, ACSD-26

pylon internal rack,
WIDS-20, ASIM

M61 Al

20MM internal gun

OBEWS"

EW training system

SRARM"

Short range anti.
radist;on missile

SAIF"

programmable fuze

3

ACSD-2,
AIM- WIDe.41,
wls-4,ACS-2,LAU-68

FFAP (i') launcher

ASDID-1,2
AN/ALO-119

ECM Pod

AN/ALO-131

ECM Pod

AN/uLQ.165*

Adv. Self Protection
Jammer (ECM Pod)

AMRAAMI

ASDID-1.10

ASNAAM"

Advancer Short ilange A-A

8-57
b-61

Remarks

BRU-31

ASIM (same as TER-9),
WIDS-20

FUEL TA9KS

370 & 600 gals

GBU15

20001b glide bomb (EO)
ACSO-22

CONCEPT I DEVELOPMENT

FIGURE 6.3 Currently Certified and Projected Stores with Electrical Control Requirements
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a The Aer Combat Maneuvering Instrumentation (ACMI) range system contains two
airborne pods (AIS/P-4 and AIM-7 TM) which simulate respectively the carriage and launch of
AIM-9 and AIM-7 air-to-air missiles. Both pods have unique 1553 A-MUX links with the host
aircraft, but interface with the AIM-9 Launcher for other electrical requirements, duplicating
those of the AIM-9. However, new acquisitions of these pods beginning in FY-87 are required to
comply with MIL-STD-1760.
b. Th& AGM-130 is a powered version of the GBU-15 Glide Bomb and is currently in the
advanced stages of development. Up to three times the range of the GBU-1 5 is expected by the
addit'on of propulsion. The SMS control requirements, except for the propulsion unit, are
expected to be essentially those associated witr the GBU-15 and are outlined in ACSD-22.
Another possible exception may be a requirement for precise inertial alignment data if a lockon-after-launch capability requiring navigation to a waypo~nt is developed for the weapon.
c. The ANIALO-1 19. 131 and 165 are ECM oopd which can be carried on stations 3, 5,
and 7. They are never mixed; only one of the configurations can be flown during a mission. The
AN/ALO-165 is kncwn as the Advanced Self-Protection Jammer and is currently in the final
stages of development. The pods have no direct interface with the SMS except they must be loaded
into the SMS memory to provide AC power to the pods.
d. Tie Advanced Shori Range Air-to-Air Missile (ASRAAMI began as a joint USAF/USN
venture which was allocated to UK/FRG after a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed
for European participation in the program. ASRAAM is to be a replacement for the AIM-9 family
of IR homing missiles. A UK/FRG company called BBG (Bodenseewerk, British Aerospace,
GmbH) was formed in November of 1983 to carry out development and production of ASRAAM.
Little is known about the status of the program except that a lock-on-after-launch capability,
desired by the US, is being debated among the participants.
e. The F-16 external fuel system includes three tanks of different capacities (300, 370
and 600 gallons) which can be carried in various combinations. The 300-gallon tank is carried
only at the fuselage centerline station on a MAU-12 and has no electrical interface with the SMS.
The 370- and 600-gallon tanks only can be carried on stations 4 and 6 on fuel pylons. The SMS
interfaces wilh the fuel pylon for store present indication and for cartridge fire to jettison the
pylon-tank combination.
f. The Improved Aerial Gunnery Target System (IAGTSM is a captive target towed by an
aircraft. The target is contained in a pod, reeled in at mission completion. IAGTS control
requires: aircraft power; power for jettison, reel out/in, counter reset and data for cable
length, scoring, system status, and display thereof. A MIL-STD-1760 interface is a system
requirement; however, the system specification does not call for its incorporation until such
time as a pre-planned product improvement (p 3 1) program is initiated.
g. The LANTIRN targeting and navigation system is in advanced stages of development and
will greatly enhance the capabilities of the F-16 upon eventual deployment. The system consists
of two pods: one for targeting which includes a laser transmitter/receiver and a FLIR, the other,
for navigation, includes a Terrain Following Radar (TFR) and a FLIR. The navigational pod has no
interface with SMS. The targeting pod has a serial digital interface with the SMS for control of
mode, Field-of-View (FOV) contrast, and AGM-65 Maverick target handoff, both automatic and
"manual. Postulated advanced versions of LANTIRN would also have the capability to automatically
target up to six Mavericks (or other video type weapons) simultaneously. This capability is
piobably 5 to 10 years in the future.
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h. The LAU-3. 68 and 5003 are 2.75-inch rocket launchers carried on the centerline
stations of Triple Ejector Racks (TER). An intervalometer within each launcher is ground
settable for interval and firing mode (single/ripple). Firing signals from the SMS are routed to
the launchers through the TER by a selector switch located on the aft end of the TER. Rocket
capabilities for the launchers are: LAU-3 (19); LAU-68 (7); and LAU 5003 (19). CRV7
rockets are loaded in the -5003 as opposed to FFARs for the -3 and -68.
i. The Long Rangae Standoff Missile (LRSOMI program is just now getting started with
concept definition contracts awarded to two teams oi contractors headed up by Boeing and General
Dynamics (GO). Several European countries are represented on the two teams. At this time the
concept appears to be leaning toward the cruise missile approach with a variety of conventional
munition warheads. Both lead contractors have developed cruise missiles: Boeing, the AGM-86
ALCM; and GD, the AGM-109 Tomahawk in ground and sea launched configurations. GD also was
well into developing an air launched configuration of the Tomahawk called Medium Range Air-toSurface Missile (MRASM) for conventional weapon warheads before the program was canceled.
It is highly probable that LRSOM will be developed with a MIL-STD-1760 interface. Envisioned
capabilities of LRSOM imply that the SMS store control requirements will include, as a
minimum: power conditioning; inertial alignment; flight support systems checkout and
initiation; payload programming; sensor activation; and launch/release.
j. The Internal Gun Subsystem M61A1 consists of cockpit controls, gun controller.
20mm gun, ammunition handling set, gun supports, ventilation system, rounds limiter switch,
and last round byDass switch. The gun provides close range air-to-air and air-to-ground
combat capabilities. The gun is located at the left strake and is a fixed, air-cooled, six-barrel
weapon which is coupled with a 510-round capacity, double-ended, linkless-feed ammunition
handling system. Arming of the gun, display of stations (ready/not ready), and display of rounds
count are required of the SMS.
k. The On-Board Electronic Warfare Simulator (OBEWS) is an electronic combat (EC)
training aid designed to provide aircrews with realistic EC threat indications during training
flights. OBEWS will be housed in a pod nearly identical to the AN/ALO-131 pod and interfaces
with the SMS only for power control as do the ECM pods.
I. The Short Ranoa Anti Radiation Missile (SRARM) program was scheduled for a late
1985 start of the concept definition phase. The weapon is to fulfill NATO requirements for
protection of aircraft against radiating threats while operating in or around the FLOT (Forward
Line of Troops) areas. The threats primarily would be mobile anti-aircraft artillery and
surface-to-air missiles launched from vehicles or hand-held. The operational concept implies
automatic or autonomous launch upon threat detection allowing the aircrew to fully concentrate
on the primary aircraft mission. Such a capability will place significant processing demands on
aircraft systems for target acquisition, discrimination, and launch control. It is assumed that
the aircraft interface for SRARM will conform to MIL-STD-1760 as is expected for all new
NATO weapons. The SMS control requirements could be quite extensive if automatic/autonomous
operation becomes an eventual capability.
m. The Standardized Avionics Integrated Fuze (SAIF) is being developed to provide an inflight capability for programming fuze functions consistent with release conditions and target
kill requirements. SAIF features a subset of the MIL-STD-1760 interface and currently
consists of: MIL-STD-1553 MUX Bus; 28 VDC power; and discretes for interlock and return,
five address lines with return, and address parity. SAIF is Intended primarily for use with
unitary warhead and dispenser drop weapons with few, if any, sophistications other than the
programmable fuze.
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6.2.2.3 Impact on Stores Management - Almost all of the projected new complex stores will
have a MIL-STD-1760 interface and will generally exhibit control requirements in excess of
those associated with existing stores. The stores will require more avionics type information
such as targeting, air data, and navigation. Training pods like the ACMI and OBEWS require other
types of information not normally found on the SMS bus, such as cockpit switch activations and
status of other avionics subsystems. These and other diverse requirements will necessitate a
comprehensive SMS/avionics interface. Also, significantly increased SMS processing
requirements will occur due primarily to desired capabilities, such as autonomous and
simultaneous control of stores and more complex store processing algorithms associated with
store targeting and navigational data.
6.2.3 F-16 C/D Current MIL-STD-1760 Provisions A complete aircraft/store electrical
interconnection system is comprised of three elements: electrical, logical, and physical. The
electrical element specifies the aircraft-to-store interface signal set and associated electrical
characteristics. The logical element defines aspects such as the communication protocol, formats
for messages and standard data words. The physical element specifies the mechanical parameters
necessary for achieving intermateable electrical connections. Of these three elements, the
electrical and physical elements are addresse. in MIL-STD-1760A. The electrical interface is
comprised of two signal sets, a Primary Inte -.;c Signal Set and an Auxiliary Power Signal Set.
The former is the basic signal set for 1760, while the latter is for those applications requiring
additional power. The logical element was initially released as draft notice 1 to
MIL-STD-1760A. This notice has been used as the reference document for all of the logical
requirements. Figure 6.4 lists the 1760 electrical requirements and shows the wiring
provisions made/to be made by the airframe manufacturer for the requirements in both the
F-16 Blocks 15 and 25. The following general comments are provided on the actual provisions
as documented in the information and data reviewed for C/D model aircraft.
a. RIF Lines - General Dynamics claims to have installed RF lines such that two lines are
available near the wing disconnect to store stations 3, 4, 6 and 7. These lines terminate in the
avionics bay. This claim could not be verified.
b. VdLines - A video line is available at the store interface of stations 3, 4, 6, and 7
(Maverick certified stations). For the air-to-air stations (1, 2, 3A, 7A, 8 and 9), video is
available at the wing/launcher (adapter) interface. Given that 3 and 3A are mutually exclusive
(same for 7 and 7A), the video lines at the "A"stations could be utilized as a second line to
stations 3 and 7. The video line for station 5 now terminates in the aircraft near that store
station.
c. 3 EhasLAC - Primary 3 Phase 115 VAC power is available at the store interfaces of
stations 3, 4, 6, and 7. Three phase power is available for station 5 at the ECM connector (see
;ollowing comment on auxiliary power). For the air-to-air stations, one phase is available at
the interface to the launcher power supply. The other two phases are present near the
wing/launcher (adapter) interface.
d 28 VDC Power 10 A/Line - At stations 4 and 6. 28 VDC is present at the store
interface with a maximum current capability of 14.4 amps. At stations 3, 7, and the air-to-air
stations, 28 VDC with maximum capability of 10.8 amps is available.
e. Independent Power Control - Power is presently switched by discretes from the
Advanced Central Interface Unit (ACIU) on a station-by-station basis. AC and DC power are
controlled together.
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f. Audio - Audio lines are available at the store interface of the air-to-air stations.
These lines are used to feed the AIM-9 audio into the aircraft.
g. Multiplex 1553B - The 1553 Avionics Multiplex (A-MUX) Bus is available at the
store interface of stations 3, 4, 6, 7 and at the fuselage pylons disconnect of station 5. MILSTD-1553 Weapons Mux (W.MUX) capability is available at the pylon disconnect for the airto-ground stations and at the wing launcher (adapter) interface for the air-to-air stations. The
ACIU has already been modified to support 1553 W-MUX protocol.
h. Interoc

- Existing capabilities can be utilized to implement the interlock line.

i. Structure Ground - Structure ground is available at the store interface at all stations
except 5. For station 5, it is available at the fuselage pylon disconnect.
j. Release Consent - Safety considerations notwithstanding, a discrete from the Remote
Interface Unit (RIU) could be utilized for Release Consent.
k. Auxiliary 3 Phase AC Power - Three phase AC power presently utilized for control of
ECM pods is available at the ECM/Store interfaces for station 5, and at the ECM connector for
stations 3 and 7. Note that the power is not switched by the Stores Management System.
I. Auxiliary Interlock - Generally available.
m. Auxiliary Structure Ground - Available.
6.2.4 System Components affected by MIL-STD-176Q Initial studies of the implementation
requirements of 1760 showed that the affected F-16 C/D components are primarily in the
Stores Management System with a few other components in the Video Switch and Stores Standby
Power systems. The following paragraphs provide general information on functions of these
three systems along with more detailed descriptions on the components within the systems.
6.2.4.1 Stores Management System (SMS) - The F-16 C/D Advanced Stores Management System
shown as a block diagram in figure 6.5 performs the following functions:
Store identification, inventory, and status
Store activation and control
Store release, launch, and jettison
Stores sequencing and delivery rate
Verification of store and system integrity
Video switching and power control at the weapons stations
The SMS provides communication linkages between the pilot's displays, the weapon delivery
avionics, and the store station equipment. One-man delivery is facilitated by the multifunction
display panel which provides a display of store status and weapon delivery mode. This allows the
pilot to reprogram dJelivery options in flight through simple keyboard operations. The SMS
functions are initiated by pilot operated switches on the SMS Multifunction Display (MFD) or
the Integrated Control Panel (ICP) master mode panel, implemented by the Advanced Central
Interface Unit (ACIU) and accomplished by the Remote Interface Units (RIU).
The components of the SMS are fisted below. Ahhough not defined as part of the SMS, the
Launcher Electronics are integral to stores management and are included with the SMS
component descriptions for convenience. The functions and characteristics of these components
are described in the following paragraphs
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Advanced Central Interface Unit (ACIU)
Advanced Conventional Remote Interface Unit (ACRIU)
Advanced Missile RIU (AMRIU)
Nuclear RIU (NRIU)
Jettison/Release RIU (J/R RIU)
Weapons Multiplex Bus (W-MUX)
MIL-STD-1553 Bus

SMS Software
Launcher Electronics
6.2.4.1.1

Advanced Central Interface Unit (ACIU) - The ACIU performs the following functions:
Monitors switch actions from the cockp*
Monitors tie condition of the stores
Creates commands files in response to proper inputs
Outputs created command files via discretes, W-MUX Bus,
Avionics MUX Bus (A-MUX), and Display Mux Bus (D-MUX)
Maintains store inventory
Performs system tests

The ACIU is informed of switch actions in the cockpit via discretes and digital data over the DMUX bus. Status information on the stores is received over the W-MUX from Remote Interface
Units. These inputs, when valid, restu.. in command files being built. Such outputs take on of the
following two forms; discretes output from the ACIU discrete 110 board, or messages sent out
over the A-MUX, D-MUX, or W-MUX. Commands intended to condition or release stores go out
over the W-MUX Bus. Commands intended to update displays or data at other avionics systems
are transmitted over the A-MUX or D-MUX busses. If these commands result in successful store
deployment, the ACIU then updates the stores inventory. The firmware which controls the ACIU
is the SMS Operational Flight Program (SMS OFP). Located in nonvolatile memory, the SMS OFP
implements the functions identified above. For a brief description of this program see paragraph
6.2.4.1.8. ACIU hardware consists of redundant, symmetric processors which provide general
processing capabilities and interface with other elements of the SMS and the avionics system,
enabling control of the SMS. The ACIU directs the Remote Interface Units (RIU) to transmit
store control signals, and in turn receives currently updated store status from the station(s)
RIUs. These administrative functions are performed by a stores data processor through the
weapons multiplex interface element. The processor contains memory for the program and data
storage and input/output channels for signal transfer. Each of the ACIU microcomputer systems
consists of a stores data processor, a DMA RAM, a nonvolatile memory, MUX Bus interface
elements, and a fault monitor. The stores data processor consists of a microprocessor CPU and
the necessary processing control logic. The program memory consists of 48K bytes of nonvolatile programmable memory. It is in this memory that the executable instructions of the SMS
OFP reside. The DMA RAM is 16K bytes of "wared volatile random access memory (RAM). and a
DMA control capability. This memory is used for data storage and to buffer input/output to the
A-MUX. A fault monitor detects failures in each of the processors and reports these failures to
the other, so that if necessary, the good unit can take over all processing tasks. It monitors the
processor logic for things such as addressing errors, timing errors, clock errors, parity
errors, and power supply failures. The fault monitor also contains a loop error detection
capability to provide CPU or software error detection capabilities. The ACIU is positioned in the
forward equipment bay on the left side of the aircraft just forward of the cockpit. About 5000
in 3 are available In the bay, occupied by radar, communications, and other miscellaneous
components in addition to the ACIU. Some volume (approximately 1000 in3 ) around the ACIU
appears available for limited expansion of the ACIU without having to relocate other equipment
(This conclusion has been reached after a physical inspection of the equipment bay).
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6.2.4.1.2 Advanced Conventional Remote Interface Unit (ACRIU) - The ACRIU provides signals to
the store, reoorts status from the store, sends control signals to the Video Switch and MAU-12,
and reports status from the MAU-1 2. Linked to the ACIU by the W.MUX Bus, the ACRIU outputs
ACIU commanded signals. These signals fall into two classes; discrete and analog. The discrete
signals are produced by switch action. Two D/A converters provide the analog signals. In older
versions (F-16ANB CRIU) all of these signals serviced only the store and MAU-12, but as the
ACIU discrete I/O board became sa!urated, some of the ACIU controlled discretes were moved to
the ACRIU. These discretes include the control signals to the Video Switch, Sel Video A and Sel
Video B. The ACIU sends commands to the ACRIU in the form of messages over the W-MUX Bus.
The ACRIU responds with a status word on the clock of the second GO/NO GO word. Using this
status word, the ACRIU reports the condition of the received command, the results of that
command, and the status of the store and MAU-12 (pylon ejector rack). One ACRIU is located at
each air-to-ground weapons station within the weapons pylons at stations 3, 4, 6 and 7 and
within the centedine pylon for station 5. Addlitional space in the weapons pylons near the
current CRIU locations is limited; however, some other weapons pylon areas offer available
space should expansion of the ACRIU be necessary. This would, however, require allocating
ACRIU functions to multiple small packages. These areas are associated with the forward and aft
pylon fairings, the J907 and J917 receptable location, and the safety pin storage compartment
which offers the greatest volume, approaching some 430 in3 . The centerline pylon is
considerably smaller than a weapons pylon although some space could be made available in the
forward and aft fairing areas and immediately aft of the ACRIU mounting structure. The weapons
pylons are interchangeable between stations 3, 4, 6 and 7 and contain both the ACRIU and the
Nuclear Remote Interface Unit (NRIU). The ACRIU must be removed from the centerline pylon
before an NRIU can be installed.
6.2.4.1.3 Advanced Missile Remote Interface Unit (AMRIU) - The AMRIU outputs control signals
to missiles, controls the conditioning signals from the launcher power supply, switches analog
feedback signals from the missiles, and reports missile status and the accomplishment of
requested actions. Linked to the ACIU by the W-MUX Bus, the AMRIU outputs control signals and
closes relays in response to ACIU commands sent in the form of data words. Using protocols
defined in paragraph 6.3.1.1.6, the AMRIU also returns status words to the AC!U. In these status
words, the AMRIU reports the condition of the store and of received commands. The AMRIU is
located at stations 1, 2, 3A, 7A, 8 and 9 when these stations are configured for air-to-air
weapons. The AMRIU is located in the extreme aft end of epch missile launcher. The launchers at
stations 1 and 9 are bolted directly to the tips of the wings. Launchers at stations 2, 3A, 7A and
8 are attached to launcher adapters. Unused space in the launcher is limited to a couple of inches
aft of the AMRIU; however, the launcher adapter offers some possibilities foi additional
hardware as the cutouts and fairings are empty except for an umbilical which passes through the
forward fairing.
6.2.4.1.4 Nuclear Remote Interface Unit - Nuclear RIUs can be installed at stations 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7, but are not necessarily carried during non-nuclear or training missions. Specifics on the
operation of these units, however, is beyond the classification of this document. The NRIU is
located in the aft portion of the weapons pylon, and interchanges with the ACRIU in the centreline
pylon.
6.2.4.1.5 Jettison/Release Remote Interface Unit - Two J/R RIUs provide redundant stores
separation capability at stations 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Physically located on separate wings, the left
and right JiR RIUs are ikentical in both function and structure. Each R!U interfaces with
Weapons Multiplex Bus, the Master Arm and Release Matrix Assembly, and store stations 3
through 7. The J/R RIUs function as digital switches. At the receipt of the proper release code.
the J/R RIU will close the addressed station relay(s) and enable the J/R Master Arm & Release
Power to energize (ie, enable Fire Cartridge Command discrete) the cartridge relay(s) in the
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pylon(s). This enables (he firing of both cartridges in each MAU-12 pylon bomb rack. The

energy released from firing either of these cartridges is sufficient to jettison all stores on the

MAU-12. In additicn, the firing of one cartridge will cause the sympathetic firing of the other.
Therefoie, enly one J/R RIU needs to be funcional to perform the release function. The
switching logic which implements these functions is similar to that of the ACRIU. One J/R RIU is
located in the wing area immediately behind the leading edge in the miosect.on of each wing.
Access to a J/R RIU requires the removal of a wing surfrce panei on thia leading edge which is a
tedious process. The aircraft manufacturer considers the J/R RIUs to be "permanently"
installed.
6.2.4.1.6 Weapons Multiplex Bus - The W-MUX Bus (or Stores Management Mux Bus) provides
the serial digital data link between the ACIU and the RIUs and the ACIU and the stores. A
functional diagram of this data link is presented in Figure 6.6. The ACIiJ acts as Bus Controller
and is capable of driving the four wire (eight wire for dual redundant) using MIL-STD-1553,
1553B or RIU MUX (dual simplex) protocols. Eight wires (forr twisted shielded wire pairs)
are provided by the ACIU to communicate to the RIUs. These eight wires are connected to thirteen
RIUs via seven station matrices. Along with the eight transmission lines originating in the
matrices (for redundant dual-simplex operation), four additional wires are routed to the
AMRIUs and the ACRIUs in the form of two twisted shielded wire pairs. Currently these wires
are terminated in the following disconnects: wing pylon disconnect (J812) at stations 3, 4, 6
and 7; wing launcher disconnect (J810) at stations 1 and 9; wing adapter disconnect (J811) at

stations 1, 3A, 7A and 8; and aircraft pylons disconnect (,1237) at station 5. These wire pairs
provide for redundant 1553/1553B operation.
6.2.4.1.7 MIL-STD-1553 Capability - Bus Controllers in the ACIU support three data
transmission protocols; 1553, 1553B and W-MUX. There are, however, no 1553 remote
terminals currently in the RIUs The connection which links the 1553 compatible store to the
Weapons MUX Bus consists of two twisted shielded wire pairs (to prov;de dual redundancy).
These four links are coupled to four lines of primary dual-simplex bus. This coupling is
accomplished at the station matrices. For stations without a 1553 store, these coupled lines
terminate at the wing connector. Additional MIL-STD-1553 capability is provided to store
station 3, 4, 6 and 7 by bringing the A-MUX transmission lines to the aircraft-store interface.
6.2.4.1.8 SMS Software - The SMS Operational Flight Program (OFP) is a real-time computer
program which controls the selection, monitoring, conditioning, and release of stores on the
F-16 C/D. The SMS COP also maintains store inventory and performs certain ancillary
functions, most of which vre designed to provide backup system control in the event of a Fire
Control Computer (FCC) failu,'e. Designed to operate in a dual processor environment, two
structualhy identical copies of the SMS OFP are provided to the ACiU. With one copy located
w:,thin the primary processor and uther wi'hin the backup processor, information is shared
between the two prt.grams via dua!-ported RAM. In the event of a primary processor failure, the
backup processor will assume control of the SMS using the second copy of the SMS OFP and the
data in RAM. Executien of the; SMS OFP is accomplished such that tasks which require definite
processing rates are run as groups at periodic rates. Tasks which do not require a defined
processing rate are run in the remaining time available between rate groups. The SMS OFP is
composed of the 14 components described below. These components can be grouped into the
filowing three categories: operating system components, applications components, and support
components. The operating system components interface the application tasks within the
hardware. Applications components perform the operational functions of the OFP. The support
components handle the ancillary tasks which are mostly transparent to the furnclional operation
of the OFP, but which are necessasy in order for those functions to be implemented. An example
of such a task would .-4 maintanance of queues. Figure 6.7 illustrates the organization of these
14 components into these three categories.
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FIGURE 6.7 SMS OFP Structure

a. Operatino System Components
(1) Executive Compoient - The Executive component schedules the execution of
application tasks and services interrupts and other computer-hardware related functions. This
component provides the primary interface between the application components, the
input/output, timing clocks, and error checking provisions of the computer hardware. It also
coordinates the operation of the Backup Processing component. The Executive maintains control
unless a system error condition is detected which prevents continuation of system operation. If
such an error condition occurs, control is returned to the Error Handling component.
(2) The Initialization Compong nt - After a power-on Interrupt occurs, the
proper initialization (and testing, if not in the emergency jettison mode) of both system
hardware and software is performed by the Initialization Component. Proper operation of both
processors is assured with a full range of ACIU tests. The ACIU master processor is initially
selected during initialization, the synchronization of the A and B processor operation is achieved
using the intercomputer interrupt in a command/response arrangement, and both system
executives are initiated by the Initialization Component.
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(3 ) Error Handling ComDonent - The Error Handling component detects failure
indication from the power-down interrupt, the machine error interrupt, and Test component,
the Executive component, and the Initialization component. Upon detection, Error Handling
performs fault filtering, isolation, reporting, recording and recovery as required by the
particular fault.
(4) Interface Control Component - The Interface Control component supervises
the input-output via the serial digital multiplex buses, the discrete signals, and the analog

signals.

b. Support Components
(1 ) Utilities Comoonent - This component provides common utility and testing
routines for shared uso by the other components.
( 2 ) Test Comprient - The test component conducts self-test and built-in-test on
the SMS system. Self-test involves continuous, non-interruptive testing conducted during
normal system operations. Built-in test is operator initiated and is performed interruptively
or during normal system operation. Self-test is conducted on the non-volatile memory, the
Remote Interface Unit (RIU) communications, the weapons bus controller, and the discrete
input/output boards. Built-in tests are conducted on RIUs and input discretes. Other CIU
elements are checked with hardware self-test features.
(3)

Data Transfer Comonernt - The Data Transfer component provides double

buffering inputoutput service for all multiplex data flow between avionics subsystems and the
Stores Management Set Operational Flight Program. Additional tasks performed by this
component include formatting discretes and building the weapons multiplex bus controller's
command table.

( 4 ) System Control Comnonent - The System Control component uses the SMS
mode, switch positions, and other indications to determine the tasks to be executed. This
component then invokes appropriate subroutine linkages to implement the selected mode.
c. Aoplications Comoonents
( 1 ) Stores Accounting Component - The Stores Accounting component accepts and
records store quantities, types and locations. This component updates the current stores based on
inputs from the Stores Release component or operator intervention. This component also
provides the appropriate indication of the discrepancies between the operator entries and the
allowed stores configuration.
( 2 ) Stores Selection Component - The Stores Selection component provides the
selection for display and release of stores and stations in the emergency jettison, selective
jettison, dogfight, missile override, air-to-air vir-.o-ground, and gun modes.
(3 ) Stores Conditioning and Monitoring Comnonent - The Stores Conditioning and
Monitoring component provides the conditioning and monitoring of conventional weapons, special
weapons, and RIUs. This component also provides the states of the weapons for display.
(4) Stores Release Comopant - The Stores Release component performs actions
required to emergency jettisorn stores on stations 3 through 7, selectively jettison all
appropriately selected stores, execute manual and automatic weapon releases, and maintain the
gun status.
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(5) Weapon Delivery Mode Component - The Weapon Delivery Mode component
determines the current system master mode and Stores Management Set subsystem mode. This
component determines the Fire Control Radar mode, the currently selected gun arming option and
weapon delivery profile.
(6) The Backuo Processin* Component - The Backup Processing component
assumes responsibility for tasks normally performed by the FCC when the FCC is incapable of
performing them. Only tasks which provide essential self-defense and return-to-base
capabilities are performed by the SMS. These tasks include monitoring the display management
switch to determine display selection, calculating reference altitude settings, providing source
control of the slew excitation, maintaining track assignments for target selections, and
determining status of the subsystems pointer to command the FCH to enable the acquisition
cursor.
6.2.4.1.9 Launcher Electronics - This paragraph describes the functional characteristics of the
units which compose the launcher electronics. These units include the Launcher Power Supply,
Aeriai Combat Maneuvering Instrumentation (ACMI) Pod Relay. and safety switch.
a. Launcher Power SulIY. - The Launcher Power Supply provides the missile with
power and conditioning signals. By rectifying aircraft supplied 115 VAC, the Launcher Power
Supply provides both 25.2 VDC and 175 VDC to the missile. As for the control signals, they are
sourced by commands from the AMRIU. Unlike other store interface units, the Launcher Power
Supply has no direct data link to the ACIU. Other functions performed by the Launcher Power
Supply include the amplification of the missile audio signal.
b. K
_Pod BWU - The ACMI Pod Relay, located in the missile launcher, controls the
audio signal to the intercom system. Sourced by a discrete from the ACMI Pod, the relay connects
either the missile audio or the ACMI Pod Audio to the intercom system.
c. Safejitc - A Safety Switch outputs GAS GRAIN SQUIB to the missile and FIRE to
the AFT Strike Point in the event that these signals are activated and the switch is enabled.
6.2.4.2 Stores Standby Power System - The Stores Standby Power System, (Figure 6.8)
provides a 115 VAC and 28 VDC power to all nine store stations. Power is provicad to the Stores
Standby Power System via the aircraft power buses. Control is accomplished using ACIU
controlled relays located in the Stores Standby Power Matrices (left half, LH, and right half,
RH), and the Nacelle Equipment Bay Power Panel. Additional relays, located in the Overcurrent
Protection Panel, provide overcurrent protection for the three phase 115 VAC at st3tions 3, 5
and 7. The components of the Stores Standby Power System are listed below.
Right Strake DC Power Panel
Right Strake AC Power Panel
Stores Standby Power Matrix-RH

Stores Standby Power Matrix-LH

Nacolle Equipment Bay AC/DC Power Panel
Overcurrent Protectior, Panel No. 1
6.2.4.2.1 Operation - Activation of the Control Ground discrete and any station (1-9) by the
ACIU will energize the DC power relay in the Power Matrix, providing 28 VOC at the store
station. For stations 6, 7, 7A, and 9, these DC power relays are located in the right half (RH) of
the Stores Standby Power Matrix. The DC power relays for the rest of the stations (stations 1,
2, 3, 3A, 4 and 5) are located in the left half (LH) of the Power Matrix. Control of the station
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AC power is accomplished in the same manner as the DC power with the exceptions of stations 3,
5 and 7. Like DC, the AC power at stations 1, 2, 3A, 4, 6, 7A, 8 and 9 is directly controlled by
an ACIU enabled ground. For stations 1, 2, 3A, 7A, 8 and 9, these ACIU controlled relays are
located in the Nacelle Equipment Bay Power Panel. The Stores Standby Power Matrix-RH
contains the ACIU controlled relays for the AC signals at station 6, and to the Stores Standby
Power Matrix-LH containing the station 7 ACIU controlled AC relays. However, the AC power at
stations 3, 5 and 7 are not directly activated by a control ground from the ACIU. Instead, they
are activated by a discrete which results from the ACIU control ground closing the station DC

power relay on the overcurrent signal in the Stores Standby Power Matrix. The resulting
signal, POWER ON CMD, is sent to Overcurrent Protection Panel No. 1, enabling AC power to the
Store Station.
6.2.4.2.2 Functional Description - All components of the Stores Standby Power System are
considered part of the Avionics Systems Affected (ASA) by the implementation of
MIL-STD-1760. The functional characteristics of these components are given in following
paragraphs.
a. Right Strake DC Power Panel - The Right Strake DC Power Panel provides the DC
power for all nine store stations (including stations 3A and 7A). Power is taken off two 28 VDC
buses (ESS & BATT) at the Right Strake DC Power Panel and routed to the Stores Standby Power
Matrices (LH and RH). At the Stores Standby Power Matrices the power is switched, by ACIU
controlled relays, between open and the store stations.
b. Right Strake AC Power Panel - The Right Strake AC Power Panel provides three phase
115 VAC power for stations 4 and 6. Power is taken off the 115 VAC Main Bus at the Right
Strake AC Power Panel and routed to the Stores Standby Power Matrices (LH and RH). At the
Stores Standby Power Matrices the power is switched, by ACIU controlled relays, between open
and the store stations.
c. Stores Standby Power Matrix-RH - The Stores Standby Power Matrix-RH is
responsible for switching the 28 VDC power at stations 6, 7, 8 and 9, providing and switching
the three phase 115 VAC power at station 6, and providing the station 7 power control signals
'TRIP ENABLE and POWER ON COMMAND) to Overcurrent Protection Panel No. 1. All switching
in the Stores Standby Power Matrix-RH is controlled by the ACIU via control ground discretes
(STANDBY ARM).
d. Stores Standby Power Matrix-LH - The Stores Standby Power Matrix-LH is
responsible for switching the 28 VDC power to stations 1, 2, 3, 3A, 4 and 5, providing and
switching the three phase 115 VAC power at station 4, and providing the station 3 power control
signals (TRIP ENABLE and POWER ON COMMAND) to Overcurrent Protection Panel No. 1. All
switching in the Stores Standby Power Matrix-LH is controlled by the ACIU via control ground

discretes (STANDBY ARM).
e. Nacelle Equipment AC/DC Power Panel - The Nacelle Equipment AC/DC Power Panel
is responsible for providing and switching the three phase 115 VAC power to stations 1, 2, 3A,
7A, 8 and 9. This panel receives power from the 115 VAC ESS and non-ESS buses, switches it
via ACIU controlled relays, and then routes it directly to the store stations.
f. Overcurrent Protection Panel No. 1 - The Overcurrent Protection Panel is
responsible for monitoring the station 3, 5 and 7 control signals (TRIP ENABLE and POWER ON
COMMAND) and providing three phase 115 VAC power to those stations when (1) POWER ON
COMMAND high, (2) TRIP ENABLE low, and (3) the 115 VAC current to the store station does not
exceed some preset bound.
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6.2.4.3 Video Switch System - The video switch (figure 6.9) is a reconfigurable network (via
switches) designed to link the video signal sourced at a store to the display equipment in the
cockpit or to other stores. These stores include any video weapon or pod mounted at stations 1-9
(including 3A and 7A), the Navigation Pod mounted on the Right Hard Point (RHP), and the
Targeting Pod at the Left Hard Point (LHP). Acting only as a sink, the display equipment includes
the Programmable Display Generator (PDG) which is the video signal processor of the
Multifunctional Display Set (MFDS), and the Head-Up Display (HUD). All switching in the video
switch is controlled by discretes from the ACRIU and the DEEU (Data Entry Electronic Unit).
6.2.4.3.1 Functional Description - The video switch consists of three buses (RHP, LHP and
PDG). nine ACRIU controlled switches, one ACIU controlled switch, and three DEEU controlled
switches. The nine ACRIU controlled switches are responsible for switching the store video
signals from store stations 1-9. As illustrated in figure 6.10, the ACRIU uses two discretes (Sel
Video A, Sel Video B) to toggle the store video signal switch between the following four states: (1)
off, (2) LHP Bus, (3) RHP Bus, and (4) PDG Bus. The ACIU controlled switch is responsible for
linking the RHP (Target Pod) with the RHP Bus. Using one discrete (Sel Video RHP), the ACIU
enables and disables the video link between the RHP bus and the RHP (Target Pod). The DEEU
controlled switch to the RHP (Target Pod), these two mutually exclusive states are: (1) HUD,
and (2) PDG. At the LHP (Navigation Pod), one switch connects the LHP to the LHP Bus or the
HUD, and the other switch links the LHP to the PDG or LHP Bus. Elements of the Video Switch are
described below:
a. Left Wing VideoSwitch - The Left Wing Video Switch houses the store video switches
for stations 1, 2, 3, 3A and 4. Controlling these switches are five pairs of discretes from the
corresponding station RIUs. Depending upon the state (that is, open or ground) of these two
discretes, the store video switch will connect the store video to one of the following: (1) Open,
(2) PDG Bus, (3) LHP Bus, or (4) RHP Bus. Figure 6.11 illustrates this switching scheme.
b. Right Wing Video Switch - The Right Wing Video Switch houses the store video
switches for stations 6, 7, 7A, 8 and 9. Controlling these switches are five pairs of discretes
from the corresponding RIUs. Depending upon the state of these two discretes, the store video
switch will connect the store video to one of the following: (1) Open, (2) PDG Bus, (3) LHP Bus,
or (4) RHP Bus.
c. Central Video Switch - The Central Video Switch houses the station 5 ACRIU controlled
store video switch, the ACIU controlled RHP video switch, and the DEEU controlled RHP/HUD,
LHP/HUD and LHP/PDG switches. The station 5 store video switch provides station 5 video to the
LHP, RHP, and PDG buses by the same control process described above for the other switches.
The LHP video switch toggles the Target Pod video between the HUD and RDG. Control of this
switch is provided by the DEEU enabled discrete LHP/HUD VIDEO SELECT. The other two DEEU
enabled switches control the distribi, .or
:he Navigational Pod Video. The RHP/HUD switch
toggles NAVIGATION POD VIDEO t.etw.e
- HUD and the RHP Bus, and the RHP/HUD switch links
NAVIGATION POD VIDEO to either t&? -JL_
RHP Bus.
..

dc
B - The PDG But, p-'-eGs a video link from all of the store video switches
(located in the Left Wing, Right Wirk,, aid .entral Video Switches) to the PDG.
e. L
- The LHP Bus provides a video link from all of the store video switches
(located in the Left Wing. Right Wing, and Central Video Switches) to LHP/HUD and LHP(PDG
switches in the Central Video Switch. As illustrated in figure 6.11, the LHP Bus can
accommodate store-to-store video.
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f. REP.Us - The RHP Bus provides a video link from all of the store video switches
(located in the Left Wing, Right Wing, and Central Video Switches) to the RHP video switch in the
Central Video Switch. Like the LHP Bus, the RHP Bus can also accommodate store-to-store video.
6.2.4.3.2 Block 25 Configuration - The Block 25 F-16 C/D only partially utilizes the capacity
of the Video Switch. Stations 3, 4, 6 and 7 (Maverick Certified Stations) are the only switches
which are fully video capable. As for the other stations, the air-to-air stations have wiring
provisions for video, but station 5 (the centreline station) does not. Stations 2, 3A. 7A, and 8
have a video line and the two video control lines (SEL VIDEO A & SEL VIDEO B) out to the
adapter/launcher disconnect. At the Winglip air-to-air stations, stations 1 and 9, three lines
terminate at the wing/launcher disconnect. A summary of the video switch functions in Block 25
aircraft is as follows:
Weapon Video from stations 4, 5, 6, or 7 to the MFDS
Navigation Pod Video from the RHP to the MFDS
Target Pod Video from the LHP to the MFDS
Navigation Pod Video from the RHP to the HUD
Target Pod Video from the LHP to the HUD
IR Maverick Video from stations 4, 5, 6, 7 to the Target Pod
Note that these operational configurations of the Video Switch are a function of both the partial
implementations of the switch in the F-16 C/D and current store requirements.
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6.3 IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS Two overall requirements imposed on the 1760
Implementation Case Study which particularly influenced the study results were: to make
maximum use of existing equipment, and accommodate both the current and future stores defined
for the F-16 C/D. The first requirement forces a designer to augment the existing aircraft
configuration with a 1760 capability rather than develop a new independent approach. The
second requirement necessitated a dual capability at each store station. This resulted in a
number of engineering compromises. From a comprehensive review of the store loadouts and
associated control requirements presented in paragraph 6.2.2, it was determined that a Class IA
interface was required at stations 3, 5, and 7, a Class I interface at stations 4 and 6. and a Clats
II interface at the air-to-air stations. The major system modifications found to be required to
implement the desired capabilities are listed below:
a. Provide redundant MIL-STD-1553 digital buses to the ASIs at the air-to-air stations
b. Provide two RF lines (HB1 and HB2) to the ASI at each air-to-ground station and one
RF line (HB1) to the ASI at each air-to-air station
c.

Provide a second video line to the ASIs at stations 4. 5, and 6

d. Provide a single video line to the ASIs at the air-to-air stations
e. Provide the second and third phases of the 115 VAC to the ASIs at the air-to-air
stations
f.

Provide a second 28 V, 10 A DC source to all ASIs (total of 20 A/station)

g. Provide independent AC and DC power control to all ASIs
h.

Provide 28 VDC auxiliary power to the ASIs at stations 3, 5. and 7

i. Provide 1760 compatible signals currently routed to the existing ASIs to each 1760
interface as required
j. Physically locate the primary and auxiliary 1760 connectors at the station 3, 5, and
7 ASIs; and the primary connector at all other ASIs
k. Provide the additional ACIU software to control MIL-STD-1760 storos and to
implement the changes in the Operational Flight Program required by the suggested modifications
I. Provide additional ACIU hardware to support the extra processing load and modified
MIL-STD-1553 hardware
6.3.1 Discussion of Reauired Modifications. The following paragraphs provide an approach to
the implementation of a MIL-STD-1760 capability in the case study aircraft, which fulfill the
twelve requirements defined above in paragraph 6.3. In consonance with design constraints,
current and planned MIL-STD-1760 provisions by the F-16 prime contractor were used to the
maximum extent possible. Figure 6.12 shows the configuration of MIL-STD-1760 interface
classes which will be implemented at each of the F-16 weapon stations in this case study.
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AIRCRAFT STATIONS
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CLASS 116I

CLASS IIA
FIGURE 6.12 F-16 Case Study Configuration of MIL-STD-1760 Interface Classes
6.3.1.1 Modification #1: Provide Redundant MIL-STD-1553 Digital Buses to the Aircraft
Station Interface (ASI) at the Air-to-Air Stations - A MIL-STD-1553 capability could be
provided by either extending the A-MUX or W-MUX out to the air-to-air stations. While there
are advantages to extending the A-MUX, particularly relative to control of AMRAAM, long-term
considerations favor the W-MUX. The W-MUX in the F-16 CID is a four wire system which
currently supports three communication protocols, including MIL-STD-1553. Therefore
compliant twisted-shielded pairs require to be run from the W-MUX station matrices, through
the wing pylon disconnects, out to the respective ASIs for stations 1. 2, 3A. 7A, 8 and S. The
1553B lines have already been taken from the station matrices to pylon disconnects for the airto-ground stations. Figure 6.13 indicate the changes (dashed lines) required to provide 1553B
capability to the air-to-air ASIs. It should be noted that the MUX lines in the Station Matrix
primarily serve as two of the four lines required for the GD dual simple W-MUX. Any analyses
of bus utilization, therefore, will have to include current W-MUX traffic. The dual simplex
system wil continue to be used to command state transitions in the RIUs. Two other points are of
significance: (1) the 15538 lines are transformer coupled to the W-MUX inside of the Station
Matrix such that the extension to the ASI is a legitimate stub; and (2) the ACIU Bus Controller is
capable of dual simplex, GD 1553 and 1553B protocols so that hardware modifications, other
than extending the stub to the ASI, should not be required.
TABLE 6.1 Location of W-MUX Station Matrices
[Station
STA 1 & 2
STA 8 & 9
STA 3
STA 7
-

Location of W-Mux Station Matrix
Left wino behind flap seal 5425
Right wino behind flap seal 5429
Left wino behind flap seal 5429
Right wing behind flap seal 6430
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Some potential issues associated with this modification include: (1) shortages of ACIU
processing power/memory; (2) software (OFP) modificationtverification capabilities; and (3)
availability of space in the current wing disconnects to route the 1553 buses.
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6.3.1.2 Mod~iication #2: Provide Two RF Lines (HB1 and HB2) at the Air-to-Ground ASIs and
One RF Line (HB1) at the Air-to-Air ASIs - MIL-STD-1760A requires two 50-ohm RF lines
(HB11,20 MH; - 1.6 GHz and HB2, 20 Hz - 20 MHz) for Class I interfaces, and one RF line
(HBb, 20 MHz to 1.6 GHz) for class 2 interfaces. These cover the requirements for air to
ground and air to air respectively At this time, eight provisioning RF lines are in the F-16
C/D. These lines extend from the aft equipment bay to the wing disconnects at stations 3, 4, 6
and 7 (two lines per station). The modifications will extend these eight lines from the wing
disconnects to stLions 3, 4, 6 and 7, and two additional 50-ohm lines run from the aft
equipment bay to the ASI at station 5. A single 1.6 GHz, 50 ohm line would run from the aft
equipment bay to each of the four air-to-air ASIs. An RF switching capability would be installed
in (or near) the aft equipment bay to provide MIL-STD-1760 recommended connectivity; that is
a simultaneous transfer of one Type B signal and two Type A signals between ASIs and internal
aircraft equipmsnt, plus one Type A signal between any two ASIs. Switches wou!d be controlled
by discretes generated locally by an F;T/Logic Unit added to the W-MUX. Figure 6.14 is a
functional depiction of an alternative switching network for providing the RF connectivity
recommended by MIL-STD-1760. As a matter of fact, it will provide slightly more capability
than required by 1760 in that it includes the option of a third simultaneous 50-ohm. 20 MHz
connection to aircraft subsystems. This switching matrix would be packaged as a .,ingle unit and
housed in the aft equipment bay. Running from the switching unit would be two 50-ohm lines to
each air-to-ground station (HB1 and HB2) and one 50-ohm line (HB1) to each of tWe air-to-air
stations. Two types of switches are requirao in the switching unit. This is because of differences
in the electrical characteristics between HB1 and HB2. Figire 6.15 illustrates a switch which
is suitable for Type A (20 Hz - 20 MHz) signals. As indicated in the figure, HB2 lines have
access to three ir.lernal buses, plus a characteristic impedance termination. Two ciscretes are
required, therefore, to control the four possi'le states. In this alternative, these discretes are
generated by the station RIU in response to a CIU command on the W-MUX -. in a manner
analogous to the wpy video switching is currently performed. The Type B, 1.6 GHz signal lines
cannot be treated so casually. The insertion Icab, transmission loss and fidelity requirements of
this signal make switching much more difficult. It can be assumed, however, that HB1 can be
effectively switched to a transmission line network serving Type B signal users, to any one of the
three networks serving Type A signal users, and to a characteristic impedance termination -- or
five states. It can also be assumed, then, that three discretes would be required so zoutrol each
H31 switch. Under this alternative these discretes would be provided by the station RIUs.
Figure b.16 illustrates the wiring changes required to imp!ement this central switching scheme.
As shown in this figure, it requires extending the two provisionary RF lines out to the ASI 3t
stations 3, 4, 6, and 7, running HB1 and HB2 from the aft equipment oay out to tne ASI at the
air-to-air stations, and providing the four HBW lines to the avionic equipment. This
implementation has several advantages: (1) sw~tches are centrally located which would reduce
installation and maintenance costs: (2) switches ca'. be consolidated and line lengths kept
'1 short; and (3) the 1.6 GHz (H.1B1) I;des could bq configlired to enable essentially
e
•lect;,,-,
point-to-poini transmissions, alleviating VSWR and unnecessary insertion lost probt!ems.
Switching is controlled in this design by c~scretes generated by the RIUs. These discreles would
be generated by an RT/Logic unit connected to the W-MJX. The entire assembly would b.;
physicilly attached to the switching unit. A potential disadvantage is the requirement for
physical space in the aft equipment bay for the RT/Logic unit ,;-d ''.ie requi.ement for a r'edicated
FIT 1553 adJress. Potential issues associated with implementation of this "Iesiqn include:
a. Availability of space in the aW! equipment bay to implement the sw'tching matrix
b. Availability of acdlitional discretes (Five each from the CRIUs and three each from the
MPIUs)
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FIGURE 6.14 Centralized High Bandwidth Switching Network
c. Availability of space in air-to-air station wing disconnectors for the addillor.l
discretes
d. Availability of space in the station 5 fuselage disconnect to accommodate the three
addificnal discreles and two additional R- lines
e. Routing of HB1 lines and discretes from the air-to-air st2tions !o th6 a.4 equipmnent
bay may require deskinning the 3ircraht

"f. Selecion cri!eria for switching elaments
g. Yechnoiogy to meet 1760 1.6 GHz signal transfar requiremen!s
h. (UFP Software modificaticls
i.

Availability of RT addresses

j.

Network costs; particuladly for sex'linay unneeded capability
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FIGURE 6.15 Digital High Band Frequency Switch
An alternative to the selected approach which was rejected, but is something to track, is to
employ Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) techniques. This alternative would be to install
a single 50 ohm line from each ASI to the aft equipment bay to accommodate the 1.6 GHz signals,
along with a FDM to provide the required connectivity for the 20-MHz lines. The FDM scheme
would serve as a medium for transmission of the Type A signa:s HB2, HB3, and HB4. HBI would
be handled as in ANternative 1. There is significant work being done in this area, particularly in
conjunction with the high bandwidth/low noise possibilities available 1om fiber optics. It is not
felt, however, that this technology is sufficiently mature to be a viable alternative at this time.
6.3.1.3 Modification #3: Provide a Second Video Une to the ASIs at Stations 4, 5, and 6 - To
satisfy the requirements of a MIL-STD-1760A Class I interface, two 75-ohm. 20 MHz (HB3,
HB4) lines must be provided at an Air-to-Ground ASI. The currently planned F-16 C/D 1760
configuration provides these two lines at stations 3 and 7, but only a single line at stations 4, 5
and 6. This modification carries existing provisions to the ASI and adds the additional lines to
stations 4, 5, and 6. Video lines would be run from the station 4 ASI to the Right Video Switch,
the station 5 ASI to ihe Central Video Switch, and from the station 6 ASI to the Central Video
Switch. Control would be provided by discretes generated by *he RT/Logic unit added to the WMUX. One additional relay would be added to each switch matrix. Figure 6.17 illustrates the
implementation of the additional video line at stations 4. 5, and 6. In addition to the indicated
video lines and control discretes, one switching element would also have to be installed in each of
the existing three video switches (Right, Left, Central). Figure 6.18 illustrates this video
switching unit. The discretes to switch both the added and existing video lines would be generated
b1 an RTiLogic unit on the W-MUX, possibly the same unit providing discretes for switching the
RF lines. This approach is illustrated in figure 6.19 and was previously Identified in the
discussion of Modification 6.3.1.2. The advantage of this approach is that it is adaptable to future
growth and eliminates the requirement for new (and some existing) discretes from station RIUs.
The disadvantage is that modifications are being made to existing flight-qualified hardware and
software. This could be difficult to justify, but the alternative of control being provided
partially from station RIUs and partially from the added RT/Logic unit would be unacceptable.
The major Issues (associated with this approach) are availability of space for routing the
control Oiscretes from the RT/Logic Unit (probably in the aft equipment bay) to the Left, Right
and Central switching units, and availability of an RT address. Other issues include:
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a. OFP modifications
b. Bandwidth of existing video lines, that is can they meet the requirements of HB3 and
HB4
c. Space to route the additional video lines and control discretes through the
pylons, the wing disconnects
d.
Compatibility of 1760, 75-ohm system with the current F-16, 96-ohm
video system
e. Definition of existing video system
STATION 4
WING DISCONNECT

LEFT

STATION

VIDEO

" .. . . -"•'SW

4

VIDEO

11111

J812

STATION 4
STATION 4 VIDEO WING DISCONNECT

ITCH

.....

,.........!i

....

STATION 4 VIDEO

_ r--: •.

•..... ~... . ...............

STATION 4
1760 ASI

STATION 4
RIU

jL........
Tigloo

J902

STATION 5
mm
WING DISCONNECT

STATION 5
1760 ASI

ENTRAL.STATION S VIDEO

V.DEO

STATION 5
RIU

STATION 5 VIDEO

........ sMaJ.) .............

SWITCH

STATION S VIDEO

...... SEL....
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E
J239

J902

STATION 6
WING DISCONNECT

STATION 0
1760 ASI

CENTRAL
VIL)tIO

JV1111
STATION 6
STATION 6 VIDEO'WING DISCONNECT
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....... .06.1 ......
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-
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2
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FIGURE 6.17 Second ViDeo i.ne to STAs 4, 5. and 6 1760 ASI,
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FIGURE 6.18 Functional Representation of a Video Switching Unit (Element)
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Note: Design also requires one additional pair of discretes between the WMUX RT
and Central Video Switch (STATION 5 VIDEO A SEL 1 & 2), five additional discrete
pairs between the MUX RT and Left Video Switch (STATION 1 VIDEO SEL I & 2,
STATION 2 VIDEO SEL 1 & 2, STATION 3 VIDEO A SEL 1 & 2, STATION 3 VIDEO B
SEL 1 & 2, STATION 4 VIDEO SEL 1 & 2). and five additional pairs of discretes
between the WMUX RT and Right Video Switch (STATION 9 VIDEO SEL 1 & 2,
STATION 8 VIDEO SEL 1 & 2. STATION 7 VIDEO A SEL 1 & 2, STATION 7 VIDEO B
SEL 1 & 2, STATION 6 VIDEO SEL 1 & 2) to control existing video lines.
FIGURE 6.19 Video to Stations 4, 5, and 6
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6.3.1.4 Modification #4: Provide a Single Video Line to the ASIs at the Air-to-Air Stations This modification would provide the required video capability for a Class II Interface at stations
1, 2, 3A, 7A, 8 and 9. The required change will be to connect a 75 ohm, 20 MHz line from the
video switch to each of the ASI. This is a simple modification which extends existing video lines
to the 1760 ASI. Figure 6.20 functionally illustrates routing of these video provisions. The
existing video provisions are located as follows:

STA 1
STA2
STA 3A
STA7A

J528
J528
J521
J621

Left wing wiring harness (See Note)
Left wing wiring harness
Left wing wiring harness
Right wing wiring harness

STA 8
STA9

J81 1
J628

Wing/Pylon disconnect
Right wing wiring harness

Note: The wing wiring harness is located in the center of the wing behind the leading edge flap.
STATION I

STATION I

1760 ASI

WING

DISCONNECT
STATION 1I

-------

-----STATION 2
1710 ASI
r--

2

STATION 2
WIN

......
------

D

DISCONNECT

STATION

.....

2

v wp.o., t
J-V2I

J-611

STATION SA
1760 ASl

STATION 3A
WING DISCONNECT

STATION 7A
1700 ASl

STATiON 7A
WING DISCONNECT

S~VIDEO

STATION

&A

STATION 7A

..........
D

.....

vI"

.

[3WIN
2

STATION 9
WINO DISCONNECT

STATION I
1760 AVl

STATION 4

STATION I

,o.oo
.........

-_--......._

IETATION

FIGURE 6

J-526

OfNNECT

...........i
R

ASI
V&
t__a
o ts2-

9

J-6l11

FIGURE 6.20 Routing to Stations 1, 2, 3A, 7A, 8, and 9 1760 ASIs
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The discretes which control video switching would be provided by an RT/Logic unit on the
W-MUX Bus. This could, but would not have to be, the same RT/Logic unit used to control the RF
network. The existing discrete provisions are located as follows:

STATION
1

J27

LefTwIN

STA 2
STA 2
STA3A
STA 7A
STA8

J527A
J527A
J519A
J627A
J627A

Left wing wiring harness
Left wing wiring harness
Left wing wiring harness
Right wing wiring harness
Right wing wiring harness

STAg9

J627A

Right wing wiring h~arness

Figure 6.21 illustrates the routing of these discretes. The advantages to this alternative are that
it is technically simple and uses existing provisions to the maximum extent. The disadvantage,
again, is that an existing, certified capability will have to be abandoned if RFNideo controls are
consolidated and care will have to be taken to avoid cross talk from RF to Video. Implementation
issues are the availability of space to implement the RT/Logic Unit and to route the appropriate
discretes to the video switches, the difference in the characteristic impedance of the current
video lines (95 ohms), and the MIL-STD-1760A requirement for 75 ohms, 20 MHz lines.
STATlON I

Wmu

STATION

I

ING DISCONNECT

Jot

Jisle

STATION 2
MRIU

J527A

STATION 2
iANG DISCONNECT
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I!
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"°-
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8
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. .. .

......... _ J..........L__-
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J02?A
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OM0I:CUCT

STAIO
3

MAIUI

" I--. --. . . .J----

Jest2

STATION U

STATIONS

HMRS

ISTAnNISTAOL

FIGURE 6.21 Routing of Video Switch Discretes to Stations1, 2, 3A, 7A. 8. and 9 MRIUs
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6.3.1.5 Modification #5: Provide the Second and Third Phases of 115 VAC to the ASIs at the
Air-to-Air Stations - Three phase AC currently extends to existing connectors near each store
station. For the air-to-air stations, however, only a single phase is carried through to the ASI.
This modification would provide the second and third phases by running the two wires, currently
terminated in a provisioning connector within the aircraft, out to the station ASIs via the wing
pylon disconnect. As indicated in figure 6.22, Modification #5 requires running two wires (per
station) from the provisioning connectors listed below through the wing/pylon disconnect
connectors (also listed below), and on to the ASI. The provisioning connectors are all located
within the wing near the disconnects.
a1tationno
STA1
STA2
STA3A
STA7A
STA8
STA9

Wing-Pylon Connector
J610
J611
J611
J611
J611
J610

J529
J530
J522
J622
J630
J629

Issues associated with adding the 115 VAC power phases are related to space in the air-to-air
wing-pylon disconnect connectors. Another potential issue, which is equally associated with DC
provisions, is whether or not a more sophisticated power management system may be required to
prevent overloading existing aircraft circuits.
STATION I
I
A17AS

STATION i
WING DISCONNECT

.1610

STATION 2
1760 AS$

J620

STATION 2
WING DISCONNECT
STANBOY AC BA
1
jell

STATION 2U
17?0 AS#

JS30

STATION SA
WING DISCONNECT

LJ~kLJ

2

TýNG

AC

JS22

Jetl

STATION ?A
WING DISCONNECT

STATION 'A
1710 ASO

.

STANDBY AC OA

SADYAC 06

AC SOC
B

2.......J

Ji22

Jail
STATION I
ITNoSTAt4O
BY
AC

WIN
OK;C

177A

ACO

2
JI63

DISCONNECT

......

1760 ASl

. ....
...
------

----- :
Jil1

STATION S
WING CISCONNECT

SADYAC SC

STATION S

STATION S
17" ASI

4
5529

.1619

FIGURE 6.22 Routing of Second and Third 115 VAC Phases to Stations 1, 2. 3A, 7A, 8, and 9
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6.3.1.6 Modification #6: Provide Second 28 VDC 10 A Source to All ASIs (total of 20 A per
Station) - MIL-STD-1760 requires two independently controlled 28 VDC power sources at each
ASI (total of 20 amps). The current aircraft configuration features a single 10-14 amp source
at each station. There is an indication, however, that the circuit breaker setting is an arbitrary
one and that a second 10-amp 28 VDC source could be provided by adding another line and
changing tMe circuit breaker. It appears from a review of available information that the total
current limitation of 14.4 amps at the air-to-ground stations and 10.8 amps at the air-to-air
stations are due to circuit breaker limitations. It is assumed, therefore, that to provide the
needed 20 A of 28 VDC to 1760 interfaces simply requires implementing higher current circuit
breakers.
6.3.1.7 Modification #7: Provide Independent AC and DC Power Control at all ASIs - Power to
ASIs is currently applied through relays in the Store Standby Power Matrices. Relays are
controlled by discretes directly from the ACIU. AC and DC are applied simultaneously. Earlier
modifications would provide the second and third phases of AC and a second DC source. This
modification would provide independent control of 115 VAC, 28 VDC 1, and 28 VDC 2. The
recommended design would be to switch the AC and DC power independently in a switch box
located in the pylonflauncher using discretes from the station RIU to control switches. The
relays providing the power switching would be packaged in a unit which is phys;cally located
near the station RIU in the pylon. Using the switching scheme currently employed, the number
of switching elements in this unit would be: four for stations 3. 5. and 7. (two for 28 VDC power
one and two, one for 115 VAC power, and one for AUX AC); and three for stations 4 and 6, the
air-to-air stations (two for 28 VDC power one and two, and one for 115 VAC power). Five
discretes from the station RIU would be needed to control power to the ECM certified (3, 5, and
7) stations; the air-to-air stations, and stations 4 and 6 would need three each. The advantages
of this alternative are as follows: (1) all changes take place in the pylon or launcher, (2) no
existing equipment is modified, and (3) an existing RT on the W-MUX is utilized and, therefore,
another subscriber to the W-MUX Is not required. The major issues are space in the pylons
and/or launchers, and availability of required RIU generated discretes.
6.3.1.8 Modification #8: Provide 28 VDC Auxiliary Power to the ASIs at Stations 3, 5 and 7 It was indicated earlier that a Class I interface should be implemented at the air-to-ground ASIs.
It is further suggested that Class IA interfaces be implemented at stations 3, 5 and 7. This means
28 VDC and 115 VAC auxiliary power must be available at those stations. Three phase 115 VAC
is already planned so this modification would implement a single 28 VDC, 30 amp source at
stations 3. 5, and 7. An addilional power relay off the DC feed bus also would be added. Control
would be provided by discretes generated in the respective RIUs or by the RT/Logic unit which
has been suggested as one of the alternatives for controlling the RF and video lines. An analysis of
the power system needs to be conducted in order to assess the ability of F-16 to generate the
additional power required to p-ovide auxiliary 28 VDC interfaces at stations 3, 5, and 7.
Therefore, recommendations regarding this alternatives are TBD pending a complete power
system analyses which is not within the current scope of this study.
6.3.1.9 Modification #9: Provide 1760 Compatible Signals Currently Routed to the Existing
ASIs to each 1760 Interface as required - A number of electrical signals currently being used to
control stores through the existing conventional interface are applicable to the 1760 interface
as well. This modification would provide the necessary splices to make these signals available to
the 1760 ASI. Table 6.2 lists the signals currently available at or near the existing connector at
the wing air-to-ground stations which are 1760 compatible. Presented along with the
currently assigned name of each signal is its use in the 1760 signal set. Also shown are the
origins and destinations of the signal in the pylon, the means by which this signal could be
provided to the 1760 ASI, and the stations at which the description applies. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
present the same information for the air-to-air and centerline air-to-ground stations.
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TABLE 6.2 F-16 Compatible Signal at Wing ANG Stations (Stations 3, 4, 6 & 7)
JUJTION PROCEDURE
Replace wire with Y
junction. Connect
single-sided end in the
Wing Disc (J812) and
conventional connector
(J907) and 1760 ASI.
3/7
Same as High Bandwidth
3
3/4/6/7 Replace wire with Y
junction. Connect
single-sided end in the
RIU Disc (P902) and
the two sides of the Y in
the conventional
connector (J907) and
1760 ASI.
3/4/6/7 Splice off GND/NEUT
wire in the pylon.
Status 2 Excitation
voltage is refp.renced to
the Ground.
3/4/6/7 Replace wire with Y
junction. Connect
single-sided end in the
conventional stroe disc
(J907) and two sides o
the Y in the RIU
connector (P902) and
1760 ASI.
3/4/6/7 Splice off Structure
Ground in the pylon.

F-16 SIGNAL 1760 SIGNAL ORJGiN
Wing Disc
High
VideoA
Bandwidth 3 J 81 2

DESTINATION STATIONS
3/4/6/7
Store Disc
J 907

Video B

__

High
Bandwidth 4
Release
Consent

Wing Disc
J812
RIU Disc
P902

Store Disc
J907
Store Disc
J907

Grid

Interlock
Return

Wing Disc
J812
J813

Store Disc
J907

Status 2

Interlock

Store
Disc
i907

RIU Disc
P902

Gnd

Structure
ard

Store Disc
J907

Gnd/Neutral

Power 1
Return

Wing Disc
J812
J813
Wing Disc
J812
J813
Wing Disc
J812
J813
Wing Disc
J812

Store Disc
J907

Option 7

"Gnd/Neutral Power 2
Return
Gnd/Neutral

115V AC
Neutral

Splice off
Ground/Neutral in the
pylon. Ground and
Neutral are tied
together in the pylon.
3/4/6i7 Same as Power 1
Return
I
3 / 4 / 6/7 Same as Power 1
Return
3/4/6/7

Store Disc
J907

Store Disc
J907
I

_J813
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TABLE 6.2 F-16 Compatible Signal at Wing A/G Stations (Stations 3. 4, 6 & 7) • continued
F-16 SIGNAL 1760 SIGNAL OFUGIN
Status 3
Aux Interlock RIU Disc
P902

DESTINATION STATION
317
Store Disc
J907

UNCTKN PROCEDURE
Replace wire with Y
junction. Connect
single-sided end in the
MlU disc (P902) and
the two sides of the Y in
the conventional
connector (J907) and
1760 ASI.

Gd

Aux Interlock Wing Disc
Return
J812

Store Disc
J907

3/7

Same as Interlock
Return

G-l

Aux Interlock Wing Disc
Return
J812

Store Disc
J907

3/7

Same as Structure
Ground

Audio

Low
Bandwidth

Wing Disc

Store Disc

3/4/6/7

Replace wire with Y
junction. Connect
sirgle-sided end in the
wing disc. The two
sides of the Y go to the
conventional connector
and to the 1760 ASI.
Run twisted shielded
wire pair from A Bus in
wing disconnect to
1760 ASI

A-Bus

Mux A

J812

3/4/6/7

"B-BUS

MUXB

J813

3/4/6/7

J813

J813

_(J81

2/J813)

Run twisted shielded
wire pair from B Bus
in wing disconnect to
1760 ASI
(J81 20,813)

TABLE 6.3 F-16 Compatible Signal at Wing A/A Stations (Stations 1, 2, 3A, 7A, 8, & 9)
ORIGIN

DESTINATION

STATIONS

JUNCTION PROCEDURE

RELEASE
CONSENT

MRIU DISC
(Pols)

......
(SPARE)

1. 2. 3A, ?A,
. 9

Run deadaed wi
1760 ASO.

GND

STRUCTURE
GNO

WING DISC
(J.10)

PWR SUPPLY
DISC (Pt)

1, 2. 3A, 7A,

Splice off Stnhcture Ground in the
Pylon.

USL

PRESENT INTERLOCK

MRIU DISC
(PIIl0)

MISSILE
(J81S)

DISC

1. 2, 3A. 7A,
S. 9

Rep&&e" wire with Y-undlon. Terrlnate
single-elded end In the NHAU Diec
(P0016) and the two klee of the Y In
the Launchew I Missile disconnect (JOIS)
and 1760 ASI.

F-16

SIGNAL

as VOC

0

1760

SIGNAL

8. 9

from MRIU Disc to

0 I NEUT in the pylon.

ON I RFUT

POWER I RT1

WING DISC
(J1t0)

PWR hIPPLY
DISC (PI)

1. 2, W. ?A.,
a. 9

Splce ON

ONO I NEUT

POWER 2 RTN

WING DISC
Jil10)

PWR SUPPLY
DISc (P1)

1. 2. 3A, ?A,
S. 9

Same as power I RTN.

ONO / NEUT

11s VAC
NEUT

WING DISC
.(J.10)

PWR SUPPLY
Disc (P1)

1. 2, SA, 7A,
s. 9

SAMe 4
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TABLE 6.4 F-16 Compatible Signal at Centerline Station (Station 5)
F-16 SIGNAL 1760 SIGNAL
A-Bus
Mux A

ORIGIN
Fuselage Disc
J237

B-Bus

Mux B

Fuselage Disc
J236

Option 7

Release Consent

RIU Disc P902

Audio

Low Bandwidth

Fuselage Disc

Status 2

Interlock

RIU Disc P902

Gnd

Interlock
Return

Fuselage Disc
J237

Gnd

Structure Gnd

Fuselage Disc
J237
Gnd/Neutral Power 1 Return Fuselage Disc
J236
Grd
Power 2 Return Fuselage Disc
J237
Neutral
1 15V AC
Fuselage Disc
_ Neutral
J235
Status 3
Aux Interlock
RIU Disc P902
Gnd
Gnd

Aux Interlock
Return
Aux Structure
Gid

Fuselage Disc
J237
Fuselage Disc
J237

DESTINATION

JUNCTION PROCEDURE
Run twisted shielded wire
pair from Mux A Bus Stub to
the fuselage disc (J237) to
the 1760 ASI
---Run twisted shielded wire
pair from Mux B Bus Stub
to the fuselage disc (J236)
to the 1760 ASI
---Run wire from RIU
connector (P902) to 1760
ASI
---Run line from Audio line in
.__Fuselage
Disc to 1760 ASI
....
Run wire from RIU disc
(P9021 to ASI
Store Disc J907 Splice off GND wire in the
pylon. Status 2 excitation
voltage is referenced to
ground.
-.--

Store Disc J907 Splice off Structure Ground
in the pylon
Store Disc J907 Splice off from GN/NEUT
wire in the pylon
Store Disc J907 Same as Power 1 Return
Store Disc J907 Splice off neutral line in the
pylon
Store Disc J907 Run wire from RIU disc
(P902)_to 1760 ASI
Store Disc J907 Same as Interlock Return
Store
as structure gnd
teiJ0SDisc J907 Sameestur_

6.3.1.10 Modification #10: Physically locate the MIL-STD-1760 Primary and Auxiliary
Connectors at Stations 3, 5 and 7 ASIs and the Primary Connector at All Other ASIs - This
modification requires supplementing or replacing the existing ASI conneciors at each effected
station. For simple stores, no modifications or supplemental umbilicals are necessary.
Provisioning for implementation of 1760 must accommodate the additional signal and power
requirements outlined in the previous modification descriptions, as well as several discretes
from the RIUs serving each type of station. Also, the F-16's existing store control ability must
not be degraded. The 1760 ASI connectors can use existing space if the present ASI umbilical is
removed or rerouted. Since some of the RIU discretes must be available through the 1760 ASI.
the existing interface must be used in any case. However, it would not terminate in its present
location at the rear of the MAU-12 parent rack for stations 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Instead, it would
terminate at or adjacent to the power control relay module added under other modifications. The
required space can be found in the pin lanyard storage compartment of the wing station pylons,
between the parent rack and the RIU in station 5, and next to the missile launcher power supply
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for stations 1, 2, 8, and 9. The 1760 signaJ set would be available at this location as provided
from the power control module, added analog lines, and the RILrs normal ASI. From here, a new
umbilical would be routed down to the existing ASI's normal location for mating to 1760 stores.
If no 1760 stores are to be c.arried, the new umbilical would be removed and 'he existing RIU
interface used as it is presently. Figure 6.23 illustrates the reconfiguration described above for
the wing pylons. A simiar layout and cable routing scheme is envisioned for the centerline
pylon, but the auxiliary power coniol relays would be separately located from the primary
power relays. The auxiliary power relay can be placed in the forward portion of the gear well or
the piol lanyard compartment. The primary power control relay module can be placed between
the RIU and parent rack.
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FIGURE 6.23 Proposed Routing ard !nterface Locations, Wing Pylon
The present missile launcher is not considered a cand-idate for this mnodification. Rnther, the
Modular Rail Launcher (MRL) is used as a baseline itern. Since this ral 4-reac'dy has a 17?SC.
style ASI for the AMRAAM, the only ;equirement is to locate the power control module and
connect the 1553 lines, analog lines, and RIU discretes to a new 1760 standard umbilical in lieu
of the AMRAAM connector. There is space for the power corntrol relays and u•ecessary terminal
strips next to the MRL power supply or in place of the nitrogen ,eceiver assembly (USAF
versions of the AIM-9L do not require this assembly). The latter is preferred, since it offers
more space. The advantage of this design is that is uses existing space without impacting the
structural integrity of the pylons and launchers. The pin lanyard compartment is adjacent to the
wing/pylon interface and existing cables, providing easy access to the existing umbilicals,
additional power, and analog network. Another advantage is that it is the least costly of the
alternatives considered. The disadvantage of this design is that it requires rerouting the existing
ASI umbilical and removing or adding the 1760 umbilical when store carriage changes from an
existing store to a 1760 store. Of course, the original use of the pin lanyard compartment is
lost, and new procedures must be adopted when weapon safety pins are removed before Rlight.
Finally, although space for the new power control relays in the storage compartment is adequate,
the space for rerouting umbilicals is marginal. In fact, the centerline pylon will require
additional wirirng for connectivity with the auxiliary power control relays to their location.
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6.3.1.11 Modification #11: Provide the Additional ACIU Hardware and Software
to Control
MIL-STD-1760 Stores and to Implement the Changes in the Operational
Flight Program
Required by the Suggested Modifications - Paragraph 6.2.4 defines the requirements
for
modification of the SMS in order to implement MIL-Si D-1760. The system
design previously
indicated affects the ACIU in a number of ways. Firstly, the new units and
the MIL-STD-1760
discretes that the remote units now control, place an additional processing
load on the ACIU.
Secondly, the new MIL-STD-1760 stores place an additional software requirement
on the ACIU.
Thirdly, the requirements for interoperability implicit in MIL-STD-1760A
and draft notice 1
LDD place an additional processing and software requirement on the ACIU.
Lastly, the
requirements of the LDD force changes to be made to the MIL-STD- 1553
bus controllur in the
ACIU. This is because to produce an ACIU that is capable of handling 1760
stores in generic
manner it must be capable of generating and checking the LDD sumcheck.
The timing constraints,
in relation to the generation of LDD sumchecks and system time are such
thAt these functions
must be performed in hardware. The only place for incorporation of this hardware
is the ACIU
bus controller. If only restricted sub-sets of stores are used, i.e. those stores
that do not use the
features above, then the ACIU BCU may not require modification.
6.3.1.11.1 Scope of Modifications - The modifications considered are only
those required to
meet the system design (see paragraph 6.3), MIL-STD-1760A and LOD Notice
1. The
modifications made to the ACIU assume that system interoperability for
future MIL-STL-1760
stores is of prime importance. To this end the software modifications are
extended to provide for
system reconfiguration as dictated by the store description message.
6.3.1.11.1.1 Limitations - The design modifications consider the ACIU as
it was specified in
August 1985, any changes made after this date have not been considered. The
recommended
changes are the minimum that are required, consistent witli the correct operation.
6.3.1.11.2 Requirements Summary - The previous paragraph 6.3.1 defines
the system changes
that are required of the complete SIViS. Figure 6.24 shows the current ACIU
hardware design and
figure 6.8 shows the current software design. The requirement is to modify
the ACIU in as few
ways as possible, whilst allowing it to control the new hardware and to enable
the stores
management system to manage the new MIL-STD-1760 stores in their defined
loadout
configurations. The following issues relate directly to the required modifications
of the ACIU.
These issues have necessitated changes to the ACIU to ensure that the SMS
fully implements
MIL-STD-1760 and hence increases the level of interoperability of the system.
The issues are:
a. The control and timing of Release Consent when controlled over a dual
standard serial
data bus - The specification requires that Release Consent is present at the
ASI for 20 msec
prior to safety-critical data transfer. The use of remote switching units means
that the total
data transfer and signal activation time must be taken into account. Release
Consent must be
enabled as late as is possible in the release cycle 1, ensure safetf. This is
especially important
when dual standards are used on the ASI digital data bus. However, to ensure
that the store is
released successfully, the signal must be present at the ASI 20 msec prior
to the transmission of
safety-critical commands. To ensure that the above requirement is satisfied
the command setting
of Release Consent must be initiateo by the ACIU at least 100 msec prior
to the transmission of
the Fire/Launch safety-critical message. This is because, the remote units
are still to be
controlled over the existing dual-simplex bus. Thu 100msec period is required
to allow the
ACIU to command Release Consent on, wait for the signal to be activated by
the remote unit, and to
monitor correct operation, prior to a safety critical command.
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b. Control of Safety-Critical functions - Two methods are provided within
MIL-STD-1 760A for the aircraft to provide a safety interlock. They are Release Consent and 28
volts DC power 2. To allow any Stores Management System to function in a fully interoperable
manner the store functions must be described (in some manner) to the SMS by the store. The
preferred method of interlock for stores is via the use of Release Consent. However, to satisfy
the require:rents of MIL-STD-1760A it is necessary that the ACIU provide both release consent
and 28 volts 2.
c. 1553 Redundancy as appropriate to the 1760 LDD - In the current ACIU design,
MIL-STD-1553 redundancy is achieved by providing a completely 'shared and split'
architecture with ACIU, ie. Bt.s A (BC) and Bus B BC are separate and redundant. Bus controller
A can control both buses, but BC B only controls bus B. What action does BC A take upon finding
that it cannot communicate on hus B? The fault could be itself, in which case changir-g the BCs
will return Bus B (but there will be no Bus A communication). Alternatively, the fault could be
the bus itself - in which case changing BCs will result in no communication at all. The prcvision
of partial redundancy is not in keping with LDD or MIL-STD-1553. A fault which causes ACIU
half switching means utilizing BC B, which is only capable of communicating on Bus B even
though there is no fault with Bus A. This situation will require modification to ensure that full
future interoperability is provided.
d. Store description messages - The notice 1 LDD provides a requirement that stores
contain a number of description pages that define the stores operational and control
requirements. This information allows the SMS to function in a completely interoperable
manner; that is, the SMiS requires no inventory configuration prior to the upload of store
description messages. The ACIU software will require modification to take account of this.
e. ACIU Bus Controller is required to support a 750-microsecond intermessage gap The ACIU BC will require modification to ensure that this requirement can be met.
f. LDD message checksum - The ACIU W-bus does not currently support the generation
of LDD checksum. No software solution exists, therefore, the hardware will require
modification.
g. Aircraft system time usage - Stores that require system time wi!l need to be well
synchronized (less than 2 msec error) with aircraft time. To ensure that this is possible
hardware mechanisms should be used for time synchronization. The AEIS bus controller must
maintain a synchronized version of system time so that the system time entity can be loaded into
the appropriate messages at the point of transmission. To ensure this is possible, hardware
mechanisms must be used for the LDD sumcheck word. This will allow messages containing
system time to be transmitted with the minimum of time error. Synchronization at these levels
of accuracy is generally not possible ývith software. System time is required to be transmitted to
those stores that require it. It must be accurate to better than 2msec. To achieve this level of
accuracy the BCU will have to place the current system time in the message at the point of
transmission and (for those stores that require it) include the LDD sumcheck. It is not possible
to perform this mechanism in software alone.
6.3.1.11.2.1

Processor

a. Current Performance The current fit of main processor in each redundant portion of
ACIU is compatible with the MIL-STD-1750 Instruction Set Architecture. It executes
instructions at 120K instructions per second (ips), when measured using the Discrete Avionics
Instruction Set (DAIS) benchmark.
t he
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b. MIL-STD-1760 Requirgd Performance Conventional SMS processing environments
do not require very large processing power capabilities. This is because only a relatively small
part of the large SMS software set is running at any time, due to the event driven nature of SMSs.
This is combined with the fact only oni store type is normally controlled at any one time,
although systems managing multiple types of MIL-STD-1760 stores may be required to control
two types simultaneously. Close study shows the worst case situation is during the prerelease
phase of missile control, when targeting of the missile is required using digital serial links
between the controlling system and the missile. Each missile to be simultaneously targeted by
the ACIU increases the processing load by an amount approximately in proportion to the data
unique to each additional store (This is because certain data will be common to all stores and will
not require individual processing on a per-store basis). An influential factor in !he estimate of
required processing power is the format of data received from the Avionics Bus. This factor
results from the fact that data gathering and reformatting of the required data is a major
component of processor load. As an example of the likely requirements of the ACIU performance
when controlling MIL-STD-1760 stores, it is representative to take the case of AIM-120
(AMRAAM). This store significantly loads the processor during the pre-launch phase, and
involves data transfer to the store using MIL-STD-1553 serial links. While this store does not
strictly operate to the MIL-STD-1760 LDD, the number and frequency of data transfers will be
of the same order as LDD compatible stores. Experience shows that the AIM-120 processing
loads are 0.25 MIPS for one AIM-120 during targeting and 0.38 MIPS for two AIM-120s during
targeting. These numbers assume a 50 KHz update rate, target code produced from a non
optimizing Ada compiler, and significant data derivaiion and conversion. These figures make no
allowance for any other processing activity during targeting. It would be prudent to allow 0.05
Mips for other data gathering and conversion, and a further 0.05 Mips for support and
housekeeping activities. It is important to note that the single AIM-120 figure of 0.25 Mips is
beyond the capability of the current processor according to received data. This implies that
either the data is erroneous or that a lower update rate is being used or that highly optimized
assembler code is being used with little data conversion. It should also be noted that if Ada were
to be chosen as the HOL, the processing power requirement is higher in development
environment than the delivered one. This is due to the use in development of run time featiles;
(for example, constraint checking) which may be omitted in the final version of the operational
flight program. These figures suggest a requirement exceeding 0.35 Mips (single targeting) or
0.48 Mips (twin targeting). Anticipating a future expansion requirement of 50%, a processor
capable of around 0.75 Mips is desirable.
c. Possible Imolementations - The standard options towards increasing the processor
power of an existing unit are:
( 1 ) Add extra processors of identical design to the existing processor (Five
additional ones are required in the case of the ACIU)
( 2 ) Add an extra processor of different design to make-up the procassing
shortfall
(3 ) Completely replace the existing processor by a new design
Options a) and b) comprise multi-processor solutions, aid knowledge of the motherboard design
may prohibit these solutions. This is because there may not exist either the physical locations
for extra modules, or the necessary motherboard control signals for multi-processor
applications. The most viable option is that of redesigning the processor module to provide the
required processing power. Ideally, this would retain MIL-STD-1750 compatibility in order to
preserve the existing software suite.
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6.3.1.11.2.2

Memory

a Current Caoait - The ACIU is currently comprised of 16K RAM and 48K PROM per
redundant portion of the LRU (with some overlap between halves in the RAM area).
b. MIL-STD-1760 Required Performance - Assuming that the conventional stores
continue to be controlled by the existing software suite, and that MIL-STD-1760 stores will be
controlled Ly Ada packages, experience from the AVS demonstration rig would indicate a
requi~emeent breakdown as follows:
( 1 ) Application Packages Initialization
Event Processing
Cold/Warm Restart
Store State Management
Jettison Management
Test/Reversion modes
(2)

1500
1300
1000
7000
1000
800
12600

lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
Total

Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada

SMS Services -

Event Identification
Safely-Critical Monitor
Power Control/Monitor
W-MUX Interfacing/Monitor
RIU Control/Monitor
Error Retry/Identification
IBIT Control/CBIT
Network Setup/Monilor

300
1000
500
2000
800
500
1000
800
6900

lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
lines of
Total

Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada
Ada

This gives a total of 19.500 lines of Ada code. Converting to bytes, at 10 bytes per line, a
figure of 195 K bytes of storage is required for code (that is 195K bytes PROM). Data storage
requirements are estimated at 20K bytes for LDD data entities, and a further 40 K bytes each
for the Ada "stack" and "heap," resulting in 100 K bytes of RAM. Applying 50% future
expansion capacity, memory requirements are PROM - 300 K bytes and RAM - 150 K bytes.
The ACIU clearly requires a memory expansion.
c. Possible Implementations - Memory technology has progressed significantly in
recent years. Unless the ACIU has sufficient spare physical capacity to accommodate repeat
memory modules (unknown, but unlikely), a redesign would be indicated. The required memory
densities are now available on a single module when utilizing hybrid memory components and
surface mounting techniques. At this time, the entire PROM requirement may be exceeded by
utilizing three (3) 1 M bit EPROM devices. Alternatively, EEPROM devices should be
considered for their on-board reprogramming capability. It is also likely that the processor and
memory redesigns should be considered jointly, since memory "paging" techniques may t'en be
avoided.
6.3.1.11.2.3 W-MUX - Modifications to the W-MUX Bus Control module may be unnecessary.
The key points which will resolve this issue are driven by the LDD and are given below:
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a. Inter-message gap performance - The LDr) re4uires that the bus controller to the
1760 Stores (in this implementation, the ACIU) 's able !o support a 750 micro second intermessage gap time. ACIU performance in this area is uk'niown, and indeed may change from its
current value when a higher performance central processor unit is irisial!ej (depending on
actual ACIU bus controller design).
b. Moe Coes - The LDD mandates certain mode codes to be supported by the W-MUX bus
controller. It is unlikely that the ACIU will be unable to support these, but neither is it possible
to state that it does possess the required capability.
c. C
- The WD' requires that the final word of any message is a checksum word
relating to that message. This requires that the ACIU W-MUX bus controller either evaluate the
checksum in software prior to message transmission (adding to the processing load and
potentially the inter-messagV gap), or add a hardware checksum generating/receiving
mechanism to the bus controi;er. The second option may be prohibited by space/layout
considerations, but would represent the preferred solution from a performance viewpoint.
6.3.1.11.2.4 Discretes - The ACIU in the proposed recommended implementation is required to
control the auxiliary 28V DC supplies via discrete control of power relays. Details available to
the case study design team relating to the input/output modules within the ACIU are insufficient
to determine if sufficient spare capacity exists, and thus avoiding ACIU modification.
6.4 IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY Implementation of the suggested modifications requires the
efforts summarized below. These implement the requirerrlnts defined in paragraph 6.3.
a. Implementing a new HBW 50 ohm (RF) switching network.
b. Adding an additional remote terminal to the W-MUX Bus and connecting it to the RF
switching network with 43 discrete lines and to the Video Switching Network with 28 discrete
lines.
c. Adding a 40 cubic inch switching unit in all the pylons and launchers to con'rol the
switching of the primary power.
d Adding a 44.3 cubic inch switching unit in the pylons at stations 3 and 7 and in the
aircraft near station 5 to control auxiliary AC power. Three additional wires for power and one
additional discrete line will also have to be installed between the aircraft and the pylon.
e. Implementing auxiliary 28 VDC. Current indications are that both the required
relays and wiring changes should be located in the equipment bays aft of the cockpit.
f. Running eight additional RF lines from the RF Switching Matrix to the station
disconnects.
g. Running three video lines from the Video Switch to the three interior air-to-ground
stations (one video line per station) and extending the video lines from the provisionary
connectors to a 1760 ASI at the air-to-air stations.
h. Adding three additional relays to the Video Switch to accomm-iodate the three new video
lines mentioned above.
i. Performing a number of wiring changes in the pylons and launchers in order to
provide currently available signals to the 1760 ASI.
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j.
air- o-air

Extending the W-MUX Bus out of the W-MUX station matrices to the 1760 ASI at the
stations.

k. Placing higher rated circuit breakers in the DC power feed lines to the Stores Standby
Power System.
I.

Implementing logical changes to accommodate all modifications.

m. Increasing the ACIU processor power and memory capacity
6.4.1 Imolementation of Soecific 1760 Functions Overall implementation of a desired
MIL-STD-1760 capability in the F-16 C/D impacts the following general areas: HBW signals,
power, discrete signals, and the SMS logic. The following paragraphs summarize how the
implementation baseline would address the impact in each area.
a. tli1Signals - A separate 50-ohm HBW network could be implemented in the aft
equipment bay. It would control the switching of all HB1 and HB2 signals. H83 and HB4 would
be switched by the existing video network. Three additional switching elements could be added to
the video switches to accommodate the three new video lines. Switching in both HBW switching
networks (50 ohm - RF, 75 ohm - Video) would be in response to discretes generated by a
remote terminal on the W-MUX Bus. This remote terminal could be located in the aft equipment
bay. Control words would be communicated from the ACIU to the f.ew remote terminal over the
W-MUX Bus in dual-simplex protocol. An address of 11100 would be assigned to this terminal.
This address is currently reserved as a spare in the W-MUX dual-simplex address field.
b. Powe - Switching units distributed in the pylons and in the launchers could control
primary AC and DC power at each station. One implementation of such a switching unit consists
of five electromechanical relays of the same type. Relays are currently available in industry
which provide the required switching capacity at the parameters specified by MIL-STD-1760.
The typical size for such a relay is 1.718 inches (length) x 0.525 inches (width) x 1.125
inches (height). Taking into consideration proper thermal drain constraints, a box of size 5.3
inches (length) x 3 inches (width) x 2.5 inches (height) should accommodate these relays along
with accompanying wiring. A 20-pin connector (16 for power and control grounds, 4 spares)
located on top of the box would provide connectivity to the other eements of the stores power
distribution network. Auxiliary AC power could be controlled at the store stations using a single
switching unit located at each of the three ECM certified stations (3, 5. and 7). This switching
unit could be implemented using a single three-pole single-throw (TPST) electromechanical
relay. The size of such a relay is approximately 3.72 inches (length) x 3.303 inches (width) x
2.4 inches (height). A box 4.5 inches (length) x 4.1 inches (width) X 3.2 inches (height)
designed with the proper thermal considerations could house the relay. A 10-pin connector (7
for power and control grounds. 3 spares) would provide connectivity to the other elements of the
store power distribution network. The exact source of auxiliary DC power was undetermined due
to the lack of information concerning F-16 power distribution. However, it is reasorable to
assume that the source would be located at the aircraft power distribution level. Furthermore,
it can be assumed that to extend these three DC sources to stations 3, 5, and 7 would require
running a dedicated wire from power sources, located most likely in equipment bays aft of the
cockpit, to each of the stations. Therefore, the relays controlling the auxiliary 28 VOC power
lines could be implemented it, the aircraft during installation of the wiring. Control of the
relays would most likely be provided via discretes from the ACIU discrete V/O board.
Space to accommodate the 5.3 inches x 3 inches x 2.5 inches primary power switching unit is
available in both the wing and centerline pylons, and the air-to-air missile launchers. The pin
storage compartment of the wing pylon represents available space of the approximate dimensions
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12 :riches x 5 inches x 6 inches. This space can easily accommodate both the primary power
switching unit and the 4.5 inches x 4.1 inches x 3.2 inches auxiliary AC power switching unit. A
6 inches x 5 inches x 6 inches space located between the RIU and pylon bomb rack could be used
to house the primary switching unit and associated wiring in the centerline pylon. However, the
auxiliary AC switching unit for the centerline station will have to be located in the aircraft due
to a lack of available space in the pylon. An area near the power supply in the launchers could be
used to accommodate the primary power switching unit at the air-to-air stations.
c. D
e - The discretes to the 1760 interface could be generated by the station RIU
or provided from discrete lines currently being routed to the conventional connector. A slight
modification to the data selection portions of the RIU must be accomplished before STATUS 2 and
3 could be used for Interlock and Auxiliary Interlock, respectively. Threshold values and
excitation current levels must be adjusted to 1760 values when the RIU is interfacing to 1760
stores. The 1760 addresses could be generated by mating the proper address lines to the address
return line at the 1760 ASI. This mating could be accomplished by running the wires for the
address lines in the 1760 ASI to a tag strip located in an LRU in the pylon. The RIU and primary
power switching unit are both candidate LRUs for this task.
d. Lgj~.aj - While defining the changes required to be made in the ACIU to implement the
requirements of MIL-STD-1760, it has become evident that a great deal of data relating to the
existing design is required. The information must covs.r ihe existing system performance
requirements, hardware and software design definitions. Insufficient data was available on the
first two of these aspects to allow a detailed definition of the design changes to be made.
Nevertheless, a cnsideable amount of data was made available. The lesson to be I Jrned is that
"very specific data is rec(uired (all of which may not be published), in order to define the changes
that are required to an existing SMS processor (such as the ACIU) to enable it to support all the
requirements of MIL-STD-1760, as the result of an improvement program. However, this
design activity has determined those functional elements of the ACIU which would need to be
upgraded, should a full implementation of MIL-STD-1760 be required. The principal changes
that need to be made are associated with the usage of the MIL.STD-i 553B data bus for MILSTD-1760, the implementation of the LDD message sumchecks and, most significantly, the
implementation of the LDD. These requirements impose a significant increase in processing
power and memory capacity for the ACIU processors. Increases by factors of six (6) and ten
(10), respectively, would be needed to comp!y with these requirements. A detailed
implementation design approach is rot practicable at this stage without more information
relating to the existing ACIU hardware.
6.5 CASE STUDY SUMMARY The F-16 C/D Case Study has shown that for aircraft in general, the
primary aircraft system affected by MIL-STD-1760 is the Stores Management System. In
addition to impacting the inteilace at the physical ASI lo,;atlors, 1760 also affects SMS endpoints
within the aircraft which are connected to the ASIs. These endpoints issues include: indirect
requirements due to concurrent operation of multiple ASIS, message and protocol requirements
on the 1760 data bus applied to the SMS bus, and characteristics of sinks and sources within the
aircraft which interface with the ASI.
6.5.1 P
Depending on the specific definition of SMS boundaries, 1760 could also
affect the aircraft power generation and distribution system. At the overall aircraft system
level, the electrical load of the power generation/conversion system is impacted by the total load
of all ASIs operating simultaneously. To this extent, 1760 defines the maximum load at each ASI.
MIL-STD-1760 does not, however, require that the aircraft be capable of simultaneously
operating all ASIs at maximum rating. The interoperability goals of 1760 can be simplistically
defined as permitting installation of any store at any station on any aircraft. The ability of any
store type to be operated simultaneously at all stations of an aircraft does not necessarily apply,
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even though this capability could be desirable. A second power system impact could deal with
power quality issues. Because MIL-STD-704 has D as the current issue, any invitation to bid o,
request for proposal against MIL-STD-1760A installation may cause MIL-STD-1760 to impose
requirements on power characteristics at the ASI which are not directly compatible with present
aircraft power systems. This does not, however, mean that the entire aircraft power system
must comply with the 1760 power requirements.
6.5.2 Avionics System Interfaces The final aircraft system area details with 'avionics" system
interfaces. MIL-STD-1760 may standardize particular signal interfaces which are related to
specific subsystems. This standardization does not, however, imply tha' the aircraft must
contain such subsystems. For example, 1760 may define a high bandwidth transfer media
compatible with GPS L1 signal bands. This signal definition does not, however, mandate that the
host aircraft contain a GPS receiver. The host aircraft should, however, contain the transfer
media routed to some "convenient point in the aircraft. Likewise, 1760 may define a message
format for transferring terrain map data to a store, but this definition does not imply that all
aircraft carry or process digital terrain maps. In general, it is not the intent of 1760 to control
or influence the basic mission capability; (that is, role) of an aircraft weapon system, but to
standardize those interfaces when they exist. This general 1760 limitation is even more true
for mission stores. Most of the standardized interfaces defined for the MSI in 1760 will not be
used by any specific mission stores (This does not, however, exclude use of a common
connector). Where a mission store requires a specifir interface signal, the characteristics must
comply with 1760. Since a carriage store may be inserted between interoperable aircraft and
mission stores, and since the carriage store may be produced by a third party, tighter controls of
17 . interfaces are projected for the carriage stores. MIL-STD-1760 incorporate some
p:ovisions to allow the carriage store protocol to be added later by restricting the message length
for Mission Stores to 30 words. The two remaining words are effectively reserved for use
within the protocol for the routing of data directly through a carriage store. The 1760 interface
on the aircraft or a mission store extends a limited distance into the aircraft or mission store.
"Beyond this limited boundary, the interface has no control. In contrast, the interface extends
into a carriage store from two directions - from the CSI and from the CSSI. In addition, the
carriage store should be functionally transparent to a mission store; that is, a mission store
should operate the same whether singly carried or multiply carried. MIL-STD-1760 should
define all commands, protocols, topologigs and electrical characteristics necessary for achieving
this transparency. MIL-STD-1760 essentially forms the electrical specification for the store6.5.3 Ground Support Equioment The final area of 1760 impact is on Ground Support
Equipment (GSE). Specific GSE items will be necessary for testing the various weapon system
segments at each 1760 interface. MIL-STD-1760 will impact these GSE items by defining the
interface between the GSE and the applicable 1760 connection point. Depending on the specific
GSE function, other non-1760 interfaces may also be required for accomplishing the ground
tests or maintenance actions. MIL-STD-1760 will not, however, address specific GSE to
aircraft, GSE to carriage store, or GSE to mission store functional requirements. While it might
be desirable to davelop a standard set of GSE for use on all aircraft and stores, the testing
procedures and fault location algorithms will vary between different aircraft and between
aircraft stores. For this reason, 1760 does not address these GSE requirements. For example, it
is not the standard ASI that is tested on an aircraft, but a specific SMS implementation of 1760.
If a failure is evident at the ASI, the GSE must peer into the SMS through the ASI, and probably
through other aircraft interfaces, to determine the cause of the failure. Likewise, the location of
a failed component witnin a carriage store could require different procedures and algorithms for
different carriage stores.
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6.5.4 S
In summary, 1760 should standardize only those interface issues necessary
for achieving interoperability between aircraft and stores. The impact of 1760 on the weapon
systems should be, therefore, limited to those areas necessary for interoperability. During
development of new 1760 systems, a fine line will exist between defining some 1760
requirements (which enhance inleroperability) and infringing on the specification domain of
various subsystems. Most *requirements" which specify design implementation details could
overstep the authority of 1760 and, more importantly, are not necessary to ensure
interoperability. The biggest problem in defining the proper domain or boundaries of the 1760
requirements occurs in delermining how 'deep' into an interface segment (that is, aircraft) that
requirements must be defined. A good example of this borderline area is the perceived need for
deadfacing interface circuits. The deadfacing issue deals with the termination of interface
circuits after release of a store. Deadfacing, in this context, is not an interoperability issue. It
may be desirable to deadface some circuits to minimize the possibility of damage or to limit
pick-up of EMI on the unterminated circuits. These faciiors affect performance of the SMS (for
the aircraft interface segment) or the store electronics (for the store interface segment). The
SMS and store side of the interfaces should be designed such that these factors do not impact
operation of the remaining active interfaces, or impact the interoperability of these interfaces.
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SECTION 7
DESCRIPTION OF APPENDIX A AND APPENDIX B
7.1 Apmenix A - Issues and Guaidance The purpose of this appendix is to provide practical
guidance for implementors of MIL-STD-1760 in future aircraft and stores. The guidance is
provided by identifying many generic issues associated with implementing the standard within
the aircraft avionics environment.
7.2 Apenbdx B - Rationale for Agpudx A This appendix has been prepared to provide the
rationale for sections 7-13 of Appendix A. The rationale is therefore available, should it be
required, without complicating the ISSUEIGUIDANCE format of Appendix A.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

i.rpag The purpose of this Appendix is to provide practical guidance for implementors of
1.1
MIL-STD-1760 in future aircraft applications. This document identifies and explains those
issues which are associated with implementing the standard within the aircraft avionic
environment. Although each particular implementation of the standard will require aspects that
may be unique to the application, there are many issues which are generic to most. The issues
considered in this document have been derived from specific implementation examples, but are
presented in such a way as to have general application. For each of the issues presented,
recommended guidance (based on experience) is given for its practical implementation in a
system environment. This document will assist in the process of ensuring that a coordinated
approach to the application of MIL.STD-1760 by the Air Force, Army, and Navy is achieved.
1.2 9o= The information contained in this document is intended to provide the implementor of
the Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System (AEIS), defir.ed by MIL-STD-1760. with
the following:
a An understanding of the purpose and projected benefits of the standard
b. An understanding of the standard itself, including the electrical signal set, physical
connector characteristics, and logical design definition
c. An understanding of the MIL-STD-1760 Application Process
d A comprehensive list of implementation issues, or problems to be resolved, during
the application process
e. Application guidelines for each implementation issue, which may contain specific
recommendations
This document is intended to be available for use by all Government Agencies, industrial
organizations and procurement, design, installation and support organizations.
Aspects of aircratt/store integration not considered in this document are
1.3 ULimiaJio
aircraft and store mechanical compatibility issues, including aerodynamic loads and cldarances.
The definition of MIL-STD-1760 is as defined in paragraph 2.3. Subsequent issues and notices
of the standard are not considered.
1.4 Appendix Structure The overall structure and paragraph definitions of the document are
shown in figure 1.1. Sections 7 through 13 comprise the main body of the document, and include
groups of issues and associated application guidelines. It is anticipated that the reader of this
document will normally wish to use it as a reference document by seeking application guidance on
a specific issue or issues. Issues may be referenced by one of two routes via the index in section
14: a MIL-STD-1760 paragraph number or a specific issue title.
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1. Scope
Purpose, Scope and Structure of this Appendixx
2. Referenced Documents

1 3

3. Definition of Terms
*

T

IntrpeailityI

Goals and Projected Benefits of MIL-STD-176
4. Purpose,
"NATO lnteroperability
" System, Hardware, Software and Operational Benefits

5.

Description of MIL-STD-1760
Summary Description of - Signal Set
- Physical Connector
Logical Design Definition (LDD
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"*Description of the Process
"*Implementation Phases

" System Performance
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"*Installation
"*Integration, Testing, Support

14.

Indexes
* Cross Referencing Tables - Issues & Guidanc
MIL-STD-1760 / and vice-versa.
FIGURE 1.1 Appendix A structure
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2.

REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

2.1 Government Documents Unless otherwise specified in paragraph 2.3. the following
specifications, standards, and handbooks, form a part of this document to the extent specified
herein.
2.1.1 Military Standards
MIL-STD-454

Standard General Requirements for Electronic Equipment

MIL-STD-461

Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics Requirements for Equipment

MIL-STD-462

Electromagnetic Irterference Characteristics. Measurement of

MIL-STD-704D

Aircraft Electrical Power Characteristics

MIL-STD-882A

Safety Program for System and Subsystem and Equipment, Requirements for

MIL-STD-1553B

Aircraft Internal Time Division Command Response Multiplex Data Bus

MIL-STD-1760

Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System

MIL-STD-1815A

Ada Programming Language

DOD-STD-2167

Defense System Software Development

2.1.2 Military Soecificafions
MIL- E -5400

General Equipment Environment

MIL-C-38999
Connector, Electrical, Circular. Miniature, High Density, Quick
Disconnect (Bayonet, Threaded, and Breech Coupling), Environment Resistant, Removable Crimp
and Hermetic Solder Contacts, General Specification for
2.1.3 Handboos
MIL-HDBK-244

Aircraft-Store

Integration

2.1.4 NATO Standardization Aureement
STANAG 3350 AVS

Monochrome Video Standard for Aircraft System Applications

2.1.5 Other Documents
DRAFT
MIL-STD.1 760A
(April 1985)

Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System (Draft for Comment)

DRAFT Notice 1
to
MIL-STD.1760A
(June 1985)

Logical Requirements
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2.2 Contractor Documents
CDRL COOK

Type A System Specification (for an AEIS Implementetion System) July 1983
(Reference CDC 181-02-01)

CDRL. COOL

Generic SMS System Design Bi Specification (Reference CDC 181-04-02)

182-51-02 AIM-9L Parameters
182-60-05 PCE 82 Specifications (CDC)
182-60-06 SSE B2 Specifications (CDC)

182-60-07 SNE 82 Specifications (CDC)
1 82-e0-08
182-60-09
182-60-10
182-60-11
182-60-12
182-60-21
182-70-07
182-70-06
182-70-13
182-60-12
182-60-22

APS B2 Specifications (CDC)
CSE B2 Specifications (CDC)
DC B2 Specifications (CDC)
MFD B2 Specifications (CDC)
SU B2 Specifications (CDC)
Aircraft Wiring (CDC)
MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Plan (CDC)
AVS Evaluation Plan
LDD Evaluation Plan (CDC)
PCE 82 Specifications (CDC)
MIL-STD-1760 Impact of Changes

2.3 MIL-STD176
For the purposes of this document. MIL-STD-1760 shall be defined as
April 1985 draft MIL-STD-1760A. as amended by June 1985 DRAFT Notice 1 as limited by
document 182-60-22. References to the above Notice I as compared with Notices 2 (Oct 86)
and 3 (Jan 87). have been included where it is felt that this would be useful. However, it was
beyond the scope of this effort to provide more than minimal coverage.
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3.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

3.1 Definition and use of terjmS Terms used within this document are as defined in the
referenced documents, MIL-HDBK-244, and the NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions for
Military Use, and as listed in Section 3 of the Report.
3.2 Definition of acronyms The following acroryms used in these Application Guidelines are
defined as follows:
A. Amp
A2 12
AAM
APO
AC, ac
A/C
ADX
AEIS
AFB
AFR
AGM
AHIRS
AIM
AIS
ALCM
ALWT
AM
AMAC
AMRAAM
ARM
ASOU
ASALM
ASAT
ASDI
ASI
ASPJ
ASW
AVS
A/W

Ampere
Aircraft Armament Interoperable Interface
Air-to-Air Missile
Air-to-Air Override
Alternating Current
Aircraft
Air Data Computer
Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection System
Air Force Base
Air Force Regulation
Air-to-Ground Missile
Attitude and Heading Reference System
Air Intercept Missile
AEIS Implementation System
Air Launched Cruise Missile
Advanced Light Weight Torpedo
Amplitude Modulation
Aircraft Monitor and Control
Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile
Anti-Radiation Missile
Avionics Simulator and Control Unit
Advanced Strategic Air Launched Missile
Anti-Salellite
Alternate Serial Digital Interface
Aircraft Station Interface
Advanced Self-Protection Jammer
Anti-Submarine Warfare
AEIS Validation System
Aircraft Wiring

BC
Bit
BIT
BiTE
BPS
BSGT
BW
CeU
CDR
CJ
CRT
CSI
CSSi

Bus Controller
Binary Digit
Built-in-Test
Built-in-Test Equipment
Bits Per Second
Boresight
Bandwidth
Cluster Bomb Unit
Critical Data Review
Combat Jettison
Cathode Ray Tube
Carriage Store Interface
Carriage Store Statl:4i Interface
111

DkS

cc

Deteo -ve Aids System
Direct Current

ECM
EEl:)
EJ
BE
EM0
EMI
EMP
EIU
ESE
ESI

Electronic Countermeasures
Electro-Explosive Device
Emergency Jettison
Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic Compatibility
Electromagnetic Interference
Electromagnetic Pulse
Electro-explosive Release Unit
Existing Slore Equipment
Existing Store Interface

rFC

Fire Control Computer

RS

Flight Control System

FDO
FDM
FLIR
FM
RKV
N

GIND

R

Fault Detection Diagnostics
Frequency Division Multiplexing
Forward Looking Infra-red
Frequency Modulation
Fiel of View
Gravity

Ground

Global Positioning System

ý
(EE

Giga Hert
Ground Support Equipment

HBW, HB
HF

High Bandwidth
High Frequency

HOL.
HSDB

High-Order Language
igh Speed Data Bus

HUD
I-NM
Hz

Head-up Display

IBU
I BIT
ID
IFF
IIR
INE
INS
M
ISA
I/0
I/P

Interference Blanking Unit
Interruptive BIT
Identification
Identification, Friend or Foe
Imaging Infra-Red
Inertial Navigation Equipment
Inertial Navigation System
Initial Operating Capability
Instruction Set Architecture
Input/Output
Input

IFOL

In Flight Operable Lock

ICD
IR
IRIS

Inleface Control Docue*n
Infra-red
Infra-red Une Scan

JTA

Joint Test Assembly

Hyper Velocity Missile
Hertz
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JTIDS

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System

kg
kHz

kilograms
kilo-hertz

LAD
LANTIRN
'-AT, lat
LB
LDD
LLTV
LONG, long
LOS
LRSOM
LRU
LSP

Low Altitude Dispenser
Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting infra-red for Night
Latitude
Low Bandwidth
Logical Design Definition
Low Light Television
Longitude
Line of Sight
Long Range Stand Off Missile
Line Replaceable Unit
Least Significant Part

m
m
max
MAS
MCW
MER
MFCD
MICOS
MIL-STD
min
Mips
MRASM
MSER
MSOW
MSP
MSI
MTBD
MTBF
MTTR
MTTT
MUX

Meter
milli (prefix factor equal to 10-3)
Maximum
Master Armament Switch
Maneuvering Cluster Weapon
Multiple Ejector Rack
Multi-Function Controls and Displays
Multifunctional Infrared Coherent Optical System
Military Standard
Minimum or Minute
Million Instructions per Second
Medium Rango Air-to-Surface Missile
Multiple Store Ejector Rack
Modular Stand Off Weapon
Most Significani Part
Mission Store Interface
Mean Time Between Defects
Mean Time Between Failures
Mean Time to Repair
Mean Time Tc Test
Multiplex

NA
NFV
No.
NSSI
SNWC

Not Applicable
Narrow Field of View
Number
Non-Standard Store interface
Naval Weapons Center

0/8

Outboard

PAL
PCB
PCE
PDU
p-p
Ph

Permissive Action Link
Printed Circuit Board
Process Control Equipment
Power Distribution Unit
Peak-to-Peak
Phase
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PSJ

Pilots Selective Jettison

CA,

Quality Assurarce

RF
REF
RET
RIU
RFI
RPV
FIS
RT
RTN

Radio Frequency
Reference
Return
Remote Interface Ur.it
Radio Frequency Interference
Remotely Piloted Vehicle
Radiated Susceptibility
Remote Terminal
Return

S
SAIR
SAM
S&RE
SEAM
sec
SEL
SEM
SEMP
Si
SMS
SNR
sow
SPJP
SRAM
SRU
SSI

Second(s)
Safe and In-Range
Surface-to-Air M~ssile
Suspension and Release Equipment
SRAAM/Sidewinder Expanded Acquisition Mode
Seond
Select. Selected
Standard Electronic Module
Standard Electronic Module Program
Selective Jettison
Stores Management System
Signal to Noise Ratio
Statement of Work
Self-Protection Jammer Pod
Short Range Attack Missile
Shop Replaceable Unit
Standard Store Interface

TBD
TCM
TCP
TCS
TER
TFR
TGT
TOW
TRIG
TXR(S)

To Be Determined
TER¶A
Time Correlation Pulse
TACAN
Triple Ejection Rack
Terrain Following Radar
Target
Tube Launcad Optically T-acked Wire Guided
TRIGGER
Television
Transformer(s)

u
UHF
USAF
UV
UW

micro (prefix factor equal to 10-6)
Ultra High-Frequency
United States Air Force
Ultra-Violet
Under Water

V
'\A
VAC

Volts
Volt Amps
Volts Alternating Current

"TV
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C
VEL
VDC
VHF
VTR

Verity Control Word
Velocity
Volts Direct Current
Very High Frequency
Video Tape Recorder

WASP
WCS
WFV
WRIS
WRT

Wide Area Special Projectiles
Weapon Control System
Wide Field-of-View
Weapon Release Inventory Switch
With Respect To
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4.

PURPOSE, GOALS AND PROJECTED BENEFITS OF MIL-STD-1760

Paragraphs 4.1 through 4.6 discuss the purpose, goals, and projected benefits of
MIL-STD-1760 while 4.7 discusses future control of the standard to maintain its credibility.
4.1 Current lack of Interogerability Within NATO countries, other than the US, aircraft are
purchased to support specific missions, for example fighter or ground attack, and furthermore
they tend only to purchase one type of aircraft for each mission. Also, unfortunately, in order to
"keep an independent capability," many NATO countries also have different types of aircraft
between them to support the same basic missions. In both the US and NATO, stores are developed
largely independent of each other, even though the requirements may be very similar, and within
NATO, mainiy due to the earlier discussion, they quite often support only one type of aircraft.
This quite absurd situation has resulted in unique aircraft/store electrical interconnection
requirements and a consequent proliferation of interface designs. Table 4.1 gives some examples
of this. This lack of standardization has led to low levels of interoperability which cii, have a
detrimental impact on force effectiveness. Technology advances have led to a quarium jump in
the requirements of effectiveness (in both capability and flexibility) of mission stores and have
also meant that the age old requirements to stand-off from the target is now a practical
proposition. rhis is now being reflected into the use of increasing amounts of avionic data and
control information from aircraft systems and this, if allowed to proceed without a common
interface standard, for example MIL-STD-1553B is required by MIL-STD-1760, will
inevitably lead to insurmountable technical and or funding problems.
Table 4.1 Example of Aircraft, Stores, and Store Missions
Aircraft
Store
F4 M
Sparrow
TORNADOAIV
Sky Flash
ORION
Harpoon
SEA HARRIER
Sea Ea*
TORNADO FRG
Kormoran
USAF
AIM-9J/P
USN
AIM-9L/M
TORNADOL(X
AIM-9L
TO$.AO FRG
AIM-9L
USAF
LOCL POD
TORNADO IK.
JP 233
TOFNADOFRG
MWl
Note: France has an equivalent for each one of the stores
Exocet, and these also have different interfaces.

Store Mission
MRAAM (Radar)
MRAAM (Radar)
Anti-Ship Missile
Anti-Ship Missile
Anti-Ship Missile
SRAAM
SRAAM
SRAAM
SRAAM
Area Denial
Area Denial
Area Denial
listed above, for example anti-ship Is

4.2 Purose and Goals of MIL-STD.1760 The application of this standard to new and existing
aircraft and to new stores will significantly reduce and stabilize the number and variety of
signals required at aircraft/store interfaces. This will minimize the cost impact of new stores
on future stores management systems, and increase store interoperability among the services,
within NATO and with our other allies. In practice, true interoperability will not be fully
achieved, but a significant reduction in the support costs will accrue. It is Important to
understand that the goal of interoperability does not mean the standardization of all stores or
aircraft systems per se. However, at should mean all NATO aircraft should be able to carry, and
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employ, the NATO stores specific to that aircraft mission, as well as the national specific
solution with minimal, or preferably no, modifications.
4.3 Benefits of MIL-STD-1760 (General) The perceived benefits are increased
interoperability of aircraft stores and decreased aircraft-store integration time and cost. Some
aircraft system designers argue, however, that the electrical integrat~on costs are
inconsequential when compared to the physical integration problem, and that the standard will
not provide interoperability. The costs of physical integration are not pertinent to the MILSTD-1760 issue. The fact remains that millions of dollars are wasted on unnecessarily complex
electrical integration tasks. This problem may increase dramatically as the sophistication and
electrical complexity of stores increase. MIL-STD-1760 alone will not provide electrical
interoperability of various store types. If, however, interoperability is evaluated in terms of
cost of integrating new stores, and, if the services make and stand by a decision that all new
stores will be MIL-STD-1760 stores, then a quantitative measure of the benefits of the standard
is available.
4.4 The Benefits of the MIL-STD-1760 Logical Design Defin'tion (LDD) A workable logical
definition for aircraft-to-store interfaces can dramatically facilitate the integration of new
stores on an aircraft and enhance the interoperability of a single store on different aircraft.
However, the LDD is widely believed to increase the store and aircraft processing requirements.
In some quarters, this is seen as increasing software and processing requirements of both the
store and the aircraft armament system. Howe' -'r, this is far from the case as the example of the
integration of AIM-120 onto the F-16 illustrated, where this integration caused a change of the
inertial co-ordinate definition used on the F-16 avionics. This has now become the de facto
standard within MIL-STD-1760A Notice 3, which means that any future SSI store requiring this
function must use the *standard" way and at least both F-15 and F-16, which are both AIM-120
integrated, will also be compatible. On the store side of the interface, the need to accommodate
the 1553B word and message lengths has also been an issue, that is why not allow, say, 4 bits of
x length transmitted as 1 word every y milliseconds or h length transmitted as 2 words every y
milliseconds or x length transmitted as 4 *words" every I microseconds? The cost and time
associated with integrating a new store on existing aircraft or fielding a new aircraft capable of
interface with a wide variety o! unique store interfaces outweighs any extra effort or costs
involved with adherence to the standard. Bus transceivers, decoders, and memory elements are
dropping in price at a dramatic pace. The same applies to the CPU and other processing elements
residing within the store. Other than price, capability must be considered. The ultimate
capability provided by implementing interfaces meeting the standard will certainly be higher
and more easily achieved than is presently the case in the weapon community. Rarely has an
increase in weapon capability been sasily or cheaply attained. If adherence to the logical deaign
requirements provides a store or aircraft with unused capability for future enhancements, then
it appears a good investment. A final point to conrfder is that once a weapon system such as the
F-16 is capable of meeting a soph:sticated store's requirements (AIM-120A, for example),
much of the software and control capability can be applied relatively cheaply to later weapons.
The AIM-120A transfer alignment, targeting, and initialization schemes might eas!ly be adapted
for future weapons with similar requirements, rather than deve;oping new and unique software
modules for each new weapon. The MIL-STD-1760 Logical Design Definition should therefore be
used as agreed to and published. If the interface requirements of the store are relatively
insignificant compared to the capabilities provided by the standards bus and logical definition,
advise the procuring agency of the cost disadvantage and seek guidance on using the Low
Bandwidth alternate (currently under review) or accept the apparent cost disparity.
4.5 Extra Bus Usage Irmosed by the LDD Adoption of MIL-STD-1760 and its logical design
definition has generated concern regarding data bus usage. A general feeling exists that bus
loading will increase, possibly to unacceptable levels, with strict adherence to the standard. The
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basic protocols of MIL-STD-1553 tend to drive the overall bus usage, not the demands of the
MIL-STD-1760 logical design definition. Secondly, aircraft stores management system
architectures can have as great or greater impact upon bus usage than either MIL-STD-1553B
or MIL-STD-1760 requirements. For example, an aircraft with station encoder-decoders
(F-18). or remote interface units on the weapons bus (F-16), as well as stores, will generally
use more of that bus's capacity than an aircraft with only stores and the bus controller
(F-15C/D) on its armaments bus. In other words, given an identical store load, one aircraft
will be using some of its bus capacity for communications above and beyond those required for
the stores, and the other will not. A final point relates bus loading to mission phase. The
greatest load on the bus occurs during the Store Description transfer between the store and
central processor(s) or other stores. Typically, this occurs shortly after system or weapon
initialization when time is not as critical as it is immediately prior to release/launch. Bus
designs should therefore be implemo'nted that reduce non-store addresses and take advantage of
the standardized formats, messages, and data entities put forth by the standard.
4.6 Projected Benefits of MIL-STD-1760
4.6.1 Operational Benefits These benefits drise primarily from two sources: Interoperability
and Damage Tolerance. As indicated earlier, operational effectiveness must be impaired by the
inability to cross operate stores across specific aircraft within, say, the US Air Force or
between the US Air Force and US Navy or between either and NATO, be the latter Air Force or
Navy. In times of conflict, the provisioning of stores at strategic locations able to cope with the
variations in requirements, air to air or air to ground or air to ship, must be a costly kojistics
nightmare and certainly beyond the scope of most NATO countries. it must therefore bo "f
immeoise value to be able to design stores which physically (connectors and wiring) are
interoperable. In terms of data availabii-ty and the appropriate software 'control,* it will
probably be some years before interoperability can be achieved. However, there is no :eason
why aircraft could not uarry the appropriate control algorithms on a permanent "just in case'
basis, providing the appropriate data is available fiom the prime sensors. t'urthermore, it may
be possible to employ a store in. a useful, but degraded mode, where other more effective
alternative-. are out of stock. The advent of digital communication between stores and aircraft
also means that a lot more infcrma.tion can be made available regarding damage, be it battle or
failure, enabling the aircraft to utili:!e degraded operation modes as applicable. It should also be
possible for other aircraft equipments, either duplicated SMS hardware (even distributed
processing within the SMS LRUs) ov non SMS equipment to assume a processing role. Of course
in the latter case access to thp multiplex bus wou!d be required and with the probable exclusion
of Arming and Release functions. Many current stores have no means of indicating that all analog
signals transmitted from the airc,,aft have indeed arrived. This means that no indication of
capability or serviceability is available and furthermore, even if they did arrive, whether the
store is utilizing them correctly. The advent of the multiplex data bus should alleviate this
problem. Additionally, the fact that the Multiplex Data Bus is redundant should have significant
benefit againvt cable faults, battle damage or otherwise and, providing duplication has been
provisioned, bus controller failure, battle damage or otherwise.
4.6.2 Physical Benefits
a. Same connector(s) used for SSI stores
b. Same LRU hardware used for SSI stoles
c. Same A/C wiring used for SSI stores
d. Connector at ASI can possibly be used for existing store control
e. No increase in aircra't wiring or LRU hardware increase affecting aircraft weight
(Note: the Increase in weight due to software update is not considered significant)
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4.6.3SytmBnfs
a. Generic system solutions
b. Generic system design for Implementing MIL-STD-1760A
- clearly defined interfaces between SMS equipments
- simple SMS design provides high mission success via reconfigurable
interfaces
- reduced aircraft/store integration effort
c. Reduced Integration Cost
- minimized systems modifications
- minimized documentation changes
- distributed processing enabled
d. Reduced Integration Time
- minimized systems modifications
- reduced software GA problems
e. Safety Maintained
- standard secure formats
- restrictions on interface formats
4.6.4 EquipDmre_

Benefits

a. Ce;'n;ri hardware capability for AIS
- reuse of proven designs
b. Common AIS interface to Armament Bus and Stores gives reduced integration effort
and cost
- ability to optimize hardware
- increased intervals between upgrades
4.6.5 Software Benefits
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Transportable/Reuseable software due to MIL-STD-1760 Logical Design Definition
Better documentation and configuration control using high order languages
Reduced size of Software updates
Program code size
Reduces cost of successive Software validation exercises.
Performance improved
- reduced requirement for reformatting
- ability to implement some protocol in hardware thereby reducing
software execution requiremmnts
4.7 Proposed MIL-STD-1760 Control Board MIL-STD-1760 is relevant to all three US
services and NATO. At present, however, the standard is being managed by the OPRs aided bi the
SAE. There is no recognized multi-service forum for resolving MIL-STD-1760 issues. This
has resulted in significant delays in publication of the standard and can ultimately result in its
being ignored by services or organizations within services. Several suggestions have been made
for multi-service (plus NATO and DOE) MIL-STD-1760 Control Boards with Industry
participation as non-voting members. Any one of these suggestions would work. Two examples
of standards with multi-service control boards are MIL-STD-1553 and MIL-STD-1750.
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5.

OVERVIEW OF MIL-STD-1760A

This section gives a short overview of MIL-STD-1760A up to and including Notice 3.
5.1 Inlroduction _t MIL-STD-1760A MIL-STD-1760A is an' Aircraft to Store electrical
interconnection system designed to cover all the foreseeable (20+years) electrical and optical,
requirements for stores and their carrying aircraft. It stems from the need to minimize the
numbers of wires, with the consequent quantity and variety of connectors, and to digitize the
current analog, not including RF and Video, signals that stores ana aircraft require.
5.1.1 Interace Four interfaces are defined in the standard and are listed below. These
interfaces are designed to cater for the carriage of a store on an aircraft with indirect or direct
electrical connections, thai iGwith or without a carriage store. The interfaces are shown fully,
with a variety of typical configurations, in figure 5.1.
Aircraft Station Interface
Mission Store Interface
Caniage Store Interface
Carriage Store Station Interface
5.1.2 Elements of the Interface There are three hierarchical elements in the interface which
are covered by the standard. The Electrical element concerns the signal set; the Logical concerns
the communications architecture, message content and formatting, and data transfer protocol:
and the Physical concerns the connoctors and contacts.
5.1.2.1 Flactrical The electrical element is limited by defining 41 contacts and the signals
which they are allowed to support. These signals are distributed across two connectors, the
Primary Interface Signal Set connector and the Auxiliary Power Signal Set connector. The
signals that make up these sets are shown in figure 5.1.
5.1.2.2 Loaical This element is chiefly concerned w;,n the data flow across the Multiplex Data
Bus interface. A breakdown of the prime areas of data flow is given in Paragraph 5.4.
5.1.2.3
bgscal This element concerns the conr.ectors. These are MIL-C-38999 Series III
shells using specific inserts, designed to support MIL-STD-1760A, which are now included in
MIL-STD-1560A. The contacts are standard MIL-C-39029 contacts including two 50 ohm coaxial contacts which have been specifically designed for co.axial cable applications (new Slash
Sheets 102 and 103).
5.1.3 Classns During the development period it was found to be expeditious to allow two classes
of primary interface to which the auxiliary could be added. This should enable a store
specification to indicate which class is available, across its interoperable range of aircraft, for
it to interface with.
5.2 Summar ofLignal sets There are two signal sets, namely the primary interface signal set
and the auxiliary power signal set and thase are shown in figure 5.2. Four classes of Interfaces
have been specified from these two signal sets:
Class
Class
Class
Class

I - Full primary Interface signal set
IA - Class I plus the auxiliary power signal set
II - Class I minus HB2 and 4 and both the Fiber Optic and 270V DC provisions
IIA . Class II plus the auxiliary power signal set
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5.2.1 Primary Interface Signal Set The primary interface signal set is composed of interfaces
for both high and low bandwidth signals, digital multiplex data bus signals, a specified number of
dedicated "discrete* signals, current aircraft power and growth for Fiber Optics and 270V DC
power. Each of these interfaces is discussed more fully below:
5.2.1.1 High Bandwidth Interfacel There are four interfaces for transferring two types of
signals. The aircraft is responsible for controlling, assigning and routing the Type A and Type B
signals to their proper destinations on the appropriate high bandwidth line. These lines
ýHB1 ,HB2,HB3 and HB4) have the capability to be interconnected, by the aircraft, for ASI to ASI
and ASI to Aircraft bi-directional data transfers. A Summary of their chief characteristics is as
follows:
a Type A signals: 20 Hz to 20 MHz - Between ASI and Aircraft and between ASI and ASI
b. Type B signal: 20 MHz to 1.6 GHz - Between ASI and aircraft only
c. HB1:
Type A or Type B @ 50 ohm impedance
HB2:
Type A @ 50 ohm impedance
HB3 and HB4: Type A @ 75 ohm impedance
d. HB1 (Type B): RF
HB1 (Type A) and HB2: time correlation signals
H83 and HB4: video
e. HB1 and HB2 return is grounded; HB3 and H14 return is isolated
5.2.1.2 Low Bandwidth Interface This interface is capable of transferring low bandwidth (DC to
50 kHz) signals in both directions between the aircraft and stores. At this time it is used only
for tones and voice grade audio signals. It is not to be used for discrete functions.
5.2.1.3 Dilal Multiplex Data Interface Two channels (Mux A and Mux B) are provided for
transferring digital information, such as store control and store status data, between aircraft
and stores in a dual standby redundant mode. These signals comply with the requirements of
MIL-STD- 1553B.
5.2.1.4 Address Interface This interface is used to assign a unique MIL-STD-1553 remote
terminal address to the connected store. It contains a set of six discretes (AO to A4 plus parity)
and one common address return.
5.2.1.5 Release Consent Interface This interface is a 28V (nominal) discrete used only to
enable or disable safety critical store functions being commanded by the aircraft over the Digital
Multiplex Data Interface (see 5.2.1.3).
5.2.1.6 Primary Interlock Interface A primary interlock interface is available for the aircraft
to monitor the electrically mated status of the Primary Interface connector between store and
aircraft.
5.2.1.7 Primary Structure Ground In order to minimize shock hazards to personnel, this
connection is supplied between the aircraft and store structure. It is not used as a signal or
normal power return path, but may be used as an emergency power return at 10 Amps.
5.2.1.8 Primary 28V DC Power The aircraft provides 28V DC 1 for use on nonsafety critical
store circuits and 28V DC 2 for safety critical circuits. Both are rated at 10 Amperes
continuous. In fact 28V DC 2 may be used for powering any circuitry, but because its prime use
is for safety critical circuitry, the time for which it is likely to be available prior to store
separation is very limited.
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5.2.1.9 Primary 115V AC Power The aircraft provides one channel of 3 phase I 15V AC jated at
10 Amperes continuous per phase. Store designs which do not utilize 28V DC 2 for powering
safety critical circuits and therefore rely on voltages internally derived from the 11 5V AC, must
design in appropriate safety interlocks of their own as it is totally impractk~al for the aircraft to
supply any such safeguards with power availability.
5.2.1.10 Fiber Ootic Interface The characteristics of these signals are not yet added to the
standard and are not included in class II interfaces.
5.2.1.11 Primary 270V DC Power The characteristics of this signal is not yet added to the
standard and is not included in class II interfaces.
5.2.2 Auxiliary Power Signal Set The auxiliary power signal set consists of an interlock
discrete, structure ground and aircraft power.
5.2.2.1 Auxiliary Interlock Interface An auxiliary interlock interface is available for the
aircraft to monitor the electrically mated status of the Auxiliary Interface connector between
store and aircraft.
5.2.2.2 Auxiliary Etructure Ground In order to minimize shock hazards to personnel this
connection is supplied between the aircraft and store structure. It is not used as a signal or
normal power return path, but may be used as an emergency power return at 30 Amps.
5.2.2.3 Auxiliary 28V DC Power The aircraft provides one channel of auxiliary 28V DC power
rated at 30 Amperes continuous. It is intended for safety critical use and therefore has the same
.rules' as Primary 28V DC 2.
5.2.2.4 Auxiliary 1 15V AC Power The aircraft provides one channel of auxiliary 115V AC

power rated at 30 Amperes continuous per phase. As for the Primary 11 5V AC power, no power
availability safeguards will be provided by the aircraft.
5.2.2.5 Auxiliary 270V DC Power The characteristics of this signal is not yet added to the
standard and is not included in Class IIA interfaces.
5.3 MIL-STD-1760A Connectors Types It is important to note that MIL-STD-1760A only
specifies that the connectors being used must have intermateability with MIL-C-38999 design.
This is to allow connectors to have modifications, say a backfitting thread increase, which do not
affect intermateability. MIL-C-38999 connectors which can be used fall into three categories
listed below. In all cases a shell size 25 is required. Furthermore, there is no difference in
these requirements between primary or auxiliary connectors except for the insert arrangement.
Fixed sockets
Free plug
Snatch plug

38999 Slash Sheet 20 or 24
38999 Slash Sheet 26
38999 Slash Sheet 31 (lanyard release)

5.3.1 ntface UsM The three basic categories discussed above, have applicability as follows:
Slash 20 or 24 (jam nut or flange mount) can be used at the ASI, CSI, CSSI and MSI; Slash 26
can be used at the top of the umbilical, that is it is the mating half for the ASI and CSSI.
Providing the carriage store were not jettisonable, the Slash 26 may also be used, on a special
umbilical, as the mating half for the CSI, that is the "top" and bottom'; Slash 31 can be used at
the *bottom" of the umbilical, that is it is the mating half for the CSI and MSI. It should be noted
that, at this time no connector requirements are specified for the MSI, or Its mating half, used in
Rail Launch applications.
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5.3.2 Connector Inserts Two connector insert arrangements are specified to fit the shells
discussed above. These inserts are for the Primary and Auxiliary applications and are defined in
MIL-STD-1560, arrangements 25-20 and 25-11 respectively. No other insert arrangements
are authorized.
5.3.3 Connector Contacts These contacts are those specified in MIL-C-39029 as listed in
MIL-STD-1760A. At this time, MIL-STD-1760A requires amendment to add two contacts, a
mating pair, to the Primary arrangement list. These contacts, Slash Sheet 102 and 103, are the
pin and socket contacts, respectively, required for the High Bandwidth 1 and 2 applications. It
has been necessary to develop new contacts which are specifically designed for 50 ohm co-axial
cable, in order to meet the stringent VSWR requirements of the MIL-STD-1760A High
Bandwidth 1 installation.
5.4 Summary of the Looical Design Definition (LDDI The LDD, as defined in paragraph 2.3, has,
of January 1987, been issued with amendments as formal notices 1, 2 and 3 to
MIL-STD-1760A. Their content is as follows:
5.4.1 N i 1: (US Navy only)
Power Up Sequence
MIL-STD-1553 Subaddress allocation
Store Description message including weapon identification scheme and Data Checksum Algorithm
(additional to MIL-STD-1553)
5.4.2 Noice2:
(Joint Service)
Content as Notice 1
5.4.3 Notice 3:
(Joint Service)
MIL-STD-1553B Command and Status Word Requirements (includes further sub-address/mode
field applications)
Protocol Execution
Mass Data Transfer
Safety Critical Message Requirements
Non-Safety Critical Message Requirements
Standard Data Entities (includes standard coordinate systems)
5.4.4 Logical Design Definition (LDDI Discussion The discussion that follows considers each
prime part of the LDD and any major implications of the associated requirements are considered.
Major differences between Draft Notice 1 dated 3 June 1985 and Notice 3 dated 30 January
1987 are noted.
5.4.4.1 MIL-STD-1553B

Word Reauirements

5.4.4.1.1 Command Word 1B50.1.11 The command word requirements are basically those in
MIL-STD-1553B. Certain field requirements are reinforced or mandated. Within the address
field the broadcast option is limited to mode commands. Within the sub-address/mode field the
following mode commands are mandated:
a.
b.
c.
d
e.

Reset Remote Terminal
Transmit Last Command
Transmitter Shutdown
Override Transmitter Shutdown
Transmit Vector Word
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(stores
(stores
(stores
(stores
(aircraft

only)
only)
only)
only)
and stores)

f.

Syiichronize With Data

(aircraft and stores)

g.

Transmit Status

(stores only)

Further to this the following mode commands are prohbted: Dynamic Bus Control and Reserved
Mode Codes. All other mode commands are permitted with the provision that implementation of a
permitted mode code by the aircraft or store does not require the store or aircraft to reciprocate.
Note that certain permitted mode commands are required to be paired. Within the subaddress/mode field the following sub-addresses have been allocated:
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

Routing Control/Monitor
. 03
Routed Data
05
Store Description
- 06
Nuclear Weapon
- 07
Test
-08
Mission Store Control/Monitor - 11
Liinked Messages
14

5.4.4.1.1.1 Notice 3 1B40 1.13 There are no prime mode code differences.
allocation differences are as follows:
a. Routing Control/Monitor
b. Routed Data
c. Store Description
d. Nuclear Weapon
e. Mass Data Transfer (Unked Messages)

Sub-address

Eliminated
Elimnated
01
19 and 27
14

5.4.4.1.2 Status Word IBSO-1.21 The status word requirements are basically those in
MIL-STD-1553B. The implementation of the Service Request, Busy, Sub-system Flag, and
Terminal Flag bits are regulated by MIL-STD-1760A.
5.4.4.1.2.1 Notice 3 4.134
There are prime differences between the implementation of the
following two bits: Service Request and Sub-system Flag.
5.4.4.2 Protocol

xgJFeio

5.4.4.2.1 Protocol Checks I50.1.5.11 Proto<c$ checks are listed below. The store is requkred
to conduct protocol checks on all receive messages that can initiate safety critical a,,tions and
must do so within the allowed busy time. All other checking is optional, but must still be carried
out within the busy time, if implemented.
Verification
Verification
Verification
Verification

of
of
of
of

Sub-address
Checksum (if implemented)
Header
Critical Authority and Control

5.4.42.1.1 Notica 3 [140.1.5.11 The requirement for verification of sub-address has been
removed as has the requirement to carry out the remaining checks within the busy time. A
"protocol check' failure reporting mechanism has been included.
5.4.4.2.2 Checksum Rouireament 15"0.1.5.21 A checksum algorithm (Rotated Modulo 2) is
specified in the standard. This is the only algorithm which may be used and its use is optional
and determined by the store. When implemented, it is positioned in the last word of the message
and when not implemented the last word has the value of 0000 HEXADECIMAL
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5.4.4.2.2.1 Notice 3 [64C.1.5.21 The algorithm is unchanged. However, its use is now
mandated on all three standard messages. When implemented, under the option rule, it is still
positioned as ihe last word, but when not implemented this last word is a data entity.
5.4.4.2.3 Execution Time 1B50.1.5.31
checks is provided by the setting of the
i,, 1b00 microseconds and provision is
time. Other busy bit implementatiors,
paragraph.

Indication to the aircraft of the execution of the protocol
busy bit. The maximum time for which busy may be set
made for the store to report its actual maximum busy
including time maximums, are included in this

5.4.4.2.3.1 Notice 3 fB40.1.5.3.1 Basically, indication is no longer given to the aircraft
because the bus, bit maximum time has been restricted to 50 microseconds. There are certain
other busy bit implementation changes also, mainly to bring MIL-STD-1760A and
MIL-STD.1553B Notice 2 into line with each other.
5.4.4.2.4
sa AkwledgmentA150-1-5.41 Stores acknowledge receipt of a messaga if t•,,
status word response is generated with: Mes3agr Error bit set to iogic 0, Service Request bit set
to kogic 0. Busy bit set to kogic 0, and Service Request bit set to logic 0 in the subsequent status
word, providing the Busy bit is also set to !ogic 0.
5.4.4.2.4.1 Notice 3 This requirement has been eliminated.
5.4.4.2.5 Service ReguireMeeit Notification B5L._.5 51 Service request notification uses the
service request bit in the Sta,u3 word. Multip!e requests, that is more than one request
condition active, are allowed and the implementation is specified.
5.4.4.2.6.1 Notice, 3 .i54)
Obviously the service request bit is still in use, but multiple
requests are handled in P_totally different implementation.
5.4.4.2.6 Reauest Servicing tS..5,.
The aircraft extracts the servicing required
informat')n by demanding tha Vector Word. It must do this on a high priority basis and
-cknowledge receipt. rhe vector word content is defined.
5.4.4.2.6.1 Notice 3 1B40.1.5 5/&Z7J The aircraft still extracts the servicing required data
by use of the vector word. However, the priority requirement has been eliminated as has the
receipt acknowledgment. The vector word content has been completely redefined and a!so
inclu;)e-J are the rules tor retention of both the vector word and any associated sub-address
contonts. Both the LDD and Notice 3 use a figure tc show the general form of a service ree,'!e3t
protocol and it is important to note that these now have total!y d:fferent protocols.
5.4.4.2.7 Requast Acknowledgment [B50.1.5-21

A protocol for vector word receipt is fully

defined including the responses when multiple requests are being serviced.
5.4.4.2.7.1

3 These rilqurements have been eliminated.

5.4.4.2.8 Fault Notification fB!0.1.5.81 This paragraph provides the rules fcr use of the
service request bit in the status word.
5.4.4.2.5.1
1B40.11.2.3.

3 This paragraph has been eliminated by folding the requirements into
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5.4.4.2.9 Data Consistency 1B50.1.5.9) The data consistency requirements are spelled out here
and this includes a protocol for the recipient of the consistency state.
5.4.4.2.9.1

Nofce 3 This requirement has been eliminated.

5.4.4.3 Linked Transfers 1B50.1.5.101 The linked transfer requirements are undefined, but
sub-address 14 is reserved for this purpose.
5.4.4.3 1 Notice 3 1B40.1.5.81 This requirement is now called Mass Data Transfer and the
sub-address 14 reservation is now in use for its intended purpose. A full protocol is specified
for bi-directional data transfer called out as Download Mode (aircraft to store) and Upload Mode
(Store to Aircraft). Allowance has been made for transfer of up to 255 files each containing up
to 255 records where a record is up to 255 blocks of 29 words, that is 29 X 255 X 255 X 255
or 1.885,725 data words per file. Three basic types of messages are used:
a. Transfer Control (TC) - The aircraft uses this message to control the mass data
transfer protocol.
b. Transfer Monitoi (TM) - Th9 store uses this message to advise the aircraft of
transfer status.
c. Transfer Data (TD) - This is used by either aircraft or store for the actual data
transfer.
5.4.4.4 Carriaae Store Routing IB50.11.5.111 Th6 procedure is undefined. However, subaddresses 03 and 05 are reserved for this purpose and the MIL-STD-1760A message length is
established as 30 (thirty) words to allow introduction of this facility at a later date.
5.4.4.4.1 Notice 3 1B40.1.5.9) The procedure is still undefined and the reservation of subaddresses 03 and 05 has been canceled. All messages are still restricted to 30 (thirty) data
words, although Carriage Store Routing is no longer specified as the reason.
5.4.4.5 Message Requirements 850.21 The requi,'ements for both standard and non-standard
data messages are fully defined, with the former restricted to those for Critical Control, Critical
Monitor and Store Description.
5.4.4.5.1 Base Message Formats IB50.2.11 The message is defined as a 30-word message
consisting of:
a
b.
c.
d.

Word
Word
Word
Wcrd
thru
Word
e. Word

01
02
03
04

-

29
30 -

Header (some header words already defined/reserved)
Validity words (1 bit per word with bits 15 and 16
of word 03 always set to logic 0)
Data words (up to 26 data words are available for use)
Checksum or 0000 HEXADECIMAL (LAST WORD if 26
data words are in use)

5.4.4.5.1.1 Notice 3 [840.2.11 The message is still defined as a 30-word message, However,
the make up of the message is slightly different in two ways. First, the data word field Is now
02-29 with the validity words optional, both in use and position, for all except critical
messages. Secondly, the checksum use is optional for all non-standard messages and there is no
longer a requirement to use the alternative of 0000 HEXADECIMAL.
5.4.4.5.2 Mission Stora Control 1150..2211
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This is a 30-word message, utilized as follows:

a Header (0400 HEX)
b.
c.
d
e.

Validity
Control Words (14)
Reserved Words (12)
Checksum

The 14 control words can be further broken down:
a
b.
c.
d
e.
f.
g.

Critical Control 1 and 2
Critical Authority I and 2
Aircraft System Time (2)
Fuzing Mode Selection
Arming Time/Distance for various modes (4)
Selection of Rata or Number to Fire
Discrete Control 1 and 2

S 4.4.5.2.1 Notice 3 1`40.2.211 Prime differences are the reduction in control words from 14
to 11 and the consequent increase in reserved words from 12 to 15. The control word changes
are that the Aircraft System Time and Discrete Control has been eliminated and selection of rate
or number to fire has become 2 (two) words, entitled Fire Interval and Number to Fire.
5.4.4.5.3 Mission Store Monitor IB50.2.2.21 This is a 30-word message, utilized as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Header (0420 HEX)
Validity
Monitor Words (3)
Reserved Words (3)
"e. Checksum

The 3 monitor words can be further broken down:
a. Store Identity Code
b. Status of Critical Control 1 and 2
5.4.4.5.3.1 Notice 3 IS40-2.2.21 Prime differences are the increase in monitor Words from 3
to 4 and the consequent reduction in reserved words from 23 to 22. The monitor word changes
are; the Store Identity Code eliminated, Fuzing/Arming Mode Status added, and Protocol Status
added. The Status of Critical Control 1 and 2 words have been re-named Critical Monitor 1 and
2.
5.4.4.5.4 Store Description Messnae [R5O.2.2,31 This message basically provides two
facilities: Store Identification, either binary or alpha-numeric, and Store Data Transfer
requirements. The store identification facility is discussed first. A 30-word Store Description
A message is utilized as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Header (0421 HEX)
Store Descripion Page Number (0 DECIMAL)
Country Code
Storo Identity Code (BINARY)
Store Type ASCII (5)
Implementation of Receive Sub-addresses 0-31 (2)
Implementation of Transmit Sub-addresses 0-31 (2)
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h. Maximum Receive Busy Time
i. Maximum Synchronize Mode Command Busy Time
J. Maximum Power-up Busy Time
k. Maximum IBIT Busy Time
I. Reserved Words (12)
m. Checksum
The store description page number word (0) and the four sub-address implementations are
connected with the Store Description B utilization. The five store type ASCII words give in fact
ten alpha-numeric characters because each 16 bit word is split into 2 X 8 segments.
Store Description message B is also a 30-word message and utilized as follows:
a.
b.
c.
dc
e.

Header (0422 HEX)
Store Description Page Number (1-62 DECIMAL)
Header Code allocated to described message
Data Entity Codes for data words 4 through 29 of described message (26)
Checksum

By use of certain bits in the Synchronize with Data Word mode code, the aircraft can, as an
option, get the store to identify itself (message A) and then select the pages (B messages)
detailing the :tore receive and transmit data requirements. These pages are allied to the specific
sub-addresses notified in message A by page number, 1-62. Note that as each message is
described it carries its own unique header word.
5.4.4.5.4.1 Notice 3 IR4O.2.2.31 Only the first facility, that given in the old message A, now
remains. It: the Store Description Message, is still a 30-word message, albeit with a slightly
altered utilization:
a. Header (0421 HEX)
b. Country Code
c. Store Identity - BINARY
d. Store Identity - ASCII (8)
e. Maximum IBIT Time
f. Reserved Words (17)
g. Checksum
Obviously, with the abandonment of the Store Data Transfer Requirement protocol, the sub.
address implementation and Store Description Page Number words have been eliminated. As
discussed earlier, the use of busy has almost been totally negated and this has therefore led to the
removal of all the busy time words. Last, but by no means least, further research showed that
10 alpha-numeric characters was insufficient for certain 'pod' stores, for example
AN/ALQ-137A(V)10, and consequently 8 (eight) words have been allocated for this function.
These 8 words are, once again, split Into 2 X 8 segments giving the requisite 16 alpha-numeric
characters.
5.4.4.5.5 Nuclear Weaon Control Message [B50..2.241 This is not a standard message required
by MIL-STD-1760A, but may of course have such a requirement specified in the System 2
Specification. However, MIL-STD-1760A does specify that receive sub-address 07 Is reserved
for these messages.
5.4.4.5.51 Notce 3 lB40.2.2.4 The reserve requirement has been changed from one to two
sub-addresses namely 19 and 27.
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5.4.4.5.6 Nuclear Weapon Monitor Message IB50.2.2.51 This is not a standard message
required by MIL-STD-1760, but may of course have such a requirement specified in the System
2 Specification. However, MIL-STD-1760A does specify that transmit sub-address 07 is
reserved for these messages.
Notice 3 1B40.2.52M The reserve requirement has been clianged from one to two
sub-addresses namely 19 and 27.
5.4.4.5.6.1

5.4.4.5.7 Non Standard Messages 1850.2.11 All messages not discussed earlier fall into this
category. These messages are of any length, as determined by the store, from 5 (five) to 30
(thirty) words. Utilization is as follows:

a. Header
b. Validity (2)
c. Data Entities, as chosen by the store and registered in the ICD (1-26)

d Checksum
5.4.4.5.7.1 Notice 3 1840.2-1] There are two primo differences introduced by Notice 3,
namely: Validity is optional and Checksum is optional. This, therefore, gives a possible message
length of 2 (two) to 30 (thirty) words Incorporating 1-29 Data Entities.
5.4.4.6 Standard Data Entities IB50.31
categories:

These, utilized as described earlier, are split into four

Control/Monitor and Protocols (43)
Target Data (52)

Aircraft Data (74)
Trajectory Data (54)

With the data entities are seven diagrams defining:
Aircraft Axis System
Earth Axis System
Earth-Aircraft Alignment
Target Position - Store Trajectory [polar]

Store Axis System
Aircraft-Store Alignment
Target Position XYZ

5.4.4.6.1
tice•,4.
Major differences are in the seven diagrams and the numbers of
data entities which, overall, increased the coverage. Typically these are:
Control/Monitor and Protocol (24)

Aircraft Data (81)

Target Data (67)

Trajectory

(42)

With the data entities are eight diagrams defining:
Aircraft Body Axis
Earth Axis (unchanged)

Store Body Axis
Aircraft-Store Alignment (very
different)
Aircraft, Target and Waypoint Position
XYZ to fixed point
Target Position - Store Trajectory
[polar] (minor change)

Earth - Aircraft Alignment (some notes
very different)
Target and Waypoint Position XYZ from
current position
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6.

THE MIL-STD-1760 APPLICATION PROCESS

This section covers the process by which the MIL-STD-1760 requirements should be covered by
system design.
6.1 Definition of the MIL-STD-1760A Agolication Process The MIL-STD-1760 Application
Process encompasses all those activities that are associated with the implementation of the AEIS
in an aircraft or store prograin. These activities are those which are concerned primarily with
the solution of the interoperability requirements of the aircraft and stores, but also considers
those which are specific to the design of particular avionic subsystems, and which may
incorporate non-AIS functions. Clearly, there is a fine dividing line between these two types of
activity. The biggest problem ;n defining the proper domain or boundaries of MIL-STD-1760
implementation requirements occurs in defining how *deep* Into the subsystem which supports
the interface, (usualy the stores management system), that requirements must be defined. At
one extreme, the implementation of MIL-STD-1760 consists of merely supplying the connectors
and associated wiring, to which the specified functions are supplied. The other extreme involves
the design of al; the subsystems which are behind the interface. These may Include all the
electronic subsystems in the case of stores and, in the case of the aircraft, such subsystems as
the SMS, the power distribution system, the analog networks, the aircraft data acquisition
systems, and an element of aircraft wiring. This document addresses, principally, the
implementation of MIL-STD-1760 cn the aircraft side of the inte-lace. The point at which the
dividing line between MIL-.TD-1760 implementation and subsystem (or equipment) design
should oe drawn is a subjective issue, and ,nay well, in practice, depend upon the constraints
that prevail in a particular implementation (Section 7 describes those functions that are
considered to be contained within the AIS). Any discussion providing practical implementation
guidance must clearly cover particular system, hardware and software considerations and as
such the discussion must encroach on the avionic/store subsystem designs. Consequently, it is
important firstly to define the boundary, or definition, of the system which will implement
MIL-STD-1760, that is the AEIS Implementation System (AIS). Thus, this document addresses
the application proces.ses and implementation issues which are associated with the AIS as it
impacts the aircraft. The MIL-STD-1760 Application Process tends to follow the phases of any
normal acquisition program. These phases may be summarized as:
Phase 1 - AIS System Definition
Phase 3 - AIS Design and Development

Phase 2 - AIS System Performance Definition
Phase 4 . In-Service and Planned Improvements

Figure 6.1 shows the principal issu -, that need to be considered during each of these phases. The
paragraphs of this document discuss implement3tion issues and guidance associated with each of
these phases. The following table C.1 jofines the content of each paragraph.
6.2 Discussions gf !ssues and Guidelines In Sections 7 Through 13 As indicated In table 6.1,
sections 7 throLgIn 13 include the issues and guidelines relevant to each stage of a
MIL-STD-1760 implementa:ion. Each of these paragraphs Include a list of Issues which relate
to the paragraph title. The Issues and relatod guidelines have been derived from four models,
which separately studied the implementation of MIL-STD-1760. These are defined as:
a. The AEIS Valdatlion System Rig (AVS RIG). This is a full hardware and software
implementation of MIL-STD-1760.
b. The F-16 Case Study' (F-16C/D). This study undertook a MIL-STD-1760
Implementation design on the F-16C/D aircraft.
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System
Definition Phase

1...AIS

Aircraft Requirements
Fighter, Bomber, Ground Attack, ASW, AEW etc.
Cost
Tlmescales
•Aircraft Performance Requirements
Basic Sensors
Physical
Safety and Mission Success
•Store Typos
S.S.i.
Mandatory non .SSI for which no alternsave SSl exists
SMIL.STDD1760 (Sen)
Class 1, IA, II, IIA

olass

definition

Overall Weapon System Functional Partateonin
MFCD
Ballistic Data Store Location
Emergency Jettison Facility
Safety CritPcal Operations vic. a
Non Safety Critical Operations
etc

t

vhaC

System Performance

2.
DeAI
A lDeeinition

Phase

" Functional

Characteristics

""Performance Characteriatcs

y

3.

SeSaety and Success Characteristics
""Physical Characteristics
""
Environmental Conditions
9 Reliability & Maintainability Characteristics
•*System Interfaces (Includes SS! and NSSI Considerations)

AIS Design and
Development Phase

AFunctional Partitioning
-A Internal Interfaces
* System Destign
SEquipment Design (Electrical)
Eqruapment Design (Mechanical)
• Software Desig
9 Aircraft Installation
* R & M Analyses (FSA)
9 System Verification & Validation
• Qualification & Ceruflfcadon

4.

AIS In - Service and
Planned Improvements Phase

0
*
*
9

Support Facilities
Application of Emerging Technology
New Weapons
Application to other Aircraft

FIGURE 6.1 AIS Implementation Phases
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TABLE 6.1 Relationship between Paragraphs and Application Process Phases
Pnase
AIS System Definition Phase

Section Number
7

AIS System Performance
Definition Phase

8

AIS Design & Development Phase

9
10
11
12
13

Section Title
AIS System Definition Issues &
Guidelines
AIS System Performance Issues &
Guidelines (this includes ASI interface
definition)
AIS System Design Issues & Guidelines
AIS Equipment Issues & Guidelines
AIS Software Issues & Guidelines
AIS Installation Issues & Guidelines
AIS System Integration, Testing & InService Support Issues & Guidelines

c. The survey of planned MIL-STD-1760 implementation on aircraft and stores.
d. General Contractor's Experience.
Each issue has been derived from one, or more, of these models. The source of the guidance has
"beenderived from one, or more, of the following five processes:
a
b.
c.
d.
e.

HIGH LEVEL system design considerations
AIS DESIGN activities
MIL-STD-1760 Test and Evaluation (1760 EVAL) activities
Evaluation of the LDD (LDD EVAL)
Evaluation of the overall AIS System (AIS EVAL)

Table 6.2 shows the applicability of each of these live processes to the four implementation
models. The lists of issues contained in sections 7 through 13 each contain the following
information:
a The paragraph number
b. The issue title
c. The definition or explanation of the issue
d. Implementation guidance for the issue (This guidance may have been derived from
more than one example. In which case, the lessons learned from each example have been
consolidated into the guidance given.)
Table 6.2 Applicability of guidance source to implementation example
IMPLEMENTATION MODEL

GUIDANCE
HIGH LEVEL AIS Design
AVS Rig
X
X
F-16 Case Study
X
X
Survey
X
X
Contractor Experience
X
X
Note: X indicates Issues & Guidelines Derived

S?_URCE
1760 Eval
X
X

LDD Eval
X

AIS Eval
X

6.3 CROSS REFERENCE Section 14 of this document contains an index cross referencing the
issues, and MIL-STD-1760A.
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7.

AIS SYSTEM DEFINITION ISSUES AND GUIDELINES

7.1 Overall AIS Definition This section describes those issues which relato to the definition of
the AEIS Implementation System (AIS) from an overall system viewpoint. The section contains
the following major paragraphs:
Overall definition of the AIS
Prime objectives and requirements that drive the AIS design
Overall weapon system functional partitioning
Weapon system partitioning guidance
Future growth potential

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

7.1.1 AIS Ifinhion
ISSUE: Define the functional boundary of the AIS and how these functions are implemented in the
AIS.
GUIDANCE: The AIS has been defined as the system that implements the AEIS. It is important to
recognize, particularly with existing aircraft, that this is not an exclusive definition. As shown
in figure 7.1, the AIS system may not necessarily be a single specification and procurement
process, and also the equipment or equipments that fulfill the AIS function may additionally
implement other functions. Where an existing aircraft, or aircraft design, is upgraded to provide
MIL-STD-1760 capability then existing equipment will probably be retained to provide part of
the interface. This existing equipment will then become part of the AIS which will therefore
implement functions other than pure MIL-STD-1760. It is the determination of which functions
should also be implemented in the AIS that is the most important factor in AIS design. Section 7
addresses principally the AIS definition, but also briefly considers non-aircraft functions. In
determining which functions are included in the AIS, some will usually be judged on technical
considerations alone. While this approach has been followed in much of the information here, it
is importait to recognize that technical elegance alone is not a true objective. The true
objeclivas are those measurable for the aircraft program, and are essentially cost, timescale and
aircraft performance.
Boundary of AUS
Implementetlon

Non - AIS
Functions

f

Specific
system
procurement

Specific procured equipments may
Incluile both 'pure ASS' and
non - AIS functions

FIGURE 7.1 Non-exclusivity of the AIS
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Boundary of
Pure MUS
FunctSons

7.1.2 Implementation/Procurement Straleav
ISSUE: Should MIL-STD-1760 be implemented fully or at all on an aircraft or store program?
BACKGROUND: For most major system development efforts, the Government is careful not to
force specific designs on competing contractors. For this reason. MIL-STD-1760
implementation direction has historically been soft, such as; *the Contractor should consider use
of MIL-STD-1760." Further, as the standard interface is a solution for life-cycle electrical
integration problems and may be seen as an expensive alternative for integrating a single store
type, pressure will be placed on project offices to grant exceptions to a MIL-STD-1760
interface requirements. Industry cannot solve this problem if they have to provide lowest cost
solutions to immediate electrical integration problems.
GUIDANCE: The government has to recognize the longer term benefits of MIL-STD-1760 and
accept the initial investment required for its implementation. Criteria for selecting
implementation targets could be:
a. All new store developments (or major modifications)
b. All future aircraft
c. Existing aircraft integrating new stores
Industry and the government could also ensure that even when MIL-STD-1760 is not directed,
the design is not one that inhibits downstream implementation of the standard.
7.1.3 Partial MIL-STD-1760 Implementation
ISSUE:

What is the useability of partially compliant MIL-STD-1760 interfaces?

BACKGROUND: MIL-STD-1760 contains many specific and detailed requirements. With an
aircraft such as the F-16 there are existing equipments that provide many of the MIL-STD1760 features although not necessarily with full compliance to the requirements. An example of
this is current limiting. Some of the MIL-STD-1760 requirements such as 1.6 GHz only apply
to store types not planned for all locations on the aircraft. Arguments could be formed that these
requirements need not then be implemented.
GUIDANCE: The use of partially compliant MIL-STD-1760 interfaces is not permitted. MILSTD-1760 implementation on aircraft is intended to remove the requirement for further
electrical modification during the airframe life. Implementation of non-compliant sub sets will
lead to uncertainty as to the aircraft compatibility of future stores. To avoid unnscessary costs
MIL-STD-1760 provides for four classes of interface (I, IA, II, IIA) and implementations must
conform to the relevant requirements.
RATIONALE: All MIL-STDs are subject to review and any requirements found to be unreasonable
should be removed from future issues (or notices).
7.1.4 Impact of Integrated Avionic's
ISSUE: How is the boundary of the AIS defined in an integrated avionics architecture?
BACKGROUND: The trend towards integrated avionics is typified by programs such as Pave
Pillar. Although these programs have as their prime objectives reduced lifetime cost and
increased performance the program together with various supporting technology programs have
produced several design implementations. These include:
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a A common system architecture
b. Specifications for backplane and high speed bus connections
c. Common modules such as processors, interfaces
d Flight line removability of modules
e. Integration of multiple systems into 3/4 ATR form racks.
f. Multiple processing tasks on single modules and redistribution of processing tasks for
fault tolerance
These concepts are shown in figure 7.2.
GUIDANCE: The potential problems in defining the AIS boundary arise from points e and f. above.
The following guidance should clarify the position:
a The lack of an LRU physical boundary in an integrated rack does not mean that there Is
no AIS boundary. If various modules inside that rack can be determined as AIS modules then their
boundary forms the AIS boundary.

OS~Sr

Systeim

Integrated
Rack
IN,

Dat

'00,
MIL,-STD-IS3

FIGURE 7.2 Integrated Avionics Concepts
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b. The use of shared data buses and shared processing between the AIS and other
functions (excluding the SMS) is discouraged because of the high safety requirements and the
difficulties in proving integrity in such a shared system. See also paragraph 9.
c. If a data bus is shared between the core AIS and another system then that data bus
becomes in effect part of the AIS. The AIS then also implements Data Bus control for the other
system. This however does not mean that the AIS becomes the whole avionics. The core AIS is
restricted to those electrical interfaces and data directly connected with the MIL-STD-1760
interface.
d. If a module is shared between the core AIS and another system then that module data
bus becomes in effect part of the AIS. The AIS then also implements features of the other system.
This again does not mean that the AIS becomes 1he whole avionics. The core AIS is again
restricted to those electrical interfaces and data directly connected with the MIL-STD-1760
interface.
e. Where the allocation of modules and/or data buses to different functions is
dynamically reconfigured for fault tolerance then the boundary of the AIS will be dynamically
reconfigured at the same time.
7.2 Program Obiectives As described above, the prime objectives are cost, timescale and
aircraft performance. These are discussed here in aircraft terms. It is important that these
objectives are clearly set for the aircraft program, and set in outline for the AIS program before
the AIS definition commences. Only then can correct decisions be made relating to the
implementation of the AIS.
7.2.1 CostFacors
ISSUE: What are the AIS Cost Elements and what is their magnitude?
GUIDANCE: AIS Cost has three elements: cost of ownership, cost of production, and cost of
development. The split between these depends on the number of aircraft involved in the program.
Clearly if only one aircraft was produced (as in a demonstration program) then the development
costs might exceed all the other costs. It is the general case, however, that the Cost of Ownership
exceeds the Cost of Production which exceeds the Cost of Development. In determining the cost
constraints of the AIS, therefore, priority should be given in that order to the costs.
7.2.1.1 Cos. oeh
'tt is difficult to set cost constraints in monetary terms for this
element. This is because of the uncertainty of the length and mode of service the AIS will
experience. It is preferable therefore to set limits on the factors that effect Cost of Ownership,
and these are the maintenance, test and operation costs reflected in elements as shown in table
7.1. Specific limits for these factors will depend on the specific aircraft and service
requirements.
7.2.1.2 Cost of Production It is easier to place a cost limit in monetary terms on production
cost. It is common for an overall target cost for repeat aircraft (build or retrofit) to be set at an
early date, and it is not difficult to assess the AIS portion of this. From previous experience, it
can be stated that for a new aircraft the AIS cost might be between 1-2% of the repeat cost of the
aircraft.
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TABLE 7.1 Table of Cost of Ownership Factors
Factor

Sub-elements

Maintenance

Reliability {Mean Time Between Defects - MTBD)
Mean Time to Repair (MTTR)
Mean rime to Diag3nose (MTTD)
Required Sars
Scheduled Maintenance per Flight Hour
Equipment Ufetime
Support Equipment Rewuired
Mean Time-to-Test (MTTT)
BIT Modes and Level
Averaoe crew time for AIS per mission
Suppor Equipment

Test

Operation

7.2.1.3 Cost of Development It is only possible to set limits on the cost of project specific
development. Non-specific research and development, whether contractor or government
funded, can only be assessed and limited by consideration of more global factors. The limit to be
set on the AIS development cost will depend on the specific nature of the project, but for a new
aircraft program a cost of 1% of the total development cost would not be unexpected.
7.2.2 Timescale Factors
7.2.2.1 Develooment Timescales
ISSUE: What are the timescale considerations?
GUIDANCE: Timescale is an Important factor to be defined before design consideration of the AIS
is undertaken. On a typical aircraft development project, times of 3 years to first full system
flight, and 5 years to in-service date might be expected. For many programs a limited capability
AIS/SMS (jettison only) may be required at an early date to allow developmental flying. It is
important that the project-specific timescales are recognized at an early date.
7.2.2.2 Aircraft and Store Timescale Comnatibility
ISSUE:

Will aircraft be MIL-STD-1760 compatible in time for MIL-STD-1760A weapons?

BACKGROUND: This issue concerns the problem of various aircraft and weapon programs
implementing MIL-STD-1760 in different and potentially conflicting timeframes. An example
is a complex air-to-ground weapon requiring full MIL-STD-1 760 capability with an IOC of
1995. when the associated aircraft will not have a full implementation until 2000.
GUIDANCE: A resolution of this issue could be the establishment of a MIL-STD-1760 Control
Board reporting to management levels within DoD. This is the same as that for other management
issues. A Control Board could be implemented that can dictate compatible implementation
direction among different programs, support implementation funding, and monitor
implementation decisions. This board would establish policies that will ensure compatible
implementations.
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7.2.3 Define Aircraft Performanne Roqiramant;
ISSUE: Define overall aircraft requirements which impact the design of the AIS (such as Mission
Success, System Safety, Physical Constraints).
Aircraft PLroam Without a clear understanding of the aircraft mission and performance
requirements, definition and subsequent design of the AIS will be poor. Aircraft performance has
many elements, but the most relevant are listed below. Only when these factors have been fully
defined can the AIS contribution be defined. Section 8 provides specific AIS performance
requirements.
Missions
Stores
Targeting
Safety
Weight
Flight Envelope

Strategic
Tactical
Defense
Number of Locations
Different Types
Rates of Employment
Information Sources
Accuracy of Delivery
Hazards per Hour
Mission Aborts per Hour
Temperature
Altitude
EMC;

7.3 Overall Weapon System Functional Partitionina
ISSUE: Which weapon system functions should the AIS Implement?
GUIDANCE: Once the high level objectives have been set, as described in paragraph 7.2, the
aircraft implementor can commence definition of the AIS. The first phase of this is to determine
the key functions the AIS will execute. The key decision in this determination will be whether to
implement a separate AIS or one combined with the Stores Management System function.
7.3.1 The AIS and the Stores Manaoement System (SMS1 function
ISSUE: Shtuld the AIS be implemented in the Stores Management System?
BACKGROUND: Although there is no common definition of an SMS for aircraft (different
functions are Implemented In different aircraft SMS) there is a common core of SMS functions
nearly always implemented. These are:
a. Weapon Inventory

b. Store Sekection

c. Arming Control
d. Release Control
e. Jettison Control
It Is common for the SMS to Wnplemont control of power and data hiertaca for existing (non
MIL.STD-1760) Interface stores.
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GUIDANCE: Given the above SMS definition, th• AIS should definltely be incoq)oratsd •th the
SMS 'unction for n•v aircraft types and if equipment capability or expa:;sion capability exists,
also for retrofit or upgade aircrafl program s.
7.3.2 •(

Functional Partitionina

ISSUE: What am the main allocalions of Weapon System functions?
GUID.•NCE: Figure 7.3 shows how all of the functions of the total weapon system (aircraft, cr3w,
stores) have to be split between the AIS the stores and the rest of the aircraft (including crew).
Table 7.2 lists the rrmst relevant notential functions ;or consideration of inclusion in the AIS.
Paragraph 7.4 Wovides guiclar•c• as to where these furct•ons should be allocated. Table 7.2 has
t:een marked with 'X' to =;•w where functk;ns are delnit•ly located, 'o' where they are I:xobably
located, and slso a " whure the function would not be •:)cated in the AIS if a separate SMS were
implemented.
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Suspension
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TABLE 7.2 Weapon system functions - continued
KEY FUNCTION

LOCATION

SUB FUNCTIONS

Store to Store Data Source
Aircraft Raw Data Source
Unique to Store Formatting
Recomputation to Store Axes
Interface with Store
Raw Data Source
DATA FROM STORE
Unique to User Formatting
Recomputation to User Axes
With Avioriics
""Interface
Determination
STORE SEL.ECTICN
Type
Station Determinativn
Number Selection
Store Ini:ialization Management
1Release Package Retention
STOREARFING
Arming Mode Determination
Arming Implementation
Arming Management
-___
Arming Times Computation
S 'ORE RELEASE
Release Prompt
Suspension Equiprmint Management
Weapon Bay :Management
Release Management
Release Timing
Impact Point Determination
Release Seguence Determination
Hang-Up Detection
Balance Management
Engine Control Assistai ice
--STORE JETTISON
Jettison Prompt
Selective Jettisoi Management
Emergency Jettison Management
Store Safe Verification
Inventory Determination .....
INvENTORY
Inventory Confirmation
Inventory Update in Mission
Displays _o_
CREW INTERFACE
Critical Controls
SNon-Critical Controls
Sugspnsion Equipment (S&RE)
NUCLEAR CONTROL
S&RE Management
PAL Code Provision
Two Person ActionJ
Crow Controls
Crew Displays
X - definite location of function
o - probable location
= location of function if a separate SMS implemented

X

DAA TO STORE
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7.4 Weapon System Partitioning Guidarce
7.4.1 S
ISSUE: Definition of those store interface functions implemented by the AIS.
GUIDANCE:
7.4.1.1 MIL-STD-1760-ASI As shown in figure 5.1. the ASI is the final point of the aircraft
implementation of MIL-STD-1760. It is therefore not implemented by the store and, since it is
a pure MIL-STD-1760 function, it is definitely an AIS function.
7.4.1.2 MIL-STD-1760-MSI

As shown in figure 5.1, the MSI is a pure store function.

7.4.1.3 Ngn-AEIS Signals These are the signal interfacos to stores such as a Sidewinder and
HARM which do not conform to MIL-STD-1 760A. Many signals for such stores are almost
identical in specification to MIL-STD-1760A signals (Examples are power and video signals).
Even signals such as Sidewinder guidance analogs, that are electrically incompatible, contain data
types common with MIL .STD-1 760 stores. These data types would therefore be best computed
and processed by the AIS. Application guidance for new aircraft is therefore to implement nonAEIS store signals in the AIS. This may not apply to retrofit of MIL-STD-1760 to existing
aircraft designs. In such cases, it is possible that existing oquipment and wiring are present that
adequately implement the required ;nterfaces. Where this is found, then non-AEIS signals
incompatible with MIL-STD-1760 should not be implemented in the AIS. except where there is
insufficient space for retention of the existing equipment.
7.4 1.4 busg,.asio Store suspension la a mechanical function and has little in common with
MIL-STD-1760 implementation. It is therefore considered a non-AIS function, but the
management of the store suspension racks and launchers may be implemented by the AIS. This is
discussed in 7.4.7. below.
7.4.1.5 PostLaunc Post-launch aircraft-store interfaces can be by radio frequency (RF)
links, laser illumination or direct wire/fiber connection. These mechanisms have little in
common with MIL-STD-1760 Interfaces and are not best implemented in the AIS.
7.4.2 Store Sate
ISSUE: Definition of Store State functions implemented by the AIS.
GUIDANCE:
7.4.2.1 Stale
tCangePromp The normal 'prompts" for initiating changes in store critical
states are positive crew action (Master Arm, Trigger, etc) or automatic analysis of threat data.
State change prompt Is therefore a non-AIS function in general terms. The AIS may be required
to implement store-specific change prompts when a change is detected in another store.
Examples of this are selecting, arming or releasing a store automatically following failure or
reiease of another store. Although most functionality is concerned with the store critical state
the AIS will have to manage the store mode (for example slaving, locked etc).
7.4.2.2 StateQCmmand MIL-STD-1760 specifies in detail the command and data actions
required for store critical state changes. The generation of State Commands is therefore an AIS
function.
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7.4.2.3 S•el_ Monitor MIL-STD-1760 specifies in detail the critical monitor mechanisms and
data formats. The monitor of store critical state and comparison against commanded states is
therefore an AIS function.
7.4.2.4 P
Different store states may require diff6rent power supply provisions.
Since the power interfaces are defined by MIL-STD-1760 and the critical state is demanded by
the AIS, then the management of power is an AIS function. Note however that data specifying total
available power is an input to this function and that that data is from a non-AIS source.
7.4.3 D~ata to Stor

ISSUE: Definition of the Data to Store transfers that are processed by the AIS.
GUIDANCE:
7.4.3.1 Store to Store Data Source Since the data originates In the store this is not an AIS
function. Provision of network paths is considered to be an AIS function, but is defined here
under (7.4.3.5) Interface to Store.
7.4.3.2 Aircraft Raw Data Source Clearly this is not an AIS function, but only when referred to
raw data such as radar returns, air pressure etc. The more the data is processed then the more
likely the function should be in the AIS. As guidance, if the data resulting from a process or
computation is only used by stores, then the AIS or even the store should implement that
process/computation.
7.4.3.3 Unique to Store Formatting MIL-STD-1760 defines data formats for stores, but these
are not required Wo be used by other aircraft systems. Any reformatting required solely for
stores should be implemented in the AIS.
7.4.3.4 Recomnulation to Store Axes Target and aircraft position data will frequently be
referenced in the aircraft axis system. Store suspension will, in many cases, result in stores
being suspended with significant angular or positional offsets from the aircraft system and,
accordingly, recomputation to the store axes will be required. MIL-STD-1760 provides data
formats for this to occur either in the store or the aircraft. The location of this function will
therefore depend on the store Interface Control Document (ICD). Should this specify the store
axes as the reference for interface data then the AIS will have to recompute to the store axes.
Total system performance will be higher if the store executes the recompulation. The AIS will
also be required to recompute data where aircraft da:a is not provided in a MIL-STD-1760
compatible axis system.
7.4.3.5 Interface to Store As discussed in 7.4.1, this is an AIS function.
7.4.4 DataJfromStor
ISSUE: Definition of the Data from Store transfers processed by the AIS.
BACKGRCIJND: Data from stores is a similar issue to data to stores, discussed in 7.4.3 above.
Guidance is therefore similar.
GUIDANCE:
7.4.4.1 Raw Data Source Not an AIS function, but where the raw data is processed is a separate
issue. As guidance, store-unique (type or location) processing should be in the store and
aircraft unique processing should be in the aircraft If possible. Only processing generic to all
MIL-STD-1760 stores should be in the AIS.
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7.4.4.2 Unigue to User Formatting This is an AIS function if the ,ser is another store, but
should be an aircraft function If the user is the aircraft. In practice the aircraft user might be
the same subsystem sourcing data in a non-MIL-STD-1760 format. The AIS is the best location
for such bidirectional reformatting (see also 7.4.3).
7.4.4.3 Repomputation to User Axes As discussed in 7.43.4 the store ICD will determine where
this function is Implemented but Ideally it should be executed by the store.
7.4.4.4 Interface with Avionics
7.4.5 S

An AIS function as this is part of the AIS-Aircraft interface.

Sc

ISSUE: Definition of the store selection functions performed by the AIS.
BACKGROUND: Store selection is the function that transfers stores into a 'Ready for Use' state.
GUIDANCE:
7.4.5.1 Tvoe Determination Store type determination during the store selection process Is not
an AIS function. This should be implemented by either direct crew decision or by a threat
management system. The AIS may implement the sub-function of determining which specific
store type. This could apply where air-to-air capability is the pilot's choice, and the AIS
interprets range and other data to select missi!es (long or short range) or gun. Note also that the
certainty of type determination can be safety critical.
7.4.5.2 Station Delermination This must be an AIS function. The data roquired for the function
includes store types, store status, stores loadout and targeVaircraft location. The most timecritical data will be store status and this is already available firstly to the AIS.
7.4.5.3 Number Selection How many stores are selected is mission state dependent and
therefore is not an AIS function. The crew or threat management system are the best systems for
determining this parameter. Note that the certainty of the number selection is a critical
function.
7.4.5.4 Store Initialization Management Store selection will frequently require more than an
ON/OFF demand. Many current and projected stores implement complex internal functions such
as inertial navigation systems (INS). These systems require considerable quantities of data over
periods of time before the store Is 'Ready for Use'. In most cases that data will already be
managed by the AIS, and therefore the management of the store processing of that data is best
executed by the AIS.
7.4.5.5 Release Packae Retention It is common for aircrew workload to be reduced by preprogramming detailed store usage parameters into the aircraft. (This can be by air or ground
crew.) This data is generically known as a Release Package, and is usually recalled when needed
by single switch or voice action. The data can be extremely complex and while only a subset is
usually presented to the aircrew, the full data content has to be transferred to the stores. For
these reasons the AIS Is the best system to retain Release Package data. Other candidate systems
are the Display System or the Stores Management System if this is separate,
7.4.6 StoreArmina
ISSUE: Definition of the store arming functions performed by the AIS.
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BACKGROUND: Store Arming is a safety critica' function not applicable to non-weapon stores.
An armed store will detonate after release, whereas a non-armed store will not. Store fuzing is
the setting of the mode in which an armed store will be employed, for example burst height, and
can therefore only be regarded as safety critical where a mode inappropriate to the employment
has been inadvertently set. Currently, two prime methods of store fuzing are implemented,
namely:
a

Air Force - Preset on the ground, either by fitting the appropriate fuze or manually

b. Navy - Set in the air, by the transmission cf an analog voltage. Typically ±. 300V DC
or ± 195V DC, in the form of a low current pulse discharged from a capacitor.
GUIDANCE:
7.4.6.1 Fuzing Mode Determinatiol
defined in MIL-STD-1760 (Impact,
Interference). the selection of which
crew (ground or air) function. The

This •s not an AIS function Aithough six fuzing modes are
Time, Altitude/Dapth, Proximity, Position and
modes are applicable is mission dependent and therefore a
determination can be by preselection (See 7.4.5.5 above).

7.4.6.2 Arming ImplAmentation This is not an AIS function. The final arming executicn
(detonation or non-detonation) Is executed by the stoie con lanyard removal and this therefole
implements arming.
7.4.6.3 Arming/Fuzina Management This should be an AIS functio'i. The crew will determine
whether arming should be generally enabled or disabled. The AIS translates that general
command into the specific formats defined in MIL-STD-1760.
7.4.6.4 Fuzing Times/Distance Computatiog This shouid be an AIS function where aircraft
safety and target penetration are affected. MIL-STD-1760 defines the formals for fuzing time
transfer, although as yet few projected stores have the ability to use the fuzing time data. The
AIS, once preset with fixed eircraft clearanca And target data, is best placed to recompute fuzing
times from aircraft velocity and height data durirng the mission. For data associated with area
denial or burst height/depth the data should be ccmputed outside the AIS.
7.4.7Str

aigf

ISSUE: Definition of the Store Release functions performed by the AIS.
BACKGROUND: Store "release" is a function implemented by the aircraft Stores Management
System (SMS). The issuos addressed in this paragraph are essentially more detail on one issue:
Should the SMS and the AIS Loe the same system? The early issues of MIL-STD-1760 presumed
this to be the case, and, as discussed in 7.3 above, it is easier for many implementations if this
is so. The Implementor, particularly when retrofitting MIL-STD-1760 to existing aircraft.
should consider tný* iss11A fulIy as it may be advantageous to retain a separate SMS. Where
separata AIS and SMS 3re Implemenited, a tightly coupled interface will be required between the
two systems.
GUIDANCE:
1.4.7.1 Release/LaunchlFire r'LrMmJ This is not an AIS function as the alrcrew must have
c-introi oer this function. Detailed interpretation of these prompts can be an AIS function, or
even an AIS/Stoi6 •ufc!ion where execution depends on acquiring a target after the crew prompt
(Weapon Release or Trigger).
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7.4.7.2 Suspension Eguinment Mapagement This should be an AIS function. The store
suspension equipment (ejector rack, rail, launchers etc) will require control from the aircraft
SMS function to init'ate or enable store Separation. In many cases this control will depend on
store state and target data received by the AIS from the store. Interfacing and timing can be
optimized if the AIS implements the SMS. In implementing MIL-STD-1760 the AIS will already
have a critical data bus (1 in 1t0,000 hours critical error rate), and will be able to command
store arming, release and jettison via the data bus and release consent signals. The AIS,
therefore, is already implementing the same design features required to manage suspension
equipment, eject cartridge fire and rack unlock functions.
7.4.7.3 Weapon Bay Management This function is required where aircraft hive internally
carried stores. During release preparation weapon bay doors will need opening, suspension and
release equipment may need to be repositioned and achievement of both verified before store
release. As such these are clearly functions associated with the SMS and should only be an AIS
function if it is implementing the SMS.
7.4.7.4 Separation Manaaement Separation management is the control of all AEIS and other
functions, such as arming solenoids, during the store(s) separation and the prevention of
separation when not demanded. As considered in 7.4.7.2 above, this should be an AIS function
only if the AIS implements the SMS.
7.4.7.5 Separation Timing This is an AIS function only if the AIS implements the SMS function.
Separation timing is the computation and implementation of precise times of Separation. This is
more relevant where stores have no, or primitive, terminal guidance. Separation timing has
traditionally been implemented by a Fire Control Computer calculating times from Separation
mode, aircraft, air and store ballistic data. Three factors will lead to this separate fire control
computer function disappearing. These are the trend towards integrated processing, the
increasing importance of specific store station data in calculating separation timing, and the AIS
having access to most of the required data to implement the function without any additional data
bus transfers being required.
7.4.7.6 Imoact Point Determination Impact points for stores can be specified by position;
designation, for example laser; or characteristics. The top level determination of impact point is
a critical function and must be determined by crew. This is therefore not an AIS function.
7.4.7.7 Separation Sequence Determination This is an SMS function that should probably be
implemented in the AIS. The sequence of multiple store separations will depend on many factors
including determination of store presence and status. MIL-STD-1760 data bus and interlock
data will be parn of this information which also includes S&RE weapon loaded monitors and
therefore the AIS is a prime system for this function, if a separate SMS is not implemented.
7.4.7.8 Hana-UD Detection Similar to Separation Sequence this should be an AIS function
because of the store presence data (Interlock, data bus)in MIL-STD-1760. Hang-ups (or store
misfires) can also be caused by failure of stores to receive correctly the MIL-STD-1760 firing
data, and therefore close coupling between the AIS and hang-up detection functions will be
required.
7.4.7.9 Balance Management Balance management is the function of selecting stores for
separation in such a sequence that aircraft balance constraints are not exceeded. Balance
constraints can be lateral or longitudinal or both. Because of the importance of the hang-up
detection to this function this should also be implemented in the AIS provided the AIS also
implements the SMS function. It is possible that individual store weight, potentially Identifiable
by the AIS through store type data, can be used to enhance execution of this function.
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7.4.7.10 Enaine Control Assistance Military aircraft engines can be disturbed or even stopped
by the exhaust gas from powered missile releases. Two techniques have been applied to reduce
this problem. Either the engines are automatically 'lhrottled back* during missile firing (by
the engine management system receiving a signal from the AIS or other system) or the missile
motor can be programmed to delay firing until clear of the aircraft (see MIL-STD-1760A data
entity 0507). The use of excessive times for engine 'throttling back' or motor fire delay could
be severely degrading to mission success, and therefore if a separate SMS is not implemented the
AIS is the best location for this function.
7.4.8 Storetison
ISSUE: The definition of the Store Jettison functions that are implemented by the AIS.
BACKGROUND: Store jettison is similar to a 'release" function implemented by the aircraft
Stores Management System (The guidance in this paragraph does not restate the SMS guidance of
paragraph 7.4.7).
GUIDANCE:
7.4.8.1 Jetslon•j

Pr_.

Must be under aircrew control, therefore it is not an AIS function.

7.4.8.2 Selective Jettison Management This includes Suspension and Release Equipment
Management and Weapon Bay Management. If suspension equipment management is implemented
in the AIS then so should selective jettison management. Another relevant factor is the
requirement for some stores to have classified data erased prior to jettison. This erase process
will be commanded by the AIS via the MIL-STD-1760 data stubs, and stores not thus cleared
should be prevented from being selectively jettisoned.
7.4.8.3 Emergency Jettison Management Similar to Selective Jettison, this function should
probably be implemented by the AIS.
7.4.8.4 Store Safe Verification Stores should normally be jettisoned unarmed (safe). For
MIL-STD-1760 stores this should be effected by data bus command prior to jettison, as
disabling of release consent may either not disable arming or may disable the jettison. This
forces a close link between thr AIS and the safe before jettison function. It is therefore best
located in the AIS.
7.4.9 Inventory
ISSUE: Definition of those aspects of Store Inventory Management implemented by the AIS.
GUIDANCE:
7.4.9.1 Inventory Determination Inventory determination is a critical function. If the store
loadout is not correctly known then store misfiring, or even aircraft loss can result. Inventory
of MIL.STD.1760 stores can be determined in two ways. The first method is for the crew (air
or ground) to enter data detailing the inventory. The second method is for the AIS to use the store
description data to identify the loadout. The MIL-STD-1760 data approach has several potential
failure mechanisms that could result in incorrect inventory and therefore the crew should be the
prime source of inventory data. This can be implemented via an inventory panel, mission
briefing data or direct cockpit entry. This function should therefore not be implemented by the
AIS.
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7.4.9.2 Inventory Confirmation An inventory confirmation function is often implemented
because of the importance of correct inventory determination. This compares the crew declared
inventory with suspension equipment monitors and store signals. Discrepancies are reported to
the crew. This function is best implemented in the AIS due to the precise store type data
available via the MIL-STD-1760 store description data. Other candidate locations are the SMS,
if a separate system, and the display system.
7-4.9.3 Inventory Uodate during Mission The store inventory changes throughout a mission as
stores are released or declared hung or declared failed. Both the SMS and AIS functions need an
updated inventory data base to ensure correct actions. The AIS through Interlock and store
monitor data has significant information to provide to this function. The function should
therefore be implemented in either the SMS or both the AIS and SMS.

7.4.10

In1Iao

ISSUE: Definition of the aspects of the crew interface implemente.

%,the AIS.

GUIDANCE:
7.4.10.1 D
l
Displays are a non-AIS function. In modern military aircraft there are few
dedicated displays, and a dedicated AIS display panel of any size would be inefficient for cockpit
space and crew workload.
7.4.10.2 Critical Controls Critical controls are inputs such as Master Arm, Jettison. Trigger.
etc., which provide prompts to critical SMS and AIS functions such as Arming and Separation. It
is unlikely that the MIL-STD-1760 data integrity requirements can be achieved unless these
controls directly interface to the AIS, and so they should be considered as part of the AIS. It is
likely that they will be implemented as part of the aircraft but the AIS guidelines will still
apply.
7.4.10.3 Non-Critical Controls Similarly to displays, there is little cockpit space available in
modern military aircraft in which to provide dedicated AIS controls. The non-critical controls
such as select, target, etc., should therefore be shared with other functions and should not be
part of the AIS.
7.4.11

Nuclear

onro

ISSUE: Definition of those aspects of Nuclear Weapon Control implemented by the AIS.
BACKGROUND: There are no current MIL-STD-1760 nuclear stores. An interface specification
for nuclear stores based on MIL-STD-1760 is being developed (System 2).
GUIDANCE:
7.4.11.1 Suspension and Release Equipment (S&RE) Similar to conventional stores discussed in
7.4.1 above, the suspension equipment is an aircraft function and not an AIS function.
7.4.11.2 S&RE Management Similar to conventional stores discussed in 7.4.7 above, S&RE
management could be an AIS function because of the detail interfacing required with store status
data. The impact of this function on the AIS would be very significant due to the extra integrity
required, and this would in effect be an addition of a separate nuclear system additional to the
AIS. As such this should be a non-AIS function unless a combined AIS/SMS is implemented.
7.4.11.3 PAL Code Provision A crew function hence non-AIS.
the data to the store.
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The AIS will, however, transfer

7.4.11.4 Two Person Action This function should be a non-AIS function as it relates to cockpit
layout, organizational procedures and other criteria not relevant to provision of a
MIL-STD-1760 nuclear AIS.
7.4.11.5 Crw otrols Crew controls for data demanded by the nuclear interface (arming,
codes, functions) will require careful design to ensure high integrity is retained. These should
therefore be an AIS function.
7.4.11.6 Crewian
Similar to crew controls, the displays of data relevant to the nuclear
interface should be an AIS function to retain integrity.
7.5 Future Growth Potential
ISSUE: What future growth potential is required by the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The history of aircraft and their internal systems shows that modifications are
continually needed to change the "currenr design to match new requirements. For the AIS these
changed requirements will be of two forms: added (or changed) functions, higher (or amended)
performance of those functions. Paragraphs 7.1 - 7.4 have considered the functions that the AIS
should implement. It would be difficult to provide meaningful guidelines for changes in the
functionality of an AIS as the aircraft changes that prompt this will be too aircraft specific for
general guidance to be given. Section 8 considers the performance required of each function and
outlines potential growth requirements. Specific expansion provision requirements are defined
in 8.3.1.
7.6 Summary This section (7) has considered the functional boundary of the AIS. As itemized
below, a set of AIS core functions and a set of AIS probable functions have been determined.
AIS CORE FNTIN

MIL-STD-1760 ASI IMPLEMENTATION
STORE STATE COMMAND & MONITOR
POWER SUPPLY MANAGEMENT FOR MIL-STD-1 760 STORES
DATA NTERFACES TO STORE
INTERFACE WITH OTHER AVIONICS
MIL-STD-1760 STORE INITIAUZATION MANAGEMENT
MIL-STD-1 760 STORE ARMINGIFUZING MANAGEMENT
MIL-STD-1760 STORE SAFETY VERIFICATION
AIS PRBABLE F&CIKW
EXISTING STORE INTERFACE IMPLEMENTATION
UNIQUE TO STORE DATA REFORMATING

UNIQUE TO STORE AXES REOMPUTATION

UNIQUE TO AVIONICS DATA REFORMATTING

STORES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FUNCTIONS:
SELECTION
ARMNG
RELEASE
JETTISON
NIENORY
CRITICAL CONTROLS (MASTER ARM, TRIGGER esc)
NUCLEAR WEAPON SMS FUNCTIONS (IF REQUIRED)
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8.

AIS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ISSUES AND GUIDELINES

This section discusses those issues which relate to the performance definition of the AIS. The
guidance given relates to generic AIS implementation and may differ from other general
requirements of specific programs. In such cases the higher of the two requirements should
apply. The following major paragraphs are included:
Approach to AIS performance definition
Performance factors associated with each function defined in section 7
Performance factors associated with other characteristics such as reliability,
physical and environmental factors
AIS System interfaces with the stores, aircraft and crew

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

8.1 Approach to AIS Performance Definition
ISSUE: The approach to defining system performance parameters
BACKGROUND: Section 7 has considered the determination of those functions that should be
included in the AIS. The next level of AIS definition is to define the performance for each AIS
function.
GUIDANCE: Specifying the performance of a function can be executed generically by specifying
factors such as:
a.
b.
c.
d
e.

Inputs
Outputs
Input-Output dependency
Execution timing
Assurance of execution

These factors can be mapped on to all of the AIS functions. It is more helpful, however, if a more
specific to function definition of performance can be used, these are described in the subsequent
subparagraphs. Most detail is specified for those functions determined as core AIS functions.
8.2 AIS Functional Performance This paragraph contains paragraphs 8.2.1 through 8.2.11.
These provide performance guidance for the corresponding functions of paragraphs 7.4.1
through 7.4.11.
8.2.1 Store Interface Performance
8.2.1.1

MIL-STD-1760 ASI

ISSUE: How should the performance of MIL-STD-1760 ASI be specified for the AIS.
GUIDANCE: The key performance characteristics are the number of ASIs, the category of ASI
implemented at each station and the total aircraft capacity required (in terms of how many used
at one time). Detail characteristics such as total data rates and networking are discussed in later
sections.
8.2.1.1.1 N
This is dependent on the total weight capability of the air vehicle, the
mission roles supported and the layout of store stations. The type A system specification
considered this Issue and identified 6 aircraft types with 6 mission types and concluded that
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between 7 and 32 ASI were required. This data is repeated in table 8-1. Guidance is therefore to
first define the aircraft mission roles and number of primary weapon carriage points. A
minimum of one ASI per weapon carnage point should then be implemented with consideration
given to two or more at weapon carriage points with potential for multiple carriage of
sophisticated weapons.
8.2.1.1.2 AI Ca
ria Some background information is required in order that the guidance is
better understood. MIL-STD-1760 allows 4 classes of ASIs:
a.
b.
c.
provisions
d.

I - Full Signal Set of Primary Interface only
IA - Primary and Auxiliary Interfaces
II - Primary Interface minus HB2 and HB4 and both the fiber optic and 270V DC
IIA

Class II plus the Auxiliary Interface

Three areas of guidance are therefore given, namely:
a. Class II ASIs are the minimal compliant interfaces. All ASIs should be at least of this
type
b. Contact and cabling provision should be made to upgrade two external fuselage stations
(if available) to class I interfaces
c. 270 Volt provision should be limited to contact and cabling provision for those
aircraft projected to implement a 270 Volt power system

8.2.1.1.3 Total Aircraft Capacily
ISSUE: How many ASI should be available for simultaneous use.
BACKGROUND: The AIS complexity and cost will not be proportional solely to the number of ASI
implemented. Data Bus rates and processing loads will as examples be more dependent on the
maximum number of ASI actually in use at one time. This will have further detail such as: the
number of ASIs connected to stores at one time, the number of stores powered at one time, and the
number of stores actively in use at one time.
GUIDANCE:
a All ASIs should be simultaneously connectable
b. The AIS should provide for the maximum number to be simultaneously powered
within the constraints of available power (A typical limit for stores consuming full power might
be four ASIs)
c. The AIS should be capable of actively controlling a minimum of two ASIs
simultaneously.
8.2.1.2 MIL-STD-1760 MSI

No performance relevant to AIS (not an AIS function)

8.2.1.3 Non-AIIS Signals I(Existing Store Interfaces)
ISSUE: How should the performance of Non AEIS Signal Interfaces be specified for the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Similar to MIL-STD-1760 ASI the key performance characteristics are the number
and locations of existing store interfaces. Each existing store interface type Is unique and
categories of Interfaces do not as such arise. AIS performance is limited to the number of nonAEIS interfaces, their location and the aircraft capacity to simultaneously utilize multiple
stores.
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TABLE 8-1 Store Loadout Configurations (From Type A System Specification)
Numbers Of Store Types & Interfaces
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Ground Attack
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2
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1 64
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2
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2
Z

1 4
4

Defense Suppression
Tactical and
Strategic Bomber

.--C

2
4
2

1 212

13

2
8
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6
4
0
T6

12
13
7
1

18
17
7
24

24
21
7
30

62
6

10
11
13

20
13
19

ZL
15
25

7
6
2

11
10
18

20
18
20

27
24
22

6

11

19

2.5

06 10 7- 20 26
2 1 30
2 1 32
1914 18

321 34.
34 36
104 118

MISSIONS:

STORES (Abbreviations used)

NOTE.

A. Long Range Nuclear
B. Long Range Tactical
Bombing
C. Counter Air

AAM Air-to-Air Missile
AGM Air-to-Ground
Missile
(N) Nuclear Store

Nuclear Stores are not
carried on Multiple
Carriage Stores

D. Close Air Support/
Baulefield Interdiction
E. Air Interdiction
F. Reconnaissance

ASI

Aircraft Station

Interface
CSSI Carriage Store
Station Interface

8 Bombs onne
Carriage Store

a. Number of non-AFIS Interfaces. This should be severely restricted to minimize costs.
No general provision of interfaces should be implemented without firm operational requirements
as it is unlikely that the store loadout will expand for non MIL-STD-1760 Stores.
b. Location of non AEIS Interfaces. To maximize the number of potential loadout
configurations for greater mission roles It is preferable to distribute Interface types. For
example each station could support a different existing store type. Some other general guidelines
are: Provide dedicated "wet" stations for fuel tanks (if separable fuel tanks are fined) and avoid
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provision of complex existing store interfaces at those stations. This is because on leng missions
the aircraft will have fuel tanks fitted. Any complex interface provision (such as HARM,
Harpoon) at the "wer stations will be wasted because only a simple fuel tank will be carried
there. Provide existing store interfaces for heavier stores near to the aircraft natural center of
gravity. Where a central interface is implemented. provide complex existing store interfaces on
fuselage stations, rather than wing stations, in order to enable wiring to be reduced.
c. Aircrafl Capa i It is beyond the scope of this document to provide detail guidelines
for aircraft capacity for non MIL-STD-1760 stores. It is possible to read across much of
the previous guidance to these stores by assessing the relevant interface characteristics.
8.2.1.4 ijSj
an This is not an AIS function. Relevant data on S & RE management is included
in paragraph 8.2.7.
8.2.1.5 Post Launch Interfaces These are not AIS functions.
8.2.2 Store Sta
Performance can only be specified for critical state changes because
MIL-STD-1760 provides no standardization of other state definitins or control/monitor
formats.
8.2.2.1 State Chanoe Promo?
ISSUE: What are the performance requirements of the AIS in determining state change prompts.
GUIDANCE: As discussed in 7.4.2.1 most slate change prompts are initiAted outside of the AIS.
Two possible exceptions (depending on interpretation) are store failure and store separation:
a Store Failure: On detecting that a store has failed the AIS should set that store to the
least active safe state and change the states of other store(s) of that same type to regain, if
possible, the previous situation in terms of "quantity of stores ready for use." Should the store
not have totaly failed and its employment in a degraded mode is possible, then it may be available
as the last selected weapon.
b. Store Release: On detecting that a store has been separated, then for most store types,
the AIS should initiate all possible reversible state changes to bring another store of the same
type to a state of 'ready' for separation.
8.2.2.2 Store State Command
ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for the issuing of Store State

Commands?
GUIDANCE: The performance will be specified by inputs, outputs, dependency, timing and
execution assurance.
a. IjquM The key inputs are:
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Critical Switches

Cockpit Dis;,iay System

Store
AIS

Master Arm (MAS)
Trigger (TRIG) - o: Weapon Release (WR)
Selective Jettison (SJ)
Emergency Jettison (EJ)
IBIT demand
Store selected
Type deselected (SRAAM, BOMB & AGM)
Jettison selected
Currert State
Long Term Select attributo (cooling)
Store Hung

Store deselected
Store next (for release jettison)
Store due (for release jettison)
b. Quigula The key outputs are the MIL-STD-1760 Mission Store Control message
(containing the Critical Control word and its associated Authority word) and Release Consent.
The AIS should enure that these are cornectly formatted. The relevant states of critical control
are definatte by the bit patterns for D10 -D3 of 'he critical control word and Rekiase Consent.
Thry are listed below.
Store states are:
RESET
I BIT
SELECTED
PRESET ARMING
EXECUTE AFVINCG
COMMIT TO LAUNCH/EJECT
FIRE/LAUNCH/EJECT
JETTISON

CiialCnteles
0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0011
1011
0100

0000
0XtO
0100
1100
1100
1100
1100
OX00

Con
INHIBIT
INHIBIT
INHIBIT
INHIBIT
X
ENABLE
ENABLE
INHIBIT*

Store may require this also to be enablad.
c.
e
.1= The AIS should provide interlocks on the achievement of critical stat6s.
As an example Execute Arming should no' be demanded unless Master Arm has been demanded.
Table 8-2 details a recommended deperhoncy of the defined inputs and outputs. Sufficient
ambiguity exists in MIL-STD-1760 such that urKler certain conditions poor store design could
be incompatible with this sequence. Store project offices should ensure that stores: cannot fail
if they aro ccmmanded to anv of the store states defined in b. above; format the critical monitor
data to reflect store demanded states.
d. Timin
Timing requirements for critical control demands will depend on the aircraft,
thj store type and mission phase. For example, demand of Commit to Separate will be required
with extreme urgency If a bomb has just hung in a separation sequence but less urgency is
required for a missile where the target daia may still be unavailable. For these reasons the
specific timing performance shouký be embedded into the SMS functional requirements related to
specific mission needs for stores management. Because the AIS may be a separate entity from tne
SMS the following minimnum AIS performance is required: changes in State requiring change of
any data bit D' 0 -D5 of the MIL-STD-1760 criti.al control word must be communicated to the
store within 80,nS of the input conditi-r-, assuming the required states; other changes of state
wiihin 10 seconds.
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TABLE 8-2 MIL-STD-1760 STATE DEMANDS
IF

&

NEW STATE

STATE NOW

"-RSET

ANY*

&
&
.;rilical Switches Cockpit Display
AIS
,__
,System
-X
X
Store Huna
0r
X
X
Store ,Deseledl

or
_
_o
r
I- B I T

RESET

X
X
ALL SAFE

SELECT

RESET

X

PRESET ARMED

SELECT or RESET

EXECUTE ARMED

PRESET ARMED

COMMIT to
LAUNCH
FIRE/LAUNCH
EJECT

SJ,EJ = SAFE

MAS - LIVE &
(SJ,EJ - SAFE)
EXECUTE ARMED MAS = LIVE &
or PRESET
TRIG or WR =
ARMED
LIVE
COMMIT to
MAS = LIVE &
LAUNCH
TRIG or WR =
I LIVE
COMMIT to
MAS = LIVE &
TRIG or WR =
LAUNCH
LIVE

Store Deselected
Type Deselected
Type Deselected
& I-BIT demand
Type Selected
Type Selected
Type Selected

X
X
Not hung
neither hung nor
deselected
neither hung nor
_deselected

neither hung nor

deselected

Type Selected

Store Next to
Release

Type Selected

Store Due to
Release

Type Selected

Store Due to
Jettison

JETTISON

SJ and MAS=
X
Store Next
_
EJ
or
LIVE
X . don't care
,. only if store has no long term select attribute (cooling)
""= RESET should not be demanded if COMMIT to LAUNCH has been demanded unless a fault or an
emergency conditions arises

L

e. Execution Assurance Assuring for critical states has tho two basic parameters of
assuring the state will be demanded when required (success) and assuring the state will not be
demanded when not required (safety):
Success: Maximum probability per ASI of failure of this function should be 1 X
10-4 after one mission hou.
Safety:

Maximum probabilities per AS.' of incorrectly demanding states should

be:
10-8 after one mission hour if failure corresponds to incorrect
interpretation of Selective Jettison or Emergency Jettison as demanded
10.8 after one mission hour if failure corresponds to incorrect
interpretation of Master Arm and Weapon Release as demanded
10.5 after one mission hour if failure corresponds to incorrect
interpretation of Master Arm or Weapon Release as demanded
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10-4 after one mission hour for all other cases

Note that for stores which do not implement Release Consent as an interlock on any state, the AIS
must provide the above level of safety for the data bus path alone. This position is less serious
following issue of MIL-STD-1760A Notice 3 which minimally requires Release Consent as an
interlock on all irreversible critical functions excluding jettison.
8.2.2.3 StateMonitgr
ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for the monitoring of store states.
GUIDANCE: The AIS should positively monitor for achievement of all demandbd MIL-STD-1760
states. Specifically, where no ICD data is available to further optimize the implementation, the
MIL-STD-1760 Critical Monitor word should be monitored for:
a. Correct demanded state within 100mS of demanding each new state
b. Achieved state, within 100mS of demanding each new state, at minimum 10Hz, until
either the state is achieved or the store declared as failed
c. At a minimum rate of 0.5 Hz for every store with power applied
8.2.2.4 Power Suoply Management
ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for MIL-STD-1760 Power Supply
Management?
GUIDANCE: The AIS must comply with all MIL-STD-1760 requirements including Voltage,
Current and Fault Isolation at each ASI. In addition the AIS should:
a

Ensure that power requirements for any demanded state are provided before demand of

that state.
b. Ensure that provision of energization of power signals at MIL-STD-1760 interfdces
is minimized. Particular care should be made to avoid premature energization of 28 Volts 2 or
Auxiliary 28 Volts and to remove all power at disconnected interfaces.
c. Ensure that the total simultaneous power available at MIL.STD-1760 interfaces is
compatible with mission requirements. As a minimum, any four ASI should be able to
simultaneously supply full current capability.
8.2.3 Data T
t
Data to store is considered here as limited to: MIL-STD-1553 data, High
Bandwidth signals, Low Bandwidth signals, and Release Consent. Address discretes and Power
supplies are considered to provide low level information not requiring specific data guidelines.
8.2.3.1 Store to Stare Data Source Not an AIS function, see 8.2.3.5 for detail on networks.
8.2.3.2 Aircraft Raw Data Sourca As defined in section 7, although the aircraft raw data source
is not an AIS function, the transfer of aircraft data and the store specific data processing are AIS
functions. Issues that arise are therefore:

a

Data Formats

b. Data Availability
c. Data Accuracy
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d. Data Latencies and Update Rates
8.2.3.2.1 DataF

ats

ISSUE: What data formats should be used for aircraft data received by the AIS?
GUIDANCE: All data from aircraft to the AIS should be in MIL-STD-1 760 formats for word and
entity definition. This only applies when considering data formats for new aircraft equipment.
The AIS should execute any necessary reformatting of data from existing avionic equipment (For
example the air data computer may not provide data in MIL-STD-1760 formats).
8.2.3.2.2

Data ,vailabfiit

ISSUE: What data types should be available to the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should minimally make interface, processing and memory provision for the
transfer (with recomputation as required) of the following MIL-STD-1760 data entities from
aircraft data: Fuzing/Arming data; Aircraft System Time; Aircraft Inertial position (and
velocities) in latitude/longitude and local XYZ forms; Aircraft to Store alignment data; and Target
position (and velocities) for up to 4 targets from 16 in latitude/longitude, local XYZ. and polar
forms. Provisions should also be made for an 100% in'irease in the above data. Where target
velocity data is not available to the AIS the AIS should provide processing to generate velocities
by rate change computation. This processing should only be executed when stores are being
targeted that can utilize the velocity data.
8.2.3.2.3 DataAcUracia
ISSUE: What accuracy is required for aircraft data transferred to and through the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should minimally provide compuiational accuracy for the following data
types as indicated in Table 8-3. As an example of an inaccuracy calculation, the inaccuracy of
Target Velocity data received by the store should be maximum ±2 meters/second. This is the
sum of the aircraft and AIS inaccuracies.
Table 8-3 Data Inaccuracies
Data Type

Aircraft

Fuzing Timos
-Fuzing Positions

t 1 mS

Error*

AIS Inaccuracy

t 1 mS

± 1 meter

t 1 meter
Aircraft System Time
+ 2.5mS
+ 2.5mS
Aircraft Position
± 5 meters
:- 5 meters
Airc-aft Velocity
+ 0.5 m/second
±. 0.5m/second
Aircraft-Store Position
t 0.1 meter
+ 0.1 r.mte;
Aircraft-Store Angles
;± 0.001 semicircles
± 0.001 semicircles
Target Position
+ 5 meters
. 5 meters
Target Velo-.ity
1 meter/second
+ 1 meter/second
Target Angles
+ 0.001 semicircles
± 0.001 semicircles
Aircraft error Is an assumed figure and is not a performance chera.teristic of the AIS. It is
quoted to provide an Indication of the inaccuracy of data received by the store (In many cases the
supplied data will be more inaccurate).

1±
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8.2.3.2.4 Data Latencies and Update Rates
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for data latency and data update rates?
BACKGROUND: Data latency is defined as the time delay from data being presented to the AIS from
the avionics, to being received by the store via the ASI. Update Rates are defined as the number
of times in a set time period that a data type Is meaningfully retransmitted by the AIS to a store.
GUIDANCE: Maximum data latency and minimum update rate performance capable of being
provided by the AIS. should be as shown in Table 8-4 for the indicated digital data types. For
Analog Signals (High and Low Bandwidth) the maximum data latencies shown In Table 8-5 should
be provided.
TABLE 8-4 Digital Data Latencies and Update Rates
Data Type
Maximum Latency
Minimum Update Rate
Target Positions
100 mS
20 Hz
Target Velocities
100 mS
20 Hz
Aircraft Positions
120 mS
15 Hz
Aircraft Velocities
120 mS
15 Hz
System Time
Other Data
1second
1 Hz
" System Time latency is not relevant; see 8.2.3.2.3 for allowable data inaccuracy
TABLE 8-5 Analog Data Latencies
Signal
HB- 1
HB 2
HB3
HB14
LB

Maximum Data Latency
500 ns
500 ns
20 ms
20 ms
20 ms

8.2.3.3 Unique to Store Formattirn
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the reformatting of aircraft data into
unique to store formats?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should as a goal receive all aircraft data in MIL STD-1760 formats
compatible with store required formats. Where this is not feasible (because of unique to store
formats or because of retention of avionic equipment with other formats) then the AIS should
provide for all required reformbtting without exceeding the limits of accuracy, latency and
update rate performance specitiod in 8.2.3.2. Special care should be taken In aircraft and store
design to avoid the need for reformatting of High Bandwidth signals.
8.2.3.4 Recomputation to Store Axes
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ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for recomputation of aircraft data to
store axes?
GUIDANCE: As discussed in 7.4.3.4. this will probably be an AIS function. The AIS should
provide for all required reformatting without exceeding the limits of accuracy, latency and
update rate performance specified in 8.2.3.2.
8.2.3.5 Interfaca to Store Most AIS performance factors for provision of MIL-STD-;760
interfaces are discussed in 8.2.1. Additional performance factors discussed in this paragraph
are: Analog network - network paths provided and signal performance; Release Consent assurance, timing, and isolation.
8.2.3.5.1 Analg bAlWork
ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for Analog Networks?
GUIDANCE: The AIS analog network should comply with all MIL-STD-1760 requirements for
implemented High Bandwidth and Low Bandwidth interfaces. Additionally the AIS should provide
the following network and signal performance for the signal interfaces HB1, HB2, HB3, HB4,
LB. Performance requirements for all signal types should be simultaneously available.
a. HB1/H32 - The AIS should minimally provide the followirg network performance:
transfer of one type B signal between any one ASI and the aircraft (either direction), or transfer
of two type A signals between any two ASI and the aircraft, or transfer of a type A signal between
any two ASI (either direction) and a type A or B signal between any other ASI and the aircraft
(either direction).
b. HB3/HB4 - The AIS should provide the following network performance: transfer In
either direction of two type A signals between any two ASI and the aircraft, or transfer in either
direction a type A signal between any two ASI and a type A signal between any other ASI and the
aircraft.
c. In addition to all MIL-STD-1760 requirements, the AIS shall limit type B signal
attenuation and noise such that GPS signals received by the store have a minimum 0.01 uV P-P
amplitude.
d. LB - The AIS should provide the following performance:
of a LB signal between any ASI and the aircraft.

transfer in either direction

e. In addition to all MIL-STD-1760 requirements the AIS shall limit maximum
attenuation to 6dB for signals of 20 Hz to 1 MHz passed between aircraft and store. The signal
path characteristic impedance should be 78 ohms + 10%.
f. The AIS network performance is shown in figure 8-1.
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ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for Release Consent?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should comply with all MiL-STD-1760 requirements for Release Consent
with isolation requirements interpreted as c. below. ,Additionally the AIS should provide the
following assurance, timing and isolation:

correct
Master
readily
critical

a. Assurance: The AIS shall ensure that the maximum probability of failure to set the
state for Release Consent is: 10-6 after one mission hour for enabling when neither
Arm or Jettison are demanded, compliant with performance specified in 8.2.2.2.5, and
verifiable by simple and brief design analysis following modifications to any AIS nonsoftware.

b. Timing: To satisfy the performance requirements defined in 8.2.2.2.d and
MIL-STD- 1760A Notice 3, the Release Consent signal must be enabled by the AIS within 60 mS
of the AIS input conditions assuming the required states.
c. Isolation: To clarify the Release Consent isolation requirement so as not to exclude
designs with BIT monitors on interfaces. the AIS shall interpret the isolation requirements of
MIL-STD- 1760 as follows: the steady state current through a 1 Kohm load shall not exceed
5 mA when the interface is in an inhibited state, and the steady state current shall not Increase
by more than 250uA when any other Release Consent interface is enabled.
8.2.4 D
Data from Stores Is considered here to be !imited to MIL-STD.1553,
High Bandwidth and Low Bandwidth data. Many AIS requirements for data from stores are
similar to those defined for data to stores in 8.2.3.
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8.2.4.1 Raw Data Source As defined in section 7 the store raw data source is not an AIS function
but the transfer of the store data is. Issues that arise are therefore:
a
b.
c.
d.

Data Formats
Data Capabilities
Data Accurades
Data Latencies and Update Rates

8.2.4.1.1 DataEFrmata
ISSUE: What data formats should the AIS be capable of receiving from stores?
GUIDANCE: Where possible all data from stores should be in MIL-STD-1760 formats. It Is
likely that many divergent formats will be used for store monitor data entities unless strong
project direction is provided. The AIS should therefore be compatible with receiving
MIL-STD-1760 formats for messages and words with additionally the capability to process 10
words per store type of unique to store monitor data entities.
8.2.4.1.2 Data Capabiliifis
ISSUE: What store data types should the AIS be capable of processing to provide decisions and
aircraft data?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should minimally provide interface, processing and memory capacity for the
following data entities from stores: Vector Word, Store Identity, BIT Times, Critical Monitor 1,
Rounds remaining, Target position (in latitude/longitude, XYZ or polar form), Store state of
health data. Store position (in latitude/longitude or XYZ format from INS), Store reference
system alignment and position, and an 100% increase in all of the above data.
8.2.4.1.3

Acur=

ISSUE: What accuracy is required for data received from stores?
GUIDANCE: The accuracy of data available from stores is not a performance factor of the AIS.
However the AIS performance for data reformatting for either aircraft or store end users should
be defined as shown in Table 8-6.
TABLE 8-6 Store Data Accuracies
Data Type

Maximum AIS inaccuracy fo, ent
Another Store

Store position
Store Velocity
Target Angular Position
Target Position

8.2.4.1.4 Data Lancles and

;+
:±
+
I+

5 meters
0.5 m/second
5 X 10-4 semicircl6.3
5 meters

-T-.,,.

-.qr
•t

5 rr :ters
L
Wisecond
t6
10-3 semicircles
+L5 meters

aJlnt~
Rates

ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for data latency and data update rates
for data from stores?
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GUIDANCE: For store to store transfers the AIS should provide performance as specified for
aircraft data in 8.2.3.2.4. For store to aircraft data the AIS should provide capability for the
performance as shown in Table 8-7.
TABLE 8-7 Store Data Latencies and Update Rates
Data Type
Target position
Store Position

Maximum Latency
200 ms
150 ms

Minimum Update Rate10 Hz
15 Hz

8.2.4.2 Uni ue to User Formattino
ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for reformatting of store data to
match other store or aircraft requirements?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should, as a goal, receive all data in MIL-STD-1760 data formats compatible
with all MIL-STD-1760 store and all aircraft equipments. Where this is not feasible, the AIS
should provide for all reformatting required for the initial defined store loadout.
8.2.4.3 Recomputation to User Axes
ISSUE: How should :he performance of the AIS be specified for racomputation of store data to
store or aircraft axes?
GUIDANCE: As described In 7.4.4.3, this will probably be an AIS function. The AIS should
provide for all necessary axes conversion without exceeding the limits of accuracy, latency and
update rate performance specified in 8.2.4.1.
8.2.4.4 Interface with Avionics
ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for Store data interfacing with other
avionics?
GUIDANCE: This is provided in paragraph 8.4 where a clearer definition of avionics interface
guid&nce is given.
8.2.5 S
S c
The AIS functions determined in paragraph 7.4.5. are: Station
Determination, Store Initialization management, and release data package retention.
8.2.5.1 Station Determination
ISSUE: How should the performance of the AIS be specified for determination of which stations
should have stores selected?
GUIDANCE: Stations shou;d be selected wequentially by the AIS in the order that store separation
would best be executed. This can vary with aircraft type, store type and mission dynamics. A
default set of rules for sequentially selecting 'nexr stores as the number selected increases is:
a. The "nex store must be of the correct type and not failed.
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b. Assuming all other selected stores of that type are successfully separated then the
separation of the "nexr store must not violate balance constraints, if a pairs separation mode is
selected and the "next" store will be the second of a pair then additionally the potential release
must not violate balance constraints if the first of the pair hangs up.
c. If the last store selected is located in a multiple store Weapon Bay then the next store
should be from the same bay. Otherwise the "next store should not be from the same station as
the previous store selected. Consideration should be given that this rule may require inverting
for weapon bay aircraft so as to minimize aerodynamic disturbance during release.
d. The "next" store should not be from a station adjacent to the previous store selected.
e. The "nexr store should be from the side of the aircraft nearest to the target.
f. The *next" store should be from the Port side of the aircraft (this provides for a
definite choice when two or more stores satisfy all the other checks).
8.2.5.2 Store Initialization Management
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the store initialization management?
GUIDANCE: Specific and quantitative guidance cannot be provided for this function as
initialization requirements are at least in part specific to store type. General performance
guidance is provided for three initialization types; INS alignment, tuning, and cooling/run up.
8.2.5.2.1 INS AlignmeI2 The AIS should provide for INS alignment of stores. Typical
performance is defined below:
a. Phases - The alignment should be split into coarse alignment and fine alignment
phases
b. Coarse alignment - During coarse alignment the AIS should:
- Inform the store that coarse alignment is required
Transfer aircraft velocity and aircraft-store angles, or
direction cosines, to the store. The update rate may be as high as 10Hz for *fast risetime" stores
or as low as 0.2 Hz for strategic missiles.
- Coarse alignment should be term;nated when: the store informs the aircraft
that coarse alignment has been achieved, or the AIS can monitor that the store INS "velocities"
are sufficiently matched to the aircraft velocities, or the AIS can determine that coarse
alignment should be aborted (typically due to time out of 5 minutes for strategic missiles or
shorter for tactical stores)
- When coarse alignment has been achieved, fine alignment should be started
c. Fine Alignment - During fine alignment the AIS should
- Inform the store that fine alignment is required
- Transfer aircraft velocities, position and aircraft-store angles, or direction
cosines, in the store. The updati rate may typically be 0.01 Hz for strategic missiles.
- Fine alignment should be terminated when the store is released, or the store is
long term deselected. or the AIS cun determine that fine alignment should be aborted because of
errors in the store monitored velocities and positions.
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8.2.5.2.2 Tunin The AIS should provide for some stores to be tuned while initializing. This
function will not require active tuning by the AIS, as in the existing Sparrow, but the following
should be implemented:
a

Provision for stores to delay achievement of selection by some seconds while tuning to

high bandwidth signals.

b. Provision of *alertr or re-tune commands to store when relevant high bandwidth
signals change in character.
c. Provision for stores to "deselect" while re-tuning.
8.2.5.2.3 CIino/RunLJ
The AIS should provide for some stores to require lengthy
initialization during selection. Examples of current inventory stores with such functions are
Sidewinder (cooling of seeker) and Harpoon (heating). The following should be implemented:
a. Provision for some stores to delay achievement of selection by some minutes while
cooling/running up
b. Avoidance of deselection of these stores even when other stores are selected
(reference table 8-2 note 2)
8.2.5.3 Release PaUcM Data Retention
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the release package retention?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide for a minimum of eight weapon packages to be retained with a
further minimum of one for each store type loaded. The packages should be stored/recalled by
receipt of single word avionic data command. The AIS should provide for the data shown in table
8.8 to be retained. Additionally the AIS should provide for specific to store data and data files
retention to be added if required.
TABLE 8.8 Release Package Data
Data
Total to Release
Number/Iteration
Meters Spacing
Manual Spacing (ms)
Fuzing Mode
Fuzing Distances
Target Position
Trajectory
Target Description
Other

Words
1
-

1
1
I
8
6
24
16
1 6

Data Source

AIRCREW
AiRCREW
CREW
CREW

CREW
CREW/Avionics
.GI:NDL'•D
GRtLOAD
JTIDS

Notes
Bombs
Single/Pair/Salvo
Bombs, Distance (L) data
Bomb_ s
as MIL-STD-1760
as MIL-STD-1760
XYZ or latitude/tonitude/heilht
4 Waypoints
Typically Emission Data

Ex•ansion

-

8.2.6 Store Armino/Fuzing
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Store arming?
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GUIDANCE: The AIS functions as determined in paragraph 7.4.6 are Arming/Fuzing Management
and Fuzing Times Computation. These are further discussed ir, 8.2.6.1 - 8.2.6.2.
8.2.6.1 Armiro/Fuzin 9 Management
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Arming/Fuzing Management?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should control the armed/safe status of MIL-STD-1760 stores by
energizing/de-energizing the arming solenoids and implementing the store critical state function
as defined in 82.2. The AIS should implement special mechanisms to ensure stores are safe
during jettison unless specifically demanded to be jettisoned armed.
8.2.6.2 Fuzing TiLmes Computation
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the fuzing times?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following fuzing times performance.
a. Provision of default values for store fuzing times. These default values wiN be
specific to aircraft/store combination and should be defined during development.
b. Provision for receipt of fuzing distance data from the aircraft. Specifically the
following should be received:
- Minimum safe separation
Ai-craft height (at release)
- Weapon release dynamics (ejection velocity, rate of fall, drag etc)
Aircraft velocity (at release)
. Function height/depth
c. Recalculation of fuzing times from the above data at a minimum of 1OHz during
approach and release.
d. Transfer of fuzing data to stores and verification of correct receipt. Fuzing data
should only be updated when a meaningful change in value is detected to reduce probability of
corrupting 'safe" fuzing times.
8.2.7

.JQrII ReBIease

ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Store Separation?
GUIDANCE: The AIS functions as determined in paragraph 7.4.7 are listed below. They are all
implemented in the AIS only if also implementing the SMS function. As such they are not core
AIS functions and only brief guidance is given.
Suspension Equipment Management
Separation Management
Separation Sequence Determination
Balance Management

Weapon Bay Management
Separation Timing
Hang up Detection
Engine Control Assistance
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8.2.7.1 Suspsion and Release Faujment Manaaament
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Suspension and Release Equipment
Management?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide signals for the control and monitor of S&RE. The control and
monitor signals for a typical weapon station are shown in table 8.9.
TABLE 8.9 Typical AIS - S & RE Signals

Signal NameEJECTIFIRE PRIMARY
EJECT/FIRE SECONDARY
RELEASE/FIRE PRIMARY
ARMING 1 (Nose)
ARMING 2 (Tail)
UNLOCK (MISSILE)
GROUND RETURNS (2)
WEAPON LOADED
LOCK MONITOR
LAUNCHER BIT
INFLIGHT LOCK

IN/OUT
-

Signal Form

OU
28 Volt/10 Amp/Pulsed
our
28 Volt/10 Amp/Pulsed
OUT _28
Volt/10 Amp/Pulsed
OUT
28 Volt/10 AmP1PuLsed + 1 Amp continuous
OUT
28 Volt/10 Amp Pulsed + 1 Amp continuous
o0r
28 Volt/i Amp
OUT
0 Volt/20 Amp Pulsed
IN
2PDT CONTINUITY SENSE (6 signals)
IN
CONTlJflY TO GRO )•.RETURN ....
IN
CONI.TNY TO GROUND RETU
OUT
28 Volt/i Amp continuous with 2PDT monitor

Additionally the AIS should provide for the following functions of the signals of table 8-9:
a EJECT/FIRE - Used to separate hook mounted stores or jettison any store (rail launch
missiles will be jettisoned downwards with their launchers). The AIS should provide that after
one mission hour the probability of inadvertent activation of one of these signals or of failure
under emergency jettison of both signals is extremely low. Typically the performance should be
both quantitative (10-7) and qualitative (no single fault shall cause).
b. RELEASE/FIRE - Used to separate rail launch stores (for the Modular Rail launcher
this removes the electrical connections from the aircraft to the store). This signal may also be
used for non MIL-STD-1760 stores to directly initiate motor firing. The AIS should provide
inadvertent activation performance similar to Eject/Fire and should possbly implement two
signals for assurance of release.
c. WEAPON LOADED - Used to monitor for store presence. The AIS should verify all
signals in correct state during Inventory confirmation and monitor for changeover of switch
contacts during eject release or jettison.
d IN FLIGHT LOCK - This is generally for nuclear weapon use (see 82.11). This signal
is sometimes used to increase safety for carrier based aircraft.
8.2.72 Wea=on Bay Mananoment
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Weapon Bay Management?
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GUIDANCE: There are no generic Implementations of weapon bays and therefore AIS performance
should be sp:cfled Individually for each aircraft. Typical AIS functions for weapon bays might
be:
a

Provide redundant initiation signals to open and close bays. This must be achieved

before and after the release.
b. Provide initiation signals for any required S&RE vertical translation and/or rotation
c. Monitor achievement of above demands, via monitor switches and provide interlocks
on release process
8.2.7.3

afation Management

ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for Separation Manageme..?
GUIDANCE: The AIS shoIld:
a Prevent separation when not demanded by critical controls - after I mission hour the
probability of inadvertent separation should not exceed 10-7 and prior to Master Arm or
Jettison no single AIS failure should cause inadvertent separation.
b. Assure separation - after 1 mission hour the probability of failure to separate any
store when demanded should not exceed 10-3 and where possible no single AIS failure should
prevent separation of one weapon of any store type.
c. Provide critical state control to stores that potentially could be separated. This
should also include presetting of reversible states to stores whose separation will only be
required should separation of any store fail.
d

Provide for "dead facing' of power at the ASI of separated stores.

a. Provide for tolerance of *no responses" to data bus commands to stores that have just
been separated.
f. Prevent interpretable radiation of sensitive data from ASI data stubs to areas outside
the aircraft.
g. Reconfigure analog networks to provide maximum connection paths to stores by
deleting and reusing network circuitry for stores separated.
h. Monitor interlock signals for determination of "store gone/separated."
i. Provide for aerodynamic and probability of success analysis to interlock the
separation process.

8.2.7.4 Searation Timing
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for Separation Timing?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide for rapid and accurately timed store separations. H sie
internal delays and station to station minimum spacings are ignored, the AIS should provide for
the following performance:
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a. Separation timings accurate to 3 ms calculated from spacing and aircraft dynamic data
b. Separation intervals as short as 30 ms with up to two stores separated per interval
c. Minimum safe intervals for storas
r' Separation spacings from 10 to 1000 meters
e. Salvo separation with sequenced separation of selected stores at maximum 10 ms
interval with no haaig up monitoring
8.2.7.5

jja.ri

Seauence Determnatio,1

ISSUE: What AIS perfomiance should be specified for the Separaticn Sequence?
GUIDANCE: As definecl in 8.2.5.1 specific separation sequences may vary with aircraft, store or
mission. The AIS should determrine separation sequences as the selection sequences but should
additionally prnvide for dynamic changes of sequence should stores fail to seoarate or lose larger
acqusilion.
8.2.7.6 Hang up Detection
ISSUE: What AIS performance shculd be specified for the Hang up Detection?
GUIDANCE: As discussed in 8.2.7.1 and 8.2.7.3, the AIS shoulu monitor the Weapon oaded
signals and MIL-STD-1760 interlock signals to determine tha! a store has been buccessfuliy
separated. Failure of any two signals to change stata within 25 ms of initiating ejection should
be in:erpreted as a hung store. If store does not hang up then failure ot all four signals lo uhange
over within 50 rns should be interpreted as a mission tolerab!e failure. Should a store fail to
release within the required time it should be declared "hung.' Hung storas should be set safe as
specified in 8.2.2.2 table 6-2. Hang up .etection may be suspended during salvo releases where
mission requirements dictate release at a faster rate than the response times of the S&RE weapon
loaded indicating switches. Stores may also be set hung during releastt if any of the following are
detected, although it is preferable that a 'store degraded' state be reported:
Failure to achieve demanded critical states
Store unsafe condition reportod

Failure of MIL-STD-1553 communication
Store "fatal' failure reported

8.2.7.7 2:Iance Management
ISSUE: What AIS performanc.e should be specified for the Balance Management?
GUIDANCE: The /IS should determine and modify separation sequencss to preserve the aircraft
balance within the limits defir~io as follows. For aircraft of wingspan W and lenpth L:
a. Maximum Lateral Imbalar"ce Moment - 200 W Kg meters
b. Maximnun lorgiiudinal Imbalance Moment - 200 L Kg meters
Note that whoe stores are mourdtad on wings that can be sw'pt, then the wing sweep angle will
affect these calculations.
-Example - For an aircraft of wingspan 13 meters (43 feet) the imbalance should be ;;mited to a
Mk 83 bomb et a pylcn/station 5.73 meters (1W 1/2 feet) from the aircraft centerline.
Ai~ernatively a Mk 84 homb 2.87 meters (9.3 feet) from centerline.
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8.2.7.8 Engine Control Assistance
ISSUE: What AIS performance snould be specified for the Engine Control Assistance?
GUIDANCE:
a When demanding separation of rail launched stores, rockets or guns the AIS should
provide discrete advisory data to the aircraft to indicate that engine performance may be
disturbed. The data format will be specific to aircraft and should indicate whethei separation is
from port or starboard. The data should be present for a minimum of 20 ms before and 100 ms
after each release.
b. When demanding separation of eject launched stores with internal rocket motors, the
AIS should compute and transfer Motor Fire Delay data (MIL-STD-1760A data entity
840.3.1.21) to Stores capable of acting upon the data. Default times should be 1600 ms
(ensures 13 meters/50 feet separation with gravity drop).
8.2.8 S•=

Jg.iL•tisgn

ISSUE: What AIS performance shouid be specified for the Store Jettison?
GUIDANCE: The AIS functions as determined in paragraph 7.4.8 are listed below. They are all
implemented in the AIS only if also implementing the SMS function. As such they are not core
AIS functions and only brief guidance is given.
Selective Jettison Management
- Emergency Jettison Management
- Store Safe Verification
8.2.8.1 Selective Jettison Management
ISSUE: Whal AIS performance should be specified for the Selective Jettison Management?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following:
a. S & RE Management as defined in 8.2.7.1
b. Weapon Bay Management as defined in 8.2.7.2
c. A minimum of four selective jettison modes:
- Selective Jettison Package: A preselected set of defined stores determined by
crew action. These may be selected for armed or safe jettison.
- Post Release Jettison: Automatic compilation of a crew Initiated selective
jettison package to jettison all stor3s *hung* during release (refer to 8.2.7.6).
- rombat Jettison: Automatic compilation of a crew initiated selective
jettison package to remove all stores (inc:uding carriage stores) not essent~al to air-air combat.
- Station Jettison: Ability to individually jettison all stores from selected
stations. This may be safe or unsafe.
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dc Selective Jettison should be implemented via a sequenced pattern of store separations.
The default sequence should be of the same basic form as the release sequence defined in 8.2.7.5
except that store types may be mu~iple. The timing should be the minimum safe duration
(default time of 80 ms) and the balance requkements of 8.2.7.7 should be met. Where pssible
the sequence should be optimized to remove the maximum weight as fast as possible. This will
modify the sequence where stores have either long jettison execution or minimum safe spacing
timings.
e. Jettison prevention, assurance, critical state control, power deadfacing, "no
response" tolerance and sensitive data protection as specified for release in 8.2.7.3

8.2.8.2 Emergency Jettison Management
ISSUE: What AIS performance should oe specified for the Emergency Jettison (EJ) Management?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide an Emergency Jettison function. This should be Identical to

Selective Jettison except as that it should be initiated by a separate zritical cockpit swilcoI, have
no operator definable packages, and have a higher assurance. After 1 mission hour the
probability of being unable to emergency jettison any store when intended should not exceed
10-6. No single AIS failure should prevent the emergency jettison of any store when intended.
All stores will be jettisoned *afe when EJ is demanded except for:
-

Nuclear Weapons

Stores from stations determined by aircraft design as not essential for EJ
- Stores only jettisoned by forward firing
8.2.8.3 Store Safe Verification
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Store Safe Verification?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following for jettisoned stores:
a. Data Bus ard S & RE management to remove any arming and fuzing ifjettison is not
demancied as armed. Where stores can be monitored ana cannot be set safe then selective jettison
of these stores should be inhibited and the crew notified so that they can consider alternative
action.
b. Where security sensitive stores are selected for unarmed selective jettison, data bus
commands to demand, and monitor for achievement, eresure of all sensitive data. Where stores
can be monitored and cannot be set "clear" the selective jettison of these stores should be
inhibited and the crew notified so that they can consider alternative action.
8.2.9 Inventory

ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Inventory?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following Inventory functions:
a Inventory load
b. Inventory confirmation
c. Inventory update
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8.2.9.1

nenQ.[tc..Loa•

ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Inventory Load?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide for an aircraft input determining inventory. This should be
by receipt of a checksummed data block from avionics data bus(es) but may be by use of loadout
panels. The minimum data provided should inclucde: Stoe types at specific locations and Gun
Rounds (if relevant).
8.2.9.2 Inventory Confirmation
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Inventory Confirmation?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide for confirmatien of inventory loadout by checking at mission
start that:
a
b.
c.
Id.

S & RE weapon loaded data matches defined inventory load
MIL-STD-1760 interlock data matches inventory load
MIL-STD-1760 store type data matches inventory load at relevant stations
Any available existing store data matches inventory load at relevant stations

Any errors should be immediately notified to the aircrew via the avionics data bus. Stations
where checks fail should be indicated as unsafe stores. The aircrew should be able to override
these unsafe determinations if required. This override should be demanded via specific data
commands from the avioncs bus.
8.2.9.3 Inventory Udxate
ISSUE: What MIS performance should be specified for the Inventory Update?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following:
a. Secure data base of inventory. This should survive short term be available to the
avionics via data bus commands and should minimally contair for each store station the following
data: Store type, Store Loaded or Releasad or Jettisoned, and S'ore Critical State (Safe. Selected,
Armed, Firing or Hung).
b. Update of inventory data hase during the following processes: Store Selection. Store
Release, and Store Jettison.
Intai&

8.2.10

ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specifi~d for the Crew Inter'aces?
GUIDANCE: The AIS functions for crew interfaces are limited in paragraoh 7.4.10 to the critical
controls. The following dedicated critical controls should be provided.
a. Air-Air Launch/Fire is a dedicated momentary action switch for the pilot (and also
navigator if relevant).
b. Air-Ground Release is a dedicated momentary switch for the pilot (ano also navigator

it relevant).
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c. DAS Release is a dedicated latching switch for the pilot (and navigator) allowing long
term consent for release of chaff, flares and missiles for self defense. The AIS should
automatically reset this ,ontrol to safe if Master Arm is not demanded.
d. Master Arm is a dedicated latching switch foi the pilot (and also navigator if
relevant) used as consent for release preparation and weapon arming on all aircraft and jettison
on some aircraft.
e. Selective Jettison is a dedicated momentary action switch for the pilot (and also
navigator if relevant).
f. Emergency Jettison is a dedica:ed momentary action switch for the pilot (and also
navigator if relevant).
g. Gear up and locked -re dedicated switches sensing that the aircraft is airborne and
separation will not be obstructed by the undercarriage.
h. Ground Test Override is a dedicated latching switch witn a highly visible warning,
such as a *flag,* to allow override of gear up and locked switches when testing AIS or stores on
the ground.
8.2.11 NIlar Cont
iSSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for Nuclear Control?
GUIDANCE: For nuclear cerified aircraft the AIS should provide tihe following functions at the
relevant stations:
a
h.
c.
d.
e.

S &RE Managemenm
PAL code transfer
Controls
Displays
Store I.t'1rface

Specific gujidance for these is containc, in government documents such as AFR 122-10 Lind
MIL-HDBK-255. Par3graphs :3.2.11.1 - 8.2.1;.5 below state briefly the relovant
requirements.
8.2.11.1 Nlpu~jar S & RE Manarement
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Nuclear S & RE Management?
GUIDANCE: S & RE for nuclear weapons differ in use/implementation from S & RE for other
stores in that they implement an in flight reversible lock. This, when unlocked, allows the
weapon to be separated by the conventionil Eject Signals. When in the ,ocked state, the Eject
signals are isolated from the cartridges and the rack is mechanically prvented from releasing
the weapon even if both cartridges should fire. Tha AIS should make tho following provisions:
a

Isolate all power from S & RE until st3rt of separation preparatkin,,.

b. No sing;e AIS failure should result in separation or should p:avent relocklng of the S
& RE.
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c. Control of Eject and In Flight Lock signals should be by two independent mechanisms
with physical and electrical isolation of discrete signals.
d. The AIS should not initiate separation even with two "out of sequence" operator
errors.
e.

The AIS shall prevent jettison of any nuclear weapon in an unsafe condition.

f. The probability of unintentional release should not exceed 1 in 106 ;weapon station
design lifetime, I in 106 abnormal environment exposure when locked, and I in 103 unlocking
even',s.
8.2.11.2 PAL Code Transfer
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the PAL Code Management?

GUIDANCE: Permissive Active Link (PAL) codes are used as an authorization function which can
interrupt the pre-arming functions of the store. The AIS should provide for crew entry of PAL
codes for each weapon carried. Each PAL code is typically a 6 digit code. The AIS must ensure
that PAL code data is not retained in the AIS.
8.2.11.3 Nuclear Controls
ISSUE: What AIS performance shou.d be specified for the Nuclear Controls?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following controls:
a A wire guarded nuclear release consent swi;ch. Where there are two or more aircrew
this shall be Vt each of two crew stations such that a single crew member cannot operate both
switches with effect.
b. A wire guarded nuclear arming consent switch. Where there are two or more aircrew
this shall be at each of two crew stations such that a single crew member cannot operate both
switches with effect.
c. Numeric entry switches for operator input of unique data codes for prearming and
other functions.
8.2.11.4 Nuclear Disola=s
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Nuclear Displays?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following display information: indication of
locked/unlocked status of each S & RE, indication of ability to determine pre-a:m status, and
indication of each stores pre-arm status.
8.2.11.5 Nucleat Store Interfaces
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Nuclear Store Interfaces?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide at relevant stations a MIlL-STD-1760 compliant Interface.
For nacn MIL-STD-1760 stores compliant System 1 interfaces should be provided. These
interfaces should be managed to provide:
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a Maximum probability of inadvertent pre-arming should be less than 1 in 1010/
weapon system lifetime.
b. Maximum probability of inadvertent authorization should be less than 1 in
system.

10 5 /year/weapon

c. Maximum probability of unintentional transmission of "intent* command should be
less than 1 in 107 /year.
8.3 AIS General Performance This paragraph contains subparagraphs 8.3.1 through 8.3.6.
These provide performance guidance for the following subjects:
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Expansion Provision
Reliability
Maintainability
Volume/Mass
Environmental Performance
Miscellaneous Requirements

8.3.1 Exoansion Provision
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for Expansion Provisions?
GUIDANCE: Expansion provisions for the AIS should be limited to provision of extra store
stations and extra functional performance at current interfaces. Because all new stores should
have MIL-STD-1760 interfaces it is unlikely that additional interface types will be required.
The following initial expansion provisions should be specified for the AIS at system, equipment
and module level.
a. System
- 50% of installed processing capacity to be unused
- 50% of installed program and data memory to be unused
- 50% of data bus capacity to be unused
- 25% of installed power wiring and connector pin provision to be unused
. 25% of installed high bandwidth wiring and connector pin provision to be unused
- 25% of installed armament network discrete wiring and connector pin provision to be unused
- 10% of all other installed connector pin provisions to be unused
b. Equipment
- 20% of installed module space allocation to be unused in central equipments
- 50% of installed internal data bus capacity to be unused
- 20% of specified maximum power consumption to be unused in central equipments
- predicted estimates of reliability and environmental tolerance to assume 20% increase
in internal power dissipation
c. Module
- All program data and code to be reprogrammable
8.3.2

Beliakiity

ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for Reliability?
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GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following reliability for these parameters:
a.
b.
c.
d

MTBD (Mean Time Between Defects)
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures)
MTBCF (Mean Time Between Critical Failures)
Damage Tolerance

8.3.2.1 MTBD A defect is defined as any component failure, or Built in Test failure report,
regardless of whether or not operational performance is impaired. The MTBD for the AIS should
not be less than 250 hours.
8.3.2.2 MITBF A failure is defined as an inability to execute or potentially execute a function.
Failures for the AIS exclude failures in redundant inputs, outputs or processing. The MTBF for
the AIS should not be less than 1000 hours. Consideration should be given to further specifying
that the probability of any failure being present should not exceed 10-3 when measured one
hour into a mission started 100 hours after the last 100% system test.
8.3.2.3 MlTBCF A critical failure is defined for the AIS as a failure that would directly endanger
life, health or safety of flight. The MTBCF for the AIS should not be less than 1 X 107 hr",rs.
Consideration should be given to further specifying that the probability of a critic' ;z'.
having occurred should not exceed 10-7 when measured one hour into a mission startsr
30
hours after the last 100% system test.
8.3.2.4 Damane Tolerance The AIS should provide for tolerance of single defects to:
a. Prevent inadvertent release/jettison
b. As far as possible provide for release of at least one store of all weapon types
c. Provide degraded release capability for all weapons where possible (such as boresight
firing in lieu of full targeting before firing)
8.3.3 Maintainabiity
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for Maintainability?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide specific performance for these parameters:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Built in Test (BIT) detection
BIT isolation
BIT execution
MMTT Mean Time To Test
MTTR Mean Time To Repair
Modularity

8.3.3.1 131TJLegfi
The AIS should provide BIT such that at least 95% of all defects arising
are detected. This should be specified as a Mean Time Between Undetected Defects which should
exceed 5000 hours. Consideration should be given to specifying a Mean Time Between Undetected
Critical Defect (component failures, or BIT failure reports, which degrade the Instantaneous
MTBCF) of 25,000 hours.
8.3.3.2 131T
The AIS should be capable of isolating at least 90% of al defcts to a
flight line replaceable module. This again should be specified as a Mean Time Between Defects
NOT Isolated which should exceed 5000 hours.
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8.3.3.3 BITLTxuti•In The AIS should provide for three BIT modes. These should be continuous
in flight BIT, operator demandable interruptive BIT and Power up BIT. Full defect detection and
isolation performance should be achieved following execution of Power Up BIT and in flight
continuous BIT. Interruptive BIT should additionally provide for initiation of store BIT.
8.3.3.4 MTTT The AIS should have an on-aircraft MTTT of less than 5 minutes using only BIT
facilities.
8.3.3.5 MTTR The AIS should have an on-aircraft MTTR of less than 20 minutes. This should
include execution of BIT, removal and replacement of faulty item and retest.
8.3.3.6 Moular*U The AIS should maximize the use of common modules used in other avionic
systems. This should be achieved by specifying such specific items as CFE or GFE. For necessary
unique to AIS units and modules the AIS should provide that:
Total # of uniaue units and modules
Total # of unique unit and module types

exceeds 2.5

This effectively requires that each unique design is used an average of 2.5 times in each AIS.
8.3.4 Volmaii
ISSUE: What volume/mass limitations should be specified for the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Specific guidance is difficult to provide for AIS volume and mass because of two
factors: the high weight of necessary AIS power wiring relative to typical equipment weights,
and the airframe specific nature of volume and space constraints. Typical volume/mass figures
can be set as:
a. 1.7 liters (100 in3 ) and 1.7Kg (3.81b) per ASI for equipment local to weapon
stations.
b. 12.4 liters (750 in3 ) and 12.4Kg (27 Ib) for AIS central equipments.
8.3.5 Environmental Reauirements
ISSUE: What environmental tolerance should be specified for the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Environmental performance is specific to aircraft as it is derived from
considerations of aircraft structure and mission roles. For new implementations the required
performance has become markedly more stressing. Environments for integrated rack located
modules should be as defined for Pave Pillar (see SPA -90099001A). Typical requirements are
listed below for the main categories of environment.
EWC
Temperature/Altitude
Contamination

EMP
Vibration/Shock

8.3.5.1 EMC
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the EMC?
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GUIDANCE: AIS equipment should comply with MIL-STD-461 Class Alb requirements with
RS03 field Intensities of typically 100 Volts/meter for internal fuselage mounted equipments
and 200 Volts/meter for equipments in external pylons.
8.3.52 E"
ISSUE: What A!S performance should be specified for the EMP?
GUIDANCE: It is extremely difficult to specify EMP performance for the AIS because of the
difficulties in absolute testing and of the secure nature of specific data. It is better therefore to
specify specific AIS design and test considerations (AIS design is considered in section 9). In
determining test requirements, consideration should be given to the form of EMP. This is
generally a rapid rise time and short duration field of strength exceeding 10 KVoWmeter. This
is shielded by the aircraft structure, but still can produce 1 K Volt spikes on unshielded AIS
signal lines. A typical EMP test is, therefore, to inject onto every AIS equipment external signal
line a one cycle sinusoidal pulse of amplitude 1000 Volts. This should be repeated for several
sinusoidal frequencies (to avoid fortuitous resonant dissipation) between 1 MHz and 20 MHz.
The source impedance for the pulse should be typically 10 ohms.
8.3.5.3 Temoerature/Altitude
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Temperature/Altitude
GUIDANCE: AIS equipment should generally be to MIL.E-5400 Class 2. Equipment mounted
adjacent to weapon stations should be to class 3.
8.3.5.4 Viration/S hock
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for Vibration and Shock?
GUIDANCE: AIS equipnents should generally be in accordance with MIL-E-5400 figure 2 curve
IVa (1Og) sinusoidal vibration. Random vibration performance should be specified individually
for each aircraft.
8.3.5.5 Qn~aM*Oatijn
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be 3pecified for Contamination?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should minimally provide tolerance of contamination as specified In
MIL-E-5400.
8.3.6 Misailannous
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Miscellaneous parameters?
GUIDANCE: It Is not possible to meaningfully define specific AIS performance for factors such as
Power Dissipation, Power Consumption and other factors because of the specific to aircraft and
aircraft location of the real requirements.
8.4 Intrfags As defined In section 7 the AIS has interfaces with the aircraft, the crew and the
stores. Although each of these should be dearly specified for thq AIS, the relevant crew and
stores interfaces have already been specified in paragraph 8.2. This section considers therefore
only the aircraft Interfaces.
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ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the aircraft interfaces.
GUIDANCE: The AIS-to-aircraft interfaces will consist of the areas listed below which are
discussed in paragraphs 8.4.1 through 8.4.6.
Power supplies
Discrete Interfaces

Digital Interfaces
Analog Interfaces

Connectors

8.4.1 Egr jjgjk
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the aircraft power supplies?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should receive from the aircraft the following power supplies defined in
terms of availability, voltage, current fault clearance and interruption characteristics:
a. Availability

-

28 Volts primary supply

28 Volts secondary supply
115 Volts 3 phase primary supply
115 Volts 3 phase secondary supply
b. Voltage - Voltages should be as defined in MIL-STD-704 for generation equipment
with maximum voltage drop of 0.5 volts.
c. Current - The following continuous currents should be available: 28 Volts (primary
and secondary) with 100 Amps per supply; 115 Volts (primary and secondary) with 50 Amps
per phase.
d. Fault Clearance - The supplies should have active fault clearing to prevent excessive
overcurrents. Performance should be as Table 8-10 for % of maximum continuous current.
TABLE 8-10 Overload Percentages
Duration of Overcurrent

Must Supply

100 mS
I second

650%
230%

10 seconds
100 seconds

130%
100%

Must Isolate
-

400%
250%

e. interruption - The AIS shall tolerate interruption of any or all supplies for 200 uS
with no subsequent effect on AIS function (outputs may be disabled during interruption). The
AIS shall retain all inventory data during interruption of any or all supplies for a minimum of 1
second. No power supply interruption may cause any unintended release. No single power
supply failure shall prevent separation of stores in Emergency Jettison.
8.4.2 Diaital Interfanea
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Digital Interfaces with the aircraft?
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GUIDANCE: The AIS should interlace with the aircraft digital data systems via a redundant
interface with a High Speed Data Bus (HSDB). The interface should minimally support the
following performance allocation to the AIS:
a. Data Rate of 100 K bit in any one second (peak rate may be higher)
b. Data Update rates to 25 4z
c. Addressing space of 5100 16 bit data words. These may be "paged* (MIL-STD-1553

supports only 1920 unless "paging" of subaddresses is used)
d. Unique addressing of AIS for up to two AIS redundant HSDB terminals
8.4.3 Discrete Interfaces
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Discref,, Interfaces with the aircraft?
GUIDANCE: Provided that the critical controls are implemented within the AIS there are
required discrete interfaces (Address designation for the HSDB is considered as part of the digital
interfaces). Discrete interfaces should be provided for the following data:
a. Engine Disturbance Port

b. Engine Disturbance Starboard
c. Camera Event Marker (to enable recording of events during store separation)
8.4.4 Analog Interfaces
ISSUE: What AIS performance should be specified for the Analog Interfaces with the aircraft?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide the following bidirectional analog interfaces with the
aircraft:
a.
b.
c.
d

Two
Two
Two
Two

redundant 50 ohm 1.6 GHz (specified as MIL-STD-1760 type B)
50 ohm 20 MHz (specified as MIL-STD-1760 type A)
75 ohm 20 MHz (specified as MIL-STD-1760 type A)
redundant 78 ohm I MHz Interfaces (specified as 6dB cut off at 20 Hz and 1 MHz)

Note this can also be used to transfer MIL-STD-1760 LB signals and should be compatible with
such transfers.

8.4.5 C2ng~tors
ISSUE: How shall connectors be specified for the AIS - aircraft interfaces?
GUIDANCE: The AIS should provide connectors for the interfaces with aircraft systems as
follows:
a. Where possib'e MIL-C.38999 connectors should be used.
b. Redundant signal interfaces should be implemented in separate connectors.
c. Power signals should be provided in separate connectors.
d. Power should be provided by means of multiple pins per supply. The preferred
number is two per supply and return where each pin is capable of supporting the maximum
current load.
Note that this guidance does not apply to ASI connectors which are defined In MIL-STD-1760.
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"9. SYSTEM DESIGN ISSUES AND GUIDANCE
This section describes those issues relevant to the AIS system design activity. The following
subparagraphs are included:
Overview of the system design process
AIS functional partitioning
AIS internal interfaces
System design documentation
An example system included to show the impact of the above guidance

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

9.1 Overview of the System Design Process The AIS system designees role is to design a
system of interacting subfunctions that together satisfy the AIS requirements, as defined
by the Concept Definition phase, (sections 7 and 8). The essence of system design is the
concept of functional partitioning. As shown in Fgure 9.1, the designer breaks down a
high level complex function into a number of lower level and individually less complex
subiunclions then allocates these subfunctions to physical elements, such as LRUs, or
modules in an integrated rack. To achieve this the designer must complete the following:

a. Define Subfunctional partitions
b. Define Internal interfaces
c. Generate functional descriptions of elements
d Define System mechanisms used to implement a 'high level' function
9.2 AIS Functional Partitioning The following functional partitioning issues are considered
here:
a. Partitioning viewpoints
b. Partitioning of External functions
c. Partitioning of Internal functions
9.2.1 Partitioning ViewDoints When partitioning the high level functions into subfunctions and
physical elements the folowing viewpoints need to be considered:
& Are subtunctions to be implemented in central or distributed equipments
b. Are subfunctions to be performed by existing equipments or by new equipments
c. Are subfunctions to be performed by standard elements (such as standard modules for
integrated racks) or by specially developed dedicated elements
d. Are subtunctions to be performed by hardware or software
These viewpoints will be used when considering the issues to be discussed but the relative
priority of these viewpoints for a particular issue will vary. The major high level functions of
the AIS can be divided between those that are visible from outside the AIS and those that are
invisible, that is wholly contained within the AIS. The visible functions are referred to as
external functions and the invisible functions are referred to as internal functions.
9.2.1.1 External Functions The external functions are those that have been defined in the AIS
concept definition process. These functions have to be split into subtunctions and the
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subfunctions allocated to elements as shown in Figure 9.1. The key AIS subtunctions to consider
in partitioning the external functions are:
-

Power Switching
Analog Network
Data Formatting
Avionics Interface
Controls
Reliability
Safety *

-

-

Safety Critical Switching
AEIS Bus Control
Existing Store Interfaces
Displays *
Nuclear Control
Success *
These are not Core AIS functions

9.2.1.2 Internal Functions The key AIS internal functions to consider in internal paflltioning
are listed below and addressed in 9.2.3.
-

Decision Processing
Data Bass
Power Regulation

-

-

BIT
Internal Interface Management
Power Distribution

9.2.2 Partitinin0 of Fxtgmal Functions As defined earlier an 'externar function is a deiruntle
function of the AIS. These are therefore the same functions as considered in paragraphs 7 and 8.
Sub paragraphs 9.22.1 through 9.2.2.17 provide partitioning guidance for the functions
considered in 8.2.1. through 8.2.11 and 8.3.A through 8.3.6.
Hiph Lowe Function I

High Lowel Function 2

SPIN Into

sufucton

1

Allocate7

Subftuctione
to Physical
Elements

4
IF_________Element

2

Element

Define
Internal
Inerfaces
FIGURE 9.1

Functional Parlitioning

9.2.2.1 S,•o1fUnitaffl The main subfunctions of store Interfaces, identified earlier ar being
located in the AIS, are MIL-STD-1760 ASI and non-AEIS signz:s. The partitioning of functions
within the AIS to provide the non-AEIS signals is very dependenl on individual aircraft
requirements and so no particular guidance Is offered for this area. The MIL.STD.1760 ASI
signals can be divided into eight categories which are listed below. The following paragraphs gCke

general guidance of how these signals can be partitioned within the AMS.
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-

High Bandwidth signals
Low Bandwidth signals
Interlock
Address Discretes

-

MUX Buses
Release Consent
Structure Ground
Power

9.2.2.1.1 High Bandwidth Signals
ISSUE: How should the High Bandwidth network function be partitionod within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The switching of the High Bandwidth signals and associated networks is recommended
to be provided centrally within the AIS. In a retrofit situation existing equipments may provide
some form of networking bit this would probably need modifications ito meet all the
requirements of MIL-STD-1760.
9.2.2.1.2 MUX Buses
iSSUE: How should the Mux Bus and its control be partitiuned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The provision of the bus control function for the MIL-STD-1553 Mux buses is
recommended to be provided centrally within the AIS. In a retrofit situation this function would
probably not currently exist and would have to be provided by new equipment.
9.2.2.1.3

Bandwih

ISSUE: How should the Low Bandwioth network function be partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that this be treated in the same way as the High Bandwidth signals
and therefore this function should be provided centrally within the AIS. For retrofit situations
this function could probably be incorporated into existing equipments.
9.2.2.1.4 Be1ui,,DflnLgn
ISSUE: How should the Release Consent control function be partitioned within the AiS?
GUIDANCE: This function should be distributed within the AIS as switching of this safety critical
signal should be as close to !he ASI as possible to reduce the effects of electromagnetic pick up on
the wiring to the ASI. For retrofit situations this function could probably be incorporated into
existing equipments.
9.2.2.1.5

Introk

ISSUE: How should the interlock monitoring function be partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: This function should be distributed within the AIS to reduce aircraft wiring by
providing monitors within the local store station equipments and transmitting the result to
process control equipment(s) on the internal AIS Bus. For retrofit situations this function could
probably be Incorporated into existing equipments.
9.2.2.1.6 StLfucIa.

i

J.dd

;SSUE: How should the Structure Ground function be partitioned within the AIS?
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GUIDANCE: This function should be distributed, because the bonding to the aircraft structure
should be made as close to the ASI as possible. Additional bonding points would probably need to
be provided to incorporate this in a retrofit situation.
9.2.2.1.7

Address Discretes

ISSUE: How should the Address Determination function be partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: This function should be distributed within the AIS to reduce aircraft wiring (see
10.1.4.3). In a ;etrofit situation this function would require new equipment to provide the
necessary shorting links.
9.2.2.1.8

Power

ISSUE: How should the Power control function be partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Wherever possible this function should be distr;buted but some of the power
switching may be provided centrally if necessary (see 10.1.5). In a retrofit situation, power
switching is probably already provided but the fault isolation elements would have to be changed
if they did not conform to the requirements of MIL-STD-1780.
9.2.2.2 Store Critical State
ISSUE: How should the store critical state function, identified in 7.4.2 and 8.2.2, be partitioned
within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: All of the three AIS subfunctions of the store critical state function identified
earlier, namely state command, state monitor and power supply management are considered as
central functions within the AIS. For MIL-STD-1760A stores the primary method of critical
state control is via the Mux bus using the critical control and authority words. The
requirements of the standard necessitate the use of a high integrity bus controller, which In a
retrofit s.tuation is unlikely to be available. This bus controller would therefore have to be
provided withii new equipment.
9.2.2.3 Dat to Slors
ISSUE: How should the relevant Data to Store functions, identified in 7.4.3 and 8.2.3, be
partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The three AIS subfunctions of the Data to Store function identified earlier, that Is
unique to store formatting, recomputation to store axes, and interface with store, should be
performed centrally within the AIS. The standard defines the interface to the store for data
transfer, that is the Mux bus, and also defines the data formats to be used on the bus. The AIS
would require processing power for the data formatting and a bus controller to either transmit
or control the transmission of the data to the store. In a retrofit situation an existing processor
may be able to perform the data formatting but the bus controller would probably not exist and
so would have to be added as new equipment.
9.2.2.4 Data from St
ISSUE: How should the relevant Data from Store functions, Identified in 7.4.4 and 8.2.4. be
partitioned within the AIS?
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GUIDANCE: The three AIS subfunctions of Data from Store identified earlier, that is unique to
user formatting, recomputation to user axes, and interface with avionics, should be performed
centrally within the AIS. The standard defines the interface to the AIS for data transfer, that is
the mux bus, and also defines the data formats to be used on the bus. The AIS would require
processing power to reformat the store data for use by the avionics and a bus controller to either
receive or control the reception of the data from the store. In a retrofit situation an existing
processor way be able to perform the data formatting but the bus controller would probably not
exist and so. would have to be added as new equipment.
9.2.2.5 )

S

ISSUE: Hew should the relevant Store Selection functions, identified in 7.4.5 and 8.2.5, be
partitioned w;thin the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The threo AIS subfunctions of Store Selection identified earlier, that is station
determination, store initialization management, and weapon package retention, are all dependent
on particular aircraft and store implementations, but should be implemented centrally. This
function is not affected by MIL-STD-1760.
9.2.2.6 So.irg.,E.uzin
ISSUE: How should the relevant Store Fuzing functions, identified in 7.4.6 and 8.2.6, be
partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Both the AIS subfunctions of Store Fuzing identified earlier, that is fuzing
management and fuzing times compulatirn, are dependent on particular aircraft and store
implementations but should be implemented centrally. This function is not affected by
MIL-STD-1760.
9.2.2.7 S
ISSUE: How should the relevant Store Release functions, identified in 7.J.7 and 8.2.7, be
partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The eight AIS subfunctions of Store Release identified earlier, that is Suspension
Equipment Management, Weapon Bay Management, Release Management, Release Timing, Release
Sequence Determination, Balance Management, and Engine Control Assistance, are all dependent
on pa,-licular aircraft and store implementations, but should be implemented centrally. This
function is not affected by MIL-STD-1760.
9.2.2.8

jejj~jj

ISSUE: How should the relevant Store Jettison functions, identified in 7.4.8 and 8.2.8, be
partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The three AIS subfunctions of Store Jettison identified earlier, that is Selective
Jettison Management, Emergency Jettison Management, and Store Safe Verification, are all
dependent on particular aircraft and store implementations but should be implemented centrally.
This function is not affected by MIL-STD-1760.
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9.2.2.9 Inv.e.nito
ISSUE: How should the relevant Inventory functions, identified in 7.4.9 and 8.2.9, be
partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Both AIS subfunctions of Inventory identified earlier, that is Inventory Confirmation
and Inventory Update in Mission, should be implemented centrally. The store description pages
defined in MIL-STD-1760 could be used during Inventory confirmaticn. This store
identification information could be transferred from the stores, using the MIL-STD-1553
stores bus, to the central control equipments to confirm the correct store is present at each ASI.
9.2.2.10

rew
.In•1~ria!

ISSUE: How should the relevant Crew Interface functions, identified in 7.4.10 and 8.2.10, be
partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The critical controls interface, identified earlier as the only AIS subfunction of Crew
Interface, should be distributed. The actual interfaces included are dependent on the particular
aircraft implementation, but they form a key part of the safety critical control function of the
AIS. The monitoring of these interfaces should be performed centrally. This function is not
affected by MIL-STD.1760.
9.2.2.11

Nuclear Controls

ISSUE: How should the relevant Nuclear Control functions, identified in 7.4.11 and 8.2.11, be
partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The three AIS subfunctions of Nuclear Control identified e9r!ier, that is S & RE
Management, Crew Controls and Crew Displays, should be performed centrally within the AIS.
Their functions will be dependent on particular aircraft implemertations and not affected by
MIL-STD-1760. Note that two subaddresses, 19 and 27, are reserved iii MIL-STD-1760 for
communications with Nuclear Stores.
9.2.2.12 Expansion Provision Three issues are discussed here: Memory, Processing, and
Interfaces.
9.2.2.12.1

Memo.r.

ISSUE: Where should memory expansion capabilikies be provided within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Memory expansion for the AIS needs to be provided centrally within the units
associated with system control and management.
9.2.2.12.2 Ewonasino
ISSUE: Where should spare processing capacity be provided within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Spare processing capacity needs to be provided centrally for the AIS within the units
associated with system control and management.
9.2.2.12.3

Intaces

ISSUE: Where shouid the capability for additional store interfaces be provided within the AIS?
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GUIDANCE: The design of the system as a whole should accommodate the addition of extra
MIL-STD-1760 store interfaces with minimal hardwarc or software changes. This could be
achieved by allowing additional ASIs and their associated Store Station Equipments to be added
with minimum effect on the existing equipments. Consideration should be given to:
a Providing spare remote terminal addresses on the stores and/or armaments buses to
accommodate additional equipments and interfaces
b. Providing expansion capability for the internal AIS discrete and power interfaces to
accommodate additional equipments
c. Providing modular software which can easily accommodate the addition of extra
equipments and interfaces
9.2.2.13

EjeliabifitX

ISSUE: How should the reliability of the system be partitioned within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The reliability figures in terms of MTBF, MTBCF and MTBD c&n be apportioned
between the different units within the system to give budgets for the individual LRU designers to
work with. An example of this partitioning for MTBF and MTBD is shown in Figure 9.2 for a
simple eight station system with a high level of standby redundant circuitry.

PCE

System MTBF = 1000 hrs
System MTBD = 400 hrs
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FIGURE 9.2 Typical System Reliability O3rtakdown
9.2.2.14

MaintainabA4

ISSUE: How should the maintainability requirements of the system be partitioned within the
AIS?
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GUIDANCE: The main partitioni,ig assoc;3ted with maintainability that can be aw'hieved is for the
Built in Test (BIT) function. ThG cor~irol of the BIT function should be located in the central
processing and control equipment. Dedica!ed monitoring circuitry for self testing should be
distributed throughout the system to allow the central processing and control equipment to check
that demands have been correctly implemented and the system is in the correct state. Any
failures identified should be rectrded in BIT result storage facilities within the failed unit.
9.2.2.15 .Y..gUTLM
ISSUE: 1'ihat guidance can be given for the panitioning of volume and mass within the AIS?
GUID •NCE: No specific guidance is offered in this area as it is dependent on the position and space
ava, "•le for the various equipments on a particular aircraft.
9.2.2.16 Einvirnme.n1Ia
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the effects of environment on the partitioning within the
AIS?
GUIDANCE: No specific guidance is given here as this has previously been discussed in 8.3.5.
9.2.2.17 M
9.2.2.17.1

Power Dissigation

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the effects of power dissipation on the partitioning within
the AIS?
GUIDANCE: No specific guidance is offered in this area as the power dissipation for an individual
equipment is limited by its position and the environmental conditions of a particular aircraft.
The potential availability of blown air or liquid cooling should be considered to enhance the MTBF
figures. However, these will probably not be available outside of the fuselage section of the
aircraft.
9.2.2.17.2 Power Consumption
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the effects of power consumption on the partitioning
within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Power consumption of the equipments within the system should be considered
negligible compared with the possible power requirements of MIL.STD-1760 stores, that is 2
KW for Primary connector and 6 KW for Auxiliary Connector.
9.2.3 Partitionina of Internal Functions
ISSUE: How should the AIS system designer implement internal ftinctions?
GUIDANCE: As definud earlier an internal function is not a true function of the AIS but is a
clearly identifiable function of the probable AIS design. Internal functions considered in 9.2.3.1
through 9.2.3.6 include Decision Processing. BIT, Data Base, Internal, Interface Management,
Power Regulation and Power Distribution. As these are not core AIS functions only brief
guidance is givw:n.
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9.2.3.1 Decision Processing Decision processing is that processing which changes the execution
of repetitive processes. As an example target data may be computed and transferred over a fixed
path at a rate of 10 Hz. There may be a number o0 conditions which require that rate to be
increased to 20 Hz. This change cannot be executed unilaterally by the target data computation
and a decision has to be made to increase the rate. It is such decisions that are effected by
decision processing. Trey form the highest levels of processing in the AIS. For the AIS typical
decision processing required is determination of store states, definition of data paths, and
determination of S&RE states. The input data to these functions is derived from many dispersed
sources and must either be brought together al one central point or communicated to equipment
local to the actions required. C'aarly the latter alternative requires more data transfers, more
processing and greater memory requirements. For these reasons decision processing should be
executed centrally by AIS software elements.
9.2.3.2 BIT This function has already been discussed under maintainability in paragraph
9.2.2.14.
9.2.3.3 DataBase This function should be performed centrally as it supports the decision
processing function which is recommended as a centralized function. The data base content is
discussed in paragraphs 8 and 11.
9.2.3.4 Internal Interface Management There are clearly many internal interfaces within the
AIS. The most important of these are the highest level internal interfaces that communicate
between the highest level system components. As has been considered earlier in paragraph
9.2.2. there will have to be several physically separate equipments in the AIS to reduce wiring
weights and provide safety against EMI hazards. The internal interfaces considered here are
therefore the communication links between those equipments. The management should be
performed centrally within the AIS as a distributed internal interface management would:
a
b.
c.
d.

Complicate the system
Make it more difficult to predict the safety and reliability of the system
Increase system cost and weight
Degrade performance

9.2.3.5 Power Regulation Power regulation (the conversion from aircraft supplies to power
supplies used by AIS electronic circuitry) should be distributed to each AIS equipment for
several reasons:
a It avoids an excessive power dissipation burden appearing in any one equipment.
b. It provides for greater fault tolerance.
c. It provides higher EMC performance (both susceptibility and emission).
d A centralized system would inevitably still require local regulation of part regulated
central power sources (such as 7 volts locally regulated to 5 volts). This will increase the total
power dissipation and equipment cost and weight.
9.2.3.6 Power Distribution This function should be performed from a central unit to allow the
central decision processing function to more easily monitor and control the state of the power
within the whole system. This will also simplify the aircraft wiring as only single points of
connection and fault clearance will be needed between aircraft power and the AIS.
9.3 AIS Internal Interfaces
ISSUE: How should the AIS system designer address specification of internal interfaces?
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GUIDANCE: The AIS system designer must design and define all the internal interfaces between
elements. These interfaces in total usually exceed the external interfaces. As defined in 9.2.3.4
the most important internal interfaces are those between the separate AIS equipments. The
Guidance provided here is in general brief because the internal AIS interfaces are dominated by
factors other than MIL-STD-1760. These other factors include the existing systems retained (if
a retrofit) or the avionic philosophies such as Pave Pillar, if a new program. Issues to be
considered in defining interfaces include:
-

-

Connectors and Cabling
Digital Interfaces
Analog Signals

Power Interfaces
Discrete Interfaces

9.3.1 Connectors and Cablinog
ISSUE: How should the AIS system designer specify cables and connectors?
GUIDANCE:
9.3.1.1 Analo and Mux Bus It is recommended that, whenever possible, separate connectors be
used for the following signals to uensure adequate screening of these signals is maintained:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

MUX Bus A
MUX Bus B
High Bandwidth
High Bandwidth
High Bandwidth
High Bandwidth
Low Bandwidth

1
2
3
4

and
and
and
and

associated
associated
associated
associated

internal
internal
internal
internal

networ,.s
networks
networks
networks

Space limitations may prevent this so as a minimum all the above signals should have separate
Triaxial or Coaxial contacts.
9.3.1.2 Pow.er Wherever possible high current signals and low current signals should be
routed through separate connectors to reduce conducted interference onto signa! lines from
switching of high currmnts on other lines. The sizes of cable and connector contacts used for
routing power signals should be the largest that are practic[,, to reduce the voltage drops through
the AIS. As MIL-STD-1760 requires the use of size 10 and 16 contacts, these will be the default
sizes in the AIS equipment connectors. If excessive voltage drops occur within the AIS wiring it
will be very difficult to comply with the power interface requirements of MIL-STD-1760.
Wherever possible the power wiring should be routed separately and pass through connectors
which do not carry other types of signals. This should reduce interference on other signals
caused by current or voltage chznges on the power lines.
9.3.1.3 Connector Ranoes The preierred connector type is MIL-C-38999 series Ill.
MIL-C-38999 connectors are required (by AFR-122-10) for most connections for any nuclear
certified AIS, and their high reliability and %chatterproof" performance offer system
performance benefits. The series Ill connectors feature a 'scoop proof' threaded lock design
which provides benefits in both mating and security of connection, as well as providing a high
level of protection against EMC.
9.3.2 Power Interfaces
ISSUE: How should the AIS system designer specify power interfaces?
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GUIDANCE: The external power interfaces are specified in paragraph 8.4.! and
MIL-STD-1760.
In specifying the internal power interfaces the AIS designer needs to conside, how the
voltage
drops (from the aircraft power supplied to the ASI) will be partitioned throughout the
AIS. Once
this has been completed the system designer can specify for each AIS equipment the
voltage,
current, fault isolation and power interrupt characteristics.
9.3.3 Digilal Interfaces
ISSUE: How should the designer specify the use of digital transmission in the AIS?

GUIDANCE._
9.3.3.1 Digital transfer standards selection It is recommended that a MIL-STD-1553
dual
redundant data bus be used for internal AIS digital data transfer. The AIS is already
committed to
provide MIL-STD-1553 interfaces to the ASI and so it would simplify the design of
the AIS if the
same method of digital data transfer is used internally. Other digital transfer standards
be relevant are the PI-Bus (a 16 bit parallel bus intended for communication between that may
standard
modules in integrated racks) and the High Speed Data Bus (a standard bus still in definition
which will provide data rates and capacities of at least an order of magnitude higher
than
MIL-STD-1553). These standards are applicable to the AIS but only for inter module
communication and interfacing with the avionics data centers.
9.3.3.2 Consolidation with other buses It is recommended that the same bus is used
for both the
MIL-STD-1760 mux bus and the internal AISISMS bus. A single dual redundant bus
should be
adequate to support the bus traffic requirements of the stores and the SMS and the single
dual
redundant bus would reduce the aircraft wiring and Bus Control requirements. A
limiting factor,
especially on larger systems. may be that the number of Remote Terminal addresses
internally to the SMS and for all the store stations exceeds the number of addresses required
available on a
single bus (31). Other limiting factors to consider may be the electrical performance
of the bus
and the data capacity, if a large number of stores are to be simultaneously targeted.
In
cases two or more separate dual redundant buses may be provided. Where two or more these
dual
redundant buses are Implemented, the first partitioning of these buses should be to
separate
MIL-STD-1760 and SMS (including existing store data) transfers. Should further
partitioning
be required to three or more dual redundant buses, then the design should avoid 'vertica'
partitioning of buses (where data is routed through levels of data buses) and instead
incwrporate
two or more AIS Bus Controllers in the same central equipment. Tnese should be allocated
not to
port and starboard ASI but instead to an equal mix of port/starboard and forward/rear
stations.
9.3.3.3 Protocol and data formats It is recommended that where applicable the internal
AIS data
formats are the same as the data formats defined in MIL-STD-1760. Similarly it
is
recommended that where applicable the AIS uses the protocol defined in MIL-STD-1760.
This
should simplify the system control software within the AIS as the same data formats
and
protocols will be used for all transfers on this MIL-STD-1553 bus.
9.3.4 Discrete Interfaces
ISSUE: How should the designer specify the use of discrete signals.
GUIDANCE: The use of discrete signals is recommended to provide direct safety interlocks
(safeguards) on critical signals. This is almost essential for the Release Consent signal
which is
recommended be Interlocked with selection of Trigger/Weapon Release. It Is recommended
that
only the Master Arm Interlock Is protected by discrete signaling within the AiS. Other
signals
internal to the AIS may need similar interlocks such as the safety critical signals for
the S & RE.
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Lastly if the AIS also implements the SMS function there will have to be a high integrity
implementation of Emergency Jettison. This will require that even with the MIL-STD-1760
data bus failed, then stores will still be separated. This is recommended to be Implemented by
use of backup discrete signals. In summary, to each remote AIS equipment the following signals
should be transferred in discrete form: Arming/Jettison enable, Release A and Release B enable,
and Emergency Jettison demand.
9.3.5. AoaI

S~nals

ISSUE: How should the designer specify the use of AIS internal analog signals?
GUIDANCE: MIL-STD-1"60 requires analog networks to be provided for the following signals:
High Bandwidth 1
High Bandwidth 3
- Low Bandwidth
-

(20Hz to 1.6GHz)
(20Hz to 20MHz)
(DC to 50KHz)

- High Bandwidth 2
- High Bandwidth 4

(20Hz to 20MHz)
(20Hz to 20MHz)

The AIS, in providing the network performance required by paragraph 8.2.3.5.1. must
implement internal analog interfaces as these signals are beyond the data capacity of any known
digital link. As discussed in paragraph 9.2.2.1.1 these signals should be networked centrally and
therefore the AIS Interfaces should have essentially the same signal specifications as in MILSTD- 1760A.
9.4 System Design Documentation It is important that the system design is property recorded in
documentation usable by experts other than the initial system design team. MIL-STD-490
identifies document outlines suitable for this purpose.
ISSUE: How should MIL-STD-490 be used to record the system design?
GUIDANCE: MIL-STD-490 identifies many different specification types and provides outlines
for each with detailed instructions for text style, wording and presentation. Later issues of MILSTD-490 allow greater flexibility for use of contractor format documentation. The suggested
use of MIL-STD-490 is shown in '1gure 9-3. This requires the use of 9 types of specification A,
B1, 82. B3, B5, Clb, C2b, C3. a.-' r,5. Their use is briefly explained below. Two basic
;.rinciples should always be applied in their use:
a

A *Top Down' cesign should be employed. The design should not commence until an

adequate definition of requirements has been determined.
b. Requirements and Design should be separated. This allows for effective design review.
9.4.1 Type A - System Specrication This document should be used during the concept definition
phase (see paragraph 71 to collect in one document the functiona. requirements of the AIS. The
Type A specification should contain information on the missions supported and how the AIS should
function through those missions. The Type A specification may be used to describe the whole
aircraft avionics in which '-ase the AIS functions will constitute a section. The Type A
specification may riot be continually updated throughout the AIS oevelopment and constitutes an
initial direction statement. No development work should be specified by the Type A specification.
9.4.2 Type al Prime Item Devekoment Soecitication This document should be used to define
the specific performance and design requirements of the AIS. The data for this document will
come from the work decribod in paragraphs 7 and 8. Content of the B1 specification should
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icude those hems isted below. If convenient the BI specification can be combined with the AIS
Clb specification as parts I and II of the same volume.
- AIS functions
- AIS functional perkormance
- AIS external interfaces
- Definition of existing equipment performance and interfaces where these are to be retained
. Design constraints (standards etc)
. Testing requirements
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FIGURE 9.3 AIS and MIL-STD-490
9.4.3 Tvne B2 Crit-W Item Soecificnafn

These documents should be used lor each new or

modified existing equipment of the AIS to determine the equipment specific performance. Content
subjects are therefore similar to the type BI specification. For the system described in
paragraph 9.5, type B2 specifictions would be required for the PCE and SSEs.
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tion These documents should be
9.4.4 Tvoe 83 Non-Coroex Item Develooment S
generated for every removable module to be developed or modiied for the AIS. Content subietu
are therefore similar to the Type B1 specification but are addressed at a lower level.
9.4.5 TIp U5 Coam
er Prirarn Develoornent Specfication These documents should be
generated for every separate software package to be developed for the AIS. These will be broadly
of two types: application software and equipment firmware. The content of the 85 specification
may overlap significantly with documentation required by DOD-STD-2167 and therefore such
documentation may be used in lieu of a 65 specification. Subject area for inclusion in the 65
specification (or its equivalent) should include:
Software functions
Inputs
Testing requirements

Software performance (rates, accuracies)
Outputs
Processing Umitations (ips, memory etc)

9.4.6 Ty)e Cljb rime Item Product Fabrication SpecifQaton This document should be
developed in response to the type B1 specification. As such the contents are similar but with the
emphasis on design and performance achieved. In documenting the design the Clb specification
provides for design review against BI specification requirements and also control of
interchangeability. To achieve the latter cross reference has to be made to specific production
drawings or the B2 specifications of the AIS equipments. Content therefore includes:
a. AIS functions
b. AIS performance
c. AIS interfaces
d. Definition of design by use of functional explanations of how AIS equipments and
software achieve each AIS function (System Mechanisms)
The Clb specification will progressively take precedence over the B1 specification as
development progresses.
9.4.7 Tvoe C2 CitW.l• oem Product Function Baeaification These correspond to the 62
specifications as the Clb corresponds to the 61 specification.
9.4.8 Tvpe C3 Non Complex Item Product Fabrication Soecification These correspond to the 63
specifications as the Clb corresponds to the B1 specification. Note however that much testing
here will be by inspection and demonstration.
9.4.9 Type CS Computer Pogram Product Specifications These correspond to the 65
specifications in a similar manner to the Clb - 81 relationship. C5 specifications wil be
dominated by DOD-STD-2167 requirements.
9.5 An E&aMp 3ystem This example system is included to show the impact of the guidance
given previously for the design of an 9xample AIS. For the purposes of this example the
following assumptions have been made:
a. The System is applicable to differing aircraft applications.
b. Airoraft avionics architecture is based on "Pave Pillar" concepts.
c. The system Is applicable to new aircraft only (not compromised by retrofit
consideration).
d No nuclear considerations in basic design.
e. Previous guidance of sections 7 and 8 observed.
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The general form of the example design is shown in figure 9.4 as a system diagram. The
functions of the AIS have been implemented with the SMS function and are partitioned between
five equipment types:
-"Bulk

Memory
Critical Controls
Fuselage Store Station Equipments

-

Process Control Equipments (PCE)
Remote Store Station Equipments

These are interconnected via a High Speed Data Bus (HSDB) and an Armament Network. These
system components and interfaces are described below.
9.5.1 BukLMemory This is a central bulk memory device and is based on the Pave Pillar
concepts. It is used to retain software and data files for the AIS and other aircraft systems.
When required, software and data relevant to the AIS are "downloaded" to the AIS processors
using the High Speed Data Bus. Software for the AIS is separated into two distinct parts. These
are referred to as Safety Critical and non Safety Critical software. These parts can be separately
and independently compiled and are so partitioned to enable the end user to request non Safety
Critical software changes without requiring a full repeat of software safety analysis. The data
files for the AIS contain the information on store loadouts. In addition data files on Targets and
Trajectories will probably be included to enable the AIS to transfer this information to stor's
when relevant.
9.5.2 Process Control Eauipments(PCE) Two Process Control Equipments are implemented and
provide the following functions:
a
b.
c.
d
e.

Control of the Armament Network
Decision processing for SMS and AIS functions including critica! controls
Formatting of data for stores and other avionics systems
Recomputation of data to or from stores
Interface to avionics data

The PCE are centrally mounted units and are of an integrated rack form. This means that they
may have no distinct physical boundary although electrically they are highly independent of
other avionics. One of the PCE is in a back-up standby mode to maintain the PCE function should
a failure occur in the primary PCE. For safety reasons each implements its own Power Supply
and PI-Bus backplane. With one exception, all of the modules which makes up a PCE are standard
modules with part number commonalty with other avionics system modules. The exception is a
module which provides dedicated safety critical discrete interfaces to the Critical Controls and
the Armament Network.
9.5.3 Cri
Lol3Mg11 The Critical Controls are realized as discrete switches principally
located on th j aircrew t*.rottle and stick. Other controls are less accessible but still located in
the cockpit. They are directly wired to the AIS. The Critical Controls implemented for the pilot,
and if relevant the navigator, are: Air to Air and Air to Ground Weapon Release controls, Master
Arm, and Selective and Emergency Jettison Controls. Other Critical Controls which are
implemented i~iclude those for gear uD and locked and ground test override.
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9.5.4 Store Station Equipment (SSE) To reduce the hazards of long signal lines connecting to
safety critical devices, and to reduce wiring in general, Store Station Equipments (SSE) are
implemented. There are two main categories of SSE referenced to as "remote" and "core" SSE.
9.5.4.1 Remote Store Station Equipment The remote SSE are units controlled by the Armament
Network and located near to the weapon stations. Where two or more weapon stations are in close
proximity the SSE can be of multiple station capability. Two criteria are used to determine
whether - station will be implemented by adding capacity to a multiple SSE or by adding a new
SSE-a. If an SSE is located in a removable structure then it must only control those stations
within the same removable structure
b. If the use of multiple SSE means that the weapon station wiring is excessively long,
such that it becomes susceptible to electromagnetic interference, then separate SSE are required
The remote SSE provide the following functions:
a Interface to S & RE
b. Interface to Weapon Bay control signals (such as bay door opening)
c. Interface to the following MIL-STD-1760 signals: Data Bus, Power, Release Consent.
and Interlock
d. Dedicated Interfaces to existing stores (such as HARM and Maverick)
e. Discrete signals generic to many existing stores (28 voltIO volt inputs and outputs)
9.5.4.2 Core Store Station Equioment Two SSE located in the "fuselage" area of the aircraft are
designated as Core SSE. Their location must be as protected as possible to improve the reliability
of the system. They must be fitted in all aircraft configurations. The core SSE implement
identical functions to the remote SSE with the following additions:
a. Analog Network for MIL-STD-1760 High Bandwidth and Low Bandwidth signals
b. Power Distribution to other AIS equipments
c. Sidewinder guidance signals distributed using Analog Network
Each core SSE provides these functions for one of two groups of weapon stations. All of the
weapon stations are deter' ;ed as odd or even (usually by alternatively allocating SSE as "odd"
or "even" progressing left to ;ight front to back across the aircraft). This ensures that should
one fuselage SSE fail then, assuming a laterally symmetrical loadout, full weapon type capability
will be provided with only the numbers of available stores reduced. To provide further
redundancy both core SSE provide power to each remote SSE.
9.5.5 HI h Soeed Data Bua As described above the AIS receives software and loadout data by
interface to an avionics HSDB. This bus is additionally used to transfer the following data:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Aircraft Data (positions, time etc.)
Aircraft and Store Target Data (as may be required for MIL-STD-1760 stores)
Target, Trajectory and Threat Data (as may be required for MIL-STD-1760 stores)
Non-critical Crew Control and Display Data
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9.5.6 Armament Network To provide a link between the AIS equipments a high integrity
Armament Network is implemented. This includes the following:
a Data Bus - Providing a MIL-STD-1553 data bus with stubs to the Store Station
Equipments. Stubs for the ASI are routed through the SSE to enable ASI isolation to be
implemented. This data bus conveys the majority of data (critical and non-critical) through the
AIS.
b. Discrete signals - Providing the discrete signals defined in paragraph 9.3.4.
c. Power signals - Dual redundant 28 Volts and non-redundant 115 Volts three phase
distributed from the core SSE to the other SSE to be used by the remote SSE for switching to
their local ASIs and for internal power.
d. Analog - Direct connection of ASI High Bandwidth and Low Bandwidth signals from !he
weapon stations to the core SSE.
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10.

HARDWARE DESIGN ISSUES AND GUIDANCE

This section describes those issues relevant to hardware and equipment design of the AIS.
Particular emphasis is placed on MIL-STD-1760 implementation. The following subparagraphs
are included:
MIL-STD-1760A Implementation Guidance
Detailed Guidance on specific design issues

10.1
1 0.2

10.1 MIL-STD-1760A Implementation Guidance For the purposes of this paragraph,
MIL-STD-1760A is limited to the April 1985 Draft as modified by pages 19 through 52a of
June 1985 Draft Notice 1. In practice discussions and guidance relate to the Sept 1985 issue of
MIL-STD-1760A plus Notices 2 and 3. Paragraphs of this section address the following
subjects:
High Bandwidth issues
Low Bandwidth issues
Power issues
Connector issues

MIL-STD-1553 issues
Discrete Signal issues
Auxiliary Signal set issues
Reserved provisions issues

"10.1.1 High Bandwidth Issues The following issues are considered: High Bandwidth network and
Switching Elements.
10.1.1.1

High Bandwidth Network This is broken into three further issues: Centralized or
Distributed, Switched or FDM Technology, and Shared Usage (LB, 1553 or other signals).
10.1.1.1.1

Centralized or distributed

ISSUE: Should the High Bandwidth Network be centralized or distributed?
GUIDANCE: In general a centralized system, as shown in Figure. 10.1.A, is recommended. The
major factors to be considered when deciding what type of network to implement are:
a. VSWR The VSWR requirements stated in MIL-STD.1760 of 1.75 maximum for all
ASI-ASI signal paths is quite stressing. In a distributed system, as shown in figure 10.1, the
number of switch elements and connectors in some ASI-ASI signal paths cani be very large
making it difficult to guarantee meeting the VSWR requirements. In a centralized system, as
shown in figure 10.1, the number of switch elements and connectors can be limited and this
makes it more simple to guarantee meeting the VSWR requirement.
b.
two types
- Number
- Position

Amount of Aircraft Wiring The amount of aircraft wiring required to implement the
of networks shown in figure 10.1 are dependent on the following factors:
of Network paths required
- Number of ASIs required
of ASIs
- What Class of Interface is provided at a
particular ASI

c. Broken NetwodQ In a distributed system the networks are *daisy chained* across the
aircraft. If one of the equipments in the chain is removed, such as a store station equipment
fitted in a removable pylon, then High Bandwidth networking is also removed from all
equipments further down the chain. This problem does not arise in a centralized network
system.
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FIGURE 10.1 Centralized and Distributed High Bandwidth Networks
10.1.I1.1.2 Switched or FDM Technolo"
ISSUE: Should the High Bandwidth Network use switched or FDM Technology?
GUIDANCE: Use of switched technology is recommended because the present state of FDM
technology makes this option very expensive and at present it cannot cope wish the transfer of
the 1.6 GHz type B signals. However FDM technology could give significant savings In aircraft
wiring if a pai ~ular aircraft Implementation requires many network paths anw this may make
the use of FDM technology more attractive.
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10.1.1.1.3 ,hri
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ISSUE: Could the High Bandwidth Network be used for other functions?
GUIDANCE: There may be opportunities to use the networks provided for the High Bandwidth
signals for transfer of o'her signals particularly certain signals from existing stores (for
example the video signal from Maverick AGM-65 missile). Great care must be taken to ensure
that these signals are compatible with the network provided for High Bandwidth signals and that
such use does not compromise any of the requirements of MIL-STD-1760. Particular areas of
concern are: the effect that network terminations may have on these other signals, and the effect
on VSWR and attenuation in the High Bandwidth network if additional switch elements are
required to accommodate these other signals. Against this are the potential benefits in terms of
reduced aircraft wiring and potential space saving within equipments, due to the reduction in
circuitry required.
10.1.1.2 Switching Elements

This is broken into four further issues:

Type B signals (1.6 GHz)
Connectors
10.1.1.2.1

T

-

Type A signals (20 MHz)
Cabling

R signals (1,6GHz.

ISSUE: What type of switching elements should be used for Type B signals?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that specialized RF relays (for example Dynalech type D1, M or
N) be used for switching the type B signals as other switching methods will make it difficult to
meet the VSWR requirements. The use of multi-pole relays (as shown in figure 10.2) is
recommended to reduce the overall VSWR figure of the network.
10.1.1.2.2 Type A signals (20MHzl
ISSUE: What type of switching elements should be used for Type A signals?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that high quality signal relays (MIL-R-39016) be used for
switching the type A signals, as these are relatively inexpensive and can provide acceptable
transfer characteristics to meet the MIL-STD-1760 requirements. Figure 10.2 shows a typic.al
switch configuration for the Type A signal paths.
10.1.1.2.3 Qoflfltors
ISSUE: What type of connectors should be used for High bandwidth signals?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that whenever possible within the aircraft wiring and AIS
equipments, separate coaxial connectors should be used for all High Bandwidth signals
particularly those carrying Type B signals (1.6GHz). An example of a suitable connector for
HB1 signals is a MIL-C-39012 SMA type connector. Failing that, the use of coaxial contacts
within a larger connector is acceptable. Examples of suitable MIL-C-39029 contacts for use in
MIL-C-38999 connectors are for HB1 and HB2 specification sheets /102 and /103; for HB3
and HB4 specification sheets /28 and (75. This will improve the overall VSWR characteristics
and reduce interference on the signal lines.
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FIGURE 10.2 Typical High Bandwidth Switching paths
10.1.1.2.4 Ch~
ISSUE: Whatlype of cables should be used for High Bandwidth signals?
GUIDANCE: The use of low loss coaxial cable for all High Bandlwidth signal lines Is required, as a
minimum, to be able to meet the ASI to ASI attenuation requirements for the long cable lengths
required In an aircraft. Examples of suitable coaxial cable types are for H81 and HB2 - RG316
cable and for HP.3 and HB4 - RG 179 cable. Where possible use of Triaxial cable is recommended
to give added protection a;gainst Interference due to electric or magnetic fields. Examples of
suitable triaxial cable types are for 1-111 and H32 - Trompeter TRC-50-2 and for HB3 and 1-114
Trompeter TRC-75-2.
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10.1.2 MIL-STD-15S3 Issues The following issues are considered:
-

Bus Topology
Hardware/Software partitioning

10.1.2.1 Bus TM. W
-

.

-

Four separate bus configurations are considered here:

Local or Aircraft Bus
Shared Use

10.1.2.1.1

Impact of Critical Signals
Open Circuit Stubs

-

Single or Multiple Buses
Unear Bus or other Topology

LMl or Aircraft Bus

ISSUE: Should the MIL-STD-1553 bus at the ASI be a local bus or part of a common aircraft
bus?
GUIDANCE: It Is recommended that a common aircraft bus, as shown in figure 10.3, be used in
preference to separate local buses. The use of separate buses for each ASI requires that separate
bus control circuitry is provided for each ASI. This when compared with the common bus
approach, will Increase the size of electronics required, reduce the overall reliability of the
system and add on extra levels of complexity to the overall design. One advantage of using
individual buses (figures 10.3) is to provide isolation of the bus at the ASI. This is necessary to
prevent radiation of data from an open circuit stub subsequent to a store being released.
However, isolation of the ASI can easily be provided by other means, such as relays.

8................
Common MIL-STD-1553 Stores Bus

Individual MIL-STD-1553 Stores Buses
FIGURE 10.3 Local and aircraft MIL-STD-1553 buses
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10.1.2.1.2 Sinrle or Multiple Buses
ISSUE: Should single or multiple buses be used for the stores bus?
GUIDANCE: A single dual redundant bus is recommended in preference to multiple buses (see
figure 10.4), unless the number of Remote Terminal addresses required cannot be accommodated
on a single bus. A single bus can support a maximum of 30 different Remote Terminal addresses
but it is recommended that the total used on a single bus be limited to 25 to allow some room for
future expansion. A single bus should be adequate in terms of bus traffic and reliability and will
minimize the amount of electronics required in terms of numbers of bus controllers.
10.1.2.1.3 Shared Use
ISSUE: Should the stores bus be combined with other MIL-STD-1553 aircraft buses?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that the stores bus, wherever possible, be combined with the bus
used within the AIS. Both these buses require c,-i:ical data to be transferred and both need to be
under the control of the AIS. By combining these buses aircraft wiring is reduced and fewer bus
controllers are required and this will reduce Me size of the electronics (see Figure 10.5). It Is
not recommended that the stores bus be cornbiaoed with any other aircraft bus as there will be a
conflict between the types of data to be transferred which could make it difficult to meet the
requirements for critical signal transfer on the stores bus (see paragraph 10.1.2.2).
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FIGURE 10.4 Single 3nd Mu'ltiple Stores Buses
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Separated Stores Bus and Internal AIS Bus
AVICOMM OSM
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m

A

Common Stores and AIS Bus
FIGURE 10.5 Separate and shared MIL-STD-1ES3 buses
10.1.2.1.4 Unear Bus or Other Topoloov
ISSUE: What topology should be used for the stores bus?
GUIDANCE: A linear bus (see figure 10.6) is one which is routed through the aircraft, Including
the wings, and stubs taken from the bus as close as possible to the store stations and remote
units. An alternative topology is for the bus to be confined to the fuselage (see figure 10.7).
Mux bus wirng from an ASI on the wing pylons would have to be routed down the length of the
wing to a stubbing point In the fuselage. This second alternative would require more aircraft
wiring, but provide greater system survivability of battle damage. The two buses in a dual
redundant system could also Ne separated making it very unlikely that both are destroyed by the

same area of damage.
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FIGURE 10.6 Linear Bus

---

c

FIGURE 10.7 Starred Bus
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10.1.2.2 Imoact of Critical Sionals
ISSUE: What impact does the requirement to transfer critical data have on the stores bus?
GUIDANCE: MIL-STD-1760 requires that the probability of inadvertent generation of a valid
critical and authority word demanding critical action shall not exceed 1 in 105 flight hours. To
meet this requirement great care must be taken to design a bus controller of high integrity for
the stores bus. See paragraph 10.2.2.
10.1.2.3

HardwarE/Software partitioning

ISSUE: How should the bus control function be partitioned between hardware and firmware?
GUIDANCE: The actual partitioning between hardware and firmware is for the designers to
determine, but they should be aware of all of the requirements of MIL-STD-1760 before
deciding on this partitioning. The following gives two examples of requirements that need to be
considered:
a. 1 in 105 hours critical probability quoted in 10.1.2.2 above
b. The AEIS bus controller shall be capable of transmitting commands at a rate such that
an intermessage gap of 750 microseconds maximum can be supplied when needed. This
requirement has been removed by notice 3 thereby allowing a more stressing requirement to be
imposed )n individual aircraft, that is as short as 50 microsecorJs maximum.
Figure 10.8 shows a typical design for a bus controller. The following indicates typical
partitioning of functions between hardware and firmware:
a. Hardware:

Checksum generation and checking
(Critical) Authority code generation (MIL-STD-1553)
Protocol error handling

b. Firmware:

Data bus changeover
- Busy management
Status word exception handling
- Combining safety critical and non-cntical message demands
Insertion of Critical Authority code
- Safety Critical message checks to include inhibiting any
transmission of nuclear weapon subaddresses to any ASI
. Checking that critical control and authority words match before
enabling transmission of Mission Store Control Message
10.1.2.4

Oen Circuit Stubs

ISSUE: What effect does open circuit stubs have on the design of the stores bus?
GUIDANCE: After a store has been released, the MSI end of the umbilical will probably remain
exposed and therefore able to radiate the activity on the mux bus. To prevent this, the stub
providing the mux bus to the ASI needs to be isolated fllowing store release. Some methods of
isolation are shown in figure 10.9.
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10.1.3 Low Bandwidth Issues The Tollowing issues are considered: networks, switching
elements, and connections.
10.1.3.1

Network This is brolen into four further issues:

Centralized or Distributed
Shared Usage
10.1.3.1.1

-

Technology
Impact of Potential Use as a Low Speed Data Bus

Centralized or distributed

ISSUE: Should the Low Bandwidth Network be centralized or distributed?
GUIDANCE: A centralized system is recommended (same configuration as a High Bandwidth
centralized network shown in figure 10.1) to provide the Low Bandwidth Network in the same
area as the High Bandwidth Network (see paragiaph 10.1.1). However, this is dependent on the
particular aircraft implementation. A centralized system would give a greater aircraft wiring
weight, but in a distributed system where the network is "daisy chained" (figure 10.1), the
removal of a unit, such as a pylon mounted Ftore Station Equipment, would result in the loss of
the Low Bandwidth network to units further down the chain.
10.1.3.1.2 I.bnoiggX
ISSUE: What technology should be used for the Low Bandwidth Network?
GUIDANCE: Use of switched technology, such as relays, is recommended, as the present state ol
FDM technology makes this option very expensive and it is unable to transmit DC levels as
required by MIL-STD-1760.
10.1.3.1.3 ba

Jd gn

ISSUE: Could the Low Bandwidth Network be used for other functions?
GUIDANCE: There should be an opportunity to use this network to transfer other audio signals
particularly signals from existing stores, for example the audio from a Sidewinder AIM-9L
missile. The designer should ensure these signals are compatible with the network and that they
do not compromise the requirements of MIL-STD-1760.
10.1.3.1.4 Imoact of potential use as Low Soeed Data Bus
ISSUE: How is the Low Bandwidth Network affected by its potential use as a Low speed Data Bus?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that if the Low Bandwidth network were to be used as a low speed
data bus, the bandwidth of the network shculO be increased to allow signal frequencies between
DC and 1MHz to be passed. Otherwise the use of this network as a low speed data bus should not
greatly impact the design of the network, as the existing requirements of MIL-STD.1760 should
ensure that this network can support being used for this purpose. The designer should be aware
"cfthis potential additional requirement to ensure that this facility can easily be accommodated in
the future.
10.1.3.2 Switching Elements
ISSJE: What type of switching elements should be used for Low Bandwidth signals?
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GUIDANCE: It is recommended that signal relays conforming to MIL-R-39016 be used for
switching :he Low Bandwidth signals, as semiconductor switches of comparable size would
significartly degrade the signal.
10.1.3.3 .nectIions
10.1.3.3.1

This is broken into two further issues; connectors and cabling.

CQLIgXQL1

ISSUE: What type of connectors should be used for Low Bandwidth signals?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that whenever possible twinaxial or triaxial connectors or
triaxial contacts in a larger connector be used.
10.1.3.3.2

C.abing

ISSUE: Whai type of cable should be used for Low Bandwidth signals?
GUIDANCF: The use of triaxial or twinaxial cable is reccmmended. Two coaxial cables with the
screens tied may be used if absolutely necessary.
10.1.4 Discrete Signal Issues The following interfaces are considered:
-

Release Consent
Address

-

Intorlock
Structure Ground

10.1.4.1 Release Consent This is broken into three issues: Switching Location; Switching
Design, Elements and Location; and Internal Information Transfer.
10.1.4.1.1

Switching Location

ISSUE: Where should the switching elements for Release Consent be located?
GUIDANCE: As this is a s3fety critical interface, the final switch elements in the signal path
must be as close as possible to the ASI, thereby minimizing the possibility of electromagnetic
interference inadvener';y activating the interface. The, return for Release Consent is the same
line as used for 28\' DC Power 2 return. It is therefore recommended that the switching circuits
for 28V DC Power 2 be located close to the switching circuits for Release Consent.
10.1 4.1.2 Switchino Design. Elements and Location
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the design of the switching circuits for Release Consent?
GUIDANCE: As this is a safety critical signal the design of the switch should meet the normal
requirements for such signals (see 10.2.1). At least two switch elements should be provided in
this signal path as shown in figure 10.11 to ensure no single fault can Inadvertently activate the
signal. One of these switch elements should provide an air break for protection against EMI and
the second switch element should be a semiconductor switch for protection against vibration.
Care should be taken in the design of the release consent switches to ensure that the isolation
requirement of MIL-STD-1760 (l0OKohms) between Release consent signals at different ASIs
is met. Special consideration should be given to the design of the BIT circuit for this signal, to
ensure that any biasing circuits do not compromise the isolation requirements.
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10.1.4.1.3

Internal Information Transfer

ISSUE: How does Release Consent effect internal information transfer within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that Release Consent is only activated after a positive aircrew
action such as operation of Trigger. This operation should be transferred to the remote unit
using discrete signals, so that interlocks can be provided on the release consent switching circuit
thereby inhibiting activation of the output unless Trigger is operated. This, combined with the
use of critical data transfer on the internal MIL-STD-1553 AIS bus, will provide a high level of
safety on this critical Interface. See Figure 10.10.
TRIGGER
0ISCAETE
INTERNAL AIS BUS

25 VOC

SEMIICON DUCTOJR

SWITCH

MECHANICAL
SWITCH

RELEASE CONSENT

FIGURE 10.10 Release Consent Switching Circuit
10.1.4.2

Interlock

10.1.4.2.1
ISSUE:

This is broken into two issues; monitoring location and circuitry.

Monitoring Location

Where should the Interlock monitoring circuitry be located?

GUIDANCE: It is recommended that the interlock signal be monitored close to the ASI to reduce
aircraft wiring. The Interlock signal may be used directly or indirectly to remove 28V DC
power from the store for deadfacing the connector when the store is not present. If Interlock is
to be used for this, then it is recommended that the monitor circuit for this signal be close to the
power switching elements for the particular ASI.
10.1.4.2.2

C•.utr

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the designs of the Interlock circuitry?
GUIDANCE: The designer should be aware of all the requirements concerning the interlock
interface especially if this interface is to be used to determine store presence. If this is the case.
the designer should ensure that the response time of the monitoring circuit to changes of
Interlock status is acceptable for the overall system design as well as ensuring all the voltage,
current and threshold requirements of MIL-STD-1760 are met. A typical Interlock circuit is
shown in figure 10.11.
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Typical Interlock Circuit

10.1.4.3 Address This is broken into two issues; fixed or variable and determined at ASI or

Equipment.
10.1.4.3.1

Fixed or Variable

ISSUE: Should the Address discretes have fixed or variable value?
GUIDANCE: It is strongly recommended that fixed addresses are used to identify the Remote
Terminal address at all ASIs. If varable addresses are used it would degrade the safety of the

system when considering the transfer of safety critical information on the MIL.STD-1553 Mux
Bus.
10.1.4.3.2 Determined at 6SI or E(]uigrnenl
ISSUE: Where should the RT Address of an ASI be determined?
GUIDANCE: The Address should be determined at any convenient point in the aircraft that is noninterchangeable.

For example, as shown in figure 10.12, If there Is an ASI in a removable

structure the address determination circuitry should not be located in the structure itself, but
the wiring should be routed through the structure to address determination circuitry located In
the non-removable structure. This will prevent the possibi;ity that simply by exchanging
structures two different ASI could be allocated the same RT Address (see also 13.1.2.3).

10.1.4.4 Structure Ground
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the Structure Ground signals?
GUIDANCE: This signal should be connected to aircraft structure ground at the closest convenient
point to the ASI. This signal is only used to minimize shock hazards to personnel and must not be
used as a normal signal or power return path. The ASI to MSI umbilical cable should have an

overall screen which should be bonded to the shell of the connectors at either end, thereby
currents generated by
providing a structure ground path to the store, capabfe or varriae n
lightning strikes etc.
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FIGURE 10.12 Location of RT Address
10.1.5 PowerIssuaes The following primary power issues are considered:

a. Centralized/Distributed
b. Elements
c. Connections
d. Signal Specific Design
10.1.5.1 Centralized or distributed This is broken Into two further issues: switching and fault
isolation.

10.1.5.1.1

Sitching

ISSUE: Should the power switching circuitry be centralized or distributed?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that, wherever possible, the power switching elements be located
close to the ASI particularly for 28V DC Power 2 which should be considered as the safety
critical supply. However, if there are limiting factors, such as lack of space in a pylon, then
some of these power switching elements could be located centrally. As shown in figure 10.13, a
centralized system would require more aircraft wiring compared with a distributed system.
10.1.5.1.2 FauU•tIlaIti
!SSUE: Where should the fault isolation elements for the power signals be located?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that, wherever possible, the fault isolation elements should be
located close to, but before, the switching elements as shown in figure 10.14. Tnis will allow
the fault isolation element to be monitored by the internal AIS BIT without having to activate the
switch elements and thus apply power to the store. This means the state of all the circuit
breakers in the system can be obtained by the AIS before the aircraft is airborne allowing any
corrective action to be taken before the starl of a mission.
10.1.5.2 Eement
Elements.

This is broken into two further issues: Power Switches and Isolation
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10.11.5.2.1 ,

•~rbiice

ISSUE: Wh~t type of power switching elements should be used?
GUIDANCE: Mechanical power relays to MIL-R-6106 should be used for the switching of power
as the voltage drops associated with solid state power switching devices wuuld make it very
difficult to meet the requirements of MIL-STD-1760.
10.1.5.2.2

Isolation Elemnts

ISSUE: What type of fault Isolation elements should be used?
GUIDANCE: Circuit Breakers conforming to MIL-STD-1498 should be used for the isolation
elements in the power lines as other devices, such as luses, cannot meet the current-time
profiles specified in MIL-STD-1760.
10.1.5.3 Ceions
10.1.5.3.1

This is broken into two further issues: connectors and cabling.

.onneGtgrs

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the connectors to be used for power interfaces?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that power interface lines should be routed through connectors
with the largest contacts practical to reduce voltage drops, that is use size 16 contacts or larger
wherever possible.
10.1.5.3.2

C.abing

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the cabling to be used for Power signals?
GUIDANCE: It is recommended that the largest cable that is practical be used for all power
wiring to reduce the voltage drops through the cable, that is use size 16 AWG or larger wherever
possible.
10.1.5.4 Signal Specific Design
28V DC Power 2, and 1 15V AC.
10.1.5.4.1

This is broken into three further issues: 28V DC Power 1,

28V DC Power I

ISSUE: What specific guidance can be given for 28V DC Power 1?
GUIDANCE: This signal should be treated as a non-critical power interface that can be applied to
the store at any time.
10.1.5.4.2

28V DC Eower 2

ISSUE: What specific guidance can be given for 28V DC Power 2?
GUIDANCE: This interface should be treated as a safety critical supply and, as shown figure
10.15, it is recommended that this be Interlocked with an aircrew operated switch, such as
Master Arm, such that It cannot be activated until there has been a positive action by the
aircrew. The designer should also be aware that the return for 28V DC Power 2 is also used as
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the return for Release Consent. This could affect the way these functions are partitioned within a
Store Station Equipment.
MA'TER ARM
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UNTERNAL AN BUS

28V DC
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.'t"......................... .................. ..............

I
POWEA 2

FIGURE 10.15 28V DC Power 2 Control
10.1.5.4.3

115V AC

ISSUE: What specific guidance can be given for 115V AC?
GUIDANCE: This interface should be treated as a non-critical power supply that can be applied to
the store at any time. It is recLmmended that all three phases be switched together to reduce the
circuitry required for power swi'ching and to reduce the time slew between the switching of
individual phases. If this signal is to be used to power stores that only require a single phase
(such as the AiM-9 Sidewinder missiles), then the designer must consider the implications of
having the remaining two pthases active but not connected. In this case separate switch elements
on each phase could be used or additional switch elements introduced.
10.1.6 Auxiliary Sional Set Issjua

The following issues are considered:

Auxiliary Power Switching/Isolation
Auxiliary Interlock Monitoring
Auxiliary Structure Ground
10.1.6.1
10.1 .6.1.1

AuxiiJ

EQw

This is broken into two further issues: 28V DC and 115V AC.

28V DC

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for Auxiliary 28V DC?
GUIDANCE: The same recommendations apply to Auxiliary 28V DC power as given for primary
28V DC Power 2 in 10.1.5 above. However the size of the switching and isolation elements
required for Auxiliary power may make it impractical to distribute the circuitry especially
within small pylons.
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10.1.6.1.2

"15V-AC

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for Auxiliary 115V AC?
GUIDANCE: The same recommendations apply to Auxiliary 115V power as given for primary
115V power in 10.1.5 above. However the size of the switching and isolation elements required
for Auxiliary power may make it impractical to distribute the circuitry especially within small
pylons.
10.1.6.2

Auxiliary Interlock Moritoring

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for Auxiliary Interlock monitoring?
GUIDANCE: The design of the auxiliary interlock circuitry should be similar to that used for the
primary interlock signal discussed in 10.1.4.2 and shown in figure 10.12. It is recommended
that the monitor circuit be located close to the ASI to reduce aircraft wiring. The designer should
be aware that this monitor may be used directly or indirectly to remove auxiliary 28V DC power
from an ASI to deadface the connector when store absence is detected.
10.1.6.3 Auxiliary Structure GrQund
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the Auxiliary Structure Ground signal?
GUIDANCE: This signal should be connected to aircraft structure ground at the closest convenient
point to the ASI. This signal is only used to minimize shock hazards to personnel and must not be
used as a normal signal or power return path. See the guidance given for primary Structure
Ground in 10.1.4.4.
10.1.7 Connector Issues The following two issues are considered: the primary connector and
the auxiliary connector.
10.1.7.1 Primary Connector This is broken into two further issues: High Bandwidth Contacts
and other guidance.
10.1.7.1.1 Hikh Bandwidth Contacts
ISSUE: What contacts should be used for High Bandwidth signals in the primary connector?
GUIDANCE: It ias been found that contacts produced against specification sheets /28 and 175 to
MIL-C-39029 uannot be guaranteed to meet the VSWR requirements for Type B signals as
specified in MIL-STD-1760. For both High Bandwidth 1 and High Bandwidth 2 signals contacts
built to the following specification sheets should be used in place of the /28 and /75 contacts
specified in MIL-STD-1760. Specification sheet 102 for the pin contact and specification sheet
103 for Mhe socket contact.
10.1.7.1.2 OtherUidaoc
ISSUE: What other guidance can be given for the primary connector?
GUIDANCE: Great care needs to be taken if cable clamps are to be used on the backshells of the
primary connector. As shown in figure 10.16 the triaxial contacts extend relatively far from
the rear of the connector insert and incorrect cable clamping can put stress directly on these
contacts which can physically bend or move them. This causes slight mismatches when the
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connectors are mated resulting in excessive wear. If cable damps are required on the back of a
connector then the use of a spacer is recommended, to ensure these particular contacts cannot be
distorted.
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FIGURE 10.16 Cable Clamping on Primary Connector
10.1.7.2 Auxiliary Connector No particular guidance is offered for this connector.
10.1.8 Reserved Provisions Issues The following issues are considered: Fiber Optics and
270V DC.
10.1.8.1 FibeLQptac This is broken into two further issues: connector contacts and hardware
provisions.
10.1.8.1.1

Connector Contacts

ISSUE: What provisions should be made in terms of connector contacts for the Fiber optic
signals?
GUiDANCE: The connector cavities for the ASI and the umbilical (with MSI as applicable) should
only be fitted with "plugs.* Because of the lack of suitable ferrules, no attempt should be made to
preempt future "contact" designs.
10.1.8.1.2

Hardware Provision

ISSUE: What hardware provisions should be made for the Fiber optic signals?
GUIDANCE: No specific hardware provision need be provided apart from ensuring spare module
positions are available in the central control equipments.
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10.1.8.2 27LV DQ

This Is broken into three further issues: hardware, connector, and cabling

provisions.
10.1.8.1.2

ar..w. rew

iis

ISSUE: What hardware provisions should be made for the 270V DC signals?
GUIDANCE: Ensure spare space is available in all store station equipments to incorporate a 270V
DC switch function.
10.1.8.2.2 Connector ProvisionS
ISSUE: What connector provisions should be made for the 270V DC signals?
GUIDANCE: Irsert size 16 socket or pin contacts as defined by slash sheet /56 and /58 to
MIL-C-39029, as appropriate, at all ASI connectors. Ensure all store station equipments
provide enough spare contacts on their external connectors to allow for incorporation of 270V
DC switching function within the equipment.
10.1.8.2.3 Cljblino Povisions Ensure spare wires are provided in cable runs between each ASI
connector and the appropriate store station equipment and provide spare wires in cable runs
from each store station equipment to central power distribution equipment.
10.2 Detailed Guidance on Specific Issues Guidance is provided on the following subjects:
Safety Critical Switching
Use of Standard Modules
Connectors
Physical design of equipment

Safety Critical Data Transfer
Built in Test Circuitry
Connector Pin Allocation
Electromagnetic considerations (EMC, EMP. TEMPEST)

10.2.1 Safety Critical Switching The issues discussed in this section give general guidance for
the design of all safety critical output circuits within the AIS but have particular relevance to
"the design of the circuits to control the MIL-STD-1760 Release Consent signal as this is classed
as a safety critical output.
10.2.1.1

Number of Switch Elements

ISSUE: How many switch elements should be provided in safety critical signal paths?
GUIDANCE: There should be at least three switch elements under the control of the AIS between a
power source and any safety critical output as shown in Figure 10.17. This allows each switch
element to be exercis J for BIT purposes while still ensuring that no single fault could
inadvertently activate a safety critical output as discussed in 10.2.4.3.
10.2.1.2 Position of switch elements
ISSUE: Where should the switch elements in the safety critical signal paths be located?
GUIDANCE: As a minimum the final switch element in a safety critical signal path should be
positioned as close to the store interface as possible. This minimizes the risk that the safety
critical signal could be activated by electromagnetic pick up in the wiring to the store Interface.
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FIGURE 10.17 Safety Critical Switch
10.2.1.3 T)= of switch elements
ISSUE: What type of switch elements should be used in the safety critical signal paths?
GUIDANCE: The final swtc element in any safety critical signal path should be of a mechanical
type which creates an air break in the signal path. This affords protection against
electromagnetic interference activating the safety critical output. One of the other switch
elements in the signal path should be of a semiconductor type. If possible. This affords or~ae
protection against vibration compared with the mechanical type of switc and also allows for
greater controi of the actual switching time than can be achieved by using mechanical s!
elements.
10.2.2 Safgk Critical data tKansfer
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the transfer of safety critical data on the MIL.-STD-1553
bus?
GUIDANCE: MIL-STD-1760 defines two pairs of words for transfer of safety critical data. The
first word In the pair is aI Critical Control Word containing the actual safety critical
information. The second word In the pair Is a Critical Authority Word which Is ai polynomial code
check on the critical data bits In the Critical Control Word. MIL-STD-1760 also specifies an
extremely low probability that valid Critical Control and Authority words can be generated in
error. To achieve this requirement the processing for generating the control word should be
separate and completely independent of Ve processing for generating the authority word. One
method of achieving this separation Is shown in figure 10.18. The central control processor
monitors the state of the critical switch Inputs (such as MAS, Trigger, Weapon Release, EJ, SJ)
and 4when identifies that a change of crtical state Is required the processor generates Me
relevant critical control word. This Critcal control word Is then passed to the Bus Co~ntolar
for transmission on the MIL-STD-1553 Stores Bus. The Bus Controller Identifies that a critical
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Authority word Is required and reads this word from an authority code table. However access to
this authority code table is limited by separate discrete monitors from the critical switch inputs
therefore access can only be obtained lo those codes relevant to the critical state presently
demanded by the critical switches, for example codes associated with jettison demands are only
available if SJ or EJ has been selected.
10.23 Use of Standard Modules
10.2.3.1

Process Control Equipment (PCE)

ISSUE: Can standard modules be used in the Process Control Equipments?
GUIDANCE: The use of standard modules within the PCE is dependent on the particular aircraft
requirements. However, if the avionics architecture for a particular aircraft is based on "Pave
Pillar.' then the PCE could utilize standard modules to perform the following functions:
-

Power Supply Unit (PSU)
Memory

.

Central Processing Unit (CPU)
MIL-STD-1553 Bus Control

10.2.3.2 Store Station Equi*ments fSSEi
ISSUE: Can standard modules be used in Store Station Equipments?
GUIDANCE: The differing physical and environmental constraints between aircraft and even
between different pylon positions on the same aircraft means that each SSE is likely to be unique.
However, there is scope for developing small standard modules which could be used in many
different SSE. Examples of such modules are: MIL-STD-1553 Remote Terminal Module,
Processing and Control Module, High Current Switch Module (Relays and FETs). Power Supply
Module.
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FIGURE 10.18 Safety Critical Data Transfer
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10.2.4

Built in Test Circuitry

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for BIT circuitry in the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The actual additional circuitry required to perform BIT wil be monitor circuits to

ensure particular functions are being activated when demanded and some additional circuits to
excite system inputs under control of the central processor. The following subpararaphs

describe the BIT circuits which may be added to enable particular types of signals to be tested.
10.2.4.1 Discrete Input BIT The circuit shown in figure 10.19a could be used for BIT on
Discrete input signals such as Interlock. High and low input states of the input receiver can be
tested by driving the BIT signal high and low.
10.2.4.2 Discrete Output BIT The circuit shown in figure 10.199b could be used for BIT on
Discrete output circuits. Each output type will have a grouped monitor signal and during BIT
each output will be individually set active and monitored functionally.
10.2.4.3 Safety Critical Outout BIT The circuit shown in Figure 10.19c could be used for BIT
on safety critical output circuits such as Release Consent. During BIT each output will be tested
by first ensuring all switches (x. y and z) are open, then in turn demanding short 'orr states for
switches y and z, ensuring BIT monitor 2 changes state each time. A short 'on' state is demanded
for switch x while ensuring BIT monitor 1 changes state. This method exercises each switch
element while ensuring no single fault could cause the output to become active.
10.2.4.4 Analoa Network BIT The circuit shown in figure 10.19d could be used for BIT of analog
network circuitry as required for the High Bandwidth and Low Bandwidth networks of
MIL-STD-1760. BIT for these circuits is limited to monitoring the analog element drive signal.
10.2.4.5 Power Switch BIT The circuit shown in figure 10.19e could be used for BIT of power
switches as would be required for 28V DC Power 1, 28V DC Power 2, 115V AC, Auxiliary 28V
DC and Auxiliary 11 5V AC. BIT for these switches will be by monitoring the output voltage (AC
or DC) to verify the
rffect state has been achieved.

10.2.5 Cnnector
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for connectors to be used within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: Wherever possible external equipment connectors, that is those not used for the ASI,
should be of a common type and conform to accepted standards, such as MIL-C-38999.
10.2.6 Connector Pin Allocations
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the allocation of signals to connector contacts within the
AIS not currently controlled by MIL-STD-1760, that is not the ASI?
GUIDANCE: The designer should ensure that all safety critical signals are surrounded by aGuard
contacts' as shown in Figure 10.20. These "Guard contacts" are either kept at or close to ground
potential or they are open circuit. This ensures that adjacent pin shorts within a connector
cannot activate a safety critical signal into or out of a unit. Wherever possble signals capable of
carrying high voltages or high currents should be separated from other types of signal
preferably by routing them through separate connectors.
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10.2.7 Physical Desian of Eauioment
ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the physical design of equipment within the AIS?
GUIDANCE: This is highly dependent on particular aircraft requirements and philosophies
although the designer should ensure that wherever possible all circuitry associated with high
current and voltages should be physically separated from other types of signal.
10.2.8 Electromagnetic Considerations (EMC. EMP. TEMPEST)
ISSUE: How is the design of the AIS affected by electromagnetic considerations?
GUIDANCE: The following guidance is offered for the signal types specified in MIL-STD-1760.
10.2.8.1 High Bandwidth (HB) Signals Triaxial cable should be used for all HB signal lines,
the outer shield being terminated at a convenient point on the shell of the connector the signal is
passing through. Voltage limiting devices should be used on the signal lines as they enter
equipments to suppress any spikes or surges generated by Electromagnetic pick up in the wiring.
10.2.8.2 Mux Bus Voltage limiting devices should be used on these signals as they enter
equipments to suppress any spikes or surges generated by electromagnetic pick up in the wiring.
All black d3ta being transmitted on the bus should be encrypted. Whenever a store has been
released the stub routed to the associated ASi should be isolated to ensure that data cannot be
radiated from the MSI connector on the umbilical.
10.2.8.3 Low Bandwidth slinals Voltage limiting devices should be used on the signal lines as
they enter equipments to suppress any spikes or surges generated by electromagnetic pick up In
the wiring.
10.2.8.4 Release Consent Filter contacts should be used for those signals in the external
conne'lors. Voltage limiting devices should also be used as described above.
10.2.8.5 Address Disc-etes The wire lengths used for these links should be kept to a minimum.
10.2.8.6 Power Filter contacts should be used on all the power interfaces.
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11.

SOFTWARE GUIDANCE

This section offers guidance for the implementation of the MIL-STD-1760 LoQ-r.a: 71.sig
Definition (LDD). Paragraph 11.1 discusses specific LDD issues, paragraph 11.2 disc,s..es
.3 ind paragraph
more general software issues important to the development of software -n
11.3 summarizes the overall benefits offered by the LDD to AIS software r'Fts ,section is
intended to be used by experienced software designers and managers. In many cases the following
assumptions are made of the reader:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Experience of real time embedded system software
Knowledge of a High Order Language (HOL) such as Ada, Jovial or Pascal
Knowledge of general Stores Management System characteristics
Experience of MIL-STD-1553 protocol implementation in software
Good understanding of MIL-STD-1760 (refer to section 5)

11.1 MIL-STD-1 760 LDD IMPLEMENTATION This paragraph considers the effects on the AIS
software design imposed by the MIL-STD-1760 LDD. The guidance and rationale have an
aircraft AIS emphasis and are concerned with both the low level software effects of the protocol
required by the LDD and the effects on the application software imposed by the LDD. Where there
are differences between the contracted June 1985 Draft Notice 1 LDD and the later Notices 2 and
3 then, where possible, guidance and rationale is provided for each issue, (denoted by Notice 1
and Notice 2/3). Where there are no significant differences, then a single set of guidance and
rationale is provided, (denoted by Notice 1/2/3). Issues and guidance are structured to the same
outline as the main LDD features described in paragraph 5. Specifically guidance is provided for
the following topics:
-

-

Overa'l LDD Impact
Subaddress Allocation
Store Identification
Basic Protocol
Coordinate systems
Standard Data Formals
Mass Data Transfer

*

-

Power Up Sequence
Data Check Algorithm
Safety Critical Control and Monitor
MIL-STD-1553 Option restrictions
Entity Definitions
Base Message Formats

11.1.1 Overall LDD impacts This paragraph offers high level guidance for the implementation
o! the LDD within an AIS.
11.1.1.1 Generic Software
ISSUE: Should the AIS implement a generic software solution applicable to the management of all
MIL-STD-1760 mission stores or implement specific solutions tailored to each mission store
type?
GUIDANCE: To maximize the benefits of the LDD in increasing interoperability and reducing
software and integration costs, then every effort within the AIS software design should be made to
develop generic software modules. This applies particularly in the following areas:

-

Power Up Sequences
Safety Critical Control
Error Recovery
Standard Message Buiding and decoding
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Store Determinations
Error Determination
Standard Data Entities

It is not possible, with the current limited scope of the LDD, to construct truly generic AIS

software.
RATIONALE: Although the MIL-STD-1760 LDD does not mandate the structuring of generic
subprograms for these key LDD areas, it is essential that provision is made within the software
development cycle to consider structuring of effective generic subprograms, that is software
units that handle protocols in a general purpose manner without requiring constant interface
reviews. To realize the real benefits in terms of greater interoperability and reduced system
procurement costs, Ihe AIS must utilize generic software modules. These modules should be seen
as primarily generic to many stores but specific to one AIS implementation. Clearly it will be
possible to write software that is generic to many AIS implementations, but achievement of this
will be more difficult and is beyond the scope of the immediate goals of MIL-STD-1760. Once an
AIS implementation has embodied the recommended set of generic modules, then when a new store
is added to the aircraft a relatively small amount of software should require change or new
generation. This is shown in figures 11.1 and 11.2. Clearly in figure 11.2 more effort and time
will be consumed and furthermore the confidence in the final software will be lower, because a
higher proportion of unproven software will be utilized. These arguments are strongest in the
area of safety critical control. As discussed later in 11.1.6 the designer should consider
partitioning the software so that safety critical software is rarely changed and therefore repeats
of lengthy software safety analyzes can be avoided. Should a non generic safety critical control
module be used, then new modules will be required for each new store type each requiring a full
and lengthy software safety analysis.
11.1.2 Power Uo Seauence This section offers guidance for software designed to power up
multiple mission stores.
11.1.2.1

Store Power-Uo Timing

ISSUE: When should mission stores be first powered up?
BACKGROUND: Mission stores are entitled to flag errors if the power application is in the wrong
order, or if incorrect time sequencing is performed. In some cases this could lead to a hang-'jp
situation.
GUIDANCE: To enable store identification to take place, the aircraft must power up and
interrogate the store well in advance of the store's possible employment. Wherever possible,
this should take place when the aircraft is not airborne.
RATIONALE: Many AIS functions will be commanded over MIL-STD-1553 data links. By their
time division multiplexing nature these links can be slow. The power application will frequently
be performed by relays. These relays will require a finite turn on time, say 20 msec and the
monilor cycle may take a further 20 msec. With the serial transfer time, each power source
may require 50 msec for application and monitor. The first power source will be turned on
after 30 msec giving a total available time of 120 msec for the transfer.
11.1.2.2 Reduction of power uo time
ISSUE: Software design to minimize system configuration time from power up.
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: The software design should ensure that, where power permits, all
mission stores are powered up at the same time such that the busy times associated with initial
power application can run concurrently. This will ensure the system is ready in the shortest
possible time. A typical timing diagram is shown in figure 11.3.
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FIGURE 11.1 Software Changes for New Store (Generic Software Structure)
RATIONALE Notice 112/3: Mission stores must complete the initial power up processing within
500 ms during which time they can be in a valid busy state. A sequential power routine where,
for example 10 mission stores are to be identified, would take 5 seconds to complete thereby
slowing dlown system readiness. This could prove critical for in fl~ght power up after power
failure.
11.1.2.3
ISSUE: What error checking should be made by an AIS during mission store power up?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: The mission store power up phase is considered to start with
application of power to the store and end with either the successful receipt of a store description
message by the AIS or the expiration of the 500 ms limit time. Additionally, a mission store
monitor message should be scheduled at the point where it is available and valid (described in the
lCD under Notice 3) to ensure the critical monitor word Is clear and the checksum check Is
passed. During this phase the following checks should be made:
a. No detected power overload (such as by exception from continuous AIS BIT software)
b.

MIL-STD-1553 response within limit time

c.
d.
e.
f.

No MIL-STD-1553 error (word count, bit count, parzly etc)
Busy state removed within limit time
No service request/ector word combinations beyond AIS handling capability
Valid mission store monitor message checksum
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If the 500 ms valid busy time expires, the AIS ,should schedule a Reset Terminal Mode code. If
busy is still set, schedule retries for 10 ms before failing the mission store. This is shown as a
flow chart in figure 11.4.
RATIONALE Notice 112/3: Although the LDD specifies that the busy bit should be cleared within
500 ms of power up, a tolerance should be applied
by the AIS to ensure that mission stores are

not shut down without the AIS scheduling retries. The reset mode code will remove any
recoverable latch up conditions in the store. If, during the mission store power up sequence, a
non fatal error is detected the AIS must action the reported failure either by hanging the store or
only allowing operation in a degraded mode.
11.1.3 Subaddrtss Allocation
ISSUE: Allocation of subaddress to stores and remote interface units.
GUIDANCE Notice 1/213: The AIS software should be designed to provide additional integrity
checks to ensure that only subaddresses provided within the store interlace (via upload notice 1,
via lCD Notice 2/3) are used. Special care is required with the Safety critical subaddresses.
These are 07 and 11 for Notice f and 11, 19, and 27 for Notice 2/3. Specific recommendations
are:

a. Provide high integrity checks to avoid generation of messages to/from subaddresses
reserved for NUCLEAR WEAPONS unless initiated by Nuclear
certified software.
b. Provide high integrity checks such that all messages to subaddress 11 (critical
control) have a low probability of either inadvertent generation or inadvertent command of an
undesired critical state with a correctly formatted critical authority word.
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As discussed in section 10, these checks can be embodied into the MIL-STD-1553 Bus Controller
firmware as well as the AIS software. It is ;ikely that some standard MIL.STD.1553 modules
for integrated racks will not implement suitable firmware checks. In these cases, a double check
will have to be implemented In the AIS software. As this may not be an easy task il iS
recommended that consideration is given to AIS requirements when designing "standard"
MIL-STD.1 553 hardware.

RATIONALE INotice 1/2/3: Provision Is made by the LOD for predefined subaddress allocation

(for example subaddress 11 for safety critical control and monitor messages) leaving a wide
range of user definable messages.

The AIS software and firmware will have knowfeloe, for each

store determined to be present, of the implemented and critical subaddresses and can provide an
integrity check before the transaction request is accomplished.
11.1.4 Data Check AlIorithm

11.1.4.1 Checksum Generation Point
ISSUE: Should the checksum generation be implemented in software?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Implement the AIS checksum generation and checking in software. This
may be either the AIS software or MIL.STD-1 553 Bus Controller firmware if that is switchable
(on/off and algorithm) by the AIS software.

RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: Although the LDD checksum can be implemented in hardware the
flexibility of the software implementation should be exploited partiulalDy when interfacing

with either mission stores not implementing a checksum on specific subaddresses or an existing
store (for example AMRAAM) which does not implement
f.Dr
the
checksum but uses another
algorithm. The LDD data check algorithm is readily implemented in any 16 bit computer or
microprocessor ISA. The main instructions required are 16 bit exclusive OR and 16 bit logical
rotation. Where a microprocessor does not feature a logical rotate this can be effected by using
the following "instructionsr (shown here on register A).
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BEGIN

ADDAkoA
JUMP IFNO CARRY to END
INCREMENTA

END

A coding for implementing checksums In MIL-STD-1750 assembler is shown below. For a 32
word message, encoding time is about 120 uS maximum.
Start

Code 1

LIM
LIM

R3,1
R1 ,mm

LIM
)XFIR
XER

R12,nn
R2,R2
R2,OR12

SR2,R3
AISP
S
STB

R 12,1
R1 ,Code 1
RI 2,0

; define shift left (FF or OF . shift right)
; load with number of message words, (not including
checksum word)
;with address of message word 1
; clear R2
; Modulo 2 summing
; shift left
; increment word address
; decrement word count + JNZ
; store checkword in last word

11.1.4.2 LDD Checksurn Computation
ISSUE: What are the effects of computing the LDD Checksum?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Where possible Implement the checksum algorithm in the
MIL-STD-1553 Bus Controller firmware. As discussed in paragraph 11.1.4.1, this would be
repeat single word algorithm of some 3 x 16 bit microprocessor instructions. The algorithm
would be Inserted in the time available, between interfacing with the MIL-STD-1553 protocol
hybrids, during data transmission.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: Software interfaces with MIL-STD-1553B protocol hybrids will
generally be through assembler level instructions. Within the Ada programming language there
are no suitable constructs to generate efficiently the LDD checksum required for specified
messages. Implementation in firmware frees the application message building software from
computing the checksum. It should also be noted that where system time is embedded within a
message, then the checksum would be best latched in at transmission time, In order to avoid
excessive compensation processing at the moment of building / queuing. This would require the
computation of a checksum at transmission time.
11.1.5 Store Identification
11.1.5.1 Use of store description protocol
ISSUE: What effects upon software design are Imposed by the store description protocol?
GUIDANCE Notice 1: The AIS should follow the extraction protocol and data flow shown in figure
11.5 to determine which TX subaddresses and which RX subaddresses have been implemented.
The message implementations, provided as data entity codes, should be stored in a flexible data
structure. An example data structure Is provided In figure 11.6. The information held about
mission store message implementation can then be used by general purpose message building and
decoding modules, which use the data entity code to access an entity data base. It will be
necessary for the software designer to Include store specific software which knows in which
context the implemented messages are required. Care should be taken within the resulting data
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base design to allow storage capacity for multiple data of the same entity type, such as multiple
targets, where each would use the same entity code.
RATIONALE Notice 1: The use of data entity codes to describe message structures allows the
development of general purpose modules to build messages for transmission to stores and decode
incoming store sourced messages. These generic modules can only be effectively developed if they
have access, using the unique data entity code, to an entity data base. A purely generic design is
not possible as no information is supplied from the mission store about the context of each
declared message. Overlaying data onto the same entity code requires consideration during the
entity data base design and access efficiency is particularly important, because the message
building/decoding modules could be frequently executed and any excessive delays or processing
requirements would then adversely effect AIS performance.
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: Represent the Mission Stores ICD in a suitable data structure in such a
manner that general purpose message building and decoding modules can be used. Here the ICD
defines the use of standard data entities instead of the Notice 1 store description upload. Care
must be taken, because with Notice 3 there is scope for the use of non standard data entities.
RATIONALE Notice 2/3: Notice 2/3 LDD allows implementation of user definable subaddresses to
be described by a mission store ICD instead of being loaded from the mission store. To meet the
goals of reductions in software and system integration cost on aircraft programs, it is important
that the aircraft software design solution provides generic subroutines which can be used for
message building/processing and data word formatting and decoding. Excluding user definable
data words, which can be included in a stores ICD under special conditions provided by the
standard, these routines can be developed for the standard data entities and called from a generic
mission store control module(s) which uses ICDs represented by a standard data structure.
11.1.5.2 Inventory Data Base Structure
ISSUE: How should the AIS inventory data base be structured to best use the store description
data?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Provision should be made within the inventory data structure for the
direct inclusion of the Country Code and Store Identity or ASCII string words (Notice 1).
Standard software modules should be capable of decoding these three store description
parameters to determine the exact store type. The inventory structure should be capable of
dealing with any mission store for which interface details are known (through Mission Store ICD
under Notice 2/3) for any pylon station. The structure of this inventory data should then be
used for selection of specific stores following store type selection requests.
RATIONALE Notice 1/213: These store description parameters are the only information provided
to determine Ihe interface requirements of a mission store. Standard routines should be
developed that can identify the store and then dynamically configure the system inventory
accordingly. This is essential if the AIS is to configure its control structures on uploaded
information which then reduces the requirement on the ground crew to load in the inventory.
This potentially increases aircraft readiness times.
11.1.6 Safety Critical ControU/Monitor This section offers guidance on the way the AIS should
manage the safety critical data, what additional software interlocks can be provided and the best
way to structure the software to use the safety critical states provided.
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11.1.6.1 Usage of Standard Software
ISSUE: Can standard safety critical software for control of Mission Stores be used?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: The standard safety critical message and word structure lends itself to
the development of dedicated software modules where few changes would need to be generated and
validated. The designer should ensure that standard software modules are used in the AIS to build
and decode safety critical messages.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: In addition to the benefits in critical software reduction offered by
standard routines, containing all critical message processing in one module offers advantages In
the software validation and verification activities required to prove safety critical software
control systems.
11.1.6.2

Software Structure

ISSUE: What software structure should be used for safety critical processing?
GUIDANCE: Safety Critical processing should be structured to partition safety critical software
from non safety critical software where possible and always separate the computation of critical
authority codes from the generation of critical control words. This approach is shown in figure
11.7. Here the AIS processing is separated into four elements:
a Non critical software associated with targeting data, aircraft data, inventory and
other functions. The end user may wish to frequently change the precise functionality in these
areas. Software verification and validation will be required, but no special Safety Critical
analysis will be required.
b. Safety critical software associated with determining the critical state of the store. As
specified in paragraph 8.2.2 these states are highly dependent on the critical switch inputs.
There is a relatively infrequent need to modify this software, because of the generic nature of
this function. Therefore, although any modification would require a lengthy and detailed software
safety analysis, it will rarely delay implementation of a new store on the aircraft and contribute
little to life cycle cost. The output from this software will be the critical control messages for
the mission stores and similar messages to control remote AIS equipments. To prevent a single
processing failure from being capable of initiating a critical event the safety critical software
should not contain the algorithm for computing the critical authority data words. Because the
Mission Store, and remote AIS equipments, will check for the correct authority code to match the
critical control state demanded, this software package alone cannot initiate critical action.
c. Codes Processing function - This is a simple software or firmware function. It
receives the critical switch inputs to the AIS and computes from them only those critical
authority code combinations that are potentially valid. For example If Master Arm is not live
then any authority code associated with arming commands would not be computed by the codes
processing function. The codes processing function also determines which critical control
formats are valid (3llowed states) for the detected states of the critical inputs. For example if
Master Arm is not live then D7, D8 and D10 of the Critical Control Word would not be allowed.
The codes processing cannot Initiate a safety critical message and therefore a single processing
failure cannot cause a safety critical event.
d. Bus Controller firmware - As previously described In paragraphs 10 and 11.1.3, the
Bus Controller firmware executes certain checks on critical message transfer. For mission
store control messages, the Bus Controller firmware executes the following sub functions:
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-Coenbination of data outpu from the Safety Critical arnd codes processing functions
-Inhibition of the message If Safety Critical processing output does not match the allowed
critical states output from the codes processing
- Channeling of safety critical and non critical message demands onto the sane
MIL-STD.1553 Bus
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Since the Bus Controller firmware contains neither the critical control message format nor the
critical authority code algorithm, a single processing failure will be unatble to initiate an
executable safety critical message. The term *separated." as applieo to this processing, is
subjective and needs further guidance. One extreme position is where the four processing
elements are implemented as four separate equipments. This is rejected because any separation
into different equipments would add cost and weight. Also this would be pointless, because for
safety reasons the interfaces between the equipments would require extensive software design
verification and analysis. Another extreme position is for all the processing to be executed in t
same processor. These would be separate tasks separated only by the tasking implementation.
With such an implementation, it would be extremely difficult, or even impossible to
demonstrate that no single failure could initiate a safety critical action. The recommended
solution is a compromise between these two positions and provides high performance and safety
with minimum oust and weight penalty. The recommendations are, in order of importance:
- The safety critical processing and codes processing must be execute 1 on separate
processors with fully verifiable independent design and compilation.
- The Bus controller software should be implemented as a function. executed, designed
and compiled separately from the safety critical processing. Where this is not possible, such as
if a standard MIL-STD-1553 module is mandated, then this software should be executed on the
same processor as the safety critical processing, but should be separately designad and compiled.
- The non safety critical software must be designed and compiled separately from the
other software. It may be executed by the same processor as the safety critical software, but
ideally a separate processing module should be used.
11.1.6.3 Uslae of Monitor Messaaes
ISSUE: How should the AIS use safety critical monitor messages?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/213: After any aircraft initiated change of the Store Critical State, a
monitor of successful attainment of the demand should always be scheduled. Sufficient time
should be allowed to enable the mission store to attain the demanded state.
RATIONALE Notice 1/213: Safety critical controls require a higher degree of integrity checking
than other mission store controls. Any change in the mission stores safety critical state, which
can only be initiated by the safety critical control message, should always be checked to prevent
further safety critical state changes being initiated until the current state is attained. If the
state is not attained within the expected time, or an incorrect state arises, then a re-sequencsng
of the safety critical state can be attempted. Persistent failure to attain a demanded state can
then result in the mission store being shut down. Demanded slate attainment, within mission

stores, may require the activation of some devices which could take a considerable time to

become active. For example, a relay may be used to switch a safety critical signal and account
should be taken of the settling time, typically 20 ms, before monitoring for successful
attainment.
11.1.6.4 Software Desian for State Control
ISSUE: What software design is required to support safety critical state control?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: The misson store critical state control should be implemented in the
AIS software. As described in 11.1.6.2 this software should have three portions:
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a AIS safety critical software, #so generate MIL-STD-1760 mission store control
message data, excluding critical authority codes.
b. AIS firmware to generate allowed critical authority codes.
c. AIS MIL-STD-1553 Bus Controller firmware, to check allowed codes against
demanded states, insert codes in messages and re~ompute checksums.
Thi:; paragraph considers the safety critical sottware. Specific guidance points are:
a. Use interrupts as the mechanism for detection of relevant critical switch changes.
This .vih reduce response times.
b. Reverify critical inputs, at interrupt scheduled critical input processing modules.
c. Avoid the use of Ada exceptions.
d. Implement safety critical soat.vare, not as one generic package, but rather as a set of
generic software modules spread over a multi-layered structure. The lower the layer, the more
generic, to stores and different AIS functions, the software can be. Successively lower layers
should implement the following functions:
High level state determination
Mapping of high level state to MIL-STD-'760 states
MIL-STD.1760 State sequencing
MILTSTD-1760 critical data formatting
e. Use finite state control, see paragraph 1 i.1.6.5, for critical state determination.
11.1.6.5 Software Desion Techniaue
ISSUE: What software design techniques should be employ, I for critical state control?
GJIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Exploit finite state design for mission store control. Map other control
requir3mer,ts, for the mission store and tne release and suspension controls, to the available
safety critical states.
RATIONALE Nolice 112/3: The safety critical states offered by the safety critical control word
are naturae release sequence states and lend themselves !o the development of a finite state
machine at the heart of th3 AIS software design. This is a proven and reliable method of control
system software design. As the AIS controls mission stores through the release cycle, other
message activity is required, such as the transmission of targeting messages to slew a missile
seeker head to the sensed target position. Matching these message path controls to the safety
critical states, allows fu!l mission store control &nd release using one general purpose finite
state controller. The other mapped controls, should be described in a suitable data structure,
available from dedicated mapping (Notice 1) or held ICD data structure (Notice 2/3) and passed
as a parameter to the generic finite state controller for each particular store type.
11.1.7 MIL-STD-1553 Option Restriction.
MIL-STD-1553 provides many optional features.
These allow significant design treedoms but reduce the scope for generic Implementation of
hardware and software. This is acceptable for general avionics purposes where a fixed set of
equipments are present. MIL-STD-1760 provides a more dynamic environment with different
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stores fitted for different missions. Accordingly, many of the MIL-STD-1553 options have been
restricted (particularly in status and mode code usage) and these restrictions give scope for
more generic AIS software implementation.
11.1.7.1 Status Word Bit Effects
ISSUE: What are the effects on software design of each status word bit either having a specified
use or not being permissible to use?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Common status word bit handling routines should be implemented at
the MIL-STD-1553 level of software control. These are best implemented in the Bus Controller
firmware. Specific to status word bit guidance is included in paragraph 11.1.8.
RATIONALE Notice 102/3: This exploits a major LDD benefit where every mission store
implements a status word bit in exactly the same manner. If these routines are used at the
interface level, within the software control, then the software size requirements, reliability and
verification capability are all improved.
11.1.7.2 Mode Code Effects
ISSUE: What are the effects on software design of restricting the number and use of mode codes?
GUIDANCE Notice 11213: The mode codes should be considered in two groups. First, there are
the Mode Codes with associated data, for example sync with data and vector word. Because these
transfer data, they must be managed by the AIS software and only part processed by the
MIL-STD-1553 Bus Control firmware. Note that the timing use of synchronize with data may
force either logging of precise time of generation (Notice 1) or insertion of precise time (Notice
2/3). The degree to which the software/firmware for these modes codes can be generic is
limited. The second group are those mode codes which have no associated data and which relate to
the management of MIL-STD-1553 data flow. Because the AIS can be assured of their
embodiment in stores, generic software can be generated to effect error recovery. This software
should mostly be implemented as MIL-STD-1553 Bus Control firmware. Specific information
related to mode code usage is shown below in Table 11.1.
Table 11.1 Mode Code Usages by AIS
Mode Code

AIS Use

Transmit Status
Transmitter Shutdown
Override Transmitter Shutdown
Reset Remote Terminal
Transmit Vector Word
Synchronize with Data
Transmit Last Command

None
Clear unreliable bus
None
Clear no response conditions
Sea 11.1.8
See 11.1.8
None_

Software/Firmware
Software
Firmware
Software
Software

11.1.8 Basil fQ1
The MIL-STD-1760 LDD (notices) contains a number of features
identifiable as protocol. These are listed below, together with the paragraphs of this Appendix
that address their Impact.
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Communication Rules
RT Address
Subaddress restrictions
Mode Command Restrictions
Status Word restrictions
Protocol Checks
Checksums
Execution Times
Service Request use
Service Request Servicing
Vector Word demand
Mass Data Transfer
Carriage Store Routing

Sections 9,10, and 11
11.1.3
11.1.7.2
11.1.8
Impacts store only
11.1.4, 11.1.8.2, and 11.1.8.10
impacts store only
11.1.8.1
11.1.8.1
impacts store only
notice 3 only
no applicability

This section therefore offers guidance for the software design resulting from, the basic LDD
protocol related to the use of the MIL-STD-1553 vector word and status word responses from
mission stores. These status word responses will either result in, the scheduling of further
message transactions to determine more detail of the possible failure and/or the scheduling of
retries to clear an error condition. The service request bit, subsystem flag bit and busy bit are
specifically considered.
11.1.8.1 Vector Word Effects
ISSUE: What are the effects upon AIS software design caused by the extraction of vector word(s)
after the raising of service request bit by the mission store?
GUIDANCE Notice 1: The LDD protocol handling software should clear all outstanding service
requests via the vector word extraction protocol. Figure 11.8 shows a service request protocol
flow diagram. By using such a standard module implemented in low level software or firmware,
the higher level processing software does not have to deal with the scheduling of the required
acyclic transactions. If the error condition can be dealt with locally, for example a checksum
failure, then it should be cleared and logged at this level, again protecting the calling software.
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FIGURE 11.8 Service Request Protocol
RATIONALE Notice 1: The scheduling of the error determination acyclic transactions and the
subsequent error recovery acyclic messages, if implemented, at the application message
processing level, would limit the use of generic procedures in the software design. This is most
evident in dealing with service request responses for cyclic transmissions running
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asynchronously to the main acyclic control message building/transmitting software. A common
low level routine for handling extraction, logging and recovery actions reduces the size and
increases the r6liability of AIS software.
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: The single vector word should be extracted at the message transmission
software level. Processing of the contents, specified by thc Mission Store's ICD, should, where
possible, be handled at this level.
RATIONALE Notice 2/3: See Notice I Rationale.
11.1.8.2 Checksum Failure Recovery
ISSUE: What are the effects upon AIS software design in holding the last two transmit messages
for a mission store to ensure recovery from a checksum failure?
GUIDANCE Notice 1: The software data structures for message transmission processing, require
careful design such that an effective buffering mechanism is provided. This mechanism can cater
for holding the current RX message and the previous RX message for each Mission Store. This is
best achieved by referencing each Mission Store by its RT address. Access to the buffering
mechanism should be as efficient as possible as otherwise it will have an adverse effect upon the
intermessage gap time(s) during attempted error recovery. A possible buffering scheme is
shown in figure 11.9
RATIONALE Notice 1: Upon detection of a checksum failure (reported via service request vector
words) the AIS software has to be capable of retransmitling the message that produced the
checksum failure and the message that yielded the status word response (this message having
been discarded by the store because its service request bit was high). It is important for the
controlling data structure to be able to provide this message holding for all available RTs, as
other transactions to other terminals may have been scheduled before the service request is
acknowledged by the AIS. Access efficiency is particularly important for maintaining good
intermessage gap times during error recovery. The faster the error conditions are cleared the
quicker any other queued messages can be serviced.
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FIGURE 11.9 Checksum Error Recovery (RX messages)
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GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: Checksum failures are not reported by the use of service requests but by
polling, as necessary, a dedicated Protocol Status word in TX subaddress 11 (see paragraph
11.1.8.10). There is therefore no possibility of resticting thq message backlog to two messages
and no guidance Is given.
11.1.8.3 Error ManagemeIt
ISSUE: What are the effects on software design, of creating a suitable error management
procedure to process the various flags. embedded in '.he extracted vector word to form a complete
service request?
GUIDANCE Notice 1 (general): Ensure that the software is designed with a common subroutine
module for vector word processing, which can translate the flags and action the requests.
Specific guidance for each bit or bit field is provided below.
RATIONALE Notice 1 (general): The benefits of reliability, memory reduction and the protection
of upper level software, from low level protocol issues, are gained by a low level generic vector
word translating module.
11.1.8.3.1

Soecific Guidance for Notice 1

GUIDANCE Vector Word F2: See 11.1.8.4
GUIDANCE Vector Word F3: Ensure the software can reschedule a retry of the message yielding
the checksum failure (as in section 11.1.8.2) and can shut down a store on successive checksum
failures.
RATIONALE Vector Word F3: Upper level application software is protected from recovery
scheduling. The probabilities of two successive message failures, over the MIL-STD-1553 data
bus, are so remote that this event can be interpreted as a complete mission store failure.
GUIDANCE Vector Word F4: The upper level application software should deal with a critical
authority failure by, applying a safety critical reset to the Mission store and then resequencing
the mission store to its current safety critical state. If this action still yields safety critical
control authority errors, then the mission store can be considered to be unsafe and should be
shut down and declared 'hung'.
RATIONALE Vector Word F4: Retries are necessary to ensure a functional Mission Store is not
shut down. It is best to resequence the mission store through the safety critical states to its
current operational state, to ensure that any sequencing failures are corrected. Persistent
critical authority failure means that, either there is a serious error either within the mission
stores checking mechanism or the aircraft's critical code generation is not functioning. In either
case, the mission store should be considered unsafe and should be shut down.
GUIDANCE Vector Word F5: For operetional flight software, ensure that the message yielding the
sequencing error is rescheduled. If a subsequent sequencing failure occurs, ensure the mission
store is shut down.
RATIONALE Vector Word F5: If after system development and integration have been cr npleteo a
sequencing error is flagged, then because tho correct sequencing would have been established
during development a fault condition exists. Rescneduling the control message that yielded the
sequencing error will allow the survival of an intermittent fault.
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GUIDANCE Vector Word F6: If there are no regular transmissions of all of the mission stores
data set, then ensure all messages that contribute to the mission stores data set are retransmitted
acyclically as soon as possible.
RATIONALE Vector Word F6: Data Set consistency should be maintained and if the stores data set
is not refreshed regularly, the AIS software should schedule the retransmission of all messages
associated with the data set as fast as possible.
GUIDANCE Vector Word Codes: Ensure that the reported missing signal(s) are applied, or
reapplied, where possible. Persistent repo;ting should result in mission store shut down.
FlATIONALE Vector Word Codes: If the mission store determines a signal, or signal set, which is
under direct control of the AIS s.ftware is t,.ssi.ng, then it should be applied or reapplied.
Mission stores should only be shut down if they cannot function without the signal.
11.1.8.3.2 Specific Guidance for Notice 2/3
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: Design the software to be capable of using information from bits within
the vector word (which are valid if the format flag is logic 1). These must be interpreted using
the AIS .leld ICD data.
RATIONALE Notice 2/3: The system designer has the freedom to allocate bits withirn the vector
word. The definition of these bits is held within the ICD which must be represented by a data
struc.ure in the AIS software. To reduce tne amount of software aid allow some of the vector
word processing to be contained at the message handling level, it is important to access 'he ICD to
translate the used bits inio meaningful software constructs to be processed at a higher level.
11.1.8.4 Asynchronous Messageachedui•ling
ISSUE: How should the AIS software implement scheduling of asynchronous message transactions
requested from a mission store?
GUIDANCE Notice i: The eircraft software must be capable of responding to the request reported
In a vector word in the cases of:
a. A RX req',est - Build the message from the described subaddress by calling message
build routirnes (refer to 11.1.5.1) which use standard data entities as described in the upload
message description of the specified subaddress and then activate an 3cyclic transmission of that
message.
b. A TX message request - Schedule an acyclic request for the specified subaddress and
ther, process each returned data word. Again using the message description taken at upload to
interpret store defined message formats. Particular attention should be paid to acyclic requests
to transmit subaddress 11, as this may indicate a serious store problem.
RATIONALE Notice 1: Due to the intimate relationship between message uploaded descriptions and
message building/decoding, then the software structure must allow access to the associated data
structures from the vector word processing module.
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: The AIS software should complete its current message processing before
scheduling the requested transaction. Common message building and decoding routines, that use
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the mission stores ICD to deal with the request, should be activated. The transaction controlling
software should ensure that the requested data word count is supplied.
- ATIONALE Notice 2/3: The mission store has to hold the formatted TX subaddress ready even
while other transaction continues. During a state change sequence, it is better for the
controlling software to complete the current task rather than respond instantly to deal with
asynchronous request. Note that the Notice 3 LDD allows the mission store to determine the
asynchronous word count.
11.1.8.5 Sub-system Flag Response
ISSUE: How shou'd the AIS software respond to subsystem flag bit time 17?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Ensure that the subsystem flag, if set, Is valid by scheduling a Reset
TerminaI Mode code in response to the flag. Only proceed with associated subsystem flag
processiig if the subsequent status word yields the subsystem flag again. The AIS application
software should attempt to determine if the failure is "fatal* or tolerable. For notice 1 LDD, the
AIS should extract the BIT LOG and act on this data (see 11.1.8.6). For notice 2/3 LDD the
subsystem flag indicates *total loss of store function* and the store should therefore be set as
failed and all power and discrete signals deactivated.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: The aircraft response to the subsystem flag will probably result in
the store becoming unavailable. This could be critical to mission success and it is therefore vital
that the controlling software oniy reacts to a subsystem flag definitely raised by the mission
store. The Reset Terminal Mode code is the best method of ensuring that the flag has not been
raised as a result of a temporary mission store failure, because it ensures that the Mission store
RT is reset by hardware.
11.1.8.6 Built in Test Log (BIT LOG) Extraction
ISSUE: How should the AIS software implement BIT LOG word extraction?
GUIDANCE Notice 1:
a. Ensure that after store identification (see 11.1.5), the position of the BIT LOG word,
data entity code 01FE is saved (in terms of the TX subaddress number in which it is implemented
and the data word position within this message) in such a way that the generic subsystem
handling software can, if required, automatically schedule an acyclic request for the BIT LOG data
word
b. Following a confirmed detection that subsystem flag is set, (see 11.1.8.5) the AIS
application software should extract the BIG LOG data from the store
c. The BIT LOG word processing should ensure that the AIS can respond by, either
allowing a degraded mission store operation or by failing the store and automatically selecting
another store of the same type (if one exists within the inventory). Typical criteria for
declaring the store failed are; Inability to extract BIT LOG data or the BIT LOG data indicating a
mission vital function is unavailable, for example targeting.
d. Where the BIT LOG indicates an unsafe condition, the AIS should remove all power,
declare the store as hung and alert the aircrew, via the avionics interface, to the potential
hazard. Examples Include store overheating or critical circuits unsafe.
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RATIONALE Notice 1: The Mission store has the freedom of positioning the BIT LOG word,
associated with the subsystem flag word, in any data word position in any user definable TX
subaddress. As the aircraft has to extract the BIT LOG word in response to a valid subsystem flag
(to determine the seriousness of the subsystem failure allowing possible degraded modes or
hanging) then upon initial upload the position should be saved in some suitable data structure.
This applies to each Mission store implementing a BITLOG word, such that a generic low level
subsystenm flag handling routine can extract the BITLOG word. The upper level application
software processing paths should only have to respond to a hung, or degraded mode state, and not
the scheduling of BIT LOG extraction.
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: None offered, as subsystem flag is always translated as fatal mission
store failure. No BIT LOG word is required to be extracted when subsystem flag is set nor is
there a standard BIT LOG format provided. It is possible, that some store unique processing could
be implemented.
11.1.8.7 Busy Bit Management
ISSUE: How should the AIS implement Busy bit management?
GUIDANCE Notice 1: Ensure that the software is designed such that, communication with a
mission store during the known busy time does not occur. This should be implemented in the
lower level AIS software/firmware by ensuring that:
a. Where multiple mission stores and other bus users, such as AIS remote equipments,
are receiving/transmitting data, then messages are interleaved and not grouped "back to back"
for each RT address
b. Where one mission store dominates the current bus traffic, then a minimum
intermessage spacing should be introduced. This could be calculated from the store busy time,
available from the store description (see 11.1.5). As this would be complex to implement, then
a basic default time of 1 mS should be used.
c. Always use the maximum busy period specified (at power up, Rx message or
synchronize mode code), rather than the uploaded times in the Store Description Message A. Out
of specification busy times should be interpreted as store failures.
RATIONALE Notice 1: Implementing software that can manage busy conditions efficiently, can be
difficult and cumbersome as special buffers have to be created and managed for each RT. These
problems can become intolerable in the AIS where the terminals change between missions. The
best solution is, therefore, to prevent busy' from being seen. To design effective software that
can use the variable busy times, uploaded from mission stores, to maximize data throughput, is
particularly difficult. Timing overheads from the resultant complexity of the software design,
will outweigh the data throughput benefits offered by such a scheme.
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: Unless the performance of the Bus Controller has intermessage gap times
better than 50 microseconds, then it is suggested that no special processing in software for busy
is provided. However, provision should be made to ensure that stores are shut down if
excessively or permanently busy.
RATIONALE Notice 2/3: Excluding power up, mission stores can only hold the busy bit high for
50 microseconds. Even if the intermessage gap time is less than 50 us, then It Is better to
reschedule the message, potentially yielding the busy bit, rather than designing software 50 us
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timeouts. If busy persists, then the software design should be capable of rescheduling the
transaction for up to 5 retries before failing the mission store.
11.1.8.8 Data Bus Error Handling
ISSUE: How should the AIS manage data bus errors in general?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: The software designer should make every effort to recover from
errors on the MIL-STD-1760 data bus, even if this significantly increases the complexity of the
BC controlling software. Table 11.2 shows the general categories of data bus errors and
unexpected events and the *remedies* the AIS should Invoke to manage them.
Table 11.2 Data Bus Errors and Remedies
Error/Event

Recovery -- thanism(s)

No response
Parity Error
Word Count Error
Manchester Coding
Bit Count

Status Address
Sync Pattern
Terminal Flag
Broadcast Bit
Dynamic Bus Control Bit
Reserved Status Bit
Message Error Bit
Checksum Failure (Tx)
Busy Bit
Service Request Bit
Subsystem Flag Bit

Retries and Redundant Bus changeover - 11.1.8.9

Message retries - 11.1.8.7
Transmit Vector Word and request servicing - 11.1.8.1
Reset Mode Code, retries - 11.1.8.5

Notice 1/2/3 RATIONALE: Mission success is of paramount importance and mission stores
should not be shut down unless a hard failure exists that prevents any control of the mission
store. The LDD provides protection for safety critical message control in an unreliable data bus
environment. Data bus errors should be sufficiently infrequent that relatively lengthy recovery
(10 ms). will have a trivial overall impact on data bus loadings and processing power.

11.1.8.9 BRIix. ,krategy
ISSUE: What is a general error retry scheme for data bus failures using primary and secondary
buses?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: A software scheme should be developed which will schedule retries
(switching from primary to secondary data bus when necessary) organized, and separately
processed, for each RT. The error management scheme should be unseen by the controlling
software, which is only provided with pass or fail indication(s). An example scheme is shown In
figure 11.10.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: Due to the nature of RT failures, the best scheme is to allow
determination of buses for each RT, (such that one RT might be normally transmitting/receiving
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on the primary and another on the secondary. This means that tables have to be available
describing each RT's data bus status. Before a Mission store is shut down, a final attempt on the
other channel should be made, even if previously this channel yielded no response, to ensure a
hard failure exists. The application of three retries before switching data bus ensures a hard
primary, or secondary failure, exists. Mission stores will have to be failed if a no response on
both channels is determined by the attempted recovery.

Scheme
General Retry
FIGURE 11.10
Failure Recovery
11.1.8.10 Checksum

under notice 2/3?
recovery from checksum failure
implement
AIS
the
should
ISSUE: How
data on subaddress 11
checksum failures on transmitted
check tor
Only
2/3:
Notice
GUIDANCE
transactions.

RATIONALE Notice 2/3: Checksum failures are only likely to be reported in a dedicated data word
in the mission store monitor message. Safety critical control will always result in the
scheduling of a mission store monitor message which then provides the protocol check word.
Recovery from other message checksum failures might be initiated by the mission store
requesting an asynchronous transaction to the failed subaddress using service request (see
11.1.8.1).
11.1.9 Coordinate Systems This section offers guidance for maximizing the benefits offered by
the standard coordinate system, in terms of software design and performance.
11.1.9.1 Size and Performance Improvements
ISSUE: How can software size and performance requirements be improved if all measurement
dala are with respect to standard coordinate systems?
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GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Ensure all calculations to generate data are, with respect to the
available standard coordinate systems, contained at one point and provide data readily available
for mission store message building.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: If the avionics data bus does not supply measurement data with
respect to the LDD standard coordinate systems, then conversion software will be required. If
measurement updates are being provided regularly, then, proportional to the complexity of the
conversion, an increase in AIS processing power will be required. This situation will be far
worse if different conversions are required for different mission stores.
11.1.10
Entity Definitions This section offers guidance on using specific standard data entity
definitions. The use of the safety critical control and monitor words has already been discussed
in section 11.1.6.
11.1.10.1 Benefits of Common Data Entities
ISSUE: How should the AIS software be structured to maximize the benefits of common data
entity definitions?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: As described in paragraph 11.1.5, the AIS should construct a generic
data base for storing all data entity types. These data entities should be stored in the standard
LDD form for entity definition and data format. All data received by the AIS that will also be
processed by the AIS and that Is not routed straight through, should be recomputed into the
standard data entity form as soon as possible. Obviously where data is received in the correct
form and hopefully all data will be, then no recomputation will be required.
11.1.10.2 Discrete Control Management
ISSUE: How should the AIS Manage the Discrete Control Word 1 ?
GUIDANCE Notice 1: Ensure that the different control fields are represented in software in
manageable constructs and also that, for using the control bits, the sequence of control changes
resulting are determined before software development begins. It is not possible to implement a
generic software module to manage this data.
RATIONALE Notice 1: Because there is ambiguity in the LDD bit field definition, the mapping of
control functions will tend to be store unique. More readable and maintainable software will be
produced if bit fields can be represented by meaningful constructs, for example enumeration

types.

GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: None offered as the Discrete Control Word standard data entity has been
eliminated
11.1.10.3 System Time Management
ISSUE: How should the AIS software manage system time to ensure synchronism on the
MIL-STD-1760 interface data bus?
GUIDANCE Notice 1: The AIS low level Bus Control Software/firmware should latch the LSP of
system time into the system time update message, at the moment of transmission not the moment
of queuing. The high level to low level task definition should use a task descriptor that can
indicate, both that system time is required and the data word position of system time.
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RATIONALE Notice 1: To ensure the current system time is accurately used for synchronizing a
Mission Store, the AIS software must latch this time in at the moment of transmission.
Specifying the data word position in a task descriptor, allows standard firmware to be used for
latching the current system time independent of where it is placed in the message.
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: Ensure the MIL-STD-1553 message transmission firmware can latch the
system time into the associated data word for the synchronize with data mode code.
RATIONALE Notice 2/3: All Mission Store time LSP synchronization can be achieved with the
synchronize with data Mode Code. To ensure the current system time is used, the time should be
latched into the data word at the moment of transmission not the moment of message queuing.
11.1.10.4 Usage of Store IBIT Time
ISSUE: How should the AIS software use the uploaded Mission Store Interruptive BIT duration?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: An AIS software implementation should use the uploaded interruptive
BIT duration time to minimize the overall system IBIT duration. All Mission Stores should
ideally be placed into IBIT at the same time, such that the complete Mission Store IBITs are run
concurrently. In practice, the aircraft available power will limit the numbers of stores that can
be simultaneously in IBIT. The AIS application software can utilize the IBIT duration data to
optimize the sequence of IBIT initiation. The resultant Mission store status should be polled by
the software starting with the Mission store with the earliest IBIT completion.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: An overall AIS design aim should be to reduce the overall system IBIT
duration to the minimum period. This is particularly critical if IBIT is initiated in flight. Using
the uploaded IBIT duration time in the way described above, will ensure that the overall system
BIT time is minimize, by allowing the AIS software to sort mission stores into an IBIT duration
order.
11.1.10.5 F.Tzin, .Con
ISSUE: Control of Fuzing using the Fuzing Control word.
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Represent the fuzing control word by a HOL construct and send the
mission store default setting or, if different, the pilot selection at the same time as the execute
arming state is entered. Allow the setting to be changed until the commit state is entered.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: Mapping the transmission of this control word to the execute arming
safety critical state is consistent with overall safety requirements. Representation of fuzing
option in HOL constructs aids readability and maintainability.
11.1.10.6 Validity Word Management
ISSUE: How should the AIS software manage Validity words?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: The AIS has two areas of validity flag management. These are for data
transmitted to stores and data received from stores. Because there are residual ambiguities In
the LDD. it is not possible to fully define generic modules for validity management as the AIS may
be required to interface to differing miss~ion store Interpretations of validity. Specific guidance
is listed below:
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a. The AIS should not use validity as *change" flags in data transmitted to stores.
Although this would potentially allow for mission store processing to be optimized (by only
processing those data entities updated) it is possible that some mission stores might interpret an
invalid flag, referenced to a key data entity, as an indication of total inability to function.
b. The AIS should implement the validity processing for the mission store control
message in such a manner to avoid, if at al possible, indicating any contained entity as invalid.
c. The AIS should implement unique to store validity modules to compute the validity
words for unique message formats. Entities can be marked as invalid under a number of
circumstances, for example if the aircraft source data is marked as invalid (and cannot be
synthesized by s,_b.s*,tuting an "equivalent" entity), or the source data not being adequately

updated.
d. The AIS should implement generic software modules for management of validity data
received from stores. The AIS shouid not update the generic data base (see paragraph 11.1.5)
for entities received as invalid. Furthermore the latest validity words for each message received
by the AIS should also be avaliible to higher level application software. This is effectively using
received validity flags as both *change* indicators and validity indicators.
11.1.10.7 Header Code Management
ISSUE: What AIS design should be employed in software management of Header Codes?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: All header codes should be individually held for each message type as
fixed data and latched in by the standard message building software. These header codes will be
defined by either the notice 1 store description upload or the ICD.
RATIONALE Notice 1/2/3: Message header checking is part of the standard protocol checking and
is required in every message. A common fixed data area for headers contributes to the overall
integrity performance of an AIS.
11.1.11 Data.Fomats This section offers guidance for exploitation by AIS software of standard
data formats.
11.1.11.1

Standard Data Word Benefits

ISSUE: Can the benefits of standard data formats be realized in an AIS software implementation?
GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: Combine standard data word building modules with a quick access data
base of data entities in the specified data formats. Access should be by the generic message
building process discussed in 11.1.5.
RATIONALE Notice 1/213: The major benefits of reduced software size and performance
requirements can be maximized by bringing together a data entity data base efficiently accessed
by the message building software.
11.1.12 Base Message FiQrmats This section offers Guidance on how AIS software can maximize
the benefits of the standard base message format.
11.1.12.1 Baso Meass=an L•
ISSUE: How should the AIS software use of base message formats?
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GUIDANCE Notice 1/2/3: The standard message buildling modules dscussed in 11.1.10.8 and
11.1.11.1 should be implemented.
RFATIONALE Notice 1/213: Generic Message building modules are reoommended to exploit the
information held in the uploaded store descriptior.s/mission store lCD. No particular guidance
can be offered as the most recent specifications in Notice 3 reduced the standard message to just
the inclusion of a header word.
11.1.13 Mass Data Transfer This section offers high level guidance for AIS Mass Data Transfer
software implementations.
11.1.13.1 Generic Software Development
ISSUE: Should a generic mass data transfer set of software be developed in the AIS or should
implementation be specific to Mission store?
GUIDANCE Notice 1: None offered as the Mass data transfer protocols were not specified within
this issue of the standard:
GUIDANCE Notice 2/3: Develop Mass data transfer handling software. This should be specific to
each mission store type, but each separate implementation should have a common external
interface.
RATIONALE Notice 213: The complete mass data transfer protocol is too complex to implement a
fully generic set of handling modules in the AIS. but a common interface to the rest of the
application software modules will improve the overall software structure.
11.2 General Software issues This section offers guidance on the more general issues which are
important to the software life cycle of an AIS implementation.
11.2.1 Language Selection
ISSUE: Which software language(s) should be u3ed in the AIS?
GUIDANCE: All AIS software should be implementad in the MIL-STD-1815A (Ada) HOL with the
following exceptions listed below. In either exception case the new AIS software must be
specified using Ada as a Program Design Language (PDL).
a. Where the AIS can utilize significant portions of existing proven software and the new
software will add less than 30% to the eisting object code.
b. Where the software is part tioned into several equipments then the software for a
small equipment may be written in an. issembly code or other convenient language if the software
function is definable as firmware (reference DOD-STD-2167), or the software is not intended
for end user support.
RATIONALE: The case for using Ada is extremely strong. It is government policy to use Ada on all
new programs where mome than 30% new code is required. Additionally, there are a number of
technical reasons:
a

Ada is a standard language that cannot be subsetteW.
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b. Each Ada compiler has to pass strict validation tests. This provides a high assurance
that the end user will be able to readily support the Ada code.
c. The Ada language addresses all phases of th*, software life cycle, offering cost benefits
at each phase.
d. Ada is a language designed to support t;-,i needs of real time embedded systems (the
environment for AIS software).
e. The Ada Specification includes advanced features not present in alternative languages
such as Jovial J73 or CMS2. These advanced features are discussed in more detail in section
11.2.2, but include:

- Packages
-

*

Dynamic Data Structures
Generics
Separate Compilation (present to a degree in Jovial)

Tasking
Exceptions
Run Time constraint checking

The cases for waivers agaiiist Ada are usually based on:
a Historical data from immature compilers without Global Optimization or tailored
Run-time Support
b. Compilation of trivial tasks
c.

Lack of state-of-the-art target hardware

11.2.2 The use of MIL-STD-1815A Ada HOL This section offers guidance for software design
using the Ada Programming Language. It discusses the following new language constructs, and
how best they may be used within an AIS implementation:
-

Packages
Dynamic Data Structures
Generic Units
Separate Compilal;en
Attributes
Portability

-

Tasking
Exceptions
Data Hiding
Constraint Checking
Data Ab-tractions

11.2.2.1 A
The Ada "package" has proved to be the principal program unit. The
package allows Urouping of logically related ea.tities and sub-programs, which can then be
accessed by Software external to the package. An Ada Package consists of two parts, the Body and
the Specification. Softwaie external to the Package may be allowed visibility of the
Specification, but not the Body. The inner workings of the package are held within the body thus
concealiiig the ccae and data structures from external software.
11.2.2.1.1

Effects of Package Structure

ISSUE: The effect of the Ada package structure upon the design of ;he AIS software.
GUIDANCE: It is advisable to produce a modular design where entities are logically grouped into
packages with a mir.wl set of package dependencies. In general, designs incorporating complex
inter-package dependencies are discouraged. This natura.ly requires a longer Initial design
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phase, and the availability vf firm software requirement specifications, before the task of
software design begins.
RATIONALE: Careful design of the modularization into packages, and the minimization of package
dependencies, will produce software that is easily understood, and easily modified, without major
recompilation (If a package specification Is modified, then all packages that depend upon that
package must be re-compiled before executable code can be produced). An optimum split of
logically related subprograms and data, requires careful consideration and this will result in
longer design periods than may have been historically allocated. This extra design time will,
however, result in a reduction of total life cycle costs.
11.2.2.1.2 Package Unit Usaage
ISSUE: The use of the package program units within the AIS software design.
GUIDANCE: The package program unit construct should be exploited by the AIS software designer,
because many LDD requirements can be a logical group as either data structures or code
procedures/functions (subprograms). The following MIL-STD-1760 elements could form the
basis of principle AIS packages:
-

-

Store Descriptions
Service Request Processing
Error Recovery
Safety Critical Monitor
Network Management

-

.
-

-

ICD message building
Subsystem Flag Processing
Safety Crilical Control
Standard Entity Processing
Power Switching

RATIONALE: Experience of Ada control systems clearly shows that logical grouping into packages
results in higher modularity, greater reliability, better readability, and more maintainable
software. In addition, the LDD lends itself to this type of modularization.
11.2.2.1.3 Package Development for Data Only

"ISSUE: Development of packages containing only data
GUIDANCE: The grouping of logical related data into packages, should be used to develop system
control data structures such as the inventory. However, the .izo of such data packages should be
limited to about 200 lines.
RATIONALE: Access to data structures containing System status information, should be limited to
those areas of the control software that require access to the data. Package scope rules fulfill
this requirement and increase the integrit. of the software. Creating large data packages.
results in large amounts of global data which compromises the integrity of the software design
solution.

11.2.2.2 Ad Tasking Provision is made within the Ada Programming language to allow the
development of program units known as tasks. Tasks are program units that may run
concurrently with each other, thus allowing further functional decomposition of the design. In
order to implement tasking, an underlying real time tasking executive is supplied within the Ada
Run Time System (RTS). The RTS must be co-resident with the application software In all
embedded Ara systems.
ISSUE: Should tasking be used in the AIS software design?
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GUIDANCE: Tasks should not be used to control the low level MIL-STD-1553 transactions or
LDD protocol handling. If safety critical and mission critical software are separated, then tasks
may be used for high level mission store control.
RATIONALE: Any design using a multi-lasking environment will require "task switching" to take
place. usually on a priority basis. The Ada language makes provision for this with the
rendezvous. Currently available Compiler/RTS implementations have task switching overheads
averaging 3 milliseconds, and never better than 1 ms. As typical pre-launch missile targeling
environments run in a 20 ms processing frame, one task switch would use at least 10% of the
available time, clearly, the overheads of multiple task switches would be unacceptable. Where
extra overhead is of little consequence, such as in changing the operating state of the mission
store, then the powerful design features offered by Ada tasking should be exploited. Tasking
should not be used for software embedded in safety critical controllers, as tasking cannot be
formally validated and this would compromise safety requirements.
11.2.2.3 Dynamic Data Structures It is possible to design Ada Code that will cause complex data
structures to be created when the code is running. These data structures may exist for only a
short time. To support this language requirement, the co-resident RTS manages a heap and
implements a "garbage collector" to relinquish used heap.
ISSUE: Should dynamic data structures be used within an AIS design?
GUIDANCE: Dynamic data structures should not be used within AIS software.
RATIONALE: Garbage collection, which is an essential part of heap management, generally
involves a large run.time overhead. This time overhead is usually unacceptable in a real.time
system.
11.2.2.4 Ecptio
The Ada Programming language has provision for dealing with error, or
exception, events during program execution. Exceptions may be raised by compiler generated
run-time checks, or by application code. Raising of an exception will result in the abandonment
of the current processing path and the search for an in-scope exception handler. If no exception
handler is found, then the co-resident RTS will trap-out, resulting in a system crash.
ISSUE: How should exceptions be used within an AIS software design?
GUIDANCE: Exceptions should only be raised due to failure conditions being detected. They should
never be used as a standard control transfer mechanism. Exceptions chould always be declared
within a package specification and should not be raised and handlec wi',hin the same package body.
Exceptions should not be used in safety critical software.
RATIONALE: An exception may be declared at any poih*, that data may be declared. Assuming that
an exception declaration is in scope, then an exception can be raised at any point within the
application code and can be handled at nearly any point. The intended use of exceptions is for
error reporting and use in other circumstances would make the code confusing. Safety analysis
of safety critical software implementing exceptions, would be very difficult and costly.
11.2.2.5 Geei
nt The Ada programming language allows generic units to be declared. A
Generic Unit can be considered as a software template from which copies can be taken. The colies
become specific instances of thu Generic code, perhaps tailored with parameters, for specific
uses.
ISSUE: When should generic units be established?
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GUIDANCE: Software designed to support the LDD will result in the establishment of many
subprograms and packages, which are general purpose and will be required in any AIS. Once the
interlace to these packages, that is the package specification, has been fully developed, and
proved, then they can be converted into generic units.
RATIONALE: If immature packages are used as generic units, then the inevitable modifications of
the packages would necessitate recompilation and perhaps redesign of any other units which use
(instantiate) the modified generic unit.
11.2.2.6

Data Hiding The Ada language structure allows the possibility of hiding data declared
within a package, from external software. Data hiding may be achieved in two ways:
ISSUE: How should data hiding be used in an AIS software design?
a. The data may be declared within the body of the package.
b. The data may be declared as PRIVATE within the package specification. This allows the
ciata to be accessed by external users, but with the internal structure hidden.
GUIDANCE: Data hiding should be exploited to t~he maximum extent possible. Where practicable,
subprograms should be used as access mechanisms for such data.
RATIONALE: By using the concept of data hiding to the full, the resultant software will have
greater reliability and readability. The software will be more reliable, because data that is
inaccessible cannot easily be accidentally corrupted. The software will be more readable because
i.-relevant detail will be hidden.
11.2.2.7 Seoarate Compilations The Ada programming language allows each package
specification and package body, to be separately compiled. As packages communicate via Package
specifications, a package body may be modified and recompiled, without necessitating the recompilation of other packages that are dependent upon the specification.
ISSUE: Use of the separate compilation Ada feature to assist in program modularization.
GUIDANCE: The Ada separate compilation capability should be exploited. All package
specifications, bodies and subprograms should be created as separate compilation units.
RATIONALE: Separate compilation will result in a reduction in sortware development cost. This
is true, because if only the body needs modifying, then only the body needs to be re-compiled. In
addition, configuration control and long term maintainability are enhanced by the use of separate
compilation.
11.2.2.13 Constraint Checking The Ada programming language is a highly "typed" language, all
data havi,,g specified bounds. An Ada compiler has the capability of (optionally) producing code
to perform run-time checks on Gil data accesses. If run time checks are enabled, and an Invalid
data access occurs, then a system exception will be raised. If the exception is not handled by the
user application code, then the program will crash with an error message.
ISSUE: When should full constraint checking be applied to object code?
GUIDANCE: Constraint checking should be enabled during AIS software development, but should
be disabled before finai compilation of the operational software.
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RATIONALE: Run-time checking considerably increases the object code size and run-time. Such
checking is invaluable during development, but all constraint error occurrences should be
eliminated during testing, so that the overhead implied by the checks can be eliminated in the
final program.
11.2.2.9 Attributgs The Ada programming language provides an attribute construct which
allows attributes of data items to be examined. For example "XYZ'first" equates to the lower
limit of Item XYZ.
ISSUE: Should attributes be used in AIS software?
GUIDANCE: Whenever possible a data attribute should be used rather than assuming the attribute
is of a particular value.
RATIONALE: Use of the attribute facility will reduce the extent of software modification and
retesting, if bounds of types are modified.
11.2.2.10 Dat Aacbon The extensive range of predefined types and user defined types
combined with record structures and multi-dimension array declarations allows the abstraction
of control design concepts into powerful flexible data structures built with a high degree of
readability.
ISSUE: How should data abstraction techniques be applied to AIS software design?
GUIDANCE: The ability to abstract requirements into package splits and control data structures,
stould be t3ken advantage of.
RATIONALE: Use of data abstraction techniques to develop the package split and data control
structures, will result in an effective and maintainable design.
11.2.2.11 portability Software is usually designed to be compiled by a particular compiler.
and to run on a particular set of target hardware. It is often the case that, after the software has
been completed, it is necessary to modify the software using a different compiler, or to use
different target hardware, or both.
ISSUE: How can AIS software be ported to different targets?
GUIDANCE: Avoid over reliance on chapter 13 features of MIL-STD-1815A and minimize the use
of assembly language inserts.
RATIONALE: All Ada language Compilers must implement the full MIL-STD-1815A requirements
and marketed Ada compilers must be validate by passing a validation suite of programs witnessed
by a Government department. The Current validation suite does not test for chapter 13
constructs (which are related to interfacing with hardware) and to date compiler producers have
not tended to implement all of chapter 13. Extensive use of chapter 13 constructs will therefore
severely compromise portability. Portability is also compromised by excessive use of
assembler inserts which, by definition, are target dependent. However, it may be necessary to
use some assembler Inserts for such things as unimpiemented chapter 13 constructs, access to
special instructions and where access speed is critical.
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11.2.3 Instruction Set Architectures
ISSUE: Which computer Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) should be used in the AIS?

"GUIDANCE: No ISA is specifically recommended. The ISA should be specified for AIS processing
(not firmware) by consideration of existing processors and new processors.
11.2.3.1 Existing Processors If existing processors are to be retained, then they are most
likely to be of MIL-STD-1750, AN/AYK-14, Z8000 or 8080 instruction set. Should more than
30% of new software be required, then Ada must be used (see section 11.2.1). Ada is not well
supported for Z8000 and 8080 targets, so a new processor will be required (see below). Both
MIL-STD-1750 and AN/AYK-14 will be supported with Ada, and are therefore suitable for AISs.
11.2.3.2 N
New processors for the AIS should be selected by consideration of
standardization. Ada support, and processing power; with standardization being the most
important criteria and processing power the least.
11.2.3.2.1 Siandardozation To improve life cycle costs, the aircraft designer, or sponsoring
service, may mandate the use of a particular common processing module. Standardization on a
common module offers clear benefits in spares support and competitive procurement.
Standardization on an instruction set itself may offer relative minor advantages, because only a
small percentage of low level non-supportable code is likely to be written in assembly code.
Currently, government standard processing modules are
MIL-STD-1750 or AN/AYK-14 ISA.
11.2.3.2.2 A
The quality of Ada support is related to such factors as: the number of
compiler vendors, the available tools, and the efficiency of execution using the ISA. A listing of
suitable candidate ISAs, in descending order of Ada support availability are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

68000 (or 68020) with or without 68881
8086 (or 80X861 with or without co-processor
NS 32X32
MIL-STD-1750
ANIAYK 14
Z80000
Z8000

11.2.3.2.3 Processing Power Processing power is usually measured by the speed of execution
of the Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS) mix of instructions. This is not always a
meaningful method of comparing processors, as it Ignores instructions required to either,
directly execute complex mathematical functions (SIN, COS: square root) or improve compiled
code. Examples of ISAs whose real relative performance is better than indicated by DAIS mix,
are AN/AYK-14, 68020 + 68881, and 80286 + co-processor. Figure 11.11 shows a number
of comparative processing powers using the DAIS mix. It must be emphasized that specifying an
ISA does not in itself specify a processing performax:e. The designer should, however, be aware
of the likely performance of each ISA implementation.
11.2.3.3 Firware Pce
No guidelines are given here for positive choice of firmware
processors. There are many candidate ISAs available, and as firmware is not end-user
supportable, there are few factors to consider. Some are listed below:
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Figure 11.11 Comparative Processing Powers (DAIS mix) with co-processors,
a Specifying a firmware ISA will be excessively and unnecessarily restrictive on design.
b. ISAs with only single (military grade) sources of components should be avoided.
c. ISAs with severe limits on memory capacity should be avoided, as they may inhibit
later modifications or reuse of design.
11.2.4 Processing Reguirements This section discusses the processing power and memory
requirements imposed upon an AIS implementing the LOD.
11.2.4.1 Prc~n oe Analysis of the various functional elements of the LDD and shows
that they can be split into two groups:
a Those whose Implementation require considerabl lines of code, but are only invoked
under exceptional circumstances. These have little effect on system operational processing
power requirements. They Include: Status Word Processing (only invoked at times of error)
and Store Description Processing (only Invoked at Power up).
b. Those that will frequently be invoked during high peak system operation processing,
to allow control end release of a mission store, namely standard message building and standard
message decoding. Standard Message processing has the most effect upon the processing power
requirement, as it will be invoked on a regular basis at the high peak processing phase of
targeting a mission store after its selection and prior to its release. It should be noted that
Mission Store state changes, using the safety critical subaddress, do not have an effect upon IPS
req~uirements, as it Is at these times that the peak processing loads will be Invoked or removed.
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ISSUE: What typical processing power trends occur from implementing the LDD?
GUIDANCE: No specific IPS figures can be supplied as there are many other factors effecting AIS
IPS requirements. These factors Include:
a. The number of mission stores to be simultaneously controlled.
b. The amounts of data conversion required for standard data entities.
c. The intelligence of the support hardware.
In general the implementation of the LDD can result in generic software modules which, by their
very nature, have a processing overhead. The more stores that are to be simultaneously
controlled, the less the IPS are required compared to a non generic solution. This is shown in
figure 11.12.
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FIGURE 11.12 Effects on ii S c-- -ements of different software design strategies.
11.2.4.2 Memory Requiremerts

i1 ' ,"'s

nentation of the LDD within the AIS will have effects

on both code and data requirernent:;.
11.2.4.2.1 Code Memoat The LDD requires the implementation of:
a. Standard error handling/recovery modules
b. Standard message buidirng/decoding modules

c. Standard data entity word generation modules
d. Standard upload modules
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ISSUE: How much extra code memory is required in the AIS?
GUIDANCE: The amount of memory is dependent upon the number of different mission store types
to be controlled. If one mission store is to be controlled, a 25 percent code overhead should be
used. If three mission stores are to be controlled then a 25 percent reduction should be used.
11.2.4.2.2 Data Mernoot
requirements:

There are three main areas where the LDD impacts AIS memory

a Representation of user definable RX and TX subaddresses within Mission Store data.
Under Notice 1 this would be uploaded from a mission store. Under Notice 2/3 this could be a
data structure representation of the Mission Store's ICD.
b. A data entity data base
c. BIT LOG information built up from error conditions reported by the basic protocols.
ISSUE: How much extra data memory is required for an AIS software design?
GUIDANCE: It is likely that for an AIS design controlling 4 mission store types that 20K words
will be required to support the above.
11.2.5 Software Architectures This section offers guidance on how best to structure software
for, an AIS using the LDD. It does not discuss !he overall performance requirement of executive
facilities available for an AIS, which would be application dependent, but assumes that a multitasking environment would be available. The LDD, as discussed in section 11.1. has functional
elements which should be developed into software modules capable of handling the protocol
requirements specified in the LDD in an efficient and general purpose manner. Close study of the
LDD requirements show that the LDD has three distinct layers of protocol:
a

Upper Layer - Mission store control, through the use of uploaded message

descriptions
b. Intermediate Layer - Mission store release sequence
c. Basic Layer - Error Management
This is analogous to typical processing layers in an AIS design solution using a MIL-STD-1553
data bus, namely:
a

Upper Layer - Application Control

b. !ntermediate Layer - General control routines
c. Basic Layer - MIL-STD-1553 Message transmission
Section 11.1 also discussed the need to contain the processing to its layer of relevance, and to
only communicate upwards those areas with which the processing cannot deal, because it does not
have access to the required information.
ISSUE: What is the best overall software structure for an AIS implementation?
GUIDANCE: The software should be structured In strong layers, with:
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a. Application code at the top
b. General purpose message control routines next
c. Finally, general purpose MIL-STD-1553 routines that exclusively interface with the
modules responsible for accomplishing status word responses
Unless there is not enough Information at that level to perform recovery action, decoding of
reported error situations should be contained within a processing layer. Ensure that all
software responsible for safety critical controls are developed in separate compilation units.
This may span several processing layers.
11.2.5.1 Mappng of Ada HOL constructs to a layered aproach The use of Ada packages and Ada
exceptions, (as discussed in section 11.2.2), map very well to a layered approach. An example
package implemention is offered in figure 11.13. The following rules are applicable:
a. Packages must only interface with other packages (and therefore gain accessed to
their subprograms), if they are on the same layer, or on the layer directly below
b. An Exception must be handled by the layer on which it is raised unless there is not
enough information to handle the exception at that layer
This scheme imposes a slight processing overhead, but allows the implementation of the LDD to
include generic software modules (see section 11.2.2.5).
11.2.6 Reusable Software Reusing software already developed will, reduce the cost of
development for a new system.
ISSUE: How can reusable software be developed?
GUIDANCE: The guidance offered in section 11.1 is for the development of generic LDD modules
with specified interfaces. Section 11.2.5 offered guidance In using these building components in
a layered structure. If this guidance is followed, then the resultant software will be highly
reusable.
11.2.7 Software Interfaces
ISSUE: How may meaningful software interfaces be developed?
GUIDANCE: AIS implementations should always be written In the recommended HOL Ensure that
all data, and data types, have very meaningful names. Exploit the HOL constructs that allow the
structuring of data, particularly the record construct. Always use comments where an
implementation is not obvious. Make extensive use of the Ada package discussed in section
11.2.2.1, and data abstraction techniques discussed in section 11.2.2.11.
RATIONALE: Readability and understandability are the key to maintainability and therefore
reduced cost of ownership.
11.2.8 Proaram Support Environment Software tools are available that claim: improved
programmer productivity, improved program reliability and quality, and enhanced long term
software maintainability. Tools can be grouped together with a compilation system to form a
program support environment. Examples of support tools are:
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a

Host/Target Symbolic Debuggers

b. Syntax sensitive editors
c. Library Management tools
d. Automatic dependency sensitive recompilation tools
e. Run-time Profiling tools, to determine time taken in each procedure, etc
A support environment for the Ada programming language is called an Ada Program Support
Environment (APSE).
ISSUE: Should a software support environment be used?
GUIDANCE: An Ada compiler should be chosen that supports an advanced tool set. The toolset
should incorporate at least a Symbolic Debugger and a Lbrary Manager. In addition, it would be
wise to ensure that the compiler vendor has a long term commitment to upgrading and extending
the tool set.
RATIONALE: An AIS software solution that maximizes the benefits of a Program Support
Environment, will reduce the cost of development and ownership.
11.2.9 Software Confiauration Control A configuration control system wil have some or all of
the following attributes:
a
b.
c,
d.

Ensure that a secure copy of each controlled software Issue is kept.
Permit only autib
ad changes to software.
Provide automatic recompilation and management of multiple softwarb builds.
Allow rebuilding to any previous release standard.

ISSUE: What type of configuration control environment should be used for control of AIS
software?
GUIDANCE: A computerized configuration management system should be chosen. Care should be
taken to ensure that the system can Interface effectively with the Ada library manager.
RATIONALE: Control of complex software build standards using manual paper based systems Is
both excessively time consuming and prone to error. Cross referencing is particularly
cumbersome. A computer based configuration control system will be fast and reliable, with
mechanisms to cross reference changes, and build standards.
11.3 Benefits of the LDD to AIS Software The LDD (following Notice 3) contains only a subset of
those features originally envisaged as being Included in the standard. As a result the benefits to
the AIS software are to an extent limited. The following features of the LDD (to Notice 3) are
those with the most potential benefit to AIS designers.
-

-

Standard safety critical formats and subeddresses
Standard data word and entity definitions
Standard coordinate systems
Standard set of MIL-STD-1553 options

Standard data check algorihm
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12.

AIS INSTALLATION ISSUES AND GUIDELINES

This Section considers some of the topics relevant to the Installation of AIS equipment in the
aircraft. The topics covered relate, in particular, to the installation and routing of the various

types of cables associated with the system.
12.1 C
MIL-STD-1760 requires the use of connectors meeting the intermatFrbility
requirements of MIL-C-38999 Series III.
ISSUE: What specific requirement of MIL-C-38999 should perhaps be reflected into other
parts of the AIS not controlled by MIL-STD-1760.
GUIDANCE: MIL-STD-1760 is, of course, an interface standard and as such can only control that
wiring associated directly with the interface, that is there is nothing in the standard to stop the
aircraft designer using non-standard connectors, contacts, and/or cable upstream of the ASI.
Such a change could be routing the multiplex data bus cable through three separate size 20
contacts instead of utilizing a twinax contact. It is therefore considered imperative that
MIL-C-38999 Series Ill connectors are used throughout the AIS, wherever actual
MIL-STD-1760 interfaces are being connected, in owder to maintain the high degree of noise
immunity that those connectors give. Note that this must include the overall screen to be
effective. Note also that AFR 122-10 requires the widespread use of MIL-C-38999 connectors
throughout any nuclear certified AIS.
12.2 Multiglex Data Bus Cable MIL-STD-1760 requires the use of twinax contacts across the
interface and these in turn demand the use of specific wire. Note that this demand is supported
by both MIL-STD-1760A and MIL-STD-1553 which require cable of specific base
characteristics.
ISSUE: Should specific cable be used in the AIS installation?
GUIDANCE: It is not considered appropriate to utilize different cable in other parts of the
installation. Dual redundancy is provided for the bus so a high degree of importance should be
given to physically separating these cables to minimize the effects of battle damage. Note that
although the Low Bandwidth contact (and therefore one would would expect cable) is identical to
that for the Multiplex data bus, the electrical characteristics are completely different.
12.3 Hiah Bandwidth Cable The cable requirement is in two parts, namely:
a. Cable for the 50 ohm contact requirement
b.

Cable for the 75 ohm contact requirement

The latter is controlled by MIL-C-39029 slash sheets 28 and 75, that is the specifications for
the mating contacts.
ISSUE: Should specific cable be used in the AIS installation?
GU!DANCE: At this time the new slash sheets (102 and 103) for the 50 ohm coaxial contacts are
not yet published, so no cable guidance can be given. However, it is quite imperative that the
designer realizes that for High Bandwidth 1 Installations, at least, coaxial cable of 50 ohm
impedance (and engineered co-axial contacts) must be used throughout the inrstallation in order
that the VSWR requirement stays within the specified limits. The designer should also consider
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that cable compatible with the above connectors may have significant attenuation at the 1.6 GHz
type B signal limit. Care shoul1 be taken to ensure attenuation does not exceed that specified in
section 8 (MIL-STD-1760 knposes nc type B attenuation limit).
12.4 Release Consent and Int2etk Ca!240 There are no cable points to watch in this area.
However, it is recommended that great care Is taken with connector layouts, where Release
Consent is involved, to protect that signal from inadvertent enabling, for exanrle isolate the
contact from other contacts at OV potential.
12.5 Address Line Cabiq The only specific point to watch is that MIL-STD-1760 has specific
induced noise limits and this will be important if cable length becomes significant, for example
the ASI address is detailed within the wing.
12.6 PoegCal It is not considered appropriate to discuss such requirements, because MILSTD-1760 has no particular implementations which differ from that presently practiced.
However, it may be important to realize that MIL-STD-1760 does cII out specific limits of
voltage drop (2 volts for DC and 3 volts for AC applications) under full load conditions right up
to the MSI.
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13.

AIS SYSTEM INTEGRATION, TESTING AND IN-SERVICE SUPPORT

This sertian discusses some of the Issues relevant to AIS system integration and testing. The
extent of the coverage of this large topic is limited by the scope of work undertaken during the
AAII p-rogram
1.1.1
8&JT.E.ATIGN This paragraph will attempt to raise some of the points which need to be
considerod when, adding the first MIL-STD-1760 store to an in-service aircraft.
13.1.1 Cngo
Tho integration of any new store usually requires the addition of suitaole
connectors, that is the mating half to that fitted to the store, and a MIL-STD-1760 store is no
exception. Hlowever, there is one maio; difference and that, of course, is that all future MILSTD-1760 stores will then have already been catered for
ISSUE: Should the MIL-STD-1760 con'nctors be fitted at the first available opportunity'
GUIDANCE: Yes of course, it cen only be of benofit in the long run.
ISSUE: Could some or all of the existing connectors be superseded by the MIL-STD.1 760
connector?
GUIDANCE: Providing that the ',SI carries only MIL-STD-1760 signals when a MiL-STD-1"60
store is fitted, then the standerd is satisfied. This means to say that, with a suitable umbilical
cable(s) adapting the ASI to the interface which is required and steering devices (relays say)
which give positive isolation of signals for either MIL.STD-1760 or non-MIL-STD-1760
stores, an installatiorn could be designed to enable full integration to take place.
ISSUE: Where should the ASI be fitted.
GUIDANCE: Wherever is convenient for the ground-crew to attach the umbilical. This may be on
the Store Station Equipment, the pylon side wall (on a bracket) or the roof of the pylon. The
floor of the pylon is not recommended, since the ASi is a socket and a floor installation will
encourage accumuiation of dirt and the ,rapping of fluids (water, fuel, hydra'ilic oil etc..).
13.1.2 Currently Installed Wiringi It is expected that the bulk of currently installed power
wiring will be usable for MIL-STD-1760A Primary applications. This is not, however,
expected to be the case for the Auxiliary application. - Maverick has been. or is expected to be,
incJud'3d in the aircraft weapon inventory, then a "-,,eoline is also liable to be available. It is
expocted trIal, with very few exceptions, !he rest of the wiring will require installation.
13.1.2.1

Power Installation

iSSUE: What 28 Volt DC wire will a!ready be fitted and will be usable?
iLGUIDANCE: Basically each Primary ASI requires four X 28 Volts DC facilities, which have
medium and light capability namely:
a. 2 X 28 Volts DC at 10 amperes (maximum steady state) to be used for 28V DC Power

I and 28V DC Power 2
b. 2 X 28 Volts DC at 100 milliamperes (maximum.
Release Conqsnt ard Interlock
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steady state) to be used for

This installation requires 2 X 16 AWG and 2 X 20 AWG wires respectively and MIL-STD-704 is
acceptable in all four cases. It is very likely that at least the two medium capability wires are
already installed.
ISSUE: What 115V AC wire will already be fitted and be usable?
GUIDANCE: It is believed that at least one phase will probably be available at most stations
where current weapons having a semi-smart but analog capability have been fitted, such as
AIM-9 or AGM-65.
ISSUE:

What initial Auxiliary power capability will there be?

GUIDANCE: It is unlikely that 28V DC or 115V AC 3 Phase will be currently be installed out at
pylon stations. Because the installation requires the use of 10 AWG cable, then the Auxiliary
requirement should be very well justified before commencing or planning to fit auxiliary power
capability (see also 8.2.1.1b).
ISSUE: Will Auxiliary Interlock be required and available?
GUIDANCE: Auxiliary Interlock will, of course, only be required if the Auxiliary itself is to be
utilized. Because the Auxiliary is implemented as an addition to and not in lieu of the Primary it
is also unlikely that a fifth 28V DC line will be available.
13.1.2.2. Multiplex Data Bus Installation
ISSUE: What aircraft are likely to have this Installation already in place?
GUIDANCE: In reality, only those aircraft that have already implemented AMRAAM and then
almosi certainly only at specific stations, for example fighter aircraft at current AIM-7
stations.
ISSUE: Is this a straight bus installation using the classic bus layout shown In
MIL-HDBK-1553?
GUIDANCE: Not necessarily if battle damage is to be minimized. %outingthe bus via the wingtips
in a continuous run, leaves the bus venerable to an open c~rcuit due to battle damage or even a
straight wire failure. Although the bus should be dual standby redundant, it is suggested that
other alternatives are available and should be looked at (reference SAE AIR 4013). This issue Is
also considered in section 10.
13.1.2.3 Multip;ex Data Bus Address I atallation
ISSUE: What aircraft are likely to have this Installation already in place?
GUIDANCE: Cross refer to that given for the Multiplex Bus in 13.1.2.2 above.
ISSUE: What part of the aircraft Is affected?
GUIDANCE: Several points arise from this simple question. Where the ASI is fitted to a pylon,
the modification should be restrlctsd to the pylon. Where te ASI is fitted aoent to•i hard
point, then the modification is restricted to the Aircraft. In neither case are the connector
contacts to be *daisy chained," this is Illegal because It requires two wires In one c,:tact. Other
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means, such as module connectors, must be used. It may be necessary to involve structure
upstream of the pylon if the pylons are:
a.

Not "handed"

b. Interchangeable between stations on the same side of the aircraft
This is to avoid assignments/changes occurring when pylons are fitted/replaced.
13.1.2.4 Low Bandwidth Installation
ISSUE: What aircraft are likely to have this installation already in place?
GUIDANCE: The current wiring typically used for AIM-9 audio does not meet the
MIL-STD-1760 requirements. Deficiencies are likely to be centered on the need for a screened
two wire signal and the higher bandwidth. Therefore, it must be assumed that this will be a new
installation. It should also be noted that this is lik3ly to be of point to point design.
13.1.2.5

High Bandwidth Installation

ISSUE: Will existing cable be suitable?
GUIDANCE: The cable currently fitted is almost invariably used for video and has an impedance of
between 90 and 100 ohms. While this cable will urobably be adequate in the short term, it does
not meet the MIL-STD-1760 requirements and consideration rhould be given to its replacement,
at the earliest opportunity, by the 75-ohm cable required by MIL-STD-1760. The 50-ohm
installation will be a new installation and it is quite imperative that this is implemented
correctly. Particular attention should be paid to the use of suitable contacts in the aircraft
connectors. The prime reasons for this are the 1.6 GHz and VSWR requirement of
MIL-STD-1760 which will be of prime importance the first time a store with GPS provisions is
fitted.
13.1.2.6 Interlock Line Installation

As discussed previously, the interlock implementation is

intended to be derived from 28V DC using MIL-STD-704 characteristics.
ISSUE:

Is interlock a positive requirement?

GUIDANCE: Interlock provision is required by MIL-STD-1760. However, neither aircraft nor
store are required to use it. If existing circuits, power or otherwise, are being added to provide
the interlock requirement, then the wiring needs routing via the SMS or some means of
communicating *interlock connected* status to the SMS.
ISSUE: Must the Interlock Return be isolated?
GUIDANCE: This is dependent solely on the Ai.rcraft and SMS requirements. Originally the
return was to be connected directly to 28V DC Power I return, that Is zero volts. However, this
was modified to allow the AircrafflSMS to implement alternative approaches having considered
the monitor circuit susceptibility to zero voit noise and injection of noise into the LRU.
13.i.2.7 Release Consent Installation Ralease consent is a safety critical signal required by the
standard to be used in conjunction with certain bits of Critical Control 1 word.
ISSUE:

Are straight installation rules specified for this signal?
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GUIDANCE: No rules are specified for the installation, only for the signal parameters across the
interface. This is a 28V DC line using MIL-STD-704 characteristics and has no other specified
requirements in ternis of electrical characteristics, even return is via 28V DC Power 2 return.
However, discussions over the years have indicated that when Release Consent is in use its
implementation should be visible. This breaks down to "not software generated, only steered."
Note that its initiation should be via a Weapon Release button or Trigger, to keep the safety
window as sma!l as possible. See also paragraph 8.2.2.2.
13.1.3 Electronic Hardware Certain hardware will need to be fitted either to existing black
boxes or in new black boxes o; both, namely:
a
b.
c.
d
e.
f.

MIL-STD-1553 Bus Controller
Avionic to SMS Digital Interface
Digital Control - Initial or increased capacity
Bandwidth switching
Power Control - Initial or increased capacity
Interlock/Release Consent circuitry

13.1.3.1 Bus Controler A stores management bus, and therefore an associated controller, is no
longer mandated by the standard.
ISSUE: Should a separate MIL-STD-1760 bus be installed?
GUIDANCE: The safety requirements of an avionic data bus, differ vastly from that of a data bus
on which weapons communicate. Within MIL-STD-1760, subaddresses 19 and 27 are restricted
to Nuclear Weapon use .nly and it is already very apparent that the avionics community does not
authorize such reservaiions. MIL-STD-1760 carries a specific restriction on inadvertent
critical control/ authority word generation over and above any MIL-STD-1553 requirements.
MIL-STD-1760 typically dictates specific data formatting for all the foreseeable 'Target
Attainment" data entities, which are only recommended in MIL-HDBK-1553. It would therefore
seem sensible, taking all of the above points into account, to indeed install a Data Bus specifically
foi stores. Since none of the above cornsiderations would prevent that bus also being used for SMS
purposes then this could be a Stores Management bus. Note that this would be a MIL-STD-1553
Multiplex Data Bus with certain restriction and exceptions, but no changes.
13.1.3.2 Avionic to SMS Dioital Interface Much of the data to be received by MIL-STD-1760
stores, originates from Avionic Equipment other than the SMS. The reverse is also true, but to a
much lesser extent.
ISSUE: How should "Avionics Data" be transferred into stores?
GUIDANCE: AlthouCh it is expected that the data words will be in the desired format
(MIL-STD-1760A Notice 3 has avoided, wnerever possible, changes to MIL.HDBK-1553
formats), the AIS has to format these words into store required messages carying such things as
header, chacksum etc. The AIS has, therefore, to provide the requisite Remote Terminal(s) to
receive and transmit data from the Avionic Bu, as part of its 'data service" to MIL-STD-1760
stores.
13.1.3.3 Digital

Digital control wit' need to be modified or added to current aircraft.

ISSUE: What sort of modifications are likely to be required on aircraft which already have a
digital AIS or SMS or both?
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GUIDANCE: With the requirement to communicate digitally with stores, which MIL-STD-1760
impklmentation means, three aspects will need to be considered:
a. Processor capacity

b. Processor speed
c. Store capacity, both volatile and non-volatile
In order to ease the burden on the above topics, consideration may be given to utilizing the Bus
Controller processor to handle the data message formatting etc discussed in paragraph 13.1.3.2.
Indeed, if as discussed in paragraph 13.1.3.1, this Is a new Bus Controller, then consideration
should be given to additionally utilizing It for the bulk of data word/message manipulation as
part of its management du!ies.
ISSUE: Whet sort of modifications are likely to be required on aircraft which have no digital AIS
or SMS?
GUIDANCE: The decision to retrofit these aircraft can only be taken in conjunction with the
decision on what digital avionics are to be fitted. MIL-STD-1760 stores data is largely taken
from Avionics equipment and of course this has to be available. If it is, then partitioning of the
MIL-STD-1760 requiremonts between at least two processors (say the Armament Bus
Controller Processor and the SMS processor) needs to be considered very carefully when

assessing capacity, spoed and store.
13.1.3.4 Bandwidth Switching This topic covers both high and low bandwidth switching, but
discussed together.
ISSUE: What bandwidth switching is likely to be available on current aircraft?
GUIDANCE: Current requirements, for say AGM-65 and AIM-9, will require aircraft to be fitted
with a video line (around 90 ohm impedance) and a wire (sometimes shielded) capable of
carrying a crude signal in the audio range. In order to connect the weapons to the video display
or intercom, as appropriate, some form of simple switching is provided. Consideration should
not therefore be given into extending this facility, but rather that a totally new Installation be
planned. If all bandwidth switching takes place in a special 1o type LRU, then growth can be
easily provisioned for the switching and possibly to extend the use of the Low Bandwidth
interface (see MIL-STD-1760A Note 6.9).
13.1.3.5

Poyler

CgrtrI Power control is likely to be affected in three areas, namely:

a. 28V DC Power I and Power 2 switching requirements
b. 11 5V AC deadfacing

c. Capacity
ISSUE: Do 28V DC Power 1 and 28V DC Power 2 require separate control?
GUIDANCE: Yes, MIL-STD-1760 is quite specific on the uses to whic, each supply may be put
and this governs the requirement for separate switching.
ISSUE: Why and when does the 11 5V AC requie deadfacing?
GUIDANCE: The 115V AC supply (all three phases) lI required to be isolated from the ASI
whenever no store is physicaly connected to the ASI. Also, the supply must be isolated before
connector disconnect during store employment. The reason for this requirement Is that the
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connector Dielectric Withstanding Voltage requirements cannot otherwise be met at altitudes
above 40,000 feet approximately.
ISSUE: Is capacity likely to be adequate?
GUIDANCE: Power capacity, as required by MIL-STD-1760, is only given as complying with the
aircraft system specification. Power switching capacity, because of the reasons discussed
earlier, is unlikely to be sufficient.
13.1.3.6 Interlock/Release Consent Circuitry Interlock interrogation, unlike the wire and
contact provision, is an aircraft option whereas Release Consent is not.
ISSUE: Should interlock interrogation be implemented?
GUIDANCE: It is believed that at least two benefits arise from the ability to interrogate mating of
the MSI to the ASI, (or indeed MSI to CSSI or CSI to ASI), namely:
a Store electricaly connected/disconnected
b. Non-critical Store on Stat'on detection
Therefore Interlock should indeed be implemented
ISSUE: Should Interlock be used for deadfacing power to the connector?
GUIDANCE: For the reasons discussed under 13.1.3.5, it is recommended that this technique is
terminated as soon as is practical.
ISSUE:

What circuitry is required for Interlock?

GUIDANCE: Very little and this should be kept as close to the ASI as possible. If a data bus is
available, and accessible, from pylon to ASI, then the interlock data should be encoded for
transmission on this bus.
ISSUE: What circuitry is required for Release Consent?
GUIDANCE: As discussed earlier, the Release Consent implementation should be made visible.
Therefore it is considered that that generation should be a switching network actuated from
either Trigger or Weapon release and only steering and/or final connection, should be software
controlled. The use of electro-mechanical switches is recommended as they also are easily
visible.
13.1.4 Avionics Interface In order to increase the chances of target kill, it is expected that all
future weapons will be designed with a MIL-STD-1760 interface and will expect to utilize a
large quantity of Avionics Data.
ISSUE: What avionics data does MIL-STD-1760 demand from the aircraft?
GUIDANCE: Actually, none. Many people assume, quite incorrectly, that MIL-STD-1760 places
a requirement on the aircraft to provide the MIL-STD-1760 Appendix B data entities. Whereas
in fact MIL-STD-1760 only standardizes the transfer of that data across the ASI If:
a. The store requires It.
b. It is available from the aircraft.
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This actually means, therefore, that the situation will be no different from that currently being
enjoyed, in that the store will be fitted to:
a. Those aircraft who have the avionics equipment to support its full mission capability.
b. Those aircraft who have enough avionics equipment to support its mission and give it
a viable capability.
One further important aspect to note is that MIL-STD-1760 stores should have the capability to
provide much more information about their true state and this data will be able to be presented
to the aircrew via the avionics equipment.
13.2 Testng This topic breaks into three main areas, namely:
a. Syslem Design Verification
b. Aircraft Build Standard Verification
c. Service Testing
13.2.1 System Desian Verification This area breaks down again, into:
a
b.
c.
d.
13.2.1.1

Positive Tests Required
Design Verification by Inspection
BEC
Safety Analysis
PostjML.Iaesijg

ISSUE: What part(s) of the MIL-STD-1760 installation should be candidates for positive
testing?
GUIDANCE: Basically those interiaces which are networked, namely: the High Bandwidth, Low
Bandwidth, and Multiplex Data Bus. Full integration testing must be made on all three of these
installations with particular attention being paid to the VSWR requirements of High Bandwidth 1
and also the MIL-STD-1553 minimum voltage requirements, both receive and transmit, at the
ASI. Note that a similar exercise should be considered for the power installation where, because
aircraft size dictates long cable runs, out of specification voltage drops may be present.
13.2.1.2 Verification by Insgection
ISSUE: What part(s) of the MIL-STD-1760 Installation could be considered for design
verification?
GUIDANCE: Basically, all the power and discrete lines fall into this category, although some
minor testing, such as stabilization times, may be considered.
__

13.2.1-3. f.M=
ISSUE: What EMC testing, if any, should be considered?
GUIDANCE: Of prime importance are those tests associated with noise susceptibility, both from
external to the MIL-STD-1760 wiring and also crosstalk internal to the MIL-STD-1760
wiring. Althnugh the other tests are considered to be less important, they are not considered to
be Invalid.
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13.2.1.4 SaX Analyl It is imperative that a full safety analysis be carried out on any part
of the AIS that in the event of component or design defect has the capability to:
a. Generate erroneous data onto the Multiplex Data Bus. This would eventually of course
contain an executable safety crtical command.
b. Erroneously energize Release Consent circuitry whether or not safety critical data
are involved.
13.2.2 Aircraft Build Standard Verification This is an aircraft production test and as such,
testing can be limited to those components which are not LRUs. Typically these would be
connectors and of importance here would be the High Bandwidth 1 VSWR and MIL-STD-1553
voltages. Also, stubbing transformers, again for MIL-STD-1553.
13.2.3
jSrieT;geTiM It is not considered necessary to have In service test equipment for
routine testing. However, sophisticated test equipment should be provided that win separately
and fuliy test each part of the MIL-STD-1760 installatiori and assist wit' both ease and
quickness of failure location.
13.3 Phased MIL-STD-1760 Imolementation Implementation r.
e phased, but apart from
one aspect, namely the high bandwidth networking, this is of e ..,ous benefit. It is important to
note that until all of the required provisions have been implen.,.nted the interface Is not
MIL-STD-1760 but may have some limited value.
ISSUE: What part of the installation should be implemented first?
GUIDANCE: All of the connectors and wiring (for the reasons discussed earlier), the multiplex
data bus electronics (because even the first MIL-STD-1760 store will require this), and the
power control extension (because all stores use power). Again, for the reasons discussed
earlier, Release Consent should also be installed (albeit only rail launch stores, such as
AMRAAM. will tIave this requiroment).
ISSUE: What signals are left and when should they be installed?
GUIDANCE: What is left is basically High and Low Bandwidth and, providing the wiring is
installed and located adjacent to the space earmarked for the High and Low Bandwidth switching
unit, no further work needs doing until the first MIL-STD-1760 store requiring this facility is
implemented.
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14.

INDEX

14.1 Content This section consists of two parts, namely an Index A and an Index B.
14.1.1 IndexA Table 14.1 contains prime issues, in alphabetical order, cross referenced to
this documenrs paragraphs (Appendix A) and MIL-STD-1760A paragraphs.
14.2.2. Index B Table 14.2 contains major subjects from MIL-STD-1760A, cross referenced
to this document's paragraphs. These subjects are In MIL-STD-1760A paragraph order.
TABLE 14.1 Index A
APPENDIXA

TOPIC

SUBJECT
_______________

A[XRESS

location
_

_variable

MIL-STD-1760A
PARAG3RAPHS

___________PAPAGPAPHS

10.1.4.3.2

5.1.1.6.1

13.1.2.3
10.1.4.3.1

B40.1.1.1

7.1

AIS

7.1.1
8.1

ARMING

store

7.4.6
8.2.6

B40.2.2.1
840.2.2.2

10.2.1

B40.3.1.8

10.2.2

B40.3.1.9

11.1.6
BUILT-IN-TEST
COST

development
ownership
production

CRITICAL

state of store

9.2.3.2
110.2.4
7.2.1.3
7.2.1.1
7.2.1.2

7.4.2
8.2.2
9.2.2.2

840.2.2.1
840.2.2.2

11.1.2
11.1.6

DATA

from store

7.4.4
8.2.4
9.2.2.4
10.2.2
11.1.7
11.1.9
11.1.10
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1.1.13

840
through
640.3.5.42

TABLE 14.1 Index A (continued)
SUBJECT
DATA (continued)

TOPIC
to store

APPENDIXA

MIL-STD-1760A

PARAGRAPHS

PAR:A:•R-S

7.4.3
8.2.3
9.2.2.3
10.2.2
11.1.7
11.1.9
11.1.10

DOCUIMENATION

11.1.13
9.4
11.2.9

ENVIRONMENTAL

8.3.5

B40
through
B40.3.5.42

9.2.2.16
10.2.8
13.2.1.3

FUZING

GFM

7.4.6
8.2.6
9.2.2.6
10.2.2

B40.2.2.1
B40.2.2.2

11.1.6

_

B40.3.1.8
B40.3.1.9

7.5
8.3.1
9.2.2.12
10.1.8

HIGH BANDWIDTH

networking

switching

IMPLEMENTATION

elements

of the AIS

10.1.1.1
13.1.2.5

5.1.1.1.1
6.3

13.1.3.4
10.1.1.2

partial

7.1.2
10.1
7.1.3

INTEGRATED AVIONICS

impact

13.3
7.1.4

INTEACES

crew

7.4.10

4.2
4.2
m

5.1.1.4.1

8.2.10
9.2.2.10

INTERFACING

aircraft analog

8.4.4
9.3.5

5.1.1.1
5.1.1.3

10.1.1
10.1.3
12.3
13.1.2.4

_
_

_

_

__

13.1.2.5
_13.1.3.4
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TABLE 14.1 Index A (continued)
SLUJECT
INTERFACING (continued)

TOPIC

APPENDIX A

PARAGRAPHS

aircraft connectors

8.4.5

MIL-STD-1760A
PARAGRAPHS

5.1.2

9.3.1

10.1.1.2.3
10.1.7
10.2.5
10.2.6
12.1
13.1.1

aircraft digital

8.4.2

5.1.1.2

9.3.3
10.1.2

12.2

13.1.2.2
13.1.3.1
13.1.3.2
13.1.3.3
13.1.4

aircraft discretes

8.2.3.5.2

_

5.1.1.4

8.4.3

9.3.4
10.1.4
12.4

5.1.1.5
5.1.1.6
5.1.1.7

12.5
13.1.2.3
13.1-2.6
13.1.2.7
13.1.3.6

aircraft power

8.4.1
9.2.3.6

5.1.1.8
5.1.1.9

9.3.2

12.6
13.1.2.1
_,13.1.3.

store

INTERLOCK

5.2

auxiliary

9.2.2.1
10.1.6.2

5.1.1.5

ci2rcuitry

10.1.4.22

5.1.1.5.1

monitor location
INENTORY

5

7.4.1
8.2.1

13.1-3.6
10.1.4.2.1"
13.1-3.6
7.4.9
8.2.9
9.2.2.9

stores
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....
5.1!.1. 12
840.2.2.3

TABLE 14.1 Index A (continued)
ToPIC

SUBJECT

store

JETTiSON

APPENM A

MIL-STD.1760A

PARAGRAPHS

PARAGRAPHS

7.4.8
8.2.8

F CW
840.3.1.3

9.2.2.8

_

10.2.'
10.2.2

11.1.6

connections
networking

LOW BANDWIDTH

__

_

_

switching elements
MAINTAINABILITY

10.1.3.3
10.1.3.1

5.1.1.12
5.1.1.3.1

13.1.2.4

_

13.1.3.4
10.1.3.2
8.3.3
9.2.2.14

8.3.4

MASS
MODULE STAND

MULTIPLEX DATA BUS

9.2.2.15
10.2.3

TION

critical signals

10.1.2.1

_

840 2.2.1
B40.2.2.2

partitioning
stubbing

10.1.2.3
10.1.2.4

topology

10.1.2.1

5.1.1.2.2

13.1.2.2
13.1.3.1

MXLEARONTROL

PARTITIONING

system functional

7.4.11
8.2.11
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 P
The purpose of this document is to provide further rationale for the guidance
offered in sections 7 through 13 of Appendix A.
1.2 Scoe The information contained herein is taken from the experience gained on the AVS
Implementation and, under Other Rationale, from unspecified sources of experience. The latter
should be considered as additional rationale provided as support to that already provided in
Appendix A. Where information is supplied under RATIONALE, this is in addition to that provided
in Appendix A.
1.3 Document Structure This document is structured with its own paragraph numbering
system, supporting:
a. The paragraph title, which is a repeat of that in Appendix A.
b. A paragraph number, for example [8.1.3], which is a repeat of that in Appendix A for
the title and paragraph under consideration.
c. The issue, which is either a repeat of that in Appendix A or a summary of that in
Appendix A, for the title and paragraph number under consideration.
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2.

RATIONALE FOR APPENDIX A SECTION 7

Paragraphs 2.1 through 2.5 of this section provide rationale derived from the AVS and other
sources to support the guidance given in paragraphs 7.1 through 7.5 of Appendix A. Issue
statements and subjects have been summarized. Where rationale was supplied in the guidance
text, and further provision considered superfluous, then extra rationale is not supplied.
2.1 Overall AIS Definition
2.1.1 ALE fin*ii n [7.1.1]
ISSUE: AIS Functional Boundary.
RATIONALE: No rationale is necessary as this guidance is explanatory material for
interpretation of section 7.
2.1.2 Statg

17.1.2.,7.1.31

ISSUE:

Should full MIL-STD-1760 be required?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
2.1.3 Integrated Avionics

[7.1.4]

AVS Implementation: The AVS did not implement an Integrated Avionics style architecture
although much of the AVS design is relevant to such environments.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
2.2 Proaram Obieclives 17.21
ISSUE: What program objectives have to be defined?
RATIONALE: No further specific rationale is required as this section is a general discussion of
factors that require definition before aetail design can commence.
2.3 Functional Partitioning

[7.3]

2.3.1 AIS Inconoration with SMS function [7.3.11
AVS Implementation: The AVS incorporates many SMS functions including all core SMS functions
together with the AIS function. They include:
Inventory Display
Crew SMS Controls
Store Arming
Store Jettison
Power for Existing Stores

-

-
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Store Status Display
Store Selection
Store Release
Existng Store Targeting

For each of these functions no problems were encountered with implementing the function in the
AIS. In fact the collocation, as opposed to separate implementation, of the AIS and SMS functions
enabled overall reductions in software, processing power, data transfers and hardware. The AVS
is therefore oonsidered to be representative of a good AIS (and SMS) implementation.
Other Rationale: The rationale for recommending collocation of the AIS and SMS function is based
on the following four considerations:
Data Fusion
Common sub-functions

-

Data Security
Implementation Difficulty

2.3.1.1 Data FEu~iou Figure 2.1 shows a representation of some of the functions and data content
of typical AIS and SMS functions. Also shown are the cross function data transfers needed to
support the functions. Clearly a significant quantity of data will have to be transferred and
should this be via a (shared) Avionics data bus (MIL-STD-1553 or PI-Bus) then two effects
will be seen:
a. Data transfer delays will reduce the effectiveness of the functions.
b. The Avionics data bus will become significantly loaded due to AIS-SMS data transfers.
This will reduce the effectiveness of the whole Avionics function.
The conclusion is that, to reduce these problems the AIS and SMS should, where possible, be the
same system.

AIS

SMS
DATABASE

DATABASE
Aircraft Time

Target Positions .
Targe
Aircraft Position
Store Status
Targeting Status

Store LEadout

-. Stores Selected
Demand
Release Demand
. ..
et so Demand
Jettison Demnd

PosiionsAming

FUNCTIONS

FUNCTIONS

Analog Network

Inventory
Selection
4 Arming

MIL-STD-15533
- Critical Data
- Target Data
-- Aircraft
MiscRees Data
Discrete Control

Release

U

Jettisont

Power Control

FIGURE 2.1 Data Transfers Between AIS & SMS
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2.3.1.2 Data &1LjU MIL-STD-1760 requires that safety critical data be transferred via the
ASI-MSI interface using the MIL-STD-1553 and Release Consent signals. This forces the strong
requirement that these interfaces be highly secure and a specific provision is included that the
probability of critical data demands being inadvertently seen on the MIL-STD-1553 bus should
be less than 1 in 100,000 hours. This requires that the information link to the SMS critical
demands (Arming, Release and Jettison) and the associated processing of that information by the
AIS, be highly secure. This is an extra burden on the AIS design but is a burden already bome by
the SMS function. Modem SMS implementations have these two characteristics: Data bus
transfer of critical data demands (Arming, Release etc) and design for low probability of
accidents - typically lass than 1 in 10.000,000 hours. The conclusion is that to avoid
unnecessary duplication of the data security burden the AIS and SMS should, where possible, be
the same system.
2.3.1.3 Common Sub-Functions From the discussions of Data Fusion and Data Security above it
is likely that the designs of the AIS and SMS will include common or highly similar subfunctions. A few examples are listed below. The conclusion is that most of these subfunclions
would be unnecessarily duplicated if separate AIS and SMS systems were implemented and
therefore, where possible, the AIS and SMS should be the same system.
IuS

Sub-functions
28 Volm Critical Signal Switching
Power Sulyly Switchin
c
Safety Critical Data Buses
VDiseo S
ignal
Switchin/
Audio Switching
Safety Critical Processing

Release
aConsente
c28V, II5V
MIL-STD-1553
HB 3
LB
MIL-STD-1553 Critical
Control mAppenia

SMS
Fire Signals
28VT 11 5V
MIL-STD-1553 or other
Maverick or other video
AIM-9 audio
Arming. Release, and Jettison
clecisions

2.3.1.4 Imlementation Ditficubt The above discussions on Data Fusion, Data Security and
Common Sub-Functions have addressed the issues from an ideal "blank paper position. The
recommended solution is shown in figure 2.2 as a combined AISISMS for new implementations.
The true position is that many MIL-STD-1760 implementations will be upgrades to airdaft
with possibly only very basic SMS capabilities. This presents the problem shown in figure 2.3
where the AIS upgrade to the SMS might not be possible for one or more of the following
functions:
-

Analog Network
Discrete Signals

MIL.STD-1553
Power Switching/isolation

rhese points are considered in section 9 of Append~ix A. It is clear that in some retrofit or
upgrade programs a separate or partially separate AIS will be required.
Conclusion: Where possible implement the AIS and SMS as the !,,ame system.
2.3.2 SummarXZ&

17.3.21

ISSUE: Main allocation of Weapon Systemn functios.
RATIONALE: No further rationale is necessary as this included by detail subject area in section
2.4. Paragraph 7.3.2 of Appendix A is a summary of paragraph 7.4.11.
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Controls /
Power

Avionics

Displays

AIS I SMS

ASI

ASI

ASI

FIGURE 2.2 Combined AIS/SMS for New Aircraft

2.A Weapon System Partitioning Guidance r7.41
2.4.1 Store
2.4.1.1

Intac

(7.4.11

MIL-STD-1760 ASI

17.4.1.1]

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
2.4.1.2

MIL-STD-1760 - MSI

17.4.1.21

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided In the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
2.4.1.3 Non-AEIS Signals [7.4.1.31
AVS Implementation: The AVS Implements two non MIL-STD-1760 stores, Sidewinder and
MK-82 Bomb. Substantial commc iality exists between signals and wiring required for these
stores and the MIL-STD-1760 interfaces. Extra signals were required for:
a. Sidewlnder Analog Guidance (common wiring with analog signals of MIL-STD-1760)
b. Launcher Manual uncage and lock discretes
c. Nose and Tail Fuze Signals
Substantial commc,-ality in data and decision processing was achieved. The AVS implementation
appears to be rersentative of a good aircraft Implementation.
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I

I

Analog

Network
Power

Avionics

MIL-STD1553

]Basic
{SMS

LMI

sEic

II

Discretes
Dis

Power

Rack

ISwitches/ I
Isolation

FIGURE 2.3 Al" Upgrade lo a Basic SMS
Other Rationale: Most existing stores have power supply signals common with MIL-STD.1760,
disc"ete sig~ials common with other existing stores and a few unique analog or serial signals.
Data types (not formats) transferred are a subset of data projected fvr MIL-STD-1760 stores.
(Data source - AAAS WIDS 1-38).
Conclusion: Non AEIS signal,- should be implemented by the

.,'S.

2.4.1.4 Susoension Interface 17.4.1.4]
AVS Implementation: The AVS does not implement suspension equipment, they are simulated by
the test system.
Other Rationale: Racks and launchers are always procured separately from store electrical
interfacing equipment.
Conclusion: Suspension is not a AIS function
2.4.1.5 Post-Launch Interfaces

[7.4.1.51

AVS Implementation: The AVS does not implement post launch Interfaces. Only one AVS store,
AMRAAM, has a post-launch interface and this could not economically be implemented in the AVS.
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Other Rationale: A typical post-launch guided store Is Sparrow. This requires post-launch
radar illumination of the target. Other post-launch interfaces include laser guided bombs and
TOW missiles. These interfaces would be difficult to implement In an AIS.
Conclusion: Exclude post-launch interfaces from the AIS.
2.4.2 StoreSlate
2.4.2.1 Store State Change P-ogt [7.4.2.11

"AVS Implementation: Store critical changes are prompted by operator action except where a
store either fails or detects a target. The prime change prompt is therefore non-AVS (the
Crew).

Other Rationale: Automatic selection, arming, release of stores is not generally accepted because
of safety concerns. However, increased automation will be required, particularly in selfdefense weapon control. In order to avoid crew overload. The crew will still probably retain
overall control through *1consent to seleclion," and 'I consent to release" switches.
Conclusion: Implement State commands in AIS.
2.4.2.2 State QommW (7.4.2.21
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
2.4.2.3 Store Critical State Monitor

(7.4.2.31

AVS Implementation: The AVS monitors every state change demand to ensure execution (The
MIL-STD-1760 critical monitor provides feedback data on state demanded and achieved). Any
failure to achieve a state is recorded as a store failure and fWled stores are deselecled from
available inventory. There must be doubts as to how successful the AVS implementation would be
in a real application with more simultaneous store state changes, longer times to achieve states
and ambiguity in MIL-STD-1760 interpretation. These doubts do not invalidate the successful
tight coupling between store and aircraft achieved by the implementation. The MIL-STD-1760
mutually compatible command and monitor formats simplify implementation.
Conclusion: Implement state monitor in AIS.
2.4.2.4 Store State - Power Sui•oIv Management

[7.4.2.41

AVS Implementation: The AVS determines what power supplies are reauired for each store state.
Where this is "incorrect" fo the store (as in store identification where 115 volts is required
for store description), the MIL-STD-1760 service request protocol Is used to demand the AVS to
supply the correct power.
Other Rationale: Aircraft power architectures follow many varying design philosophies. Some
aircraft, such as the 81-B, have Implemented all power control as a separate aircraft
subsystem. This would bring the whole power system Into the AIS. Even in these cases the AIS
core would still be implementing Power Supply Management for store states.
Conclusion: Implement Store State-Power Supply Management In AIS.
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2.4.3 QDataIQ.&•St
2.4.3.1 Store to Store Data Source [7.4.3.11
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
2.4.3.2 Aircraft Raw Data for Stores [7.4.3.2]
AVS Implementation: The AVS receives from the avionics some raw data and part processed data
for onward transfer to stores. The preprocessed data includes data types, such as aircraft
position, which have destinations additional to stores. Unique to store processing such as
AMRAAM data formatting and coordinate reconversion is executed by the AVS central unit (the
PCE). Processing power used for this function is minimized by only processing those data types
required at any one time. This selective processing would be difficult to define for the avionics,
because the AVS holds the specific store state and data requirements database. The AVS currently
requires a large data rate on the avionics bus (50%). This does not cause a problem only
because avionics data bus users are not simulated. The data bus usage could be improved by
several methods such as: configuring avionics B-1 traffic to match mission conditions, reducing
transfer rate of display data, and reducing update rate of target datae. The AVS Implementation has
been proved to work successfully.
Other Rationale: Raw data is present in aircraft systems such as Radar, INS, and Air Data
computers. Much of this data will be used in processed form by multiple subsystems.
Processing into standard data types and formats should only occur once and, therefore, the best
location for the function is the processors for each raw data system. Firing multiple stores at
the same target, or with the same aircraft data, will require the generation of individual data
sets for each store type and pcsition. This is due to unique formats and individual store station
physical alignment. This could become a severe burden for any one system. The aircraft
complexity can be partially decoupled from the number of stores sele'ted/fired by delegating
processing to the stores where possible.
Conclusion: Raw aircraft data and data processing for non-store use should be in the aircraft,
not the AIS.
2.4.3.3 Unique to Store Data Formatting i7.4.3.31
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements unique to store formatting at several levels:
a Message formatting for MIL-STD-1760 stores
b. Data word and message formatting for AMRAAM
c. Signal and data type formatting for Sidewinder
None of these subfunctions could be implemented by the store and although they could be
implemented by the "avionics," the avionics processing and bus load would increase significantly
when multiple stores are selected. This would be avoided if a complex and tightly coupled link
between the AVS and Avionics is implemented.
Other Rationale: With the design trend for integrated processing, the AIS boundary in data
formfitting for avionics data becomes very blurred.
Conclusion: Data formatting solely for stores should be in the AIS.
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2.4.3.4 Data Recomputation to Store Axes [7.4.3.41
AVS Impiementation: The AVS implements recomputation to store axes in the following cases:
target seeker pointing vectors and INS alignment. For the target seeker case, the simulated store
will almost always have to convert pointing vector data to the specific internal alignment and
characteristics of the seeker system. The extra burden for a composite, aircraft axis to seeker
axis, alignment would be minor or even zero. For the INS case, some of the older store INS
systems use mechanical gyros and this leads to a preference for the store to define the axis
system to minimize computing required during the store free flight phase. This would require
the aircraft or AIS to recompute for store alignment or guarantee close mechanical alignment
between store and aircraft. Recent and projected stores with INS, use laser gyros with higher
INS computing power. It is therefore possible that the store can recompute the data for the
composite transformation aircraft-store - store INS. For AMRAAM the store recomputes angle
alignment from aircraft axes to store INS axes, but defines internally a coordinate system
position near to the point of launch. The aircraft or AIS then has to recompute target data to this
axis system position. If 6 missiles are fired at one time the processing in the AIS for this
conversion will be multiplied 6 times.
Other Rationale: In an AIS implementation where most data processing is executed centrally (as
in the AVS) then if this reformatting were implemented in the AIS, the processing power
required would increase linearly with the number of stores selected. This would not apply in a
distributed architecture where each store station had a dedicated processor. Such an
architacture would have four significant drawbacks:
a The processing function would produce a delay for all data even if recomputation was
not required. This delay would be additional to the delays caused by buffering avionics data to the
multiple processors.
b. The processing function would significantly delay store to store data transfers as two
extra conversions would be required.
c. The processing power required would typically require at least a 16 bit processor.
This would add significant cost and weight to the AIS.
d Implementing such a distributed processing architecture would significantly degrade
the reliability of the AIS because of the increased number of complex subfunctions.
However, it is likely that a store design, executed independently from aircraft design, will tend
to provide the lowest cost store design compliant to MIL-STD-1760 and this will probably
require the AIS to execute the unique to store axis conversion.
Conclusion: Axes recomputation will probably be executed by the AIS.
2.4.3.5

Interface to Store 17.4.3.51

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
2.4.4 Data from Store [7.4.41
2.4.4.1

Raw Data Source [7.4.4.1]
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AVS Implementation: The AVS test system provided the simulation of stores. Raw data such as
seeker displacement torque is not simulated per se. The test system simulates such data by
provision of data in MIL-STD-1760 formats at the MIL-STD-1760 interface. This enabled the
AVS to avoid impler, entaion of specific to store software for processing store unique data types
where these wou;d be. in effect, raw data.
Other Rationale: Many existing stores do not process raw data in the store, but provide instead
extremely raw data at the interface. Examples include Sidewinder seeker position voltages and
Sparrow tuning sense voltages. These interfaces tend to derive from the need for backwards
3ompatibilit- of new missile variants with the older versions of the missiles where it was not
possible to provide signal processing in the store.
Conclusion: The "data from store" raw data source should clearly be in the store and the
processing of this data into MIL-STD-1760 formats should also be in the store.
2.4.4.2 Unique to User Formatting 17.4.4.2)
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements no store to store data communication so no experience
can be derived relevant to a store as an end user of store sourced data. All of the MIL-STD-1760
stores in the AVS inventory provide data which has the aircraft as the end user. In each case the
AVS executes no data reformatting and the aircraft receives target position data (as an example)
in MIL-STD-1760 formats. This enables the AVS to pass data from stores to the aircraft with a
minimum of processing power used with maximum of throughput. The alternative
implementation where the AVS reformatted the data for multiple end user formats would have
increased the processing task by an order of magnitude. It is therefore encouraged that all
avionic equipments should transfer data in compatible formats with the reformatting to user
unique hardware or software embodied in those avionic subsystems.
Other Rationale: The AVS implementation defined above may be difficult to impose where
standard aircraft equipments are in use. In such cases it is likely that the aircraft data for the
store will also be in a non MIL-STD-1760 format and in such cases the AIS should implement all
of the reformatting. See also [7.4.3.21.
2.4.4.3 Recomputation to User Axes [7.4.4.31
AVS Implementation: The AVS stores implement the recomputation to user axes in transfer of
target position data from the store through the AVS to the aircraft processing and display
systems. Because this recomputation is implemented in the store two benefits arise:
a

The AVS processing load is reduced (particularly when targeting multiple stores).

b. The store can communicate directly with other stores by MIL-STD-1553 RT-RT
transfers. This is of considerable benefit when one store is a targeting pod.
Other Rationale: See aiso [7.4.3.4] above.
Conclusion: The Axes Recomputation will probably be executed in the AIS.
2.4.4.4 Interface with Avionics

[7.4.4.4]

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
2.4.5 Stor

Sal[a

(7.4.51
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2.4.5.1

Type Determination

[7.4.5.11

AVS Implementation: In the AVS, type determination was not provided as an AIS function. Store
types were categorizeo as Bombs, Short Range Air-to-Air Missiles, Medium Range Air-to-Air
Missiles, and Air-to-Ground Missiles. Determination of type selected was by operator control.
Other Rationale: Store Selection is usually for one of two purposes: threat countermeasures or
offensive action. The source data for these processes is usually acquired through non AIS
equipment such as Radar, JTIDS, Navigation data, Defensive Aids Systems and Pilot input. In
traditional aircraft the air crew have been involved in the decision loop determining which
stores to select. With increased use of avionics processing to reduce crew workload and the
potential that MIL-STD-1760 pod stores will source some of this data it is clearly possible that
the AIS could implement store type determination. However, this should be seen as longer term.
Conclusion: The AIS should not implement Store Type Determination and should instead respond
to preprocessed avionic or crew demands.
2.4.5.2 Station Determination

[7.4.5.21

AVS Implementation: In the AVS, station determination was fully implemented by the AVS
Process Control Equipment. The algorithms used considered preferred release patterns, location
of stores and stores + AVS state of health data in determining which locations to be selected.
armed etc. This implementation was fully successful and had it not been implemented would have
placed an increased load on the Avionics buses and either the crew or other Avionics.
Other Rationale: Station Determination is now widely implemented automatically in modern
aircraft SMS. The SMS, if separate from the AIS. is therefore the only other candidate system
for this function. Any separation from the AIS will increase the data load onto the aircraft buses
as store and AIS state of health data is required in the station determination process.
Conclusion: Implement Station Determination in the AIS unless it is a separate system from the
aircraft SMS.
2.4.5.3 Number Selection

[7.4.5.3]

AVS Implementation: In the AVS the number of stores selected was implemented as a crew (non
AIS) function. The number selected can be incremented or decremented via the display system.
Other Rationze: The number of stores selected is usually a measure of the amount of threat
countermeasures or offensive action required. For similar reasons to those defined in (7.4.5.11
above the number of stores selected will only be an AIS function in the very long term.
Conclusion: Number Selection is a non-AIS function.
2.4.5.4 Store Initialization Management

17.4.5.41

AVS Implementation: The AVS fully implements many store initialization functions. Excluding
inventory determination (see 7.4.9) these functions include:
-

Determination and Application of Normal power
Monitoring for state or state of health problems
AMRAAM INU data management
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- Application of cooling
- Caging/Uncaging of seekers
- System Time transfer and verification

Implementation of these functions caused no problems in the AVS design. To have implemented
these functions in a separate system would have been more difficult because of the need to
trarsfer excessive data from the AVS.
Other Rationale: Store initialization functions tend to be store specific. Examples of functions
include: INS alignment, Gyro run-up, and Sparrow tuning. With the continuing trend for stores
to bo "smarl," both in function and internal management, the burden of initialization
management placed on tha aircraft will reduce considerably. It is likely to reduce to, provision
of correct data and power for the current store mode indicated by MIL-STD-1760 data. The
function will then be clearly very closely linked to the AIS function.
Conc.,•ý:.,n:

Implement Store Initialization Management in the AIS.

2.4.5.5 Release Package Retention [7.4.5.5J
AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented limited reWention of release package data in the
Process Control Equipment (PCE) as part of the SMS function also implemented. For bombs, one
package of data could be preprogrammed containing:
a
b.
c.
d.
e.

Numbering of Bombs to Release
Singles, pairs or Salvo mode
Release spacing in meters
Arming mode
Arming Time (not operator variable)

The implementation is partly unrealistic in that only one package per weapon type is
implemented whereas it is more likely that 2 or even 3 would be needed to allow attack of
alternative targets. In other respects the implementation is realistic and presented no
significant problems in implementing with the AIS function. Operator actions and data transfers,
avionics AIS, were reduced during the critical last seconds before attack by implementing the
release packages in the AIS.
Other Rationale: There are alternative locations for release package retention - the pilots head
(high crew load results), the mission computer or the display control system. The last two are
valid candidates for this function, the display system more so because of the need to display the
package to the pilot forces a data transfer, AIS - Display System, if the data are held in the AIS.
Consideration of requirements such as updating the packages as stores are released or fail "stale
of health" checks leads to the AIS as being the best location for retaining Release Package data.
Conclusion: Implement Release Package retention in the AIS If this also implements the SMS
functions.
2.4.6 Store A.mmg (7.4.61
2.4.6.1

Arming/Fuzing Mode Determination

[7.4.6.11

AVS Implementation: Only limited arming mode determination is possible with the AVS and this
is operator determined (Nose or Tail or Nose and 1 all fuzing).
Other Rationale: The inputs Into determining arming mode include mission type, store type,
attack scenario and aircraft paramuters. Although this can be an automated function it Is
probable that such automation will be limited compared to preselection by crew.
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Conclusion: Arming/Fuzing Mode Determination should not be made by the AIS.
2.4.6.2 Arming Implementation

[7.4.6.21

2.4.6.3 Arming/Fuzing Management

[7.4.6.31

AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented full Arming/Fuzlng Management as both AIS and SMS
functions. Operator and Release Package inputs were Master Arm and Arming Modes. The AVS
then executed the following functions:
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Determined which stores should be armed
Generated MIL-STD-1553 Arming Demands to appropriate MIL-STD-1760 stores
Energized Release Consent to appropriate MIL-STD-1760 Stores
Energized correct power supplies for stores
Energized arming at appropriate S + RE
Monitored for correct responses from stores

Other Rationale: Because of the formats defined in MIL-STD-1760 for arming demand and
monitor it is very difficult to Implement arming Management for MIL-STD-1760 stores in any
system other than the AIS. This does not necessarily apply for existing stores where arming
management will be retained in the SMS (If a separate system).
Conclusion: Implement Arming Management in the AIS.
2.4.6.4 Fuzina Times Comniaation 17.4.6.41
AVS Implementation: Only a very limited Arming Time function was implemented in the AVS.
Fixed times for Arming Time from Release (50 ms) and Function Time from Impact (5 ms) were
transferred to the relevant MIL-STD-1760 store types. This is not totally representative of the
function required for all implementations.
Other Rationale: To consider where best to implement this function it is necessary to consider
the functions themselves:
Fuzing time from release
Function time from impact

Function time from release
Function distance

2.4.6.4.1 Fuzina Tima from Releas. This Is the minimum time that must expire from release
before the fuze and warhead can be detonated by impact or other reason. Note this is not the time
when detonation will occur. The need for such a time derives from the danger that weapons,
after release, may collide with each other or with the target while within lethal range of the
aircraft. The minimum time together with high drag devices on the weapon ensures that the
minimum safe distance is reached before any detonation occurs. In older weapons this function
was implemented by an air driven gear system but this can be too inflexible for effective target
attack and can also place operational limitations on the attack. Note also that too large a time can
present problems if the store Is not armed before first impact with the target. This Is shown in
figure 2.4 where the desired firing times are plotted against aircraft velocity and aircraft
height. Also shown is the beneficial effect on allowable attack profiles through being able to vary
arming time In real time. In fact these diagrams are simplifications and do not allow for the
effects of aircraft attitude or store location. The implication is, however, real and the
operational effectiveness of the aircraft will be enhanced if the arming time is calculated during
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the attack. Since the data for this will be availabN to the AISthn the AIS is Pie logical system to
implement the function.
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FIGURE 2.4 Fuzing Times
2.4.6.4.2 Function Time from Release This is the time at which the weapon will detonate even if
impact with the target has not occurred. This can be for one of several reasons:
a. The weapon contains sensitive data which would be of use to an enemy if retrieved
intact.
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missed.

b. The weapon could be a hazard to friendly forces if not detonated once the target was

c. The weapon is required to detonate at some future time but target impact may not be
detectable.
The first two lead to setting fixed times for store types (an AIS function) but the last category
requires crew input to set the time.
2.4.6.4.3 Function Time from Impact This is the time after sensed impact or proximity that
detonation will occur. This can be for two reasons:
a. Area Denial - as in a mine pattern where each has a different time set. This will obstruct
mine clearance for the duration of the times set. This time determination cannot be an AIS
function.
b. Target Penetration - by delaying detonation from impact by a short time more effect can be
gained by ensuring detonation inside rather than on the target. The delay time needs to be
carefully set and is a function of penetration distance, target 'hardness,* aircraft velocity,
attitude and height and weapon type. Similar to arming time from release, this is most effective
if re-calculated up to the point of release and is therefore best executed in the AIS.
2.4.6.4.4 Function Distanca This is the height or depth at which detonation will occur. This
parameter is effectively a target position and cannot be determined by the AIS.
Conclusion: Short arming times should be calculated in the AIS but long time and distances must
be determined outside the AIS.

2.4.7 StrLelease 17.4.71
Much of the rationale for this issue is related to the AIS/SMS issue. Rationale for this is
contained referenced to paragraph [7.3.11 above. although some points are repeated here.
2.4.7.1

Raelease Prwm o

[7.4.7.11

AVS Implementation: In the AVS the Release Prompt is by operator action, for example operation
of a Trigger switch, and is therefore not an AIS function.
Other Rationale: Consent to initiate release is a critical function and therefore not able to bh
defined by information available to an AIS. A situation where releases are not prompted by air
crew is one where chaff, flares or missiles are automatically launched in response to detected
threats. This situation requires prior consent to release by the air crew and furthermore the
AIS Is unlikely to have sufficient data to determine release requirements and would therefore
require data from the Defensive Aids Systems.
Conclusion: Not an AIS function.
2.4.7.2 Susoonsion EouinMent Manaoement [7.4.7.2)
AVS Irplementation: The AVS Implements Suspension Equipment Management for MAU-12 racks
and Modular Rail Launchers mounted on MAU-12 racks. Functions implemented include Arming,
Release and Monitoring. The implementation of these functions is closely coupled with the
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MIL-STD-1760 message generation and significant increases in processing and data bus loading
would have occurred had the functions been separated.
Conlusion: Suspension Equipment management should be implemented by the AIS.
Other Rationale: As for

[7.3.11

above

2.4.7.3 Weapon Bay Management (7.4.7.31
AVS Implementation: The AVS did not implement Weapon Bay Management The AVS is
representative of a system applied to an F-16 or F-18 type aircraft. Sufficient discrete signals
are provided at each station to implement Weapon Bay Management by software ctange.
2.4.7.4 Separation Management

V7.4.7.4]

AVS Implementation: The AVS implements full Release Management inluding correct use and
response to AEIS signals through the release of stores. AEIS functions implemented Include:
- Analog Network
- MIL-STD-1533
- Discrete
- Power

Reconfigured for revised store loadout
'No responses* ignored once separation occurs. All critical data
generated and states verified.
Release Consent energized and de-energized at correct points and
Interlock monitored to verity store separation
Correct power provided during release and then *dead faced* after
release

Other, Non AEIS, functions inplemented include: coordinate system generation for AMRAAM and
provide coordinate data to the fire control computer for post release calculations; update of
display Information during release; and monitoring for hang ups.
Other Rationale: During release many functions have to be executed in a short time frame. Some
of these are unique to aircraft and some unique to stores. To minimize delays, data paths should
be kept short and therefore Release Management should be concentrated nearest to the most
relevant database. This is likely to be in the AIS.
2.4.7.5 Separation Timing [7.4.7.51
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements a very simple form of Separation Timing. Release
spacing demands in meters are divided by the known ground tra&- velocity to give Release Timing
in milliseconds.
Other Rationale: Accurate release timing is most criical to "dumb" urikJked bombs. Since they
have no terminal guidance, the weapon trajectory and impact point dep.,:d solely on the dynamics
and timing of the air vehicle when store separation occurs. See figure,. 2.5 and 2.6. The relative
importance of accutate release timing has been perceived as reduced irj recent years due to the
increased use of LASER or TV guided Bombs and the trend towards stand off weapons characterized
by the projected Modular Stand Oft Weapon (MSOW, formerty LRSOM). Two factors that will
balance against this are:
a The relative vulnerability of aircraft involved in LASER or TV guided bomb release
compared to 'blind release of dumb bombs at high velody and low altitude with release point
determined by use of precisior INS, TERCOM or GPS mechanisms.
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b. The high cost of protracted combat wig lead to dumb weapons being used as follow up
to targets softened by use of *stand off" weapons.
In implementing the release timing function there are five key inputs:
a. The target position and velocity which is provided by an aircraft sensor, crew,
briefing system, or JTIDS.
b. The aircraft dynamics (velocity, position, altitude) available from the aircraft
navigation system.
c. The aircraft air dynamics (air velocities, angle of attack etc) which is available from
the air data computer.
d. The weapon ballistics data (mass, drag, lift etc.).
e. The weapon station characteristics (store downforce, local airflow effects, angle of
S&RE etc.).
There are also two key outputs:
a

Release timing to SMS function (possibly collocated with AIS).

b. Aircraft trajectory (steering commands to the HUD or the flight control system to
ensure the aircraft is capable of releasing stores to hit the target).
Traditionally this function has been implemented in the Fire Control Computer or Mission
Computer and Inaccuracies have resulted due to weapon station unique characleristics not being
considered. From a data path viewpoint and considering the above inputs and outputs the AIS Is
the best location for the function.
Concusion: Implement Separation Timing determination in the MS.
2.4.7.6

Imopact Point Determination

[7.4.7.61

AVS Implementation: In the AVS the impact points are received as avionic data (target positions)
or crew inputs (bomb drop points). Impact point determination is therefore not Implemented as
an AIS function.
Other Rationale: Impact points are target positions and cannot be readily detwirined by the MS.
Conclusion: Not an AIS function.
2.4.7.7 Sparation Sequence Determination [7.4.7.7]
AVS Implementation: The AVS in implementing an SMS function also Wnilemented the Release
Sequence Determination function. An algoothm for selecting the "nexr release was defined
giving regard to:
a
b.
c.
d

Available stores of the correct type
Aircraft balance consideratikns (see [7.4.7.91)
Preference to release outer stores
Preference to stores on the Port side
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The most difficult part of implementing this function is during fast releases of -dumb- bombs
where the next release cannot be determined until the success or hung state of the previous
release can be verified. Thus, care had to be taken to ensure the algorithm did not take too long
and ensure the algorithm was executed inside the timing loop.
Other Rationale: Release sequences can be extremely complex due to the highly complex
aerodynamic interactions between captive and released stores. This leads frequently to
individual sequences being defined for aircraft types, weapon types and even specific loadouts.
Such definitions of function are clearly related to the SMS function.
Conclusion: Only an AiS function if implemented with the SMS.

"2.4.7.8 HIang Up DeeMction [7.4.7.81
AVS implementation: In the AVS stores can be declared "hung,* that is unusable but retained for a
number of reasons including:
a

Failure of MIL-STD-1760 communication.

b.

Failure to achieve demanded MIL.STD-1760 critical states.

c.

Mismatch of inventory data or power up inventory determination.

d. Detected failure of store to separate when release or jetlison demanded (detected by
total failure of MIL-STD-1760 interlock and MAU-12 WRIS inputs to change within
predetermined time).
This function required a fusion of MIL-STD-1760 data (Interlock, MIL-STD.1553) and SMS
data (MAU-12 WRIS) and a combination of sub-functions. To have implemented these as a
separate AIS and SMS function would have increased processing loads and degraded performance.
Other Rationale: The AVS implementation is typical of that required in other implementations.
If a store is either too readily or too slowly declared hung, operational performance can be
inhibited. To separate the function into separate AIS and SMS systems would tend to degrade the
determination accuracy either, because of less data being analyzed, or slower determination.
2.4.7.9

alanceaa Manaoeggen

[7.4.7.91

AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented a balance management function in determining
release sequences. Each potential release was checked for the balance impacts of successful
release, and If balance limits would be exceeded then an alternative store was selected. The
balance limits set were a maximum lateral imbalance of one store.
Other Rationale: The AVS bal2nce algorithm is typical of many current implementations but
several factors lead to reconsideration for futur6 aircraft:
a The increased use and delegated authority to active flight stability designs reduce the
potential burden on aircrew caused by short term aircraft imbalance.
b. The trend to reduced observability places additional constraints on weight imbalance
and stability augmentation.
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c. The potentially reduced use of under-wing pylons for store mounting increases the
longitudinal distribution of heavy stores in internal bays and may necessitate a longitudinal
balance constraint on potential releases.
d The weight of a single store can typically vary between 100 and 1500 kg (200 3000 pounds). Individual store weights may have to be considered in determining whether a
potential release was safe. Store weight can potentially be determined via the MIL-STD-1760
interface.
While the balance function is inherently an SMS function factors b. and d. above, taken with the
previous observations on hang up detection lead to a close link with the AIS being required.
Conclusion: Implement in the AIS if also implementing the SMS function.
2.4.7.10 Ermine Control Assistance (7.4.7.101
AVS Implementaticn: No engine contiol assistance function was implemented by the AVS.
Other Rationale: Engine assistance will depend on three key inputs: the engine static and
dynamic conditions, the weapon release characteristic, and the location of the weapon. The
outputs of the function will be data to the engine management system and/or to the weapon (via
the MIL-STD-1760 interface). The function is more related to the SMS function than the AIS
and it is therefore best implemented in the AIS only if a separate SMS is not fitted.
2.4.8 Stor.e.J.tison (7.4.81
2.4.8.1

Jettogiso

Promtot [7.4.8)

As with the Release and Arming prompts (see 2.4.6 and 2.4.7) this is not an AIS function.
2.4.8.2 Selective Jettison Management

17.4.8.21

AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented the following Selective Jettison functions:
a
b.
c.
d.
e.

Management of Suspension Equipment
Retention of Selective Jettison pack-age
Interlock of Selective Jettison w,:ith received discrete and avionics bus data
Stores set to safe state
Sequenced jettison of selected stores on demand

Of these sub functions only the selling of stores to a safe state necessitated close links with the
MIL-STD-1760 interface. The conclusion is that the Selective Jettison Management function, as
implemanted by the AVS, was an SMS function and should not be located in the AIS unless also
implementing the SMS function.
Other Rationale: Close links with the AIS function will be required where secure data (such as
target locations, threat libraries or guidance link characteristics) have been programmed into
the store. In such circumstances either the store would not be jettisoned, or classified data
erasing may be commanded via the MIL-STD-1760 Interface.
Conclusion: Not an AIS function unless also Implementing the SMS.
2.4.8.3 Emernencv Jettison Manaaement [7.4.8.31
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AVS Implementation: In the AVS, Emergency Jettison differs only from Selective Jettison in the

following areas:
a

A different input prompts the activity.

b. All stores are jettisoned.
c. A secondary mechanism is involved after the sequenced jettison that ensures all stores
are jettisoned.
None of these differences is related to MIL-STD-1760 implementation and therefore the
conclusion obtained above for Selective Jettison is still valid.
Conclusion: Not an AIS function unless also implementing the SMS.
2.4.8.4 Store Safe Verification (7.4.8.41
AVS Implementation: In the AVS, Stores were set safe before jettison by two mechanisms:
a Setting all MIL-STD-1760 stores safe by data bus demands and by setting Release
Consent inactive
states

b. Setting all Nose Fuzing, Tail Fuzing and Master Arm signals to the S & RE to inactive

This cannot be considered as true verification because stores that failed to achieve a safe state or
which could not be monitored for safe status were still jettisoned. The verification mechanism of
using two "in~penlenr Inputs (data bus and Release Consent) to the store to demand safe state
has weaknesses in that in the contracted issue of MIL-STD-1760 Release Consent is not a
guaranteed interlock on Arming. Fo5 the AVS all store definitions do have Release Consent as such
an interlock and MIL-STD.1760 Notice 3 also forces such an interlock. Problems were also
encountered due to the management of a carriage store. During jettison this required Release
Consent to be active at the ASI to jettison the carried stores. All other stores required Release
Consent de-energized at the ASI. Because of the high use of MIL-STD-1760 in Implementing
this function and the commonality in signal types between Release Consent and existing store
fuzing/arming signals, this function Is best implemented in the AIS.
Conclusion: implement in the AIS.
2.4.9 I t
2.4.9.1

ory

17.4.91

Inventory Determination

17.4.9.11

AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented a fully automatic mechanism for determining the
store loadout. Each station was interrogated for the following data:
- MAU-12 Indicating weapon or launcher loaded
- MIL-STD-1553 response when power applied
- AIM-91. ident discrete (28 Volt)
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- MIL-STD-1760 interlock status
MIL.STD-1760 store identification data

From these inputs the AVS can unambiguously determine the exact loadout at every station with
no furlher crew or aircraft input needed. The AVS implementation can however be criticized
from several viewpoints:
a The AVS existing store inventory is extremely limited and ambiguity would result if
more existing stores were added as many would respond identically to the above data list.
b. MIL-STD-1760 stores and AMRAAM (only elect.ically compatible with
MIL-STD-1760) were differentiated in the AVS only by use of two unique characteristics.
First, all the MIL-STD-1760 mission stores in the AVS inventory have MIL-STD-1553
interfaces powered by 28 Volts. Secondly AMRAAM has a MIL-STD-1553 interface powered
from 115 Volts. These enabled a test of MIL-STD-1533 response with 28 Volts applied and no
115 Volts to determine the store as MIL-STD-1760 and not AMRAAM. This test obviously cannot
work with a wider inventory of MIL-STD-1760 stores some of which might have remote
terminals powered by 115 Volts.
c. The location determination of MIL-STD-1760 stores in the AVS is d",'-1dnt on
MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal addresses. This could lead to misinterpreted in',entory under
any of the following conditions.
( I ) Store responding to more than one MIL.STD-1553 address.
(2) Failure of MIL-STD-1760 address discretes (a parity check is implemented
but continuity failures are most probable following new store connection).
(3)

Failure of MIL-STD-1760 data bus controller to set addresses correctly.

In conclusion it would be inadvisable to use the AVS inventory mechanism to solely determine
inventory.
Other Rationale: The AVS discussion above has highlighted the problems of implementing an
automatic inventory determination mechanism. These problems are centered on existing stores
(including AMRAAM) which provide insufficient data to be uniquely Identified.
Conclusion: Inventor/ cannot be determined via the AIS and therefore must be a crew or aircraft
function.
2.4.9.2 Inventory Confirmation

[7.4.9.21

AVS Implementation: No mechanism for inventory confirmation is implemented In the AVS. The
presumption is that the crew will compare the displayed store loadout with written data (from
briefing). This is not a system to be recommended for future aircraft because of the danger of
misinformation and the increased crew workload. The Inventory Determination implemented
could be considered as a confirmation function.
Other Rationale: If it is assumed that the AIS is not used as the inventory determination system
then a separate inventory panel or mission briefing tape or even direct crew input will provide
the basic inventory data. This data should be considered critical for these reasons:
a If inventory is not correctly known the aircraft may be placed into an unsafe dynamic
position due to balance or other effects.
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b. If inventory is not correctly known the aircrew may be misinformed as to the
feasibility of various mission roles.
It is therefore advisable to implement an inventory confirmation function in the aircraft. The
AVS type inventory determination function described in 17.4.9.11 above is suitable for this
function. Such a mechanism has the following input data:
a. MIL-STD-1760 interlock, MIL-STD-1553 response and Store Description data
available to the AIS.
b. Suspension and Release Equipment monitor switches and existing store continuity
discrete data available to the SMS.
Clearly a combined AIS and SMS is the best approach with the AIS (if separate) implementing the
inventory confirmation function for MIL-STD-1760 stores.
Conclusion: Implement inventory confirmation in the AIS.
2.4.9.3

Inventory Update

[7.4.9.31

AVS Implementation: Inventory update was implemented fuily in the AVS. MIL-STO-1760,
MAU-12, and Modular Rail Launcher (MRL) data was interrogated and changes to inventory
determined in cases of: store failure, store release, and store jettison. The function is
representative of that required in a future system.
Conclusion: Implement Inventory Update in the AIS unless a separate SMS is implemented.
2.4.10 rd
2.4.10.1

JnIntrfa

Disg.Iays

17.4.10)
[7.4.10.11

AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented a multifunction display system to enable operator
monitoring of the AVS and stores. The display used was dedicated to the AVS although data access
to all avionics data was available via a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal to the Avionics Bus. The
AVS implementation cannot be considered to be fully representative of a future implementation
for two reasons:
a. Display Systems are required to be more flexible and interface/display data from
multiple systems to provide for failure tolerance and reduced cockpit sizes.
b. Most future aircraft avionics architectures avoid interfacing the display system to an
avionics MIL-STD-1553 data bus because of bus loading problems (the AVS display system uses
approximately 6% of available bus time). Instead a display system bus is implemented in
MIL-STD-1553 or High Speed Data Bus.
The AVS Implementation should be seen as implementing both. an AIS and a display system.
Other Rationale: Aircraft display systems typically execute very high speed low level processing
of preprocessed data into visible displays. The external preprocessing of the data usually
produces high level store data such as status, location and modes. This data is abstract from most
MIL-STD-1760 data forms and Is therefore considered to have beon preprocessed by the AIS (or
SMS) system.
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Conclusion: Displays are not an AIS functi)n.
2.4.10.2

Critical Controls

[7.4.10.21

AVS Implementation: The AVS Implemented the following critical controls as switches directly
connected to the PCE:
-

Trigger
Emergency Jettison

-

Selective Jettison
Master Arm

Another input sometimes considered critical was the AIR or GROUND status. This was
implemented as avionics bus data.
The above controls were seen as cr;%ical to the provis'on of MIL-STD-1760 critical control data
where the requirement of 1 in 105 hours inadvertent error rate was a prime design driver. To
achieve this design requirement special care was taken in processing the data from these inputs.
Provisions included:
a. Switches were a minimum of tNo poles. Each switch pole having normally open and
closed contacts to provide a minimum of four data inputs to the AVS.
b. Separate data paths were implemented for the separate switch poles. These paths
were separately processed with the output data being reformed at the PCE MIL-STD-1760 dsta
bus controlle;. One path produced the critical control datia and one path the critical authorhy
codes.

The AVS implementation is representative of the design techniques that would be required in a
future implementation. The number of criticai switches could be expected to be higher however
as mtltiple crew and multiple release demands for air to air and air to ground roles may be
implemented.
Other Rationale: The critical inputs described for the AVS are also typical inputs for the aircraft
SMS function. F~gure 2.7 shows four possible implementations for the SMS and AIS functions
without requiring separate sets of c,iltical cwitches in the cockpit (considered unacceptable due
to crew workload). In figure 2.7a, the AIS provides part pocessed critical input data to the SMS
function. This has the disadvantage that the SMS safety analyses and derived performance is
degraded bv the AIS safety performance before any SMS circuitry and software is analyzed. In
figure 2.7L, the AIS receives fron 'ne SMS part processed critical input data. This similarly
has the disadvantage that the SMS safety performance degrades the AIS safety performance. In
figure 2.7c, e combined AISISMS receives the raw critical input data. Because the combined
system can irmplement common sub-functions there is significantly less safety degradation.
Additionally, the safety design is controlled by one design authority, thereby reducing hazards
due to ambigi;ties and unnecessary overdesign. In figure 2.7d, the critical inputs are parallel
input into separate A!S and SMS systems. This results in no safety degradation but a degree ot
unnecessary deskin and build duplication. Both 2.7c and 27d represent good implementations.
In both cases the crilic3l controls can be considered to be in the AIS for MIL-STD-1760 stores.
Conclusion: Implement critica! controls as part of the AIS.
2.4.10.3 Non Critical Controls

17.4.10.3)

AVS Implementation: The AVS irmpemented all non critical controls as part of the display system
(see [7.4.10.11). Typical controls provided were:
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FIGURE 2.7 Critical Switch Implementation

.
-

Store type selection
BIT demands

Targeting mode selection
-

Release Package selection

These data inputs are of a higher level form than those of MIL-STD-1760 and therefore require
processing in the AIS. As such, the non critical controls of the AVS can be considered similarly to
the displays as being an additional function separate from the AIS function.
Other Rationale: Effectively as for [7.4.10.11
Conclusion: Non critical controls P.re not an AIS function.
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2.4.11

Nuclear ContrcI [7.4.11)

AVS Implementation: The AVS implements no nuclear weapons in its Inventory. System level
expansion provision was originally made to add on nuclear weapons. Such additions would
require the following changes:
a Addition of Special Weapon control panels to enable t'o crew input of NRC. NAC and
PAL data. These panels would interface to MIL-STD-1553 avionics bus and via discrete signals
to other equipment.
b. Addition of special discrete signals to the AVS armamonts bus. These would convey
NRC data to the SSE at the Nuclear Weapon stations.
c. Replacement of SSE at Nuclear Weapon stations with nuclear certified SSE. These
would be essentially to the same design as the current SSE but would implement additional
independent circuitry to drive the MAU-12 In Flight Operable Lock (IFOL) by command from the
Armament Bus interky"ked with added discretes as described in b. above.
d. Addition of Aircraft Monitor and Control (AMACI System I controller interfacing to
the Armaments Bus and the extra Special Weapon panels. PAL data would be transferred from the
Special Weapon panels via the PCE and the MIL-STD-1533 Armaments Bus.
e. Addition of Nuclear Weapon Control sotware to the PCE software. This woLld require
modification to all processing parts of the PCE inclvding the critical code generation. All of the
PCE software would require nuclear certification.
Other Rationale: Consideration of various areas of Nuclear Weapon Control for Inclusion in the
AIS can be by analysis with conclusions reached for conventional stores. Very few aspects of
nuclear weapon control are different in function from conventional weapons. The
implementation differences arise from three areas:
a. The certainty levels required are typically between 106 and 107 higher than with
conventional stores.
b. Specific design requirements are detailed in Air Force and Navy documents.
c. The involvement of various other agencies (for example the Department of Energy and
Sandia Labs) is mandated at various stages in the design process.
Conclusion: Nuclear weapon functions should be implemented In the AIS if the equivalent
conventional weapon function is.
2.5 Future Growth Potential [7.5]
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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3.

RATIONALE FOR APPENDIX A SECTION 8

Paragraphs 3.1 through 3.4 of this section provide rationale derived from the AVS and other
sources to support the guidance given in paragraphs 8.1 through 8.4 of Appendix A. Issue
statements and subject titles have been summarized. Where rationale was supplied in the
guidance text and further provision is considered superfluous, then extra rationale is not
supplied.
3.1 Apprgroagh [8.1]
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
3.2 AIS Functional Performance [8.21
3.2.1

Store Interface Performance

3.2.1.1
3.2.1.1.1

MIL-3TDQ-176
Number

ASI

18.2.11

(8.2.1.1)

[8.2.1.1.1]

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
3.2.1.1.2

Caeg.Qories (8.2.1.1.2)

ISSUE: What category of ASI should be implemented.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented 2 class I ASIs, 3 class IA ASIs, and 2 class II CSSIs.
All mission stores managed by the AVS can be supported by a class II ASI or CSSI. No class I or
auxiliary services are needed.
Implementation Survey: Refer to section 7.3 of the application guidelines report for detail
background. No hard requirement for high bandwidth lines has been found and the requirement
for auxiliary power is very limited. No store requirement for the 270V DC or Fiber Optic
interfaces is yet evident.
Other Rationale: The requirement for four high bandwidth lines is only substantially supported
by stores such as the LANTIRN pod. it iGlikely that such stores will continue to be developed on
an aircraft target specific basis and these aircraft can provide the necessary additional
interfaces. The implementation difficulty for high bandwidth signals is directly proportional to
the number of interface sionals implemented. Auxiliary power has few applications other than
for multiple carriage stores. No cull MIL-STD-1760 carriage stores are known to be currently
planned because of the necessaiy electronic complexity of a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal and
bus controller, the availability of an alternative solution (were multiple stores are carried on
a carriage store, but are electrically linked to separate ASIs on the aircraft structure) and the
reduced use of carriage stores. The "provisions' interfaces for Fiber Optic and 270 Volt signals
are not currently required. Indeed there must be some considerable doubt whether they will be
used in the medium term. Store designers would currently have to design for compatibility with
interfaces that do not have these capabilities and for the stores to also use Fiber Optic or 270V
DC signals. This would place an unacceptable burden on store design. The resolution of this
problem could be by the government mandating Fiber Optic and 270V DC aircraft implementation
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(difficult given the projected costs), or a store requiring these interfaces to achieve required
performance (no such projected stores known), or else the signals will not be used.
3.2.1.1.3

Aircraft CapAc&

18.2.1.1.31

ISSUE: How many ASI should be available for simultaneous use?
AVS Implementation: The AVS provided for:
a. All ASIs to be simultaneously connectable
b. All ASIs to be simultaneously fully powered. It should be noted that the AVS only
implemented five ASIs and the necessary power wiring to support this performance was a
considerable stress on the design.
c. Two ASIs at a time to be actively controlled. This included full targeting of connected
stores.
Other Rationale: The AIS processing and data bus loading will tend to be directly proportional to
the number of stores being actively targeted. Should this number be limited to less than two then
the aircraft will be severely limited in operational performance. Two ASI targeting provides
for:
a. A target to be tracked and attacked even if either it is obscured to one store by aircraft
structure or one store fails during the release phase
b. Two targets to be attacked at a time. In practice this number is increased by the
number of targets already attacked by stores in free flight and targets yet to have stores launched
to attack but have already been programmedfacquired for attack.
Allowing for four ASIs to be fully powered will provide a potential power load of 16 KW by the
AIS and connected stores and require input cabling capable of carrying 50 Amps. To increase the
number fully powered will proportionally increase this design stress. To reduce the number
fully powered below four will limit operational performance. Many stores require several
seconds to become operational after power up and therefore when attacking multiple targets it is
necessary to "pre-warm' some stores other than those being targeted. Setting a minimum of four
provides for two stores always to be available following release of the minimum of two being
targeted.
3.2.1.2

M&I

[8.2.1.21

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is

necessary.
3.2.1.3 Non AEIS Signals 18.2.1.31
ISSUE: How should these be specified?
AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented two AIM-9L and six MK-82 bomb stations. Only one
station at a time could be actively targeted or released although 'tracking" guidance for two
missiles and pairs release (through staggered release of two bombs) was Implemented. To
increase this AVS performance would proportionally increase the relevant AVS complexity.
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RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
32.1.4 Suspension and Post Launch Interfaces [8.2.1.4, 8.2.1.5J
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale Is
necessary.
3.2.2 5

ra Stale 18.2.2]

3.2.2.1 State Changie Promolt 18.2.2.11
ISSUE: How to specify the relevant performance?
AVS Implementation: The AVS changed the state of stores on detection of the following events;
crew input, store failure, and store release. No problems were found with this implementation.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
nocessary.
3.2.2.2 State QJmmarld [8.2.2.2J
ISSUE: AIS performance for Store Stale Commands.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implementation is essentially identical to that given in Appendix A.
Differences relate principally to updates for the change between the contracted and the current
issues of MIL-STD-1760. The AVS design was not made significantly more complex by the
requirement to meet this performance once the design impact of Implementing both the SMS
function and the MIL-STD-1760 bus controller safety roquirement Is disregarded.
Other Rationale:
a. Inputs - No further rationale is required.
b. Outputs - These are the only stale command outputs specified in MIL-STD-1760. The
formats are as defined in MIL-STD-1760. No definite inhibit or enable condition for Release
Consent can be specified for jettison because some stores may require it to be enabled and some
may require it to be inhibited (to disable fuzing/arming).
c. Discrepancy - The key dependencies specified are on the critical switch inputs. The
dependency provides for the following uses of the switches listed below. A clear interpretation of
critical switches is essential for the retention of safety.
( 1 ) Master Arm - Reduction of safety and increase of readiness for further
critical inputs
(2)

Trigger - Initiation of launch and fire processes for air-to-air stores

(3)

Weapon Release - Initiation of launch and release processes for air to ground

stores
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(4)

Selective Jettison - as selective jettison but for the emergency jieuon

functions
d. Timing - Timing specification is directly related to total weapon system perf,'rmance
and therefore only Minimum performance is detailed. Specifying 80 ms for safety critical
change state sets a limit for the uncertainty of the store state and the delay times to be
compensated for in computing launch points. To specify a shorter time would require & high
degree of interrupt driven processing and bus control flexibility in every applcation. The
specification of 10 seconds for other state changes provides an absolute minimum performance
that must be available in every AIS. This only ensures that state changes will occur in real ,ime.
The required performance will always be highly dependent on state type, store type and mission.
For example to track moving targets move changes with maximum 50 ms delay are often
required.
e. Assurance - The success per ASI of 10-4 failure after one hour is equivalent to the
performance of [8.3.2.2) for a ten ASI mission. The same applies for the safety cases of 10.8
for Jettison and Master Arm/Weapon Release relative to [8.3.2.31.
The specification of 10-5 after one hour for error if either Master Arm or Weapon Release is
incorrectly interpreteJ demanded, is derived from MIL-STD-1760 Notice 3 table B-XXXII Note
4 for a ten ASI mission. The other cases performance of 10-4 relate mainly to mission success
and the avoidance of not selecting an ineffective mission store state.
3.2.2.3 Statg Monitr

[8.2.2.31

ISSUE: AIS Performance
AVS Implementation: The AVS performance differs from that specified, in three areas:
a The basic timing figure of 100 mS was modified according to the type of state change
demanded but was always before 50 ms had elapsed. This provided a stress to the design as it
increased the processing and bus load peaks associated with state changes.
b. A time out of 500 ms was imposed for state achievement. Such a timeout would not
work with many projected MIL-STD-1760 stores where state achievement may take minutes.
c. No regular po;ling of 0.5 Hz was established.
Other Rationale: It is vital to safety that a store is closely monitored to ensure it does not attain a
dangerous state. Once a store has been detected as potentially attaining a dangerous state several
actions can be taken to correct the safety hazard. These include:
-

Release Consent set to disable

Data Bus commands

*Removal of store power

.Jettison

of store

The highest probability of attaining incorrect states arise when a state change is being
accomplished and therefore a maximum uncertainty time of 100 ms is specified for those limes.
During normal stable operation the uncertainty time is calculated at 2 seconds from
consideration of:
a The low probability of state corruption
b. The highly critical nature of some states
c. The data bus load imposed (approximately 0.05% per store)
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3.2.2.4 Power Sup=l

Mantn*emnt

18.2.2.41

ISSUE: AIS Performance
AVS Implementation: This Is as stated In Appendix A. No problems were caused in the
implementation of these requirements.
Other Rationale:
a. If power is not present when it is required then store state failures will occur
b. Power should be applied frugally because of the limited power available in aircraft
and the useful life degradation of powered stores. Special care Is required with 28V DC Power 2
and Auxiliary 28 Volts as many stores can be guaranteed to be safe when these supplies are not
powered.
c. Four ASIs must be able to be powered (from 18.2.1.1.31)
3.2.3 Qataito.Sioa 18.2.31
glp Surce 18.2.3.11

3.2.3.1

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is

necessary.
Aicraft

3.2.3.2
3.2.3.2.1

ata

Formats

18.2.3.21

[8.2.3.2.11

ISSUE: What formats?
AVS Implementation: The AVS received all aircraft data in MIL-STD-1760 data formats. This
simplified and improved the performance achieved in data transfer to stores.
Other Rationale: The use of MIL-STD-1760 data entity definitions and formats in ael avionic
systems would simplify and Improve systems. This is not likely to be easily achieved because of
a number of factors:
a. Standardization of equipment types such as INS and Air Data may not be compatible
with the MIL-STD-1760 formats.
b. MIL-HDBK-1553 does not always conform to MIL-STD-1760 formats.
c. Retrofits of MIL-STD-1760 to current aircraft will have to be compatible with the
existing data formats in use.
3.2.3.2.2

DaLa AvailabliiX

ISSUE: Which data types should be available?
AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented a very general form of aircraft data interface. Most
MIL-STD-1760 data entities derived from aircraft sources were implemented and given unique
subaddress'word positions. Notable limitations were the limited number of simultaneous targets
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and the exclusion of aircraft-store alignment data (required when stores are moved inside
weapon bays or on swing-wings). Most o! this daa was unused by the AVS stores.
Other Rationale: The majority cf data between aircraft and stores (via the AIS) is centered on
two types - where the aircraft is and where the targets are. Specific Interface provision should
therefore concentrate on these data types. Significant expansion provision should also be
provided for the unique to store or mission data types that may be required to be added to the AIS
during subsequent updates of store loadout capability. See also 3.4.2 [8.4.21 for more detail on
interface requirements.
3.2.3.2.3 Data Acurate•
ISSUE: What accuracy?
AVS Implementation: No accuracy perfomance was specified.
Other Rationale: It is common to specify data accuracy for systems on a store by store basis.
This policy, if extended to me AIS. could kliad to difficulties if a new store requires a much higher
accuracy than possible with an AIS implemer"e,, with only a limited3 performance. A generic
baseline performance must therefore be specified. Such a baseline perfornance is stated in
Appendix A based on:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Cumulative Error Probability (CEP) of & 1J meters
Maximum target angle inaccuracy .f t. 0.5 degrees (0.28 semicircles)
Moving aircraft and targchts to Mach 1 velocity
Partitioning of this 'budget as 33% inaccuracy, 67% other factors
Partitioning of ,hat 'budget' as 50% AIS, 50% aircraft

3.2.3.2.4 Data Latency and Update Rates
ISSUE: AIS Performance?
Background: MIL-STD-1760 specifies MIL-ST -1553 as the prime data interlace between the
aircraft and store. As this is a time shared communication system there is no ,;ontinucus data
connection between aircraft and store and therefore data delays are inheren! in the
implementation of the AIS. Data delays, whether due to latency or update cycles, can be as
detrimental to system performance as data inaccuracies. The AIS should therefore have latency
and update rate characteristics specified for the most affected data entities. MIL-STD-1760 (as
defined by June '85 Notice 1) specifies four categories of data:
-

.

Control/monitor data entities
Target data entities

.
-

Aircraft data entities
Trajectory data entities

Only the target and aircraft data entities are seriously impacted by data delays. Indeed they are
the only entities with change rate entities also specified for the correction of errors. Therefore
these should be analyzed as the indicators for performance requirements, because target data is
more sensitive to delays. This will be considered first.
3.2.3.2.4.1 Target Dat2

Latency and Undate Rates (to stores)

AVS Implementation: Performance for the AVS was specified for update rates but not for data
latency. A 25Hz update rate was specified for an existing store (AIM-9L Sidewinder) and that
figure also specified fo, two projected MIL-STD-1760 weapons of comparable ability to AIM-9L
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and Maverick. the update rate was selected to provide for acquisition of a Mach 2 target at 10Km
(6 miles) range with the fz:'wing assumptions:
a. Maximum average error for target lock - 1/20
b. 10% of error budget allowed for update rate
c. Target crosising aircraft axis at right angles (worst case)
This requirement caused few problems. Even with two targets being tracked, target updating to
stctss cittibuted less that 5% of maximum tt'eoretlcal armament bus loading. The following
text provides rationale for:
Target data
Implementation difficulty

-

-

Aircraft data
Analog data

Data Latemicy was not specifically specified but aggressive goals were set in the AVS design in
orcer to evaluate the difficulties in achieving low data latencies. L.tencies of between 8 ms and
64 ms (average 43.1 ms) were measured for transfer of data to stores.
Other Ratior,3le: Performance specification for data L ency and update rates should be
considered from two viewpoints: desired performanca and the impact on design of that
performance. As will be explained below, achiave,. sni of mandatory operational requirements is
partitioned between many systems (store, aircraft) other than the AIS and it is the AIS
proporticn of the required total performance that must be determined. To consider desired
porformance it is useful to analyze a particular case. A close in interception of an agile air to air
target has been chosen here for detail consideration es a ;tressing case. Referring to figure 3.1,
a target Is showr, with both relative velocity and acceleration tc the host aircraft.

Target Track
530 to

Aircraft Track

TARGET: Velocity = Mach 2.5
Acceleration = 2.Sg
Range = 1150 meters

HOST: Velocity = Mach 1.5
Acceleration = 1.5g

S~/
FIGURE 3.1 Stressing Case for Data Latency and Update Rates
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Figure 3.2 then shows the true target azimuth to the host, the azimuth perceived by the store and
the resulting error. The error is caused by the data latency and update rate. No compensation by
the store has been assumed. If the store will only lock onto the target if the average error is less
than one degree then the target will not be acquired as the average error is more than twice this
figure. Fortunately, this situation is unrepresentative of the environment for the AIS. Although
older stores such as Sidewinder and Maverick can only slew their seekers to supplied positional
data, the more recent stores can compensate for latency and update rates by use of time tagged
positional and rate of change data. This allows the store to recompute the correct target vectors
by extrapolating the received position through time. The effect of this is shown in figure 3.3
where the store now additionally receives and processes position time tags and target velocity
data. It is further assumed that the velocity data is 10% inaccurate. This is rNot an excessive
amount as sensing of target relative velocities is more difficult than target positions and
frequently is only possible by assuming constant velocities. Analyzing figure 3.3 it can be seen
that the average seeker error is now less than 0.3 degrees and the target will be acquired. An
important area not yet discussed is that of the other errors in targeting. These are typically the
sensor and store errors through data latency. update rates and other errors, store to aircraft
misalignment and non compensation for aircraft structure distortion. The AIS r'an therefore be
given only a proportion of the overall error budget. For the case described above this proportion
would be higher than for slower less agile targets and might be 25%. If we therefore further
assume:
Maximum error angle = 1 degree
% of error to AIS
= 25%
Relative Mach 2.2 target at 1150 meters rangs
Velocity sensing error
10%

(660 mls)

Then ifdata latency = L and Update rate = U
(L + 1/L
2

- 1x. 0.25
N arcTan (660/115ON) x 0.1

L+ 1/U

= 150 ms

limit N to infinity

At an update rate of 25Hz this would limit the maximum latency through the AIS to 110 ms. To
further define the partitioning of the 150 ms budget consideration of the design impact is
required. Before that is considered the impact of target acceleration and the requirements of
other store types should first be considered. Because of the difficulties in sensing target
accelerations it is effectively impossible to directly compensate for acceleration errors.
Acceleration of a t3rget however has a relatively insignificant impact compared to velocity
errors. For the latency and update rate figuie of 150 ms derived above, the target would have to
be maneuvering at 22g to have as much effect as the velocity. This is not seen as a likely
situation. Table 3.1 shows approximate velocity and acceleration combinations compatible with
the 150 ms figure. The previously derived figure of 150 ms would therefore seem to be a valid
latency and update 'budget' for a wide range of potential targets.
TABLE 3.1 Velocity and Acceleration Combinations
Velocity (Mach #)
0
1
2
2.2

Acceleration
22
11
2
0
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(g)

L + 1/U (ms)
150
150
150
150
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FIGURE 3.2 Seeker Error DuJe to Latency and Update Rates
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FIGURE 3.3 Improved Performance Due to Time Tag and Velocri,'y
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Other stores to be considered can be of many types:
-

Non velocity/time tag compensating stores
Beyond Visual Range (BVR) air-to-air stores

-

Air-to-Ground Stores
Anti Satellite Stores

It is possible that some MIL-STD-1760 stores will be developed that implement no
compensation by use of velocity/time tag data. Three options are available for such stores:
reduce the latency and update budget to 15 ms, compensate for latency in the AIS, or reduce the
operational performance. The first of these options is considered unreasonable because of the
design complexity that would be forced onto the AIS and the target sensing systems. The second
option is worth consideration as this would transfer a task from the expendable store to the
retained AIS. The AIS could extrapolate target positions through knowledge of its latency and
update rates. The burden would be increased because the sensing system update rate would
require AIS compensation and operational performance would be compromised because of the lack
of knowledge of the store induced errors. This additional AIS sub function should be considered
but not mandated. The third option may be inevitable as operational performance is always
related to the capabilities of the stores carried. Target data latency and update rates for BVR
stores are less critical than with short range stores. Because BVR stores lock on after launch the
most critical target update is the last one received after launch. This update will be succeeded by
a long gap before the next target update. This is because this next update is dependent on the
store terminal guidance or other post release link. The effect is shown in figure 3.4 where the
longest gap between updates is 11.5 seconds.
Target Position
(y axis only) in meters

5000
40

Terminal

4000..Guidance

3000

_

Lock on

Target Ti ark

..

""."...

2001-.-""

10SStore

-

Seeking

Pre-Launch
0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Time Seconds
FIGURE 3.4 Update Rates and BVR Stores
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The impact of this update delay dominaes any AIS induced error in fact without other non-AIS
mechanisms the target would probably never be acquired. It can be concluded than BVR stores
place less stressing performance requirements on the AIS fur target data. Air to Ground Stores
can be considered in two categories for target data. First there are those stores (Maverick,
Harpoon) which target by means of vector information from the aircraft. Whether they are
short or long range they provide essentially the same requirements for data latency and update
rates as the air to air stores. Secondly, there are those stores which intercept targets defined in
terms cf mapping coordinates. For these stores data latency can be ignored for the target data as
the targets do not move. Data Latency does become of extreme concern for the aircraft data. This
is considered in a later discussion. Anti-Satellite stores provide the most extreme cases for
target velocity and acceleration. However, because the target velocities and accelerations can be
precisely defined, compensation for long delays can be very accurate. Because of the much larger
ranges associa'ed with such stores they are of a lock or after launch category and therefore the
AIS target data latency is not of such concern as the AIS aircraft data latency.

"3.2.3.2.4.2 Aircraft Data Latency and ULdate Rates ("tQLo
"AVS Implementation: AVS performance was only specified for one type of Aircraft Data - system
time. This was specified to be transferred with a maximum error of 2.5 ms. To achieve this
figure several design features were reqLired. System time receipt by the AVS was implemented
as a high priority interrupt to existing processes, an independent timer was provided to store
system time, the AVS corrected the system time value for known errors in the AVS and a speci3l
mechanism was provided in the MIL-STD-1553 Bus Controller to insert system time
automatically into messages. Lastly, MIL-STD-1760 messages containing system time were
given the highest priority for transfer. This AVS implementation is considered realistic and the
design required not unreasonable given the importance of accurate system time. Most of the AVS
stores use no other aircraft data. The exception is AMRAAM which, although not a full MIL-STD1760 store, is representative enough of the transfer requirements. No performance
requirements were specified for data iatency but performance goals and achievements were
similar to those for target data described above.
Other Rationale: Although there are similarities between the data latency requirements for
aircraft data and target data, three major differences require separate consideration. These are
the special case of System Time, the different uses of aircraft data and the greater accuracy of
available aircraft data.
a. S
- Sistem Time is usually taken to be the time reference for all data in
the aircraft. In fact there may be different system times but any combination of separate data
sets in a function must first ensure a!1 a.a related to a common time reference. System Time is
usually ta'sn as the Aircraft INS system time ao~d it is easiest if every other system and store on
the aircraft is synchronized to that time. System Time is a special case because it cannot be time
!agged for correcti.;n due to data latency. It is the reference used by stores and aircraft to
determine time tag corrections. As an example if a target update is received at 104 seconds as
angle 30, angular rate 20!second and time tag 103 secondz then for the store to compensate to
the true target position at 104 seconds it must have an accurate system time reference to
determine that time is 104 seconds. In practice this will be a timer updated by AIS data and it Is
the accuracy of that AIS Syst3m Timer data that must be preserved. Data Latency and update
rates are not as relevant because time has an accurately known rate of change. Because System
Time will be used in computing oli time tagged data corrections its received accuracy will have to
be higher than most of time tags. If the targeting case considered above is analyzed, time tags
were used to correct for target velocities of Mach 2 to 2.5. For the System Time to contribute
minimally to further errors than the eocuracy would havo to be better than 1/10 of the
maximum timing error of 150 ms. This would give a required accuracy of 15 ms. For the case
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of an inertially guided store with no terminal guidance then a Cumulative Error Probability
(CEP) of 30 meters might be required. If released at Mach 1 then this would correspond to
approximately 100 ms error. If 10% of that error is budgeted to the System Time than a
required accuracy of 10 ms can be derived. To allow for all cases over the timeframe of an AIS a
maximum inaccuracy of 5 ms is proposed (100% better than the INS store case) but no specific
_q•uirements for latency or update rate are suggested (provided their effects are compensated
for).
b. Aircf Data- There are msny data !ypes listed as aircraft data in the June 1985
Nolice 1 Logica; Design but the key ones relevant to d/ata latency and update rates are those
associated with identifying the store position in an inertial franme. This requires communicating
to the store, aircraft position and velocity data. These are both usually known accurately by the
aircraft but will change during the time delay through the AIS. The store will be able to
compensate for position errors by use of time tagged data but will not be able to correct velocity
data until the store INS is aligned with the aircraft. The most stressing case is that of a medium
range store and a typical case might be:
Range:
Speed:
Max error:
Alignment time:

36,000 meters (22 miles)
Mach 2 (600 meters/sec)
30 meters (100ft)
1 second in captive flight prior to release

The store will therefore be in free flight for 1 minute, which is too short a time for INS longterm positional drift to cause errors but the INS velocity error at release must be less than 30
moters a minute. Allowing AIS delays of 10%, this figure gives the velocity error as 0.05
meters/second. If the store Is aligned during final aircraft approach the average acceleration
could be 4g (160 meters/sec 2 ). This sets the first approximation for maximum time delay as:
0.05/160

-
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This figure is impossible to achieve so two compensating factors should also be considered. These
are the ability of the store INS to use its own sensed accelerations to partially correct for the
aircraft acceleration and also the ability of the store to apply a Kalman fi!ter to successive data
updates to progressively filter out errors. Allowing for 80% compensation by time tagging and a
25% error reduction by Kalman filtering at each update then using L and U for data latency and
update rate:
160 X 0.2 X L X (0.7 5)U

.0.05

L X (0 .7 5 )U -

1.56 ms

The table below lists values of L and U that piovide the required accuracy.
I. (miS)

U (Hz)

Velocity Error (m/s)

1.56

1

0.05

27.7

50
100
200

10
12

0.05
0.05

14.5
16.09

0.05
0.05

1000
2076

22.5
25

0.05
0.05
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These figuras are similar but less stressing than those derived for target data. For longer range
stoMs these are usually aligned prior to the final approach phase and therefore lower
acceleration and longer alignment times reduce the stress on the data timing requirements. The
main consideration with such stores is removal of residual acceleration errors caused by the
uncertain initial alignment with the gravity vector. These errors are removed through a process
called fine alignment. This requires updates of accurate aircraft velocity data at between 0.02
and 1 Hz over some minutes.
3.2.3.2.4.3 Data Lblencv - Design Considerations A high level representation of the AIS data
"pa!hsis given in figure 3.5. Avionics data from a data bus (PI-Bus or other form) is received
by the AIS, processed and then regularly output to a store via a MIL-STD.1553 Bus. The three
separate activities are shown in figure 3.6 with the build up to data latency through the AIS
being caused by the lack of synchronization of activities, the finite time to process data and the
finite time between updates. The AIS processing cycle can be synchronized to the avionics update
and the MIL-STD-1553 output but this can become very complex when many data types are
received at different rates or the avionics or stores update cycles change dynamically. For the
store update cycle to be effective the Avionics update cycle and the AIS processing cycle must be
at least as fast. Therefore Update Rate impacts are: Avionics Bus Loading, AIS Processing Power
required, and AIS Bus Loading. The worst case data latency will the sum of the avionics,
processing and MIL-STD-1553 Bus cycle times. Therefore Data Latency impacts are:
a. Avionics Bus Loading
b. Processor Power required
c. Update Raie; made up of Avionics Bus Loading, Processor Power, and AIS Bus Loading
Clearly obtaining improvements in data latency will have about twice the design impact as
improving the update rate alone. The conclusion drawn is that data latency should contribute
approximately twice as much error as update rate. From the previous requirements for target
and aircraft data this would be:

.aa T)=
Target Data
Aircraft Data
System Time

Maximum Latency
100 ms
120 ms
10 ms*

Minimum Uodate Rate
20 Hz
15 Hz

"Perceived as maximum inaccuracy of received data.
3.2.3.2.4.4 Analog Data Latearcv
AVS Implementation: No performance was specified for analog data latency.
Other Rationale: This is discussed by signal type:
a. HB1/HB2 - These signals may be used for a number of purposes Including GPS and
Time Correlation Pulses (TCP). A 500 ns latency is equivalent to a 150 meter error in
navigation data but this would only occur if some data from different navigation sources did not
suffer the same delay. In practice this is not the case and is tolerable. 500 ns represents an
allowance for a 100 meter cable length and a prewarning of 1 us for TCP from aircraft
transmitters.
b. HB3/HB4 - The majority of signals for these Interfaces will be video of target data. A
latency of 20 ms represents one frame delay through video format converter and 0.50 error in
targeting a moving target with 25 0 /second relative angular rate.
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3.2.3.3 Unique to Store Formatting (8.2.3.3] The rationale was provided in the Appendix A
guidance and no further rationale is necessary.
3.2.3.4 Recomputation to Store Axes (8.2.3.4] The rationale was provided in the Appendix A
guidance and no further rationale is necessary.
3.2.3.5 Interface to Store [8.2.3.51
3.2.3.5.1

Analog
Netwr.

18.2.3.5.11

ISSUE: What Performance?
AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented a highly stressing network capacity. This
corresponded to that specified in the July 1983 draft MIL-STD-1760A. Although successfully
implemented this networking effectively mandated a centralized network.
Other Rationale: MIL-STD-1760 recommends a network capacity (reference Figure 13 of
MIL-STD-1760). This recommended network capacity, although less than that of the AVS, tends
to force a centralized network solution to avoid a significant quantity of aircraft high bandwidth
cabling. Appendix A recommends a network capacity to provide for:
a. One store at a time to be aligned using GPS data
b. Two radar active stores to be TCP "blanked"
c. Two stores to send video to the aircraft at a time (to allow two stores to be
simultaneously, targeted as specified in 18.2.1.1.3.c])
Note that, as shown in figure 3.7, the network implementation is likely to be only marginally
increased in complexity if ASI-ASI paths are required for Type A signals.
3.2.3.5.2 Release Consent 18.2.3.5.21
ISSUE: What performance?
AVS Implementation: No specific Release Consent performance was specified for the AVS.
Other Rationale: MIL-STD-1760 Notice 3 has mandated Release Consent as an interlock on the
majority of safety critical functions. Store designers will therefore depend on high integrity
implementation of the signal. This has to be specified as both obsolete performance and the
independence of Release Consent from other AIS functions.
3.2.4 Data from Store 18.2.41
ISSUE: What performance?
AVS Implementation: No general performance for data from stores was specified for the AVS.
Other Rationale: Except where data from stores Is routed to another store the accuracy, latency
and update rate performance can be reduced by approximately 50% of that for data to stores.
This app;ies even though It is unlikely that timetag/change rate compensation can be applied for
data from stores.
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FIGURE 3.7 Analog Networks (for Type A signals)
3.2.5 Star
3.2.5.1

Seleti

18.2.51

Station Determination 18.2.5.11

ISSUE: What performance?
AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented a similar algorithm to that of the one presented in
Appendix A. No weapon bays were considered. This implementation enabled a simple, reliable
and optimized software solution of selection during stressing releases (bombs).
Other Rationale: The selection algorithm is the same as the release algorithm to provide the
maximum number of selected and ready stores at the best locations during release. This Is true
for all store types. Further comments related to the stated rules are:
a. 18.2.5.1 .al

Obvious

b. (8.2.5.1.b]

See [8.2.7.6]

c. [8.2.5.1.cl - Deployment of weapon bays causes a number of performance
degradations including aerodynamic drag. It Is therefore best to reduce these prob4ems by
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exhausting one bay before opening another. The position with pylon mounted stores is however
much different. As shown in figure 3.8 the paths followed by stores after release, particularly
bombs can be unpredictable immediately following separation. It Is quite possible for stores to
collide unless all possible measures are taken to avoid adjacent paths. Such measures include
avoidance of successive releases from same or adjacent stations.
d. 18.2.5.1.d

- See (8.2.5.1.c) above

e. 18.2.5.1 .el - A rule to minimize potential obscuring of the target
f. (8.2.5.1 .fq - A default rule to ensure resolution of the algorithm where two or more
stores equally satisfy the previous rules.

--- AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORY_,

STORE TRAJECTORIES
POTENTIAL
.
STORE - STORE
IMPACT

FIGURE 3.8 Store Trajectories
3.2.5.2 Store Initialization Management

[8.2.5.21 The rationale was provided In the Appendix

A guidance and no further rationale is necessary.
3.2.5.3 Release Package Data Retention
ISSUE: What performance?
AIS Implementation: Described in 2.4.5.5.
Othar Rationale: Provision of a minimum of eight packages provides for pro-selection of
sufficient attack/defense setting options to preclude the need for complex crew operations at
planned targets. The data included per package in Appendix A allows for the maordty of data
types that are prebriefable.
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3.2.6 Store ArminWFuzing 18.2.61
by MIL-STD-1760.

3.2.7 StojreRBeleas

No further rationale is required for those aspects affected

[8.2.71

No further rationale is required for those aspects affected by MIL-STD-1760.
however provided below.

Brief rationale is

[8.2.7.11 Fiure 3.9 shows the signals and internal circuitry of a typical rack (the MAU-12).
Connection of 28 volts to either EED will initiate release of the store provided the inflight lock is
in the rnable >,sition. Connection of 28 volts to either the Nose or Tail Fuze signals during store
relea,.e will re",.it in potential arming of the ejected store by retention on the rack of arming
lanyards.
18.2.7.2] Figure 3.10 shows a number of simplified weapon bay carried stores. In bay A the
store must -ot be released until after the bay has been opened and, if the store is a forward firing
store, the S & RE dkployed beyond the bay by means of vertical translation devices. Such a
deployed S & RE Is shcw,* for bay C. In bay 8 the S & RE is not deployed but is instead rotated to
allow many stores to be eje%.ýc, through the same bay opening. Should the store shown shaded be
ejected than an aircraft hazard would result. The AIS should therefore implement high integrity
mechanisms to ensure proper bay management.
[8.2.7.31 No further Rationale required. A typical sequence of events is shown in figure 3.11.
(8.2.7.4] Separation timings have to be accurate to 3 ns to minimize the CEP. For a non guided
bomb release 3 ns corresponds to 1 meter error at mach 1. Release intervals at 30 ns allow for
high density deployment of stores against targets even at high attack velocities. 30 ms pairs
release allows for 10 bombs to be released In balance and land within a 100 meter area at a mach
0.6 release. Note that the AIS release performance is dominated by dumb bombs. Smart stores
are less stressing because they can compensate for a less demanding AIS performance.
[8.2.7.51

No further rationale required.

(8.2.7.6) Store gone status has to be determined quickly during release to enable rapid releases
without violation of aircraft balance. Unfortunately as shown in figure 3.12 the S & RE return
signals are likely to be unstable for many milliseconds due to switch contact bounce. Appendix A
states that 3 of S signals detected changed is a firm indication of store gone. This also avoids the
potential hazard of only monitoring one signal (interlock) which could fail open circuit for other
reasons.
(8.2.7.7]

No further rationale required.

[8.2.7.81

No further rationale required.

3.2.8 .StrJeison 18.2.81 Store jettison as considered by [8.2.8) is not affected by
MIL-STD-1760. No further rationale is therefore given additional to that of 2.4.8 and the

Appendix A text.
3.2.9 lnvantorX [8-2.9) No further rationale required as this function is not affected by
MIL-STD-11760.
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FIGURE 3.10 Stores in Weapon Bays
3.2.10 Crew IJnl[a
No further rationale required as these fundc',s are not significantly
affected by MIL-STD.1760. Se., also 2.4.10 and 3.2.2.2.
3.2.11 Nuglear Control [8.2.111 Rationale for the Appen',•x A guidance is provided in the type
A system specification CDRL - COOK.
3.3 AIS General Performancn

18.31

"3.3.1 E.<oansian Provision 18.3.11
AVS Implementation: No specific expansion provision was specitied for the AVS.
Other Rationale:

Refer to 18.3.1.al and 18.3.1.b] !o relate this rationale:

a The guidance in Appendix A provides for a 100% increase in softwaro stored and
processed to allow for a 40% increase in both store types and modes ot usage ( .4xl.4 = 1.96).
b. A 100% spare data bus capacity is specified io match the processin6, jower spere
capacity.
c. A 25% of high bandwidth, discrete -.nd power wiring is specified as spare to allow for
a proportional increase in the number of weapon stations.
d. All other signals have only 10% spare capacity as these ielate to discrete signals for
critical controls and communication to aircraft systems (for example the ei.gines). This is not
likely to noticeably increase during the airtraft life.
e. A 50% of internal data bus capacity is specified unused to match the unused
processing power. These usually increase proportionally with each other.
f. A 20% of central equipment module space and power consumption is specified as
unused to allow for the extra iaterfaces to support the potential 25% increase in weapon stations
(see c. above).
3.3.2 Reliahol'tX [8.3.2] These factors are not significantly affected by MIL-STD-1760.
Rationale is therefore generally brief.
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3.3.2.1 Mean Time Between Failure (MTBFI [8.3.2.21
RATIONALE: An MTBF of 1000 hours is specified, as this effectively sets AIS failures as a very
minor cause of projected mission failures, while not imposing too stressing a requirement on AIS
design. It is necessary to consider specifying a mission point because otherwise it is possible to
produce a system that appears to just satisfy the requirements while in fact offering either
excessive over design or unacceptably poor performance except in unrealistic circumstances. To
explain this point further consider figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. Figure 3.13 shows an AIS
partitioned in an abstract sense into four areas:
Fully redundant and full Built in Test
No redundancy and full Built in Test

Fully redundant and no Built in Test
No redundancy and no Built in Test

If the system has 90% circuitry redundant (weighted by defect probability) and 98.5% BIT
coverage then parts b. and d. contribute little to the overall defect rate because they comprise
less than 2% of the circuitry that can fail. The effect of c. and d. on the success performance is
dramatic. Although c. is fully tested OK by BIT at mission start, should a defect occur in c. the
system will fall. Since d. is untested by BIT a defect will not only cause system failure but may
have occurred before in any of the hours of use before the mission started. If the AIS is 100%
ground tested every 200 hours then there will be an average of 100 hours of probably defects in
d. at a mission start. These effects are shown in figure 3.14 where d. is 200 times more likely
to lead to mission failure than a even though a. contributes 600 times more defects. The AIS
should therefore have both a high degree of redundancy and BIT to avoid a high failure to defect
ratio. This is difficult to specify directly and as shown in figure 3.15 cannot be specified
without consideration of hours since last 100% test. In figure 3.15 an example system with no
BIT has appalling success performance after 100 hours use, but appears better immediately
after a 100% test.
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3.3.2.2 Mean Time Between Critical Failure (MTBCF) 18.3.2.31
RATIONALE: A 1 in 107 hours MTBCF is apprcxlmately equal to one critical accident per
aircraft type in 20 years (assuming 1000 aircraft @ 500 hours/year). This is not usually
achieved in practice. A typically specified figure for the airframe Itself is 1 in 105 years (5
accidents per year).
3.3.2.3 Damage Tolerance [8.3.2.4J The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and
no further rationale is necessary.
A

,

B

S...TULL

BIT
SNO REDUNDANCY
*

NO SIT
NO REDUNDANCY

I

FULL BIT
FULL REDUNDANCY

NO BIT
FULL REDUNDANCY
FIGURE 3.13 Mission Success Analysis

3.3.3 M ntainalilly. 18.3.31 These factors are not significantly affected by MIL-STD-1760
and no further rationale is required beyond that provided in the type A system specification
CDRL.COOK.
3.3.4 Voume/Mas

[8.3.41 Same discussion as above in paragraph 3.3.3.

3.3.5 Environmental Reauirements [8.3.5] These factors are not significantly affected by
MIL-STD-1760 and no further rationale is required beycnd that provided in the type A system
specificat;on CDRL-COOK.
3.3.6 Misji•llju
18.3.61 The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no
further rationale Is necessary.
3.4

Intr

3.4.1

Potter Suppolis (8.4.11

(8.41

ISSUE: What performance for aircraft supplies?
RATIONALE: A strict limit on allowod voltage drop from aircraft power supplies is specified
because otherwise there will be no allowance for voltage drops across the AIS connectom, wiring
and switching elements. The specified voltages allow for 1.5 volts DC and 2.5 volts AC drop
across the AIS. The currents and overcurrents specified are a mapping of the MIL-STD-1760
ASI in current performance for four ASI (see [8.2.1.1.3.c]) allowing for 20% of current to be
consumed by the AIS with a safety faztor.
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200zO

3.4.2 Digital Interfaces

18.4.21

ISSUE: What performance for aircraft digital interfaces.?
AVS Implementation: The AVS implemented a MIL-STD-1553 data interface from the AIS to the
avionics. This uscd approximately 25% of available data bus loading.
Other Rationale: Given the predicted data bus rates and addressing required, a MIL-STD-1553
data interface is unlikely to be adequate for future AIS - aircraft interfaces. The predicted data
rates and addressing rates were calculated as shown below. Two High Speed Data Bus (HSDB)
terminals are specified to provide for redundant AIS processing centers.

Da.BatRt _]

WoraSnd

Target data for 4 active targets -16 words/target @ 20 Hz bidirectional
Aircraft data - 30 words (21 INS and 9 air data) @ 1E Hz
Radar data - 16 words @ 20 Hz
Store Status for 64 stations - 64 words @ 4 Hz
Control Prompts - 16 words @ 20 Hz
Miscellaneous Data - 256 words @ 1 Hz (average)
Subtotal
50% Expansion
Total

2560
450
320
256
256

add~esngJ1gm

od/jcn

Data for 16 targets - 16 words/target and bidirectional
Aircraft Data - 21 INS and 9 Air Data words
Radar Data - 16 words
Data Load/transfer (dedicated 'subaddreas') - 32 words bidirectional
Aircraft/Store alignment - 64 stations @ 6 words
Release Data Packages (3 off) - 56 words each
Control Prompts
Store Stations (64 stations) - 1 word
Fire Control Aircraft Steering data - 16 words
Inventory (64 stations) - 8 wordas bidirectional
Subtotal
100% Expansion
Total

z25

4162

ZDi1
6243
51 2
30
16
64
384
424
16
64
16
102A
2550
255
5100

3.4.3 Qiscreta Interfaces (8.4.31 The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no
further rationale is necessary.
3.4.4 Analog lnwedack (S.4.41
ISSUE: What AIS - aircraft performance?

"RATIONALE: The performance specified in Appendix A supports the networking of 18.2.3.5.-1
while also providing for single fault immunity of each interface type. This results In dual 1.6
GHz interfaces.
3.4.5 Connctor [8.4.5] The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further
rationale is necessary.
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RATIONALE FOR APPENDIX A SECTION 9

4.

Paragraphs 4.1 through 4.3 of this section provide rationale derived from the AVS and other
sources to support the guidance given in paragraphs 9.2 through 9.4 of Appendix A. Issue
statements and subjects have b1-n summarized. When rationale was supplied in the guidance
text, further rationale is not supplied.
4.1 AIS Functional Parlitioning
4.1.1

Partitioning of External Functions

4.1.1.1

High Bandwidth Signals

[9.2.2.1.1]

ISSUE: How should High Bandwidth networý be partitioned?
RATIONALE: This issue is considered in more detail in paragraph 10.1.1.1.1 of Appendix A and
the rationale is provided in paragraph 5.1.1.1 of this document.
4.1.1.2 t1AJ Buse

19.2.2.1.21

ISSUE: How should the MUX Bus and its control be partitioned?
RATIONALE: The guidance given for this issue results from addressing the more detailed issues
discussed in the paragraphs of 10.1.2 in Appendix A. Rationale supporting these more detailed
issues is given in the paragraphs of 5.1.2 in this document.
4.1.1.3 L

EaIwl

19.2.2.1.31

ISSUE: How should the Low Bandwidth network be partitioned?
RATIONALE: This issue is discussed in more detail in paragraph 10.1.3.1.1 of Appendix A and
rationale supporting this is given in paragraph 5.1.3.1 of this document.
4.1.1.4 Release Consent (9.2.2.1.41
ISSUE: How should the Release Consent function be partitioned?
RATIONALE: The guidance given for this issue results from addressing the more detailed issues
discussed in the paragraphs of 10.1.4.1 of Appendix A. Rationale supporting these more detailed
issues is given in the paragraphs 5.1.4.1 through 5.1.4.3 of this document.
4.1.1.5

Ingtrlock

[9.2.2.1.51

ISSUE: How should the interlock function be partitioned?
RATIONALE: This issue is discussed in more detail in paragraph 10.1.4.2.1 of Appendix A and
rationale supporting this is given in paragraph 5.1.4.4 of this document.
4.1.1.6

Structure Ground

(9.2.2.1.61

ISSUE: How should the Structure Ground function be partitioned?
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RATIONALE: This issue is discussed in more detail in paragraph 10.1.4.4 of Appendix A and
rationale supporting this is given in paragraph 5.1.4.8 of this document.
4.1.1.7 Address Discretes [9.2.2.1.7]
ISSUE: How should the address determination function be partitioned?
RATIONALE: The guidance giver for this issue results from addressing the more detailed issues
discussed in paragraph 10.1.4.3.1 and 10.1.4.3.2 of Appendix A. Rationale supporling these
issues is given in paragraphs 5.1.4.6 and 5.1.4.7 of this document.
4.1.1.8

Power

[9.2.2.1.81

ISSUE: How should the power control function be partitioned?
RATIONALE: The guidance given for this issue results from addressing the more detailed issues
discussed in the paragraphs of 10.1.5 in Appendix A. Rationale supporting these more detailed
issues is given in paragraphs 5.1.5.1 through 5.1.5.9 of this document.
4.1.1.9 Store Critical State

19.2.2.21

ISSUE: Partitioning of store critical state function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraphs address each of the three AIS subfunctions of the store
critical state function in turn:
a. ,State mmand This is associated with transmitting data to the store using the
MIL-STD-1553 stores bus and controlling the Release Consent signal to the store. The control of
the stores bus should be central as discussed in paragraph 9.2.2.1.2 of Appendix A and the state
command subfunction would best be performed locally to the MUX bus control function therefore
this should also be performed centrally. The control of Release Consent is also best performed
centrally although the physical switching of this signal is best distributed as discussed in
paragraph 9.2.2.1.4 of Appendix A.
b. StateMoni1~r This is associated with receiving data from the store using the
MIL-STD-1553 stores bus. The control of this bus should be central as discussed in paragraph
9.2.2.1.2 of Appendix A and the state monitor subfunction would best be performed locally to the
MUX bus, therefore this subfunction should also be performed centrally.
c. Power Supp*y managaement The power required by a store is dependent on the store
type and the store state which is required. This is therefore directly related to the state
command and state monitor subfunctions discussed above and so the control of the power to a
store would best be performed with these subfunctions, that is centrally. The actual physical
switching of the power may be distributed, as discussed in paragraph 9.2.2.1.8 of Appendix A.
AVS Implementation: All AIS aspects of store state control are performed within the SMS
processor in the central Process Control Equipment apart from, the physical switching of the
power and Release Consent which was distributed in the Store Station Equipments. This was
considered the most logical position for this function acs the SMS processor has access to
information of all inputs that affect this function.
4.1.1.10 Data to Store (9.2.2.3)
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ISSUE: Partitioning of Data to Store function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraphs address each of the three AIS subfunctions of the Data to
Store function in turn:
a. Unique to Store formatting This is concerned with ensuring the data transmitted to
the store, on the MIL-STD-1553 stores bus, is in the correct format. This subfunction is
therefore closely related to the store bus control function and would best be performed locally to
this bus control function. As discussed in paragraph 9.2.2.1.2 of Appendix A, the bus control
function should be performed centrally, therefore the unique to store formatting subfunction
would also best be controlled centrally.
b. Recomputation to store axes This subfunction is also concerned with ensuring the data
transmitted to the store is in the correct format, in this case referenced to the correct axes
system as required by the store. This should therefore be treated in the same way as the unique
to store formatting and should be provided centrally and locally tr•' s stores bus control
function.
c. Interface with Store Management of the store interface signals should be positioned
such that this subfunction has access to all the information which could affect this store
interface, such as inputs from other avionics equipmeni, and safety critical switches such as
master arm and the trigger. This requirement is best met by a central processor. The
partitioning of the actual control circuitry for the individual signals of the store interface is
discussed in the paragraph 9.2.2.1 in Appendix A.
AVS Implementation: The AIS aspects of the data to store function within the AVS is performed in
the central Process Control Equipment (PCE). The Avionics Processor performs much of the
Unique to store formatting with the SMS Processor performing the management of the store
interface. No recomputation to store axes was performed as none of the stores in the AVS
inventory required this. This arrangement worked well as the PCE has access to all the input
information which could affect or change the data to the stores.
4.1.1.11

Data from Store 19.2.2.4]

ISSUE: Partitioning of Data from Store function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraph address each of the three AIS subfunctions of tho Data from
Store function in turn:
a Unioue to User formaltina This is concerned with ensuring that the data received
from the store is in the correct format before it is transferred to other avionics equipment. This
subfunction is therefore closely related to the stores bus controller function and would best be
performed locally to this. As discussed in paragraph 9.2.2.1.2 of Appendix A, the bus control
function should be performed centrally therefore the Unique to User formatting subfunction
should also be performed centrally.
b. Recomputation to User axes This subfunction is also concerned with ensuring the data
received from the store is in the correct format to be transferred to other avionic equipments.
In this case the particular area of concern Is to ensure the data is referenced to the correct axes
system. This subfunction is therefore similar to the Unique to User formatting and should be
performed in the same place, that is centrally.
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C. Interface with Avionics Most of the actions resulting from data being received from
the store are concerned with passing this information on, in whatever form, to other avionics
equipment. The primary method of transferring this information to other avionics equipment is
by using a digital data bus. The AIS will contain only a single interface (or possibly two
interfaces) to this avionics digital data bus, as the total number of interfaces to this bus is
probably limited. In which case this interface with Avionics will be provided in a central unit.
AVS Implementation: The AIS aspects of the data from store function are all performed in the
central Process Control Equipment (PCE). The Avionics Processor performs most of the Unique
to User formatting and controlling the interface with the MIL-STD-1553 Avionics bus. The SMS
Processor controls the transfer of data from the Bus Controller processor to the Avionics
Processor. No recomputation to user axes is performed as none of the stores in the AVS loadout
require it. This arrangement worked well as all elements concerned in this function are
performed within the same unit thus simplifying the overall control of this function.
4.1.1.12

S

[9.2.2.5]

ISSUE: Partitioning of Store Selection function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraphs address each of the three AIS subfunctions of the Store
Selection function in turn:
a Station Determination The determination of which stations should have stores
selected is dependent on many different factors including store types fitted to the aircraft and
their locations, the actual state of the store, and aircrew selections. As all this varied
information has to be available before a valid decision can be made, then this function is best
performed in a central unit which has access to all the information that is required.
b. Store Initialization Management The initialization requirements are at least in part
specific to store type and therefore the initialization sequence for a particular station is
dependent on the store type fitted to that station. The information defining store initialization
sequences would best be stored centrally rather than having to be duplicated at each store station.
Similarly the management function requiring this information would best be located centrally.
c. Release Packane Data Retention The information for release packages would be
transferred to the AIS using a digital data fink from other avionic equipment. This information
would therefore best be retained locally to the interface to this avionics data link which will be
in a central unit.
AVS Implementation: The AIS aspects of the store selection function are all performed in the SMS
Processor within the Process Control Equipment. This arrangement works well as the SMS
Processor has easy access to all the information required to perform this function.
4.1.1.13

Store FUzlna

(9.2.2.6]

ISSUE: Partitioning of Store Fuzing function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraphs address each of the two AIS subfunctions of Store Fuzing.
a. Fuzing Managemgent The decision of which stores to Fuze and how to fuze them is
dependent on store type, stores selected and inputs from the aircrew. This means that the best
position for this decision to be made, and the management of Implementing the actions decided
upon, is in a central unit that has access to all the information required. The signals which
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control the arming solenoids are considered safety critical and as such the physical switching of
these signals should be partitioned according to the guidance for safety critical signals given in
paragraph 10.2.1 of Appendix A.
b. Fuzinr Times Computation These computations are dependent on store type, aircraft
data such as height, velocity and target data. The best location for performing this computation,
and controlling the transfer of the result to the store, is in a central unit that has access to all
the information required.
AVS Implementation: The management of the fuzing demands are performed by the SMS
Processor in the Process Control Equipment, using the MIL-STD-1553 Armaments bus to
transmit commands to the Store Station Equipments to control the safety critical switches for the
Arm Mode outputs. This arrangement worked well as the SMS Processor had access to all the
information required to decide which signals to activate and when they should be activated. None
of the stores fitted to the AVS required Fuzing Times therefore the AVS did not perform any
computations associated with this.
4.1.1.14 SrIl•.aB1&,,

[9.2.2.7]

ISSUE: Partitioning of Store Release Function.
RATIONALE: The following address each of the seven AIS subfunctions of Store Release in turn:
a. SusPension EqUipament Management The decision of which suspension Equipment
signals to activate and when to activate them is dependent on many different factors including
equipment type, store type, release sequence, and aircrew demands. This means that the best
position for this decision making to be performed is in a central unit with access to all the
relevant information. The position of the physical switches used to activate the suspension
equipment signals may be distributed but these should be controlled from the central decision
making unit.
b. Weapon Bay Managgement This is similar to suspension Equipment Management where
the physical switches to activate the Weapon Bay signals may be distributed but the decision
making process of when they should be activated should be performed centrally.
c. Release Management The decisions concerned with if and when a release should take
place are dependent on many different factors therefore this should be located in a central unit
with access to all the relevant information.
d. B.a•,TJiming The decisions concerned with controlling release timing are dependent
on many factors such as store type and position and aircrew selections. These decisions are
therefore best performed in a central unit with access to all the relevant information.
e. Release Sequence Determination The decisions concerned with determining the
release sequence is dependent on many factors such as store type, position and status, aircrew
selection and aircraft balance. These decisions are therefore best performed in a central unit
with access to all the relevant information.
f. Balance Management The decisions concerned with ensuring aircraft balance is
maintained during release sequences and determining how release sequences should be modified to
maintain aircraft balance Is dependent on many factors including store type, position and status,
Release sequence and Release Timings. These decisions are therefore best performed in a central
unit with access to all the relevant information.
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g. Engine Control Assistance The decisions associated with engine control assistance are
closely associated with release timing and so should be performed in the same place as the release
timing function, that is in a central unit.
AVS Implementation: All the above functions relevant to the AVS are performed centrally within
the Process Control Equipment although the physical switches for the relevant signals are
distributed. All the decision making is performed in the SMS Processor which has access to all
the relevant information. This simplifies the overall control of this information as it is all
contained in one physical unit and primarily controlled by a single processor. The AVS is not
required to perform Engine Control Assistance or Weapon Bay management.
4.1.1.15

Store Jetisn

[9.2.2.81

ISSUE: Partitioning of Store Jettison function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraphs address each of the three AIS subfunctions of Store
Jettison in turn:
a. Selective Jettison This is a specialized form of Store Release and therefore is best
performed in the same manner as Store Release, that is all the control should be in a central unit
although the signal switching may be distributed.
b. Emergency Jettison This is similar to Selective Jettison and therefore should be
provided centrally although signal switching may be distributed.
c. Store Safe Verification This is closely associated with Fuzing Management discussed
in 4.1.1.13.a. and should be performed in the same location, that is in a central unit although the
signal switching may be distributed.
AVS Implementation: These AIS aspects of Store Jettison are all performed in the Process
Control Equipment (PCE). Selective Jettison control is performed by the SMS Processor as is
the Store Safe Verification. Emergency Jettison Control is also performed by the SMS Processor
with a separate independent back up hardware Emergency Jettison controller also located in the
PCE. This provides the higher assurance that is required for Emergency Jettison to be
perforrmed when demanded. This arrangement worked well as it minimized the additional
hardware and software required to provide the Store Jettison function as maximum use could be
made of hardware and software provided for normal release.
4.1.1.16

jn.loj

19.2.2.91

ISSUE: Partitioning of Inventory function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraphs address the two AIS subfunctions of Inventory in turn.
a Inventory Confirmation This function requires access to the defined Inventory Load,
Store-on-Station information, Store identification information from MIL-STD-1760 stores,
and identification information, if any, from existing stores. This function is therefore best
performed by a central unit with access to all this information.
b. Imventol Updt This function requires secure storage of inventory data and access
to information from the Store Selection, Store Release and Store Jettison functions all of which
should be provided centrally. This function is therefore best performed by a central unit with
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access to all the relevant information and provides a single secure data base for inventory
information.
AVS Implementation: The limited loadout of the AVS and the restricted weapon types that can be
fitted allows the AVS to create the inventory from store on station information and store
identification information rather than having to confirm inventory data input by other means.
This inventory creation and subsequent Inventory update is performed by the SMS Processor in
the Process Control Equipment (PCE). This arrangement worked well as th~s processor had easy
access to all the relevant information.
4.1.1.17 Crew..

f

(9.2.2.10]

ISSUE: Partitioning of Crew Interface fcr'ron.
RATIONALE: The switches associated with the Critical Controls Interface, the only AIS
subfunction of Crew Interfaces, need to be positioned to enable easy selection by the relevant
crew member. These switches are used as inputs to many of the other centrally controlled
functions, such as Store Critical State, Store Release and Store Jottison. T hese switches are
therefore best monitored centrally in the unit performing these other functions.
AVS Implementation: The switches for the Critical Controls Interface are provided alongside the
Multi-Function Display which simulates the crew interface for the AVS. The monitoring of these
switches is performed in the PCE. This was considered the best location for these monitors as
they form a key part of many of the functions performed by the PCE.
4.1.1.18 Nuclear Controls

[9.2.2.111

ISSUE: Partitioning of Nuclear Controls function.
RATIONALE: The following paragraphs address each of the AIS subfunctions of the Nuclear
Control function in turn.
a. SARE Management This is similar to the Suspension Equipment Management
discussed in 4.1.1.14 a. with the addition of the control for the in flight reversible lock atd
should be treated in the same manner, that is the decision making process of nuclear S&RE
management should be performed `n a central unit with access to all the relevant information
although the physical switches used to activate the S&RE signals may be distributed.
b. Crew-Cntrol This is similar to the Critical Controls Interface discussed in 4.1.1.16
and should be treated in the same manner, that is the switches need to be distributed to allow easy
access by the relevant crew member with the monitoring being performed in a central unit.
c. Crew DiWpay This is similar to the Crew Controls above with the actual display
being distributed to allow monitoring by the relevant crew member but the control of the display
should be from a central unit.
4.1.1.19 Memory Expansion Provision

(9.2.2.12.1]

ISSUE: Where should expansion capabilities be provided within the AIS?
RATIONALE: The most likely reason for change to the AIS is to enable the AIS to control additional
stores or the same stores at different or new store locations. This should only affect the
software ior the central system control and management processors. Additional spare memory
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should be provided for these processors to enable the extra software required to control these
additional stores, to be easily hicwirated without having to update the hardware.
4.1.1.20 Processing Exan-sion Provision

[9.2.2.12.21

ISSUE: Where should spars processing capacity be provided within the AIS?
RATIONALE: The most Ikely reason for change to the AMS is to enable the AIS to control additional
stores. These new stores may require additional data reformatting or computations performed on
data to or from the store. Additional processing capacity may be requireJ to perform this work
but this should only affect the central system control and management processors. Thus, spare
processing capacity should be provided for these central processors to enable additional stores to
be controlled by the system without having to update the hardware.
4.1.1.21

19.2.2.12.31

Interfaces Expansion Provision

ISSUE: Where shouid additional store interfaces be provided within the AIS?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
4.1.1.22
ISSUE:

BlabilitX

19.2.2.131

Partitioning of Reliability.

RATIONALE: Some rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and more detailed rationale
"isgiven in section 3 of this document.
4.1.1.23
ISSUE:

MaintainabelaiX

(9.2.2.141

Partitioning of Maintainability.

RATIONALE: More detail on Built in Test circuitry is given in paragraph 10.2.4 of Appendix A.
Once a failure has been detected then the relevant unit will be idsntified as faulty. The faulty
unit will then be exchanged at the 1st maintenance level (organizational) and sent to the 2nd
maintenance level (intermediate). At the 2nd maintenance level there must be some method of
determining th, reason for the particular unit being identified as faulty. To allow for this each
unit should as a minimum contain some form of non-volatile storage facility to record the
information obtained from the system Built In Test procedures which results in a particular unit
being Identifed as faulty.
4.1.1.24

DIumLMs [9.2.2.151 No guidance was given.

4.1.1.25 Envfinmant 19.2.2.161
4.1.126 Power Dissipation

No guidance was given.

19-2.2.17.11

4.1.1.27 Power Consumpion

No guidance was given.

[9.2.2.17.21

ISSUE: Effects of Power Consumption on patitior'ng.

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appenix Aguidance.
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4.1.2 Partitioning cf Internal Functions f9.2.3]
ISSUE: How should the AIS system designer implement internal functions?
RATIONALE: Ti-e rationale was. provided in the Appendix A guidance.
4.2 AIS Internal Interfaces 19.31
ISSUE: Spec~fication of internal interfaces.
RATIONALE: This is covered in the rationale for the more detailed aspects of internal interfaces
given in paragraphs 4.2.1 through 4.2.5.
4.2.1 Cgonnectors and Cabling (9.3.1]
ISSUE: How should !he AIS system designer specify cables and connectors?
RATIONALE: This issue is considered in more detail in section 10 of Appendix A and further
rationale supporting the guidance given is to be found in the following paragraphs vi this
document: paragraphs 5.1.1.6 and 5.1.1.7 for High Bandwidth signals; paragraphs 5.1.3.6 and
5.1.3.7 for Low Bandwidth signals; and paragraphs 5.1.5.5 snd 51.5.6 for power.
4.2.2 Power Interfaces 19.3.21
ISSUE: How should the AIS system designer specify power interfaces?
RATIONALE: The guidance given for this issue results from addressing the more detailed issues
discussed in the paragraphs of 10.1.5 of Appendix A. Rationale supporting these more detailed
issues is given in the paragraphs 5.1.5 of this document.
4.2.3 DiLital Interfaces

19.3.3)

ISSUE: Specify the use of diqital transmission.
RATIONALE: The guidance given for this issue results partly from addressing the more detailed
issues discussed in paragraph 10.1.2 of Ap'nndix A. Rationale supporting these more detailed
issues are given in paragraphs 5.1.2 of this Jkocument. Figure 4.1 shows exanples of different
architectures for digital transfer standards that can he used within the AlS. Example A shows the
recommended architecture. Figure 4.2 illustrates the different methods of partitioning a bus,
that is Horizontal partitioning and Vertical partitioning.
4.2.4 Di

Interfacas 19.3.4,

ISSUE: Specify the use of discrete signals.
RATIONALE: The use of discrete signals associated with the Release Consent output is discussed in
detail in paragraph 10.1.4.1.3 of Appendix A and in paragraph 5.1.4.3 of this document. Similar
cationale applies to all other safety critical signals within the AIS. Figure 4.3 shows a typical
arrangement for discrete Interlocks required between a central Process Control Equlprment
(PCE) and a remote Store Station Equipment (SSE).
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4 2.5 Aala•gig a•i 19.3.51
ISSUE: Specify use of internal analog signals.
RATIONALE: The gu;dance given for this issue results from addressing the more detailed Issues
discussed in paragraphs 10.1.1 and 10.1.3 of Appendix A. Rationale supporting these more
detailed issues is given in paragraphs 5.1.1 and 5.1.3 of this document.
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4.3 System Design Documentation 19.4J
ISSUE: How should MIL-STD-490 be used to record the system design?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided In the Appendix A guidance.
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EJECT 0

5.

RATIONALE FOR APPENDIX A SECTION 10

Paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2 of this section provide rationale derived from the AVS and other sources
to support the guidance given in paragraphs 10.1 and 10.2 of Appendix A. Issue statements and
subjects have been summarized. Where rationale was supplied in the guidance text, and further
provision considered superfluous, then extra rationale is not supplied.
5.1 MIL-STD-1760A

ImplemntationL.Guidance

5.1.1 High Bandwidth Issues
5.1.1.1

Centralized or Distributed

[10.1.1.1.11

ISSUE: Should the High Bandwidth Network be centralized or distributed?
RATIONALE: The issue of whether the High Bandwidth Network should be centralized or
distributed cannot be divorced from some of the other issues to be discussed. As stated in the
guidance there are several major factors to consider before deciding on the topology to be used.
These are discussed in more detail below.
a VSWR The VSWR is affected among other things, by the technology to be used, the typ3
of switch elements to be employed and the connectors to be used. Use of FDM technology will
make it easier to meet the VSWR figures for the type A signals as the High Bandwidth lines from
each AS! can be terminated locally at the associated Store Station Equipments before the signals
are encoded onto the FDM network. If switch technology is used then the whole network has to be
considered, as any discontinuity in the impedance of the signal path will affect the overall VSWR
seen at a particular ASI. A discontinuity in the impedance of a signal path will be caused by
every switch element and every connector in the signal path. This will affect the choice of which
switch elements and connector types to use for these High Bandwidth sigrals and the total
numbers of these that can be used in any signal path. This is of particular concern for the higher
frequency type B signals. If a centralized network is used then specialized multi-pole RF relays
can be employed which will greatly reduce the number of switch elements and connectors in a
signal path making it easier to ensure the VSWR characteristics of every signal path will meet
the requirements of MIL-STD-1760.
b. Amount of Aircraft Wiring The amount of aircraft wiring required for the High
Bandwidth Network is dependent on the following factors:
1.
Technology to be used: Using FDM technology will greatly reduce the amount
of aircraft wiring required to implement the High Bandwidth Network. Figure 5.1 shows the
wiring requiied for a typical 5 p Ion aircraft using FDM technology. However the cos; of using
FDM technology is high compared with relays and the large size of the circuitry in a store station
equipment required to iiplement the FDM network has to be weighed against the saving in
aircraft wiring which will be achieved.
2.
Number of Network paths required: The minimum number of paths required
bv MIL-STD-1760 is (hree, that is one path for type B stgnals, one path for 50 ohm type A
signals and on3 palh for 75 ohm type A sigPrls. MIL-STD-1760 however recommends that the
aircraft provides 7 paths (one path for type B signals, three paths for 50 ohm type signals and
three paths for 75 ohm type A signals), and particular aircraft implementation may require
more interconncction paths to be provided.
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FIGURE 5.1 Typical Wiring Required for FDM Approach
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3.
Number and Position of ASI: This will vary greatly between aircraft. For a
small fighter type aircraft there may be a total of eight ASI, three on each wing and two on the
Fuselage. For a large bomber type aircraft then many more ASI will be provided many of which
may be in Weapon Bays.
4.
Class of Interface: A full Class I interface requires four High Bandwidth
signals at an ASI whereas the class II interface has the requirement for HB2 and HB4 deleted and
so only requires two High Bandwidth signals at an ASI.
c. Broken Networks The easiest way to implement a distributed system is to "daisy
chain" the High Bandwidth network paths from one store station equipment (SSE) to the next
along the wing or down the fuselage. If one of these SSE can be removed then the network is
broken and those SSE further down the chain are also disconnected from the High Bandwidth
network. This can be overcome by adding non-removable junction boxes in the aircraft wiring
to "T" off the High Bandwidth signals for a removable SSE but this greatly complicates the
aircraft wiring. A centralized system does not have this problem as the wiring from all ASI goes
direct to a central Equipment.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements a centralized system where the four High Bandwidth
signals from each ASI are wired directly to a centrally located Signal Network Equipment (SNE).
The SNE implements 10 interconnection paths, one path for type B signals, five paths for 50
ohm type A signals and four paths for 75 ohm type A signals. The AVS worked well, performing
all the functions required of the High Bandwidth network simply and easily.
Test and Evaluation: The AVS Evaluation Process Report and Summary (Document Number
182/70/57), indicates that those parts of the AVS associated with High Bandwidth Networking
could be used for an on-aircraft AEIS. The MIL-STD-1 760 Test Process Report 2 (Document
Number 182/70/24), shows that the AVS met all the requirements of MIL-STD-1760
associated with High Bandwidth Signals. However, during the testing associated with this it was
found that a high level of crosstalk existed between the different High Bandwidth Signal lines.
There are no requirements in MIL-STD-1760 concerning crosstalk or interference; therefore,
the AVS is compliant with the standard, however the level of interference seen may cause
problems in an on-aircraft AEIS. The MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Process Report (Document
Number 182/70/12). indicates that all the aspects of the High Bandwidth Requirements
evaluated were acceptable for a flight standard AEIS.
5.1.1.2 Switched or FDM Technoloav

[10.1.1.1.2]

ISSUE: Should the High Bandwidth Network use switched or FDM Technology?
RATIONALE: The rationale for this is provided in the Appendix A guidance and in paragraph
5.1 .1.1 above and no further rationale is necessary.
5.1.1.3 Shared

[10.1.1.1.31

ISSUE: Could the High Bandwidth Network be used for other functions?
RATIONALE: Certain existing stores, such as Maverick, require the transfer of analog signals
between the store and aircraft systems. As MIL-STD-1760 requires that networks be provided
to transfer High Bandwidth signals from ASI to aircraft then these MIL-STD-1760 Networks
may be used to transfer the analog signals from the existing non 1760 stores. Before this is done
the designer must consider the following areas:
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a Network terminations The MIL-STD-1760 High Bandwidth network may provide
matched impedance terminations for those signals not selected for transfer over the High
Bandwidth network. If signals from existing stores are to be routed onto the High Bandwidth
network they may have to drive into these matched terminations, in which case the designer must
be sure that the store will not be affected or damaged if this happens.
b. VSWR If signals from existing non 1760 stores are to be routed onto the High
Bandwidth network additional switching elements may have to be introduced. As discussed in
paragraph 5.1.1.1 above any additional switch elements will affect the VSWR of the network and
this will have to be allowed for when ensuring that the High Bandwidth network meets the VSWR
requirements of MIL-STD-1760. The banefits of being able to use the High Bandwidth network
for existing stores are: reduced aircraft wiring and reduced circuitry within equipments.
Test and Evaluation: The MIL-STD-1 760 Evaluation Process addressed this question in Report
1, Issue 13 (Document Number 182/70/12), and concluded that the High Bandwidth network
could be used for non 1760 signals.
5.1.1.4 Switchin9 elements for Type B signals [10.1.1.2.11
ISSUE: What type of switching elements should be used for type B signals?
RATIONALE: The rationale for this is provided in the Appendix A guidance and in paragraph
5.1.1.1 above and no further rationale is necessary.
5.1.1.5 Switching elements for Tyve A signals [10.1.1.2.21
ISSUE: What type of switching elements should be used for Type A signals?
RATIONALE: As the frequency for Type A signals is limited to a maximum of 20 MHz it becomeig
easier to meet the VSWR and attenuation requirements of MIL-STD-1760 compared with the/
Type B signals. The transfer characteristics for MIL-R-39016 signal relays are acceptable to
be used in the High Bandwidth network for transferring Type A signals and these relays are
relatively small and inexpensive. The characteristics of semiconductor switches would not be
acceptable to allow the use of these switches in a High Bandwidth network as they would irtroduce
excessive attenuation or will be excessively large.
5.1.1.6 Connectors

[10.1.1.2.31

ISSUE: What type of connectors should be used for High Bandwi,'h signals?
RATIONALE: As discussed in paragraph 5.1.1.1 the conn.octlo.3
,) in a signal path will cause a
discontinuity of the impedance of the path and thus affect thq OVe;ir ,SWR seen at an ASI. This
effect is particularly important for the Type B signals wh."Lh ;ar- ha a frequency components as
high as 1.6 GHz. For these signals, connectors or cor.-acts scý, 'Ne used which have a
characteristic impedance of 50 ohms and will not int-lduta sdgt ticant discontinuity of
impedance. For Type A signals the maximum frequency component is 20 MHz which means the
effects of impedance discontinuities are not as great as for the Type B signals, but they can still
have significant effects on the VSWR of the Type A signals. The connectors or contacts used for
all the High Bandwidth signals should ensure continued overall screening of the signal lines to
reduce interference on other signal lines which could be caused by the high frequency signals on
the High Bandwidth lines. Figure 5.2 summarizes the recommendations for what connectors or
contacts to use for the High Bandwidth signals.
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FIGURE 5.2 High Bandwidth Signal Connectors
5.1.1.7 C.abjing. [10.1.1.2.4]
ISSUE: What type of cables should be used for High Bandwidth signals?
RATIONALE: The rationale is provided in the Appendix Aguidance and also in Paragraph 6 of
MIL-STD-1760 and no further rationale is necessary.
5.1.2 MIL-STD-1553 Issues

5.1.2.1

Local or Aircraft Hus [10.1.2.1.11

ISSUE: Should the ASI bus be a local bus or part of a common aircraft bus?
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RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements a common aircraft bus for all the ASI provided. A
local bus is generated within the Carriage Store Equipment (CSE) to provide a separate
MIL-STD-1 553 bus to the CSSI. The use of a common bus worked well and did not cause any
problems. The experience with the CSE shows that to provide separate local buses greatly adds to
the complexity of tne control software and also the circuitry required to implement a separate,
albeit simple, bus controller in the CSE was very significant and would increase the size of
electronics required in a store station equipment by 30.4/0%.
5.1.2.2 Single or Multiple Buses

[10.1.2.1.21

ISSUE: Should single or multiple buses be used for the stores bus?
RATIONALE: The basic level of activity on the stores bus, in terms of message transfers, is
relatively low with bursts of greater activity occurring when a change of store state is being
demanded or when store releases are taking place. Increasing the number of Remote Terminals
on this bus will increase the basic level of activity but this will still remain relatively low. The
relative size of the periods of high activity for store state changes will not increase, if additional
remote terminals are added, as this will not affect the basic philosophy that only requires the
release of one or possibly two stores simultaneously. All other store state changes can be time
multiplexed to spread, and so restrict, the level of activity. The electrical loading on the bus
will be affected by the number of remote terminals on the bus. However, there should be enough
tolerance in the voltage levels specified by MIL-STD-1553 to ensure a minimum voltage of 1.4
V p-p at the ASI as specified in MIL-STD-1760 especially if low loss cable, such as Trompeter
TWC-78-2, is used. The minimum output voltage for a transmitter allowed by
MIL-STD-1553B is 18V p-p (when driving into a 70 ohm load). For a bus with 30 Remote

Terminals presenting thq maximum load impedance then a typical voltage of 3.OV p-p would be

expected at the ASI. With a single shorted stub, as allowed for in MIL-STD-1553, this would
reduce the voltages at the ASI to 2.4V p-p typically. This still allows a large margin for further
voltage drops due to the attenuation in long lengths of cable.
AVS Implemewation: The AVS implements an armaments bus which controls 5 ASIs and can have
a total of 12 Remote Terminals connected. The total length of wiring between Transmitter and
ASI can be 18m. The maximum bus activity was measured to be 101.5 transmissions per second
which equates to less than 7% loac;ing. The typical voltage seen at an ASI was 4.1V p-p which is
well above the minimum allowed.
Test and Evaluation: The AVS Evalua;ion process found that all aspects of the MIL-STD-1 553
bus, that were analyzed, were representative of an AEIS for a small aircraft (see Document
Number 182J70/57). Report Number 22 (Document Number 182/70/45), addresses
particular aspc•-ts of MIL-STD-1553 bus including issue 4 which measured the bus loading
figures quoted above. The electrical loading aspects of the MIL-STD-1553 bus in the AVS was
addressed in both the MIL-STD-1760 Test Process, see Report 3 (Document Number
182170!49), and the MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Process Report 3 (Document Number
182/70/28). The typical ASI voltE.ge figures quoted above were derived from these documents.
5.1.2.3 abared Use [10.1.2.1.31
ISSUE: Should the stores bus be combined with other aircraft buses?
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RATIONALE: The stores bus has a requirement to transfer safety critical data as specified in
MIL-STD-1760. The remote units within the AIS, particularly Store Station Equipment,
require safety critical information to be passed to them. This information could be arranged in
the same form as that specified for stores in MIL-STD-1760. If this were done then it would be
a simple matter to use the same MIL-STD-1553 bus to transfer safety critical and other data to
both stores and remote AIS equipments. This has the advantage that only one safety critical bus
controller is required within the AIS thus saving space and reducing costs. MIL-STD-1760
defines particular formals and particular subaddress and word positions for safety critical data.
If non-AIS equipments were on the same bus as MIL-STD-1760 stores then these equipments
may use these particular word positions and subaddresses for non-critical information. If this
happens then the design of a safety critical bus controllei, that meets the specified performance
in MIL-STD-11760, becomes very complex if not impossible. For this reason it is undesirable to
allow non-AIS equipment to use the same bus as MIL-STD-1760 stores.
AVS Implementation: The AVS uses the same bus, Armaments bus, to control both stores and
equipments within the system. The data formats and positions for the AVS equipments were
chosen to be similar to those specified in MIL-STD-1760. This simplified the control software
as the same subroutines could be used for both stores and AVS equipments especially in the safety
critical control area. Savings were also made in the hardware, as only one bus controller was
required, and aircraft wiring was reduced, as only one bus was required.
5.1.2.4 Linear Bus or Other Topoloay

[10.1.2.1.4)

ISSUE: What topology should be used for the stores bus?
RATIONALE: The purpose of having a dual redundant bus is that ifone bus gets damaged then data
can still be transferred on the other bus. To maximize the usefulness of this, the two buses
should be physically separated to reduce the probability that a single area of damage can affect
both buses. In many types of aircraft the physical construction of the wings, especially if they
contain fuel tanks. means that there is only limited space for cable runs that are physically
separated by more than a few inches. In these aircraft, if a linear bus is used, then the two buses
would be physically close to each other for much of the wing length thus increasing the
probability that a single area of battle damage could affect both buses. To overcome this a starred
bus approach could be adopted such that the actual buses are restricted to the fuselage and are
physically separated, such as one on the port side and one on the starboard side. Separate stubs
are then taken from both these buses for each remote terminal position in the wings. This
means that the wings will only contain stub wiring, albeit for both buses, so that at worst a
single area of battle damage can only effect the stub wiring which would only disrupt particular

terminals and not the bus as a whole.
5.1.2.5

Impact of Critical signals

[10.1.2.2]

ISSUE: Impact of critical data transfer on the stores bus.
RATIONALE: The rationale for this issue is provided in the Appendix A guidance and also in
paragraph 5.2.2.
5.1.2.6

Hardware/Software partitioning

[10.1.2.3]

ISSUE: How should Bus Control function be partitioned?
RATIONALE: To be able to demonstrate that the critical probability associated with the mission
store critical and authority words has been met there needs to be a clearly defined relationship
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between these data words and the safety critical input demands (such as master arm and trigger).
This relationship is best demonstrated by direct hardware interlocks similar to those suggested
in paragraph 10.2.2 of Appendix A for the critical authority code generation. The intermessage
gap requirements will affect the decision as to which areas of the bus controller should be
implemented ty dedicated hardware and which areas implemented by a processor. The shorter
the intermessage gap the more attractive a dedicated hardware solution is for the areas associated
with data transfer. At this level there are many alternatives and the best solution for a
particular application must be determined by the designer having considered all the
requirements.
5.1.2.7 Open circuit Stubs

[10.1.2.4]

ISSUE: What effect does open circuit stubs have on the design of the stores bus?
RATIONALE: Once a store is released, any activity on the MIL-STD-1553 stores bus will cause
radiations from the exposed umbilical connector. To prevent this from occurring, the stub to the
ASI needs to be isolated following store release. Figure 10.9 in Appendix A shows three methods
for achieving this. Methods A and B isolate the stub using relays within a local Store Station
Equipment (SSE). The relay is controlled by commands received by the SSE over the MIL-STD1553 bus. Method C isolates the ASI by controlling the stub with a separate Bus Controller.
When the store has been released the bus controller associated with that store is disabled. The
use ot separate bus controllers is not recommended because of the additional circuitry required
for this appro',ch, see paragraph 5.1.2.1.
5.1.3 Low Bandwidth Issues
5.1.3.1

Centralized or distributed

[10.1.3.1.11

ISSUE: Should the Low Bandwidth network be centralized or distributed.
RATIONALE: There are three main areas to consider before deciding whether a centralized or
distributed approach is most appropriate.
a. Amount of aircraft wiring This is primarily dependent on the number of network
paths to be provided for Low Bandwidth signals. MIL-STD-1760 recommends a single network
path although particular aircraft implementations may require more. From figure 10.10 in
Appendix A it can be seen that a centralized approach requires more aircraft wiring then a
distributed network for a single path. As more paths are added then a centralized network
becomes more attractive in terms of amount of aircraft wiring.
b. Broken Networks This is similar to the problem described in paragraph 5.1.1.1 for
High Bandwidth Networks where, if the network was implemented in a 'daisy chain.' then
removal of an SSE will break the chain and disconnect other ASIs from the Low Bandwidth
network. Adding junction boxes in the aircraft wiring, to "T' off the Low Bandwidth signal to
removable SSE, is possible but this greatly complicates the aircraft wiring. A centralized
network does not have this problem.
c. Similarity with High Bandwidth Network A neater design may result If all the
analogue signpls were switched in the same places. Provisions would already have been made for
"theHigh Bandwidth network to ensure interference to or from the High Bandwidth signals is
minimized. The same type of provisions may be needed for the Low Bandwidth signals, so

grouping the Low Bandwidth signal with the High Bandwidth signals would minimize the

additional provisions necessary to reduce interference associated with the Low Bandwidth signal.
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AVS Implementation: The Low Bandwidth network in the AVS is implemented centrally in the
same place as the High Bandwidth networks, that is within the Signal Network Equipments. No
particular problems were found with this implementation and the Low Bandwidth network
performed as req:jired.
Test and Evaluation: The AVS Evaluation Process, Report 26 (Document Number 182/70/48),
found that the implementation of the Low Bandwidth network in the AVS could be used in an onaircraft AEIS. The MIL-STO-1760 Test ProcGss Report 4 (Document Number 182170/25),
found that the AVS implemented all the requirements of MIL-STD-1760 associated with Low
Bandwidth signals.
5.1.3.2 TI.ch, lwg.

110.1.3.1.21

ISSUE: What technology should be used for the Low Bandwidth network?
RATIONALE: The use of FDM %echnologymight be attractive if this is to be used for implementing
the High 3andwidth Type A signal networking. However, MIL-STD-1760 requires that the Low
Bandwidth signals are able to pass signals of +12V to -12V and freque.iis between DC and 50
kHz. FDM networks are not able to transfer information about DC signals so this type of
technology cannot be used for the Low Bandwidth Network.
5.1.3.3 Shre

Usag,

110.1.3.1.31

ISSUE: Could the Low Baadwidth network be used for other functions?
RATIONALE: Certain existing stores, such as Sidewinder, require the transfer of audio signals
between the store and aircraft systems. As M'L.STD-1760 requires that a network be provided
to transfer Low Bandwidth signals from ASI to aircraft then this network may be used to transfer
the Audio signals from existing non.1 760 stores. This could be easily accommodated by
prcviding additional switching elements onto the Low Bandwidth network.
AVS Implementation: The AVS uses the Low Bandwidth network to transfer the audio signals from
Sidewinder missiles to other aircraft systems. No problems were encountered with the Low
Bandwidth network meeting the requirements of MIL-STD-1760 or with the control of
Sidewinder missiles including the routing of the audio signals to other aircraft systems.
Test ana Evaluation: The MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Process addressed this question in issue 6
of Report 2 (Document Number 182/70/14), and concluded that the Low Bandwidth network
may be used for non-1760 signals.
5.1.3.4 Impe= of potential use as Low Speed Data Bus 110.1.3.1.41
ISSUE: Affects on Low Bandwidth network from potential use as Low Speed Data Bus.
RATIONALE: A data bus system would normally use 'square wave" type signals. To obtain
reasonably good transitions on the waveforr, then the network must be capable of passing
frequencies at least 9 times the bit rate of the data bus. This means that If the bandwidth of the
network is limited to 50 kHz then a low speed data bus using this network would be limited to a
maximum rate of 5000 bits per second. Increasing the bandwidth of the network to 1 MHz would
allow a data bus with bit rates up to 100,000 bits per second to be used.
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AVS !mplementation: The Low Bandwidth network in the AVS was designed to allow signals
between DC and 1 MHz to be transfer, ed. This was achieved by choosing switch elements capable
of transferring signals within this extended frequency range and had no other effect on the AVS
design. Th,' AVS still met all the iequirements of MIL-STD-1760 associated with Low Bandwidth
signals and .vas shown to be capable of transferring signals of up to 1 MHz.
Tesi and Evaluation: The AVS Evaluation Process demonstrated that the AVS was capable of
transferring signals of at least 300 kHz with attenuations below 0.1 dB, see issue 3 of Report 26
(Docuri.ent N¶,,rrber 182/70/48).
5.1.3.5 Sjitching Elements

(10.1.3.2]

ISSUE: What type of switching elements should be used for Low Bandwidth signals?
RATIONALE: Semiconductor switches of comparable size to MIL-R-39016 relays would
introduce significant series impedance into the Low Bandwidth signals lines which could cause
severe degradation or attenuation of the signals dependent on the driving and receiving circuits.
MIL-R-39016 relays would have little effect on the signal quality over the frequency range of
the Low Bandwidth network.
AVS Implementation: The AVS uses MIL-R-39016 relays as the switch elkments in the Low
Bandwidth network. These have no detectable effect on the quality of signals being transferred
over the Low Bandwidth network.
Test and Evaluation: The AVS Evaluation Process concluded that the implementation of the Low
Bandwidth network was acceptable for an on-aircraft AEIS, see Report 26 (Document Number
182(70148). The MIL-STD-1760 Test Process found that the AVS complied with all the Low
Bandwidth requirements of MIL-STD-1760, see Report 4 (Document Number 182/70/25).

5.1.3.6 Cgo, ect.r.

110.1.3.3.11

ISSUE: What type of connectors should be used for Low Bandwidth signals?
RATIONALE: The connectors or contacts used for all the Low Bandwidth signals chould ensure
continued overall screening of the signal tines to reduce interference both to other signal lines
which could be caused by the analogue signals on the Low Bandwidth network and to the Low
Bandwidth line due to noise generated by other signal or Dcwer lines. Figure 5.3 summarizes the
recommendations for what connectors or contacts should be used for the Low Bandwidth network.
5.1.3.7

Cabling

110.1.3.3.2]

ISSUE: What type of cable should be used for Low Bandwidth signals?
RATIONALE: The cabling used for Low Bandwidth signals, should ensure continual overall
screening for the signal lines to -educe the interference both to other signal lines which could be
caused by the analog signals on the Low Bandwidth network and to the Low Bandwidth signal itself
due to noise generated by other signal or power lines. Use of Twinaxial or Triaxial cable will
ensure the continuity of the signal screening whereas use of coaxial cables will introduce some
break in the overall screening of the signals.
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5.1.4 Discrete signal issues
5.1.4.1

Release Consent switching Location [10.1.4.1.11

ISSUE: Where should the switching elements for Release Consent be located.
RATION'ALE: As RAluase Consent can be used to enable safety critical functions tMen great care
must be taken to reduce the possibility that this signal cculid be unintentionally activated. One
possible cause for this signal to be inadvertently activated is by electromagnetic pick up in the
aircraft wiring. To red&ve the susceptibility of this signal to electromagnetic pick up, the length
of wiring between the ASI and the final switching element of the Release Consent signal should be
minimized. This can be achieved by ensuring this final switching element is located :,n an
equipment iocal to the ASI.
AVS Implementation: The final switching elements for the Release Consent Signal is located in the
Store Statior. Equipment associated with the particular ASI being controlled. No proliems have
L~en found with this signal .ii ,nintentionally activated due to pick up in the wiring.
5.1..4.2 R..eleaso Consent Switching Circuit DsQn (10.1.4.1.21
!SSUE: Guidance for design cf Release Consent switching circtlits.
RATIONALE: A.; Release Consent ;;in be used to enable safety crtica! functions within a store then
it is considered as a safety critical signal ano all the guidance on satety critical switching given
in paragrbph 10.2.1 of Appendix A applies to this signal. Some Built-in-Test and monitoring
circ.Jits for safety criti,.;al signals require a pull down resistor on the output concerned. The
value of this resistor may be as low at 1K ohm. MIL-STD-1760 now states that the isolation
bptween Release Consent signals at di&erent ASIs mLst be greater then 100k ohm. This means
that if pull down resistors ara to ie used on Ithe Release Consent output then each must be greater
t:.ar, 53K ooi,,o to comply with this isolation requirement.
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AVS Implementation: The AVS provided five switch elements in the Release consent output path.
This is considered excessive as this large number of switch elements increases the probability of
this signal failing with no significant increase in the safety of the circuit. The monitoring
circuit of Release Consent used 5K ohm pull down resistors on the output which means that the
AVS does not comply with the isolation requirements in MIL-STD-1760A.
5.1.4.3 Internal Information Transfer for Release Consent

[10.1.4.1.3]

ISSUE: How does Release Consent affect internal AIS information transfer?
RATIONALE: As Release Consent is considered as a safety critica! signal there is a need to be able
to demonstrate the safety of the Release Consent switching circuits. This is best done if a clearly
defined relationship exists between the Release Consent output and a release demand from the

crew selectable switches, such as the Weapon Release, Trigger. Selective Jettison and Emergency
Jettison switches. This can be achieved by providing discrete signals to each Store Station
Equipment to directly control one of the switch elements in the Release Consent output line.
These discrete signals are only activated on selection cf one of the above switches.
5.1.4.4

Monitoring Location for Interlock

ISSUE:

Where should the Interlock, monitoring circuitry be located?

[10.1.4.2.1]

RATIONALE: If the interlock signal is monitored locally to the ASI in the associated Store Station
Eauipment then the result can be transferred to other units using the internal AIS data bus. This
will miniimize the aircraft wiring associated with the Interlock signal, as deEfi,"ted wires are
only required between the ASI and associated SSE, the data bus already being provided for other
uses. However, the Interlock signal may be used as a store present indicator and could be used to
disable the power outputs to the ASI to "deadface" the connector. If this is the case then locating
the Interlock monitoring circuits close to the switch elements controlling the power to the ASI
means that the power outputs can be disabled immediately the Interlock signal indicates store
absent, otherwise delays will be intrcduced as the state of the Interlock signal will have to
transferred over the data bus.
AVS Implementation: The Interlock monitoring circuits in the AVS are located in the same units
as the power switching elements associated w'.1i the particular ASI connector, that is the
primary Interlock monitors are located in the Store Station Equipment associated with the
particular ASI, the Auxiliary Interlock monitors are in the Auxiliary Power Switch which
contains all the relays controlling the Auxiliary Power outputs.
5.1.4.5

Circuitry for Interlock

110.1.4.2.21

ISSUE: What guidance can be given lor the designs of the Interlock circuitry?
RATIONALE: There is no requirement in MIL-STD-1760 for the aircraft to use the Interlock
signal, however it is a convenient signal to assist in determining store presence. The aircraft
must provide other means, of determining store presence as MIL-STD-1760 states that the
Interlock interface shall not be used as the sole criteria for functions which could result in an
unsafe condition if Interlock circuit fails open. If the aircraft does use the Interlock interface
for ary time critical functions, such as to help determine time of store release during a firing
sequence, then the dfsigner must ensure that the Interlock monitoring circuit does nct introduce
excessive time delays.
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5.1.4.6

Fixed or variable Address discretes

110.1.4.3.11

ISSUE: Should the Address discrets have fixed or variable value?
RATIONALE: If a store was allocated an incorrect Remote Terminal address then that store could
receive safety critical information transmitted to a different store, or similar store at a
different location. This could result in the incorrectly addressed store achieving an unsafe state
or even being unintentionally released. If the state of the address discretes can be varied it would
be difficult to show that a store cannot be allocated an incorrect address, especially under fault
conditions. Fixed addresses determined by hardwire links have a very low probability of failure
and are therefore considered far safer for determining addresses of Remote Terminals capable of
receiving safety critical information over the bus.
AVS Implementation: The AVS uses fixed addresses determined by hardwire links for all Remote
Terminal address discretes. Faults in the address discrete lines were immediately detected
before any safety hazards could occur.
5.1.4.7 Address determined at ASI or Euiloment [10.1.4.3.21
ISSUE: Where should the RT Address of an ASI be determined?
RATIONALE: If the RT address is determined within a removable, interchangeable structure,
such as a pylon, then there is a possibility that the pylon could be installed at the wrong location.
This could result in the address of two stores on the aircraft being swapped or both stores having
the same address. If this happened then there is the possibility that stores are releAsed in a
wrong, unsafe, sequence or that two stores are released simultaneously. Therefore the address
determination circuitry should always be fitted in the main aircraft structure that is not
removable.
5.1.4.8 Structure Ground

[10.1.4.41

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for the Structure Ground signals?
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760A states tha! "Structure Ground shall provide an electrical
connection between aircraft and store struc:ures to minimize shock hazards to personnel as
required by MIL-B-5087. This circuit shall no! be used as a signal or power return path." The
current carrying capability of the Structure Ground lines specified in MIL-STD-'760 is not
large enough to be capable of carrying the hign currents than can be generated by lightning
strikes. This capability must be provided by other means like an overall screen on the umbilical
cable.
AVS Implementation: The Structure ground signal for each ASI is bonded directly to a ground
bonding point located close to the appropriate ASI. This provides the low impedance path as
required by MIL-B-5087.
Test and Evaluation: MIL-STD-1760 Test Process Report 6 (Document Number 182/70/20),
shows that the AVS complies with the structure ground requirements of MIL-STD-1760A. The
MIL-STD.1760 Evaluation Process Report 4 (Document Number 182/70/29), shows that
these requirements of MiL-STD-1760A are reasonable for an on-aircraft AEIS.
5.1.5
5.1.5.1

Per

r.Jjiw

110.1.5)

Centralized or distributed switching
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(10.1.5.1.11

ISSUE: Should the power switching circuitry be centralized or distributed?
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760 states that the application of 28V DC Power 2 may cause the safeiy
of the store to be degraded so this signal should be treated as a safety critical supply. Therefore
as many of the recommendations for safety critical signals should be applied to this line as are
practically possible. This includes providing the final switching element as close to the ASI as
possible. Thus a distributed system is preferred for 28V DC power 2 switching. To minimize
aircraft wiring associated with 28V DC the switching of 28V DC Power 1 should also be
distributed. This enables single 28V DC power cables to be routed to a store station Equipment
(SSE) where this power could then be switched locally to provide the 28V DC Power I and 28V
DC Power 2 lines to the ASI as we~l as being used for internal SSE power. Otherwise a! least
threp separate sets of 28V DC Power wiring are required to each store station. Similarly
reductions in aircraft wiring may be achieved if 115V AC power switching were distributed
especially to store stations where two or more ASI are provided. There may be problems in the
Store Station Equipment it there is limited space available, as the size of the switching e!3ments
required for these power lines is relatively large. If there is a problem with space in the area of
the ASI !hen some or all of the switch elements associated with 11 5V AC powar could be klcated
centra;ly. If there are sti!, space problems then some or all of the 28V DC Power 1 switch
elements could be located centrally.
AVS Implementation: The switching elements for 28V DC Power 1, 28V DC Power 2, and 115V
AC are all distributed, being located in the store station equipment. -This reduced the wiring
required in the AVS.
5.1.5.2 Centralized or distributed fault isolation elcmentL

(10.1.5.1.2)

ISSUE: Where should fault isolation elemen;3 be located?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidarce and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The fault isolation elemens, circui, breakers, were located in the Store
Station Equipment but positioned after the switch elements. This meant that circuit breakers
thai had 'tripped* were not detec~ed until the outputs were act;ated.
5.1.5.3 PwefLf_,witching elements

110.1.5.2.11]

ISSUE: What type of power switching e!ements should be used?
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760 states that the voltage level at the ASI shall comply with the
normal and abnormal operation characteristics for utilizatiop equipment defined in
MIL-STD-704. The power supply provided t: the AIl from the a'rciaft power systems would
have to be well within the limits specified by MIL-STD-704 to allow for voltage drops within
the AIS. To allow a reasonable specification for the aircrsft powfir system the voilage crops
within the AIS noed to be minmrnizAd. The use of semiconductor switching elements for the puwer
lines would introduce relatively laige voltage drops whereas MIL-R-6106 or similar 'a;ays
introduce very small voltage drops.
AVS Implemenlation: The AVS uses MIL-R-6106 type relays ior the swiiching of all 28V DC
power 1, 28V DC Powar 2 and 111 5V AC pIwer lines. The voltages on these lines presented at all
the ASI met the requirements of MIL-STD-1760 undey all valid load conditions although good
quality laboratory supplies, were uied to supply the power
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Test and Evaluation: The MII. STD-1760 Test Process, Report 6 (Document Number
182/70120), concluded tMat the AVS complied with all the requirements of MIL-STD-1760
concerning power lines. The MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Procezs, Report 5 (Document Number
182/70/26), identified that the voltage drops within the AVS were an area of concern and every
effort should be made to min~riize the voltage drops on the power lines for an on-aircraft AEIS.
5.1.5.4 Isolation Elements

(10.1.5.2.21

ISSUE: What type of fault isolation elemnents should be used?.
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760 gives curves deflning the maximuri overcurrent and r~iaximum
load current agari•st duration relatknships. These curves are derived from figures defined in
M!L-STD-1498 for circuit proiection devices. Many circuit breakrs are avai!able which
conform to this specification nowever the characteristics of most fuses do not conform to these
curves. Therefore great care must be taken, if fuses are to be used as the Fault isolation
elements in the power lines, to ensure that the characteristics of the fuse conform with. those
"specified in MIL-STD-1760.
5.1.5.5

Connectorsf

(10.1.5.3.1)

ISSUE: Guidance for the connectors for Power signals.
RATIONALE: As discussed in paragraph 5.1.5.3, every effort must be made to reduce voltage
drops within the AIS. Every contact in the power lines will introduce a series impedance in the
line. The !arger the contact the smaller th:s impedance is. Therefore to minimize the voltage
drop due to contact impedance the largest contact practicable should be used.
AVS Implemeritation: All the contacts used for Primary power signals in the AVS were size if,
contacts. The AVS met all the voltage requirements of MIL-STD-1760 associated with the power
signals, however, the AVS was powered using good quality laboratory supplies
Test and Evaluation: The MIL-STL-1760 rest Process, Report 6 (Document Number
182/70i20), concluded shat the AVS complied with all the requirements of MIL-STD 1760
concerning power lines. The MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Process, Report 5 (Document Number
182/70/26), identified that !he voltage drops within 'he AVS were an area of concern and every
effort should be made to minimize the vol:aged drops on the power lines for an on-aircraft AEIS.
5

Cabling

(10.1.5.3.21

ISSUE: Guidance for cabling for Power Signals.
RATIONALE: As discussed in paragraph 5. .5.3, every effort must be made to reduce voltage
drops within the AIS. The cable used for the power lines will intro-duce a series impeoance. Tlic
larger the cat•o the smaller is the impedance ',ntroduced. Thercfore to mirimize the voltage drop
due to the cabling then the largest siZe cable that is practical should be used.
AVS 'mplemontation: All the cabling associated with the p.rmAry power lines was implemenr6d
using 19/0.3 wire. The wiring between the Store Stadion Equipment and the Auxiliary Power
Switch (APS) used to distribute the power throughout the AV$, used ;rur 19./0 3 cables
connected in parallel. The AVS met all the requirer:nients of MIL-STD-17aO associated with tie
power sigaials however, the AVS was powered using Cood quality laboratory supplies.
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Test and Evaluation: The MIL-STD-1760 Test Process, Report 6 (Document Number
182/70/20), concluded that the AVS complied with all the requirements of MIL-STD-1760
concerning power lines. The MIL-STD-1760 Evaluation Process, Report 5 (Document Number
182/70/26). identified that the voltage drops within the AVS were an area of concern and every
effort should be made to minimize the voltage drops on the power lines for an on-aircratt AEIS.
5.1.5.7 Specific 28V DC Power 1 guidance (10.1.5.4.1)
ISSUE: What specific guidance can be given for 28V DC Power 1?
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760 states that "The aircraft may energize 28V DC Power 1 at any time
under the assumption that all store functions so powered are either not safety critical or that
mnultiple safety interlocks exist within the store sich that store safety is not significantly
degraded by activation of 28V DC Power 1 .
5.1.5.8 Soecific 28V DC Power 2 guidance 110.1.5..4.21
ISSUE: What specific guidance can be given for 28V DC Power 2?
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760 states that "The aircr3ft operation shall consider that some stores
may utilize 28V DC Power 2 for powering safety critical functions such that store safety may be
degraded with activation of this power interface." This signal should therefore be treated as a
safety critical power supply and as such. as many of the recommendations as are practical for
switching of safety critical signals should be applied to this line. This includes directly
interlocking this line with an aircrew selectable safety critical switch such as master arm.
MIL-STD-1760 also states that "The 28V DC Power 2 Return connection shall be the ground
reference for release consent." To reduce the effects that may occur due to dit~erences in ground
potential across the aircraft the circuits for generating Release Consent and 28V DC Power 2
should be physically close together and derive their power from the same source.
5.1.5.9 Specific 115V AC guidance [10.1.5.4.31
ISSUE: What specific guidance car. be given for 115V AC?
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760 states that: "The aircraft may energize the 115V AC power
interface at any time under the assumption that all store functions so powered are either not
safety critica: or that multiple safety interlocks exist within the store such that store safety is
not significantly degraded by activation of 115V/200V AC power." Figure 5.4 shows three
options for implementing the switching of 11 5V AC power. Option A uses a single three pole
relay to switch all phases simultaneously. This approach uses a single relay but if this interface
is used to power existing stores that only require a single phase, such as AIM-9L, then the
remaining two phases may be active but left unconnected. Option B shows separate relays being
used to switch each phase independently. This could cause problems to stores which require all
three phases to be applied simultaneously. As the switching times of the three relays will vary
there could be a delay of up to 10 ms between one phase becoming active and another phase
becoming active. Option C overcomes both of the above problems but at the expense of adding
extra relays. This will increase the size and the cost of the circuitry required to implement the
switching of 115V AC power.
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5.1.6 Auxiliary signal set iasues
5.1.6.1

28 Volts Power

[10.1.6.1.11

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for Auxiliary 28V DC?
RATIONALE: The same rationale applies to Auxiliary 28V DC power as given for 28V DC Power 2
in paragraph 5.1.5. The physical size of the switching elements required to switch the 30 Amps
for Auxiliary 28V DC is far larger than those required for 28V DC power 2 and so the problems
with limited space in the store station equipment becomes far more significant.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements the Auxiliary power switching in a central unit, the
Auxiliary Power Switch (APS). This significantly reduced the amount of circuitry required in
the store station equipments and hence significantly reduced their size. Positioning all the
auxiliary power switches together made it far easier to isolate these switches so that
interference caused by switching the high currents did not interfere with other circuitry.
5.1.6.2

115 Volts

[10.1.6.1.2]

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for Auxiliary 115V AC?
RATIONALE: The same ralionale applies to auxiliary 115V AC power as given for prir't 115V
AC in paragraph 5.1.5.
AVS Implementation: See paragraph 5.1.6.1
5.1.6.3

Auxiliary Interlock Monitoring

110.1.6.21

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for Auxiliary Interlock monitoring?
RATIONALE: The rationale for this issue is the same as given for the primary interlock signal in
paragra,,hs 5.1.4.4 and 5.1.4.5.
5.1.6.4 Atxiliary Structure Ground

[10.1.6.3]

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for 3uxiliary structure ground?
RATIONALE: The rationale for this issue is the same as given for the primary structure ground
line in paragraph 5.1.4.8.
5.1.7 Connector Issues

5.1.7.1 H:igh B wid

.gmntacts 110.1.7.1.11

ISSUE: What contacts should be used foi High Bandwidth signals?
RATIONALE: The specifications for contacts in slash sheets /28 and /75 to MIL-C-39029 are
too generalized for use with Type C signals as specified ;n MIL-STD-1760. Contacts confornming
to these slash sheets cannot be guaranteed to meet the VSWR requirenisnts for the type B signals.
New stash sheets have been released which specify contacts specifically intended to be used for
the T•ype B signals defined in MIL-STD.1760 such that contacts conforming to these new slash
sheets (/102 and /103) are guaranteed to meet the VSWR requirements of MIL-STD-1760.
These contacts should now be used for the Type B signals carried on High Bandwidth 1. In
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addition, as contacts conforming to slash sheets /102 and /103 have a chafacteristic impedance
of 50 ohm, then these contacts would also be suitable for High Bandwidth 2 signals which are
specified in MIL-STD-1760 as also having a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. High
Bandwidth 3 and 4 are specified as having a characteristic impedance of 75 ohms, so contacts
conforming to /28 and /75 would be more suitable for these signals.
5.1.7.2

h

uidanc

110.1.7.1.21

ISSUE: What other Guidance can be given for the primary connector?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
5.1.8 Reserved Provisions Issues
[10.1.8.1.11

5.1.8.1 Fiber Ootic connector contacts

ISSUE: What connector contact provision should be made for Fiber Optic signals.
RATIONALE: The contacts for Fiber Optic signals have not been specified therefore cannot be
fitted.
5.1.8.2

Hardware Provision iorFer Optic

[10.1.8.1.21

ISSUE: What hardware provisions should be made for Fiber Optic signals?
RATIONALE: Specifications for Fiber Optic cables or terminals to be used for MIL-STD-1760 do
not exist therefore no provisions can be made.
5.1.8.3 Hardware Provision for 270V DC [10.1.8.2.1]
ISSUE: What hardware provisions should be made for the 270V DC signals?
RATIONALE: It is good practice to provide exparsion capabilities in all units.
5.1.8.4 Connector Provisions for 270V DC

[10.1.8.2.21

ISSUE: What connector provisions should be made for the 270V DC signals?
RATIONALE: The size 16 contacts are already specified therefore these can be fitted where
appropriate.
5.1.8.5 Cabling Provision for 270V DC 110.1.8.2.3)
ISSUE: What cabling provisions should be made for the 270V DC signals?
RATIONALE: It ia good practice to provide spare wires in cable runs, where appropriate, to
minimize the effects of modifications.
5.2 j.La1iled Guidance on Scecific Issues
5.2.1 Safety Critical Switching
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5.2.1.1

Number of Switch elements

[10.2.1.1]

ISSUE: How many swt!ch elements should be provided in safety critical signal paths?
RATIONALE: To meet the usual safety critical reqt-irement that no single fault shall cause the
inadvertent activation of a safety critical output, then at least two switch elements need to be
provided in the s~gnal path. To be able to tully test the safety critical output circuits then each of
the switch elements should be activated during a built in test sequence. To ensure that the no
single fault requirement stated above is still met during this test sequence, a third switch
element is required to ensure that the circuit can b- safely exercised even under fault conditions.
Adding more switch elements would not greatly improve the overall safety of the circuit and
would significantly affect the reliability of the circuit.
5.2.1.2 Position of Switch elements [10.2.1.2]
ISSUE: Where should the safety critical switch elements be located.?
RATIONALE: The rationale for this issue is the same as given for the release consent signal in
paragraph 5.1.4.1.
5.2.1.3 Type of switch elements 110.2.1.31
ISSUE: What type of switch elements should be used for safety critical signals?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in 1he Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: Most of the safety critical outputs from the AVS have both a mechanical
switch and a semiconductor switch in the signal path. This combination was found to work well
within the AVS producing switch response times in the order of 0.3 ms for semiconductor
switches compared with 10 ms for mechanical switches enabling very accurate control of pulse
widths on these signal lines.
Test and Evaluation: The AVS Evaluation Process, Report 8, Issue 2. Document Number
182/70/35, measures the response time of the safety critical outputs from the elements on the
armaments bus. This shows response times in the order of 0.3 ms for the EJECT A and FIRE A
outputs which have semiconductor switching elements, and response times of 10.9 ms for
Release consent which is controlled by mechanical switches.
5.2.2 Safely Critical data transfer 110.2.21
ISSUE: Guidance for safety critical data transfer on MIL-STD-1553 bus.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements a system similar to that given as an example in
Appendix A. The selection of a safety critical switch (such as MAS, Trigger, etc.), generates an
interrupt to the SMS processor. This processor then generates the relevant critical command
words within the appropriate messages and passes these to the Bus Controller processor for
transmission on the MIL-STD-1553 Armaments Bus. The Bus Controller processor identifies
that a critical command word is to be transmitted and that an associated critical authority word
is required. This processor then generates the critical authority word by obtaining the relevant
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information from an authority code table. However, access to :his code table is limited by
separate discrete monitors of the critical switch inputs such that access can only be obtained to
those codes relevant to the critical state presently demanded by the critical switches. The Bus
Controller processor then inserts the critical authority word in the appropriate message and
transmits the completed message on the MIL-STD-1553 armaments bus.
5.2.3 Use of Standard Modules
5.2.3.1

Process Control Equipment (PCE) [102.3.11

ISSUE: Can standard modules be used in the PCE?
RATIONALE: The use of common modules would reduce development time and cost, probably
reduce production costs and will reduce the spares stock required to support the equipments.
5.2.3.2 Store Station Eauifnents (SSE)
ISSUE: Can standard modules be used in SSE?
RATIONALE: The use of common modules is desirable to reduce development time and cost, to
probably reduce production costs and to reduce the spares stock required to support the
equipments.
5.2.4

Built in test-circuitry

[10.2.41

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for BIT circuitry in the AIS?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
5.2.5

o

[10.2.51

ISSUE: What guidance can be given for connectors to be used within the AIS.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in paragraphs 10.2.5 and 9.3.1.3 of the Appendix A
guidance and no further rationale is necessary.
5.2.6 Connector 2in allocations

[10.2.61

ISSUE: Guidance for signal allocation in non-ASI connectors.
RATIONALE: Using guard contacts at ground potential will ensure that any adjacent pin shorts t;
the safety critical signal being protected will be detected, as this short will blow a fuse or trip &
circuit breaker as soon as the safety critical signal is activated. However, such a short could
cause an *earth loop" which in some situations could itself be a safety hazard. If this is the case
then open circuit guard pins could be used but then an adjacent pin short would not be detected.
High current or high voltage signals can generate a lot of electromagnetic interference when
voltages or currents on these lines are changed. To prevent this from disrupting other signals
then these high current and high voltages signals should be separated from other types of signal.
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5.2.7 Physical Design of Eauiampnm

(10.2.7)

ISSUE: Guidance on physical design of equipment.
RATIONALE: Circuitry associated with high currents or high voltages can generate considerable
electromagnetic interference. To prevent this disrupting other circuits these high current or
high voltage circuits should be kept physically separate from other circuitry.
5.2.8 Electromagnefic Considerations IEMC. EMP. TEMPEST) 110.2.8]
ISSUE: Effects on AIS design due to EMC, EMP and TEMPEST.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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6. RATION.4.LE FOR APPENDIX A SECTION 11
Paragraphs 6.1.1 through 6.2.22 of this section provide rationale derived from the AVS and
other sources to support the guidance given in paragraphs 11.1.1 through 11.2.9 of Appendix A.
Issue statements and subjects have been summarized in some paragraphs. Where rationale was
supplied in the guidance text, and further provision considered superfluous, then extra rationale
is not provided.
6.1 MIL-STD-1760 LDD Implementation This section provides, when applicable, additional
rationale and details of the AVS implementation for the issues raised in section 11.1 of Appendix
A
_.

~6.1.1 Overall LDD Irracts [11.1.1]
ISSUE: Generic software versus store specific software.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The LDD requirements allowed the developments of truly generic software
packages capable of selecting, controlling and realizing mission stores compliant with the
standard. The main AVS PCE SMS processor packages responsible for the LDD generic software
were:
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

PCE SMS Level 5 package:
PCE SMS Level 4 package:
PCE SMS Level 4 package:
PCE RTS Level package:
PCE SMS Level 3 package:
PCE BC module:
PCE BC module.

M1760_STORECONTROL
STORE _DESCRIPTIONS
STATE (Safety critical)
DATAENTITIES
MESSAGEFAILURE
SRPROC (Service Request Extraction)
SFPROC (Bitlog processing)

Multiple mission types (AGM, SRAAM, and BOMB) were controlled using these generic modules.
6.1.2

Store P-ower-Up Timing

[11.1.2.1]

ISSUE: When should mission stores be first powered up?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.

"AVS Implementation: The AVS always powers mission stores at PCE power application to identify
the mission store type such that the inventory could be established. Power was then left on from
this time until the store was released. Keeping power on throughout the mission would not be
adopted for a flight implementation.

6.1.3 Reduction of Power Up Time [11.1.2.21
ISSUE: Software design to minimize system configuration time from power up.

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE did not implement a concurrent type of scheme. It sequenc-d
around each pylon and therefore each mission store. During inventory upload this incmudeo
initiating Interruptive BIT to each pylon's controlling SSE. Consequently the time taken to
establish inventory at power up was very long indeed (up to 15 seconds). The main reason for
this implementation was to allow the aulomatic detection of existing stores. The AVS solhtion was
not optimized and is not being offered for guidance. Figure 11.3 of Appendix A is not relevant to
the AVS.
6.1.4 Error

111.1.2.31
[C!ehiM

ISSUE: What error checking should be made by an AIS during mission store power up?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS did not include any specific power up chocking software but simply
used the normal error management software. Because the AVS just waited 500 ms after applying
mission store power it was not necessary to impose the checks provided in figure 11.4 of
Appendix A. The AVS solution was tailored to AVS requirements and would not be suitable as a
generic solution.
6.1.5 Subaddress Allocation 111.1.31
ISSUE: Allocation of subaddress to stores and remote interface units.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no fjrther rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS did not apply additional subaddress checking. It did, however,
ensure that safety critical subaddresses were only generated at one point within the application
o0de.
6.1.6 Checksum Generation Point 111.1.4.11
ISSUE: Should the checksum generation be implemented in software.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE implementation is to generate checksums in software. It was
performed by the Bus Controller (BC) firmware. The reason it was located here was that
messages requiring system time were processed by the BC. It was therefore necessary to
calculate the checksum after the system time was latched in. The AVS solution worked well and
time available allowed the necessary Motorola 68000 microprocessor instructions required to
implement the checksum.
6.1.7 LDD Checksum Computation [11.1.4.21
ISSUE: What are the effects of computing the LDD checksum?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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AVS Implementation: The checksum is implemented in the BC firmware in the manner discussed
in the guidance. This proved to be a very successful implementation.
6.1.8 Use of Store Description Protocol [11.1.5.11
ISSUE: What effects upon software design are imposed by the store description protocol?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no fu,lher rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements the full protocol specified in the LDD entirely within
the PCE SMS processor. Within the software titled PCE SMS processor Level 4 package:
STOREDESCRIPTIONS, a flexible data structure of the type recommended in figure 11.6 of
Appendix A is used. The structure met the goals of reducing the size !0 match the inventory
requirements but an overhead is incurred.
6.1.9 Inventory Data Base Structure (11.1.5.21
ISSUE: How should the AIS inventory data base be structured to best use the store description
data?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: Within the PCE Inventory data structure, provision is made for the store
identity and the ASCII string. The st~ing is used by the upload package Store_Descriptions to
determine what type of emulated MIL-STD-1760 store is being used. The inventory is then
configured from this information and passed to the display system.
6.1.10 Usage of Standard Software [11.1.6.11
ISSUE: Can standard safety critical software for control of mission stores be used?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE software solution is to contain all safety critical state control
in one Ada package, PCE SMS Level 4 package STATE. This package combined with the data
package indicating current state (PCE SMS Level 4 package CRITICAL-CONTROL-MESSAGE)
generales all critical cootrol words and the safety critical subaddress to change the state to a new
requested store. The package also performs the safety critical monitor, checking both demanded
and acquired monitor fields. The AVS PCE software solution also included the generation of the
safety critical messages fer SSEs in the same Ada package. This solution worked very well and
the software required to effect safety critical state changes are contained in two Ada packages.
6.1.11

Software Structure

[11.1.6.21

ISSUE: What software structure should be used for safety critical processing?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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AVS Implementation: As described in the AVS implementation for [11.1.6.11 all safety critical
software was separated from remaining mission critical software via an Ada package in the SMS
processor. The generation of the authority codes was performed by the PCE BC firmware
whenever it detected a receive subaddress 11 message and was therefore separated from the
critical control word building software. The AVS solution did not include a separate safety
critical acyclic queue in the BC. Safety critical message shared an acyclic queue with Mission
Critical messages. This implementation was successful, but would retult in more complicated
software validation activities for safety critical systems.
6.1.12 Usage of Monitor Mesae [111.1.6.31
ISSUE: How should the AIS use safety crit*,..-: m.c.'tor message?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Impiementation: Within the PCE SMS processor Level 4 Ada package STATE, a monitor
message was always sequenced after a control message. Checks are made after 20 ms for the
acknowledgment of the demand by checking the demand field. One re-check is scheduled if this
first check fails. Then every 20 ms for up to 500 ms a check is made on the acquired field. If
after 500 ms the requested state is not attained by the mission store, then the request is
indicated as failed. This mechanism works very well. What was not implemented in the PCE was
the re-sequencing through the safety critical states upon state change error. The ?CE response
was to "hang* the mission store. This approach is not sufficient for a flight system, whereas the
approach offered in the guidance is.
6.1.13 So•el

De...sian for State Control 111.1.6.41

ISSUE: What software design is required to support safety critical state control?
RATIONALE: The rationale was proviaed in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
,,ecessary.
AVS Implementation: The implementation suggested in the Appendix A guidance is based upon the
AVS implementation which used a generic store controller built around the safety critical states
to control mission stores. The AVS did not implement a true finite state implementation, but if it
had, then the integrity of software would have been increased.
6.1.14 Status Word Bit Effects 111.1.7.11
ISSUE: What is the effect on software design of each status word bit either having a specified use
or not being allowed to be used?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale Is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: Within the PCE BC firmware, a common status word handling routine was
used. It was responsible for decoding the bit(s) and. if needed, assigning priorities to them.
Each bit set had an associated handling module and these were applicable to all RT types
(including non mission store units, such as SSEs and SNEs) employing the same LDD protocol.
With this scheme the software was reduced and it freed the main SMS processor from error bit
handling.
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6.1.15 Mode Code Effects 111.1.7.21

ISSUE: What are the effects on software design of restricting the number and use of mode codes?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: Only a certain number of Mode Codes are used in the AVS Implementation:
P.

Transmit Vector Word

o. Synchronize with Data
c. Reset Remote lerminal
It was not possible to develop a full error management procedure embodying all available mode
cucde. The used set were considered to be sufficient.
6.1.'

)ector Word Effects

111.1.8.11

ISSUE: What are the effects upon AIS software design caused by the extraction of vector words?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: In response to service request, the PCE BC firmware initiates the specified
protocol to extract all available data words. It then presents these data words to the SMS
processor for decoding and action. This scheme worked well as it freed the SMS processor from
the vector word extraction protocol. The SMS processor is the best place to decode the vector
words because this type of intelligence should not be built into BC firmware.
6.1.17 Checksum Failure Recovery [11.1.8.2]
ISSUE: What are the effects upon AIS software design in holding the last two transmit messages
for a mission store to ensure recovery from a checksum failure?
RATIONALE: The rationale was prov;ded in the Appendix Aguidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS implements the scheme offered in the guidance. Holding Buffers
are available for each RT for the last receive (RX) message. This scheme complicated message
transmission software with a resultant effect on intermessage gaps. As a scheme it worked well
but by its very nattmve it was an 'untidy' software solution.
6.1.18 ErroLMra•agennt

[11.1.8.31

ISSUE: Effects of a suitable error management procedure.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS did not action all of the flags embedded within the extracted word,
it only took action on checksum failures (by Instructing the PCE BC firmware to retransmit the
last 2 receive (AX) messages) and the code indicating no 3 phase power. In all other cases the
mission store was shut down. This solution would be unacceptable in an aircraft implementation.
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It had to be this way in the AVS to tailor the software task to the available funds. In dealing with
a standard vector word, care has to be taken in the field processing software.
6.1.19 Asynchronous Message Scheduling 111.1.8.4]
ISSUE: How slould the AIS software implement scheduling of asynchronous message transactions
requested from a mission store?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE did not implement the scheduling of asynchronous message
transactions. This was related to the complexity of the task and the available funding for the
software development.
6.1.20 Subsystem Faa Response 111.1.8.5]
ISSUE: How should the AIS software respond to the Subsystem Flag (bit time 17)?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS, in response to subsystem fVag, would first schedule a Reset
Terminal Mode Code such that the flag can be rechecked. Upon valid subsystem flag the PCE BC
firmware would determine, from dual ported RAM set up during store descriptions upload.
whether the RT implemented a BIT LOG word. If it did, then it would ue extracted by scheduling a
transmit (TX) message transaction for the associated subaddress. The BIT LOG word would then
be presented to the SMS processor for decoding. Decoding in the AVS solution is to simply store
the data word for future interrogation.
6.1.21

Built in Test Log (BIT LOGI Extraction

(11.1.8.61

ISSUE: How should the AIS software implement BIT LOG word extraction?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The BIT LOG word position is saved on dual ported BC RAM during store
description processing. If implemented by the mission store, it is the PCE BC firmware's
responsibility to extract the BIT LOG word from the mission store. The decision to uiaIre the BC
firmware responsible for the BIT LOG word extraction was based on removal of this funclion
from the SMS processor because it was not easily dealt with in the fully synchronous nature of
the SMS BC acyclic communication. Such a synchronous scheme would not be adopted for a flight
solution and the SMS processor could have the responsibiiiy of BIT LOG word extraction.
However the BC firmware should still have the responsibility of validating the subsystem flag by
automatically scheduling a Reset Terminal mode code.
6.1.22 Busy Bit Management

[11.1.8.71

ISSUE: How should the AIS implement busy bit management?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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AVS Implementation: All busy bit management is handled by the PCE BC firmware. The design of
this firmware is such that it can handle multiple RTs being busy simultaneously. The BC
firmware will schedule an 'initiate self test' mode code to the busy RT. This mode code has the
advantage that it always returns the current status word allowing the clearing of the busy bit to
be determined by the BC. The BC will keep scheduling (interleaved with other acyclics, cyclics
and even other RT busy clearing activity) this mode code until it is cleared or 4000 attempts
have been made. If the RT is excessively busy then it is indicated as a failed RT to the SMS
processor. This implementation takes no account of LDD busy times. However it is successful
and as long as the mission store is compliant with the busy times, then throughput is maximized
without the need for timers and special busy software.
6.1.23

Data Bus Error Handling

[11.1.8.81

ISSUE: How should the AIS manage data bus errors in general?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The PCE BC firmware is responsible for all data bus errors (protocol or
status word errors). The design in the main follows the guidance offered. It did result in a
relatively complex scheme but provided real benefits in:
a. The SMS processor was relieved of this responsibility.
b. Only hard errors on both buses resulted in mission stores being shut down.
6.1.24

Retry Strat

[11.1.8.9]

ISSUE: What is a general error retry scheme for data bus failures using primary and secondary
buses.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: See 6.1.22. The flowchart offered in the guidance is very similar to the BC
firmware implementation. This scheme works very well within the AVS.
6.1.25 Checksum Failure Recovery

[11.1.8.10]

ISSUE: How should the AIS implement recovering from checksum failure under Notice 2/3.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation:

Notice 2/3 requirements are not implemented.

6.1.26 Size and Performance Improvements [11.1.9.11
ISSUE: How can software size and performance requirements be Improved If all measurement
data Is witlh rospoct to standard coordinate systems?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided In the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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AVS Implementation: Within the AVS, the avionics data bus simulation of other avionics
subsystem (such as INS, FCC, etc.) data entities were to LDD scaling. This meant that no
conversion software was required by the Avionics processor in the PCE. This may not be typical
of a flight system where avionic data may either not be available as a single data entity
(converted from other entities), or the scalings of such. data may be inconsistent with LDD
scalings.
6.1.27 Benefits of Comnmon Data Entities [11.1.10.11
ISSUE: How should the AIS software be structured to maximize the benefits of common data
entity definitions?
RATIONALE: A real reduction in processing power requirements within the AIS is achieved by the
fact that no data conversion is required for different store types. Data conversion should be
performed as fast as possible to reduce any data latency effects.
AVS Implementation: All data relevant to the current selected package is held in a shared memory
- entity data base. It is placed into this data base as soon as the data has been processed (by the
avionics processor for incoming data and the SMS processor for store sourced data).
6.1.28 Discrete Control Marnage~~.men

111.1.10.21

ISSUE: How should the AIS manage the Discrete Control Word 1?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The discrete control word is used to control all modes for the AVS 1760
missile evaluation; the implementation mapping is as provided in Table 6.1.
TABLE 6.1 Store Targeting Modes via discrete control word 1
Targeting Mode

Boresight

Commence

__ .Targeting

Deselect Targeting
Caged
Boresiaht
Scan
Lock
Unlock
Magnify
Unmagnify
Key: 0=Bit Reset

1
1
1
0
0
0
X
X
1=Bit Set

6.1.29 System Time Management

Accept
Targeting
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
X
X
X
X
X=lDonl care

Autolock"

Widen

Narrow

0
0
1
0
1
0
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
0
1

X
X
X
X
X
X
1
0

[11.1.10.3]

ISSUE: How should the AIS software manage system time to ensuie synchronism on the stores
data bus?
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RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: A9 system time required to be transmitted in messages to mission stores
has the system time latched in by the BC firmware after the message transaction request has
been de-queued. This ensures the most recent system time is sent. Additionally, at the moment
that any synchronize with data mode codes are de-queued and sent then the system time is saved.
This time can then be used for accuracy checking. The AVS scheme worked very well.
6.1.30 Usaoe of Store IBIT Time

111.1.10.41

ISSUE: How should the AIS software use the uploaded Mission Store Interruptive BIT duration.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE software design solution does not use uploaded IBIT duration
times during mission store IBIT processing. Its IBIT scheduling is very simplistic, sequencing
IBITS for each pylon and waiting 500 ms after the initiation of IBIT of a mission store.
6.1.31

Euz*n

CQnIlQ

[11.1.10.5]

ISSUE: Control of fuzing using the Fuzing Control word.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in ihe Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS only uses the fuze setting "Function at impact.' A representation
of the complete fuzing word is available in the PCE SMS level 4 package
CRITICALCONTROLMESSAGE. A dedicated procedure is used to fuze the mission store (a PCE
SMS level 4 package procedure named M1760_MESSAGES. FUZESTORE). This is called
whenever the associated mission store is taken to the execute arming state.
6.1.32 Validity Word Management

[11-1.10.6]

ISSUE: How should the AIS software manage Validity Words?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation:

Refer to 111.1.10.61 and the following:

a. Validity words were used as change markers. This only worked because the mission
store emulation software made the same assumption.
b. The safety critical control word in the safety critical subaddress was sometimes
marked as invalid even if it was valid (see a). This solution would not be satisfactory where real
mission stores are interfaced with.
c. All validity word marking was achieved by preset values in message building
softwar-. No intelligence, for targeting data, was built into validity word processing.
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6.1.33 Header Code Management [11.1.10.7]
ISSUE: What AIS design should be employed in software management of Header Codes?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The main header code used in the AVS was the safety critical control
message header code. Safety critical control messages were assembled in different parts of the
software (for example in the case of critical control words, the PCE SMS Level 4 package STATE
assembled the message; for system time updates, the PCE SMS Level 4 package
SYSTEMTIMEMANAGEMENT assembled the message). In these cases the header code was placed
into the first word of the message by accessing a common constant integer equal to the header code
value. This was held as the constant integer PCE SMS Level 4 package
"CRITICALCONTROLMESSAGE. HEADER_WORD." This has the advantage of containing the
header code to one point in the application code.
6.1.34 Standard Data Word Benefits 111.1.11.11
ISSUE: Can the benefits of standard data formats be realized in a AIS software implementation?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE included an entity data base design to hold all available data
entity codes. It was refreshed by the avionics data for aircraft .ystem data entities and by the
S',AS processor store sourced data entities. Its access mechanism was "fast as possible" which
resulted in its data structure design being simplistic. The combining of the entity data base with
the standard message processing, using the uploaded store description, proved to be a powerful
software design solution.
6.1.35 Base Message Usage [11.1.12.11
ISSUE: How should the AIS software use base message formats?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: The base message format was embodied into each message building routine.
The header codes were available from a common point (see 11.1.10 of Appendix A), and validity
words were packed as constants for each message transaction.
6.1.36 Generic Software Development

[11.1.13.1J

ISSUE: Should a generic mast. data transfer set of software be developed in the AIS or should
implementation be specific to each mission store?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
AVS Implementation: Mass data transfer protocols were not included in the NOTICE 1 LDD and
therefore not implemented by the AVS.
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6.2 General Software Ilssues This section provides, where applicable, ,ddiional -ationale and
details of the AVS implenentation for the issues raised in section 11.2 of Apper~dx A.
6.2.1 Language Selection [112.11
ISSUE: Which software language(s) should be used m the AIS?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: Whenever possible the AVS PCE artd SNE software were written in Ada. All
other processor (SSE 8751, PCE BC 68000, CSE 68000) firmware was written in Assembler.
The elements of the PCE that could not be written in 4da were:
a Interfacing with hardware which had strict short timing constraints (such as PCE RT
heardware)
b. Bit Manipulation

c. Semaphore Access
These software elements formed less than 3 percent of the overall PCE software size (some
17.000 lines of source code). The AVS firmware met the requirements defining firmware as
specified in MIL-STD-2167.
6.2.2 Effects of Package Structure

111.2.2.1.11

ISSUE: The effect of the Ada package structure upon the design of AIS software.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: Throughout the PCE avionic processor and SMS processor software design,
the Ada package has been exploited to bring logically related functions together and to provide
structure and readability. Within the SMS processor, the design solution has resulted in a 'lever
approach to packages. This method provided an excellent structural split and allowed control
over the design package dependencies crucial for a good Ada design solution. The following list of
package names, extracted from the PCE SMS processor Ada design solution, convey the
importance of the package to the AIS design:
a

INITIALSEQUENI

)

E

b. STORENROL

)

d AMRAAM_•ONT)OL
e. AUMKL_CONTROL

)

f.

)R

)

c. M1760_STORECONTROL

from Level 5

q STATE
h.

DISCRETE

)

I.

A•THORITY

)

from Level 4

j. SNEOCN)ROL
k. ACYLC
1. CYcJ
'
cMAU)
from Level 3

m. MODEC 0
n. MESSAGEFAIWRE

)
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As can be seen us by package naw,., logical groupings of systm software requiemeft have
age
ocund. Each of the albove pakages conmtns procedures aid functions in Oheir
specifications. An example is shown in figure 6.1, which is an extract from the package

STC

_CONTOL

Package Store-Control Is
:exception

Store-hung
type PossJet_Types is (Eject. PS, Jet);

subtype Fuzingmodes is AV_toSMS_Comms.Modeoppion_types
range Nose_fuze.

NoseandtaiLFuze;

subtype SRAAMmodes is AV_to_SMSComms.Mode option_iypes range boresight.. Slave:
Last fuzing

:FuzingModes;

LAst_SRAMSelectedMode

SRMMModes;

AMRAAM_Selected_Missile

AMRMControl.Mode-Types;

SelectedMissile

:StoreNumbers;
:in storenumbers;
in Store.PossiblehangReasons);

(Number
Reason

Procedure Hangstore

Procedure ChangeBombFuzing(blewFuzing
Achieved

:Fuzing.modes;
:out Boolean);

Procedure ChangeState

(Number
New-state

:In StoreNumbers;
:In MIL STD_1760.DemandedStates);

Procedure Trigger-Store

(Num

In StoreNumbers);

Procedure Jettison_Store

(Num
Jet -"ypa

:in StoreNumbers;
in PossJetTypes);

Procedure Selectstore_for_release
:in Slore.Classes;
(Class
in AV_to_SMS_Comms.Weapons._packet;
SelectedOuantity
:in Boolean;
Pae_Changed
:out Boolean);
No Stores.of_requestedjtype
Procedure DeselectLastStore;
Procedure Reject-Selected -Stores;

end StoreControl;
FIGURE 6.1 Store Control Package Specification
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6.2.3 Pa&IMe, ::)evwlpment for Qata Oniv (11.2.2.1.31
ISSUE: Development of packages containing only data.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: The AVS did use data only packages all below the size criteria offered in the
guidance. These packages were for inter processor communication for requests, controls, data

entties and inventory. As long as the size of these packages are controled and the specification

contents are consistent with the logical grouping goals of packages, the technique works well for
inter 'activity' communication.
6-2.4 Ada Tasking,

112.2.21

ISSUE: Should tasking be used in the AIS software Design?
RATIONALE: The rationale was plovided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: Ada Tasking was not used in the PCE or SNE Ada design solutions. This was
because the task switching times were unaoceptabile for the low level use of tasks. It was also felt
that the use of tasks, even for high level state control, was too risky for the program. This was
because of the immaturity of the compiler and its underlying multitasking executive.
6.2.5 Dynamic Data StIuctures

111.2.2.31

ISSUE: Should dynamic data structures be used within an AIS design?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: Early experience of using such constructs as variant records, showed that
the first generation Telesoft Ada compiler did not manage the heap very well. It was a risk
reduction decision not to use any dynamic data structures within the AVS Ada, even tough some
requirements (such as dynamic configuration and extracted store descriptions) lend themselves
well to these Ada constructs (Access types, eic.).
6.2.6 E(xceg,

(11.2.2.41

ISSUE: How should exceptions be used in an AIS software design?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.

AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE SMS processor Ada design solution makes use of Ada exceptns
within the layered approach to software design. Real exceptional events, such as aIRT on the
MIL-STD-1760 data bus has failed, are communicated via package specification declared
exceptions. These exceptions travel upwards and are translated at each level into more system
failures. For example the failure of an RT could be:
a. Level 3 RT Dead
b. Level 4 Missionstoredead
c. Level 5 Hung-Store

The AVS experience shows that ImIing exceptions to package specifications, promotes good use
of exceptions resulting in a better software standard.
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6.2.7 Get

ill

[11.2.2.51

ISSUE: When should genetic units be established?.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.

AVS Implementation: The PCE Ada software did not have any generic packages. This was because
the compiler did not implement this construct and that even if it did, it was outside the scope of

the contract to design truly generic packages.
52.8 Qai

Hiding 111.2.2.6)

ISSUE: How should date hiding be used in AIS software design?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: The AVS PCE software design as discussed in paragraph 11.2.2.1.3 of
Appendix A, uses the package program unit to provide the log"al structure. Wherever possible,
data structures have been hidden within the body of package. The PCE SMS processor level 4
package STOREDESCRIPTIONS is a good example. The data structure holding the upload
subaddress implementation is hidden from the calling software and can only be accessed by
dedicated procedures available in the package specification. The AVS PCE software design did not
make much use of the "Private type' construct. This was mainly due to the inexperience of the
software design team in using Ada.
6.2.9 Seoarate Comrpilation

(11.2.2.7]

ISSUE: Use of the separate compilation Ada feature to assist in program modulization.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: This Ada feature was not available in the first generation Telesoft Ada
compiler.
62.10 Constraint Checking

111.2.2.81

ISSUE: When should full constraint checking be applied to object code?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: During the development of the AVS Ada software, all constraint checking
was switched on. Additionally, the design of the software ensured that all variables were
constrained to the relevant range. Subtypes of integer, for example, were used During testing
this feature proved invaluable. This was mainly due to the co-resident RTS software trapping a
run time constraint error and then printing a diagnostic message providing the line number of
the package, thus indicatitg where the run time assignment was out of range. The final delivery
had construct checking switched off, usinj a language pragmatism, which reduced the final object
size by about 30 percent.

6.2.11

Attrobutes

[11.2.2.91

ISSUE: Should attributes be used in AIS software?
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RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: Wherever possible a data attribute was used. This meant :hat type and
subtypes could be changed without the need to change the application code. The AVS therefore
proved that this was a very cost effective construct.
6.2.12 Data Abstraction

[11.2.2.10O

ISSUE: How should data abstraction techniques be applied to AIS software design
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: The deve'opment of data structures to provide the main control routes
within the Ada code was important to the AVS software design selection. A good example of the
abstraction of the requirement into suitable data structures is the PCE SMS processor Level 4
package CRITICALCONTROLMESSAGE where enumeration types, records and arrays are all used
togethee to describe all subaddress 11 interface stales for a particular pylon station. The AVS
experience shows that careful design of data structures can result in more readable and
understandable code.
6.2.13

Portability

(11.2.2.111

ISSUE: How can AIS software be ported to different targets?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: The AVS Ada processor reduced assembler inserts to a minimum. They
were used for:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Fast hardware access (see Avionics RT access)
Bit manipulation (package BIT-FUNCTIONS)
Semaphore (package SEMAPHORE)
Some interrupt handling (see Avionics Processor)

In ierms of overall percentage of target object code, these inserts were reduced to some three
percent. The AVS implementation is therefore very portable.
6.2.14

Instruction Set Architectures

111.2.31

ISSUE: Whicn computer Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) should be used in the AIS.
RATIONALE: The ratiunale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: The AVS used the Motorola 68000 ISA for the main controlling units. This
ISA proved to be well suited to the requirements of a modem avionics system using Ada.
6.2.15 Processing Power

[11.2.4.11

ISSUE: What typical processing power trends occur fr:)m implantirng the LDD following the
guidance in Section 11.1?
RATION.ALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
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...

[11.2.4.2.11

6.2.16 Coegm

ISSUE: How much extra code memory is reo

ed in the AIS?

RATIONALE: The benefits in terms of software size reduction, and therefore code memory
reduction, resulting from the implementation nf generic software will only be realized in
systems using more than one MIL.STD-1 760 store type. This is because generic software has
an overhead and by its very nature it cannot be optimized to specific stores. The more store
types used, the more software size benefits occur through the use of generic software.
AVS Implementation: All MIL-STD-1760 emulated mission stores (SRAAM, AGM, and BOMB)
are controlled by one common control package (PCE SMS processor Level 4 package
M1760_StoreControl) which calls generic software for message processing and safety critical
store contrvi. An overhead would be incurred if this scheme was used for a single store type, but
combining all control for multiple store types in one package, yields software size, and therefore
code memory size reductions.
6.2.17 Data

[eQL

[11.2.4.2.2]

ISSUE: How much data memory is required for an AIS software design?
RATIONALE: It is not possible to provide absolute figures for the extra data memory
requirements as it is very application dependent. However, the figure provided is likely based
upon the size of data allocated in AVS.
AVS Inrr mrrentation: AVS allocated one data word for every declared data entity code. It
.__'- .1•,d the store description data structure to the information upload and held bitlog
" orr.&,; on for each RT and therefore each mission store.
.,.2.18

Arc itjectures [11.2.51

ISSUE: What is Ine best overall software structure for an AIS implementation?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.

"AVS implementation: The AVS software responsible for system control in the PCE SMS is
structured on a highly layered approach ., r.- is consistent with the guidance offered. Figure
6.2 shows the AVS FCE SMS packaoe stru.:..- o. This approach proved a very successful way of
developing AIS software of.ering a•'iv
-,es in all phases of the software life cycle.
6.2.19 Reusable Softwr.

'

.2.6]

ISSUE: How can reuseable software be developed?
RATIONALE: Reuseability in software is only realized when generic software is developed. This
is because only general puq.'ose software built upon a standard protocol (such as the
MIL-STD-1760 LDD) cani be taken from one application to another. Store specific software is
just that. It tends to interm2te with application specific software and therefore cannot cost
effectively be re-use4.

AVS Implementation: hihough the Ada generic package construct was not available, the software
was designed to be general purpose and this proved that reusable software could be developed for
many elements of the LDD.
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6.2.20 Software Interfaces 111.2.71
ISSUE: How many meaningful software interfaces can be developed?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: Close Inspection of the final PCE Ada code shows good use of data abstraction
techniques and extensive case of meaningful names. This combination results in both readability
and understandability that is built into the source code.
6.2.21 Program Suonort Environment [11.2.81
ISSUE: Should a software support environment be used?
RATIONALE: The rationalc was provided In the Appendix A guidance.
AVS Implementation: The AVS compiler, chosen since it was the only available VAX hosted and
Motorola 68000 targeted cross compiler, was supplied with a very poor toolset ano support
environment. The software testing and integration suffered froni this lack of available tools. The
missing tools which had the most impact were: the Library Manager, Symbolic Debugger, and
Good Quality Linker.
6.2.21.1 Library Manaaer It is the responsibility of a Library Manager to determine all
compilation dependencies and Initiate automatic recompilations if a source unit Is changed which
effects other units. This was not available during AVS Ada development and meant that It had to be
done manually. This was both time consuming and resulted in errors. The overall effect was a
reduction in productivity and an Increase in maintenance costs.
6.2.21.2 Symbolic Debugger This facility allows tracing of Ada constructs which is achieved by
the debugger having knowledge of the relationship between target code and the source code. It
speeds up testing and debugging.
6.2.21.3 Good Quality Linker Such a Unker would supply address map information locating Ada
construc'ts to physical addresses. This information is paramount if such debugging tools as Logic
State Analyzers are to be used. The lack of this information during AVS software development
significantly extended debugijino limes.
6.2.22 Scoftware Configuration Control 111.2.91
ISSUE: What type of Configuration Control environment should be used for control of AIS
software?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in thtt Appendix A guidance.
ronfiguration control tools were used during AVS software
AVS Implementation: No automated
development. A manual system was developed which was just about sufficient. However, for it to
be successful it relies on the professionalism of the software engineer to follow the procedures.
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7.

RATIONALE FOR APPENDIX A SECTION 12

Paragraphs 7.1 through 7.6 of this section provide rationale to support the guidance given in
paragraphs 12.1 through 12.3 of Appendix A.
7.1 Connctrs (12.11
ISSUE: What specific requirements of MIL-C-38999 should be reflected into other paris of the
AIS not controlled by MIL-STD.1760?
RATIONALE: It is most likely that aircraft manufacturers will use the solution that, in the short
term, may be lowest in cost. There is little doubt that using size 8 twinax contacts
(MIL-C-39029 slash 90 and 91) will be more expensive than using, say, three size 22 power
contacts in its place. Also, the increased weight penalty incurred by utilizing the extra
screening potential of MIL-C-38999 Series III connectors will be viewed with some alarm.
Nevertheless it is considered imperative that:
a. The same type of contacts called out in MIL-STD-1760 for the ASI are used
throughout the rest of the AIS. This will afford the required impedance matching (vital for HB1
VSWR); screening (against susceptibility and radiation of noise); and also automatically control
the cable which will be used, because the contact slash sheets detail the "acceptable' cable.
b. MIL-C-38999 connectors are used either throughout th9 AIS installation or, as a
minimum, wherever the 360 degree screening afforded by these connectors is considered to be
beneficial. This capability is obviously going to have significant advantages when dealing with
composite structures.
7.2 Multiplex Data Bus Cable 112.21
ISSUE: Should specific cable be used ini the AIS installation?
RATIONALE: Should the advice given in paragraph 7.1 above be ignored and MIL-C-39029 slash
sheets 90 and 91 contacts not be used, then cable *control' will be lost. There are other costly
types of cable available which would give reasonable electrical compatibility, but are usually not
approved and are of doubtful mechanical structure.
7.3 Hoigh •ndwidth Cable 112.31
ISSUE: Should specific cable be used in the AIS installation?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
7.4 Relelase Consent and Interlock Cables [12.41
ISSUE: No applicability.
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7.5

,ddi

Lina
W Cabla 112.51

ISSUE: No applicability.

"7.6 Per

Cablo 112.61

ISSUE: No applicability.
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8.

RATIONALE FOR APPENDIX A SECTION 13

Paragraphs 8.1 through 8.19 of this section provide rationale to support the guidance given in
paragraphs 13.1.1 through 13.3 of Appendix A. Issue statements may be summarized. Where
rationale was supplied in the guidance text and further provision considered superfluous, then
extra rationale is not supplied.
8.1 Co nctr

[13.1.11

ISSUE: Should the MIl.-STD-1760 connectors be fitted on the first available opportunity?
RATIONALE: Delaying the fitting of the ASI connectors will be of litfle or no benefit and in fact
could cause an unnecessary delay in any future modification program. It is very obvious that a
major m;lestone in any modification program is tha! area connected with the initial fit, or
change, of any hardware. If the aircraft, or its pylons, is *opened up" for modification, then that
opportunity should be utilized to complete the installation of MIL-STD-1760 ASI connectors and
any associated wiring, the latter may have to be "tied back" at any appropriate LRU interfaces.
ISSUE: Could some, or all, of the existing connectors be superseded by the MIL-STD-1760
connector?
RATIONALE: There are two major reasons for considering this topic:
a. Removing the current connectors from the aircraft/pylon structure, will yield real
estate which could be vital in the fitting of MIL-STD-1760 ASIs.
b. A "standard" umbilical could be realized in a much shorter timescale.
There are two major problems which may legislate against such an installation:
a. The logistics of having post mod aircraft without post-mod stores or post-mod only
stores against pre-mod aircraft. It should be noted that although special to type umbilicals, that
is MIL-STD-1760 ASI compatible at one end and store specific at the other, may go some way in
alleviating this problem, it would be a very expensive solution unless easily modifiable
umbilicals were constructed.
b. Real estate would need to be found, either in the pylon or the aircraft, for the LRU
which is to control the switching and or rerouting of these existing signals.
In spite of the disadvantages discussed above it is still recommended that each store/aircraft
interface be studied in Its own right and accepted or rejected on its own merits. A specific policy
can then be established for each aircraft which can be defended, rather than have a blanket
decision which, almost certainly, could not.
ISSUE: Where should the ASI be fitted.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
8.2 Power Installation

[13.1.2.1]

ISSUE: What 28V DC wire will already be fitted and useable?
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RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is

necessary.
ISSUE: What 115V AC wire will already be fitted and useable?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
ISSUE: What initial Auxiliary power capability will there be?
RATIONALE: All of the information currently available indicates that the auxiliary power
capability is unlikely to be required. Before any commitment is made to even start design, never
mind installation, of the auxiliary power signal set, that is a Class IA or IIA ASI, the justification
for the requirement must be fully examined. This is because such an installation will require a
second ASI conneclor and associated cable. The real estate required for such an installation will
be a heavy burden to bear, as will the consequent aircraft weight increase, unless adequate
justification is provided.
ISSUE: Will Auxiliary Interlock be required and available?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
8.3 Multiplex Data Bus Installation

113.1.2.21

ISSUE: What aircraft are likely to have this installation already in place?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided In the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is

necessary.
ISSUE: Should this be a classic bus layout?
RATIONALE:

Refer to section 5 of this document for further detailed rationale on this subject.

8.4 Mulliplex Data Bus Address Installation

113.1.2.31

ISSUE: What aircraft are likely to have this installation already in place?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
ISSUE: What part of the aircraft is affected?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
8.5 Low Bandwidth Installation

(13.1.2.41

ISSUE: What aircraft are likely to have this Installation already In place?

RATIONALE: The coptact and therefore cable, provided In MIL-STD-1760 for this signal, Is a
pin surrounded (360') by two rings. It Is Intended that the active signal (HI) be carried on the
pin, with the retuni (LO) being carried on the first ring. This leaves the second outer ring for a
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screen and altogether this provides for a twisted pair with overall screen cable, that is the same
contact as required for the Multiplex Data Bus. Currently such a facility is typically used for
the rather raw target acquired audio signal from the AIM-9 missile, but fed to the aircraft via a
single wire with an overall grounded screen, that is HI via the wire and LO via the screen.
While little change of usage is envisaged in the short term, there are long term considerations
for using this interface for Low Speed Digital Signals (LSDS) with low cost (electronics) stores.
The current installations discussed above would be totally inadequate for use with the LSDS,
whereas the installation required by MIL-STD-1760 would be more than adequate for both the
LSDS and AIM-9 audio. Note that the AIM-9 audio installation is a point to point requirement and
this is also the type of installation envisaged for the LSDS, thereby avoiding the requirement for
bus network address lines.
8.6 High Bandwidth Installation

113.1.2.51

ISSUE: Will existing cable be suitable?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
8.7 Interlock Line Installation

[13.1.2.61

ISSUE: Is Interlock a positive requirement?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
ISSUE: Must the Interlock Return be isolated.
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
8.8 Release Consent Installation

113.1.2.71

ISSUE: Are straight installation rules specified ;or this signal?
RATIONALE: Unfortunately many people distrust the use of digital data for the transmission of
safety critical commands and this actually includes the generation of such commands by the
processor. Furthermore, although it can be shown that the risk of the false generation of a safety
critical message (which will pass all checking and therefore be acted upon) is very low, such
rfigures as these seem to be beyond comprehension and are consequently also completely
mistrusted. In order that the flexibility of digital data can be retained, but that it becomes
"safety related' not "safety critical,* the use of a discrete (which must accompany such data) has
been mandated. That discrete, now a nominal 28V DC line capable of a current drain up to 100
milliamperes, is called Release Consent and Is mandated for use whenever bits D8 and/or D10 of
the Critical Control 1 word (MIL-STD-1760A Table B.XXXII) are set to Logic 1. Use at other
times is at the discretion of the store, but the aircraft must be capable of complying with such a
demand. It is this rationale which has led to the guidance that Release Consent should not to be
software generated (where this includes the use of a data highway fr transmission of any
generation), but may be software steered (where this includes the use of a data highway for
transmission of steering instructions), such as in a multi (rail launch) store carriage store.
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8.9 Aim rLonkllWl

113.1.3.11

ISSUE: Should a separate MIL-STD-1760 bus be installed?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
8.10 Avionic to SMS Digital Interface

[13.1.3.21

ISSUE: How should "Avionics Data' be transferred into stores?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
8.11

Digital Cor&W

113.1.3.31

ISSUES: What sort of aircraft modifications are required on partially digital AIS or SMS and
aircraft which have as yet, no digital AIS or SMS?
RATIONALE: It is most unlikely that a single processor will be able to cope with the duties of a
Bus Controller, Stores Management System Manger and be responsible for the processing
requirements of assembling the data entity words into the correct order (this assumes that the
data entity arrived from the Avionics Bus using MIL-HDBK-1553 message and data word
formats) for the various weapon on any one missiun. It is, however, expected that two
processors could cope quite adequately and this then leaves the quesion of partitioning the
"duties" described above. Obviously software partitioning of safety critical and non-safety
critical functions form a basic requirement on any decision, which means that the partitioning
falls into:
a. Processor 1 - SMS Manag6ment
b. Processor 2 - Bus Controller mnd message construction
8.12 Bandwidth Switching

[13.1.3.41

ISSUE: What bandwidth switching is likely to be available on current aircraft?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.

8.13 E.Powe

n.L2£Qi [13.1.3.5]

ISSUE: Do 28V DC Power 1 and 28V DC Power 2 channels require separate control?
RATIONALE: Because 28V DC 2 is the supply determined, by MIL-STD-1760, for use on DC
controlled safety crtic.al store functions, then the time for which it will be available to any
store(s) is likely to be very small and rightly so. This is not the case for 28V DC 1, which is a
general purpose supply and this factor alone dictates a separated switching policy.
ISSUE: Why and when does the 115V AC channel require deadfacing?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale Is
necessary.
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ISSUE: Is power capacity ikely to be adequate?
RATIONALE: MIL-STD-1760 only demands a specific capacity at any one ASI, which is:
a. 28V DC - 20 amperes to be available for Class I and 11; and 30 amperes to be
available for Class IA and IIA.
b. 115V AC - 10 amperes per phase to be available for Class I and II; and 30 amperes

per phase to be available for Class IAand IIA.

Note: The 30 ampere figure is the maximum consumable across both primary and auxllary
signal sets together.
The capacity requirements for how many ASIs should be energized at any one time, is not
controlled by MIL-STD-1760, because this is obviously aircraft type dependent and also
probably varies across build block of any one type. The capacity requirement for switching is
likely to need expansion in order to cope with the 28V DC I and 28V DC 2 separation rules and
also the "deadfacing" requirements levied against the 11 5V AC.
8.14 InterdocdkRlelase Consent Circuitry

[13.1.3.61

ISSUE: Should Interlock interrogation be Implemented?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided In the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale Is

necessary.
ISSUE: Should Interlock be used for deadfacing power to the connector?
RATIONALE: For the 115V AC power supply, the current practice of deadfacing via the hnedowk
must cease in order to be compliant with MIL-STD-1760. The same technical reasoning cwnnot
be applied to the DC power lines, although it most certainly will, if the 270V DC power lIne Is
ever Implemented, but It Is considered to be bad engineering practice to disconnec•t hr
connectors and even worse practice to connect "hot" connectors. In the latter case, unless the
mating is 100% clean, current spdkng will occur on both the interlock line (this will aknost
certainly be highly inductive) and the 28V DC 1 line.
ISSUE:

What circuitry is required for Interlock?

RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
ISSUE: What circuitry is required for Release Consent?
RATIONALE: See paragraph 8.8 of this document, In association with the rationale in 13.1.2.7.
8.15 Avionic Interface [13.1.41
ISSUE: What avionic data does MIL-STD-1760 demand from the aircraft?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided In the Appendix A guidance and no further rationale is
necessary.
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8.16 Positive Talsino

113.2.1.1

ISSUE: What part(s) of the MIL-STD-1 760 installation should be candidates for positive
testing?
RATIONALE: Basically one needs to look at those pans of the system which wil require system
integration, that is where different equipment have to live mutually with and without each other.
This is obviously a main criteria for bus networking and that is why the three that appear In
Appendix A were chosen. The power lines were included as a possible extra only for
consideration against potential voltage drop on larger aircraft, that is testing to ensure h the
correct wire gauge was chosen by the designer.
8.17 Verification by Inspection

[13.2.1.21

ISSUE: What parl(s) of the MIL-STD-1760 installation could be considered for design
verification?
RATIONALE: See paragraph 8.16 of this document, in association with the rationale in 13.2.1.1.
8.18 EM=

113.2.1.31

ISSUE: What EMC testing, if any, should be considered.?
RATIONALE: See paragraph 7.1 of this document, especially that part on cost cutting. in
association with the rationale in 113.2.1.31, that is the less active screening fitted in the
installation the more irrportant becomes the depth of EMC testing.
8.19 Phased fA!L-STD-1760 Implementation

(13.11

ISSUE: What parl of the instailation should be implemented first?
RATIONALE: The rationale was provided in the Appendix A guidance and no further raionale is
necessary.
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